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Preface

It is a pleasure to compile and edit this volume on the Photophysics of Organo-
metallics with my intention to present some of the most interesting current research 
in this area and also hopefully to bring it in a concise form to a wider audience. This 
field has changed so much over the past 30 years and it is truly unrecognizable from 
initial studies carried out in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Although the photochem-
istry of organometallic complexes, rightly considered as a distinct part of inorganic 
photochemistry, has been investigated for around half a century now, it was initially 
thought that organometallic systems were just too prone to photochemical dissocia-
tion to have sufficiently long lived electronically excited states to be able to study 
their characteristics and their subsequent photophysical mechanisms. The determina-
tion of luminescence from such complexes, in some cases even long lived emission 
in fluid solution, changed all that and made it feasible to investigate the excited states 
of organometallic systems in considerable detail. Hence, a new field was born.

Initially, photophysical studies of organometallic complexes were undertaken with 
the objective to learn about the fundamental nature of the excited states and mecha-
nisms arising from them. The electronic characteristics of the excited state, its life-
time, its solvent and temperature dependence, the mechanism of its return to the 
ground state via thermal processes (including energy transfer and electron transfer 
pathways) and, most importantly, identification of the excited state responsible for the 
molecular photochemistry were all investigated for each newly found luminescent 
organometallic system. During this period, thoughts of practical applications were 
secondary to uncovering the basic nature of the excited states in these compounds, 
which seemed to have everything – both organic components (ligands) and inorganic 
components (metal centers). Thus, these molecules provided a complicated puzzle of 
participating excited states in the photophysics and the photochemistry. Unraveling 
all this information has most definitely been a challenge to the researchers in this 
field. However, since these fundamental studies, the area has developed to such an 
extent that it now reveals a wide range of important applications, for instance, in 
catalysis, probes, sensors, optical switches, non-linear optical materials, radiophar-
maceuticals, photocleavage of DNA and organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs).

This volume is both a snapshot of current research in the field and an introduc-
tion to the various components that are of importance to it. The chapters are 
representative of some of the most significant experimental and theoretical research 

ix



x Preface

currently being carried out, and they are written by leading scientists in the area. It 
is the intention to inform the reader on the many facets of the excited states in 
organometallic complexes and their photophysical processes. In every instance, we 
have made an effort to provide an introductory overview with a clear interpretation 
of the current research, and also to indicate any emerging applications, where 
appropriate. The credit for this goes to the authors of the individual chapters and I 
am most grateful to them for their expertise and their great efforts. The net result is 
a succinct representation of their research areas at this present time. Consequently, 
I hope that this volume is useful not only to the researchers and students already in 
this field, but it can help attract new people who may have an interest in it. If this 
field changes as much in the next 30 years as it did in the last 30 years, it will be 
an extraordinary one to participate in.

Binghamton Alistair J. Lees
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Photophysics and Photochemistry  
of Organometallic Rhenium Diimine Complexes

Arvind Kumar, Shih-Sheng Sun, and Alistair J. Lees

Abstract This review describes the photophysics and photochemistry of various 
diimine rhenium(I) tricarbonyl complexes. The exceptionally diverse photophysical 
behavior of these complexes is largely dependent on the nature of their lowest excited 
states. These excited states and the excited-state characteristics can be easily changed 
by varying the substituents on either the diimine ligands or the ancillary ligands. The 
prolificacy of the photophysical and photochemical properties of diimine rhenium(I) 
tricarbonyl complexes allows for a range of important applications such as light-
emitting devices, sensors, probes for photo-polymerization, optical switches, 
nonlinear optical materials, radiopharmaceuticals, carbon dioxide reduction and 
supramolecular chemistry. We have covered the studies that best characterize the state 
of the field as far as the most significant fundamental photochemical advances, and 
the applications of the photochemistry of rhenium complexes.

Keywords Chromophores • Luminescence • Organometallics • Photochromism 
• Photophysics • Rhenium • Self-assembly, Sensors • Supramolecular chemistry
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1 Introduction and Scope

Photophysical and photochemical phenomena are quintessential to the survival of 
life on our planet. The vital role played by light in biological and materials science 
needs no further emphasis as the value of solar energy has never been more evident 
than now. The recent interest in the photophysics and photochemistry of molecules 
with relatively long-lived highly excited electronic states has been prompted by 
advances in optoelectronics and by the development of molecular logic devices [1, 2]. 
Photochemically stable molecules with relatively long-lived fluorescent states 
could act as excitation wavelength-sensitive electron or electronic energy donors/
acceptors when incorporated into larger supramolecular or polymeric systems [3, 4]. 
The potential value of incorporating such species into molecular devices increases 
with their increased stability and excited-state lifetime.

Organometallic rhenium complexes occupy a prominent position in the photo-
physics and photochemistry of transition-metal complexes. Since the first system-
atic studies of the photophysical and photochemical properties of the remarkably 
stable complexes, fac-ReIX(CO)

3
(L) (where L is a bidentate–diimine ligand or two 

monodentate pyridyl ligands, and X is a halogen, an alkyl group, or a pyridyl lig-
and), in the 1970s by Wrighton and coworkers, polypyridyl complexes of rhenium(I) 
have played an important role in contributing to an understanding of the photo-
physical and light-induced electron-transfer (ET) and electronic energy-transfer 
(ENT) processes [5–9]. A number of investigations have appeared in the litera-
ture, based on complexes incorporating the ReIX(CO)

3
(bpy) chromophore (bpy = 

2,2¢-bipyridine or its derivatives). These have elegantly demonstrated medium 
effects [10, 11], fundamental photophysical properties of metal-to-ligand charge 
transfer (MLCT) excited states [12, 13], and physical and/or chemical processes facili-
tated by covalently linked chromophore-quencher systems [14, 15]. The rhenium(I)-
based compounds offer several advantages for elucidating the various excited-state 
properties of organometallic complexes. As pointed out by Vogler and Kunkley, the 
photophysics and photochemistry of rhenium complexes is rich, spanning eight 
oxidation states from formal rhenium(0) (for example, Re

2
(CO)

10
) to formal 

rhenium(VII) (for example MeReO
3
) [13].

The convenient and easy synthesis of fac–ReI(CO)
3
(diimine) complexes and the 

modification of the diimine ligands themselves makes systematic tuning of the 

3 Photoinduced Transformations and Chemical Reactions ..................................................  11
3.1 Photochemical Ligand Substitution Reactions .........................................................  11
3.2 Photoinduced cis-trans Isomerization Reactions ......................................................  13
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Rhenium Tricarbonyl Moieties ..........................................................................................  18
4.1 Photophysical Properties...........................................................................................  18
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electronic properties easier for these complexes [16–18]. Altering the excited-state 
properties provides insight into the role of the acceptor diimine ligand in determin-
ing spectroscopic and photophysical features. Moreover, the lifetimes of the lowest 
excited states in these fac–ReI(CO)

3
(diimine)-based complexes are usually suffi-

ciently long enough to permit energy- or electron-transfer processes to nearby 
components when suitable energetic and electronic conditions are satisfied [14].

In general, the excited-state properties of diimine rhenium(I) tricarbonyl com-
plexes primarily occur through their lowest triplet excited states, due to rapid vibra-
tional relaxation and intersystem crossing from the upper vibrational energy levels 
[6, 7]. Thus, the nature of the lowest-energy-acceptor ligands (either diimine lig-
ands or bridging ligands) plays a decisive role in determining the ultimate photo-
physical and/or photochemical properties. Various excited states are generated, 
depending on the relative energy levels of the metal and ligand orbitals, as well as 
the extent of interaction between them. Many mononuclear diimine rhenium(I) 
tricarbonyl complexes are highly emissive (F

em
 = 0.001–0.1) and feature relatively 

long emission lifetimes (10 ns to 1 ms) in solution, due to the existence of lowest 
energy triplet-centered MLCT excited states [6, 19]. In these cases, the decay of the 
lowest-lying MLCT-emitting states is often primarily determined by an energy gap 
law effect [20]. Another prominent feature of these complexes is the large hypso-
chromic shift of their emission maxima on going from a fluid environment to a 
rigid medium and this is described as “luminescence rigidochromism.” Here, the 
long-lived triplet MLCT excited state is apparently raised in energy compared to 
the ground-state molecule, due to the restricted ability of the solvent molecules to 
reorient and stabilize the excited-state dipole moment [5, 10, 12].

Understandably, there is an enormous richness in the photophysical and photo-
chemical behavior of the excited states present in diimine rhenium(I) tricarbonyl 
complexes. Indeed, this plethora of molecular photophysical characteristics has led 
to a wide range of interesting and important applications, including their use as 
catalysts [21–25], sensors [26–33], probes for photo-polymerization [10, 34, 35], 
optical switches [36–45], light-emitting materials [46–52], nonlinear optical mate-
rials [53–56], binding or photocleavage of DNA [57–61], and radiopharmaceuticals 
[62–66]. Under the purview of this article our focus will be to cover photophysical 
and photochemical properties and hence other aspects, such as synthetic, catalytic, 
pharmaceutical, etc., will not be discussed.

2  Photophysical Properties of Rhenium  
Carbonyl Diimine Complexes

Several transitions are possible in diimine rhenium(I) tricarbonyl complexes, such 
as ligand field (LF), metal-to-ligand charge transfer, ligand-to-ligand charge trans-
fer (LLCT), s-bond-to-ligand charge transfer (s→p*), and intraligand (IL) excited 
states. Recently, density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent density func-
tional theory (TD-DFT) have provided new insights into the appropriateness of 
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these models [67–73]. For the “parent complexes,” [Re(bpy)(CO)
3
Cl] and [Re(bpy)

(CO)
3
(py)]+, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) contained 50% or 

greater Re
d
 character along with ~20% contributions each from CO and Cl for 

[Re(bpy)(CO)
3
Cl] and ~20% contributions from CO for [Re(bpy)(CO)

3
(py)]+. 

The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) consists of 80% or greater 
diimine ligand p* character in both cases. Thus, the lowest energy optical transition 
was assigned as a metal-ligand-to-ligand charge transfer transition (MLLCT) [67].

Similarly the HOMOs of [Re(diimine)(CO)
3
(RNC)]+ complexes contained 45% or 

greater Re
d
 character and 27% or greater RNC character in general, where RNC is 

6-dimethylphenylisocyanide and diimine is phenanthroline derivatized with electron-
donor groups or electron-withdrawing groups, whereas the LUMOs contained >81% 
diimine p character [68, 69]. Hence, the lowest optical transition was assigned as 
MLLCT. The HOMOs of complexes of the type [Re(bpy)(CO)

3
(ER)

2
], where ER = 

NHPh, N(4-CH
3
Ph), PPh

3
, were located on the amido and phosphido ligands and the 

LUMOs were located on the p(bpy) levels. Thus, the lowest energy transition was 
assigned as LLCT and emission as 3LLCT for these complexes [70].

2.1 Complexes with Lowest MLCT Excited States

The MLCT absorption band of the rhenium carbonyl complexes often lies at lower 
energy on the shoulder of the p–p* diimine ligand-centered transition (LC); hence, 
both the 1MLCT and 1LC levels are often populated simultaneously. Further, the 
3MLCT and 3LC vary in energy relative to one another. Consequently, emission 
spectra are often found to occur in the 500 nm region with strong vibronic character 
consistent with a large 3LC contribution; in other cases the spectra occur near 600 
nm which are structureless and assignable to a 3MLCT state. However, as the emis-
sion envelope of the coordinated diimine ligand is red-shifted from that of the free 
ligand, a combination of 3LC and 3MLCT states is often employed to account for 
the emission behavior (see Fig. 1).

ISC
3MLCT

dπ
Ground State

ISC

LC
Ground State

a b

hν hν' hν hν'
kr knr kr knr

3LC

1MLCT 1LC

Fig. 1 Jablonski diagram for [Re(diimine)(CO)
3
L] complexes: (a) MLCT model, (b) ligand-centered 

model. The k
r
 and k

nr
 are the radiative and nonradiative decay constants from the excited state to 

the ground state
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Table 1 Luminescence characteristics for various [LRe(CNx)(CO)
3
](PF

6
) complexes (CNx = 2, 

6-dimethylphenylisocyanide) in EtOH:MeOH (4:1, v/v) (data taken from [68])

L

l
em

 (103 cm−1) t
em

(ms) t
em

(ms) F
em

77 K 298 K 77 K 298 K 298 K

1,10-Phenanthroline 21.8 19.7 65 8.6 0.77
20.4
19.1
17.7

5-Chloro-1,10-phenanthroline 21.1 19.1 171 1.5 0.78
19.7
18.3
17.1

5-Nitro-1,10-phenanthroline 20.4 322
19.0
17.8

5-Methyl-1,10-phenanthroline 21.6 19.6 231 20.2 0.83
19.3
18.8
17.5

5,6-Dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline 20.7 20.3 229 30.9 0.56
20.4 19.3
18.0
16.6

1,10-Phenanthrolinopyrrole 20.4 18.5 268 6.2 0.11
18.6
17.3
16.0

These bands show negative solvatochromism as revealed by band shifts to lower 
energy in less polar solvents [5, 7, 8, 12]. The direction of the solvent dependence 
is associated with a reduced (and reversed) molecular dipole in their MLCT excited 
states. Emissions from these complexes are typically broad and structureless, and 
they also often exhibit a rigidochromic effect [7–12]. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the 
luminescence characteristics and environmental effects on absorption and emission 
maxima for rhenium(I) tricarbonyl diimine complexes.

Both the emission quantum yields and lifetimes are significantly increased on 
cooling the solution to 77 K, implying that the radiative decay pathways are favored 
in the more rigid environment; the emission lifetimes are typically governed by the 
energy gap law [17, 20, 74, 75]. Table 3 summarizes the excited-state decay param-
eters for the MLCT excited states of fac–[ClReI(4, 4¢–(X)

2
–bpy)(CO)

3
] complexes 

(where 4,4¢–(X)
2
-bpy is 4,4¢-disubstituted-2,2¢-bipyridine).

These complexes also usually exhibit substantial photostability under visible light 
irradiation and, due to their relatively long-lived triplet excited-state characteristics, 
the emission lifetimes are easily quenched by bimolecular electron- and/or energy-
transfer processes in solution [6, 76]. The electronic structures of MLCT excited 
molecules of diimine rhenium(I) tricarbonyl complexes can be viewed as a 
charge-separated species, [LReII(CO)

3
(diimine•−)]*, with an essentially oxidized 
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metal center and reduced diimine ligand. The MLCT excited state experiences a 
decrease in the extent of Re-CO p-back bonding, and this effect can be easily moni-
tored by time-resolved IR spectroscopy and time-resolved resonance Raman spec-
troscopy [77, 78]. Indeed, the nanosecond time-resolved IR spectrum of 
ClRe(CO)

3
(bpy) shows an average shift to higher energy by 55 cm−1 in the three 

n(CO) bands and the transient infrared spectrum of [(4-Me-py)Re(phen)(CO)
3
)]+ 

shows an average shift to higher energy by 46 cm−1 in the three n(CO) bands [79, 
80]. Thus, time-resolved IR spectroscopy has been able to differentiate the lowest 
excited state between MLCT or IL levels in ClRe(bpy)(CO)

3
 containing phenyle-

Table 3 Excited-state decay parameters for the MLCT excited states of fac-[ClReI(4,4¢-X
2
-bpy)

(CO)
3
] in THF (data taken from [17])

X

l
em

 (nm)

F
em

t (ms) t (ns) 104k
r
, s−1 106k

nr
, s−1

77 K 295 K 77 K 295 K (295 K) (295 K)

NEt
2

501 575 0.033 12.5 412 7.9 2.4
NH

2
502 573 0.020 11.0 262 7.8 3.7

NHCOCH
3

535 620 0.0073  4.60 65 11.0 15.0
OCH

3
525 630 0.0028  3.66 26 10.0 37.0

CH
3

530 626 0.0057  3.45 49 12.0 20.0
H 540 642 0.0031  3.12 39 8.0 26.0
Ph 560 647 0.0084  4.36 56 15.0 18.0
Cl 580 700 0.0006  1.15 9 6.7 110.0
CO

2
Et 598 715 0.0014  2.93 15 9.3 67.0

NO
2

670 780 <0.0001  0.86 <6 1.7 167.0

Table 2 Environmental effects on absorption and emission maxima of [ClRe(CO)
3
L] (data taken 

from [6])

L Environment (T, K) First l
abs

 (103 cm−1)

l
em

 (103 cm−1)

t (ms)(F
em

, ±15%)

Phen CH
2
Cl

2
 (298) 26.3 17.33 (0.36) 0.3

Polyester resin (298) 18.52 3.67
EPA (77) 18.94 (0.33) 9.6

5-Cl–phen CH
2
Cl

2
 (298) 25.91 17.12

Pure solid (298) 17.99
EPA (77) 18.69 6.25

5-Br–phen Benzene (298) 25.32 17.15 £0.65
CH

2
Cl

2
 (298) 25.84 17.12 (0.20)

MeOH (298) 26.88 17.04
Pure solid (298) 17.83
Polyester resin (298) 18.32 2.2
EPA (77) 18.69 (0.20) 7.6

5-Me–phen Benzene (298) 25.65 17.00 £0.65
CH

2
Cl

2
 (298) 26.32 17.01 (0.30)

MeOH (298) 27.05 17.00
Pure solid (298) 18.42
Polyester resin (298) 18.48 3.5
EPA (77) 18.83 (0.33) 5.0
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neethynylene oligomers [81]. Transient resonance Raman spectroscopy also pro-
vides evidence, based on the resonance enhancement of the n(CO) Raman peaks, 
for identifying the lowest excited states and possible excited-state intermediates 
[82, 83]. In such cases, intense excited-state Raman lines have been observed that 
are associated with the radical anion of the diimine ligand.

2.2 Complexes with Lowest LLCT Excited States

In complexes with both reducing- and oxidizing-type ligands, excited states can 
arise that are the result of charge transfer from one ligand (donor) to another 
ligand (acceptor). Several rhenium tricarbonyl-based chromophore-quencher 
complexes are known to have lowest excited states featuring LLCT character [16, 84]. 
Owing to the very weak electronic interaction between the donor and the acceptor 
components, the extinction coefficients for such LLCT bands are usually very 
low. For example, the extinction coefficient of the LLCT band for complex 
[(py–ptz)ReI(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ is only 2.4 M−1 cm−1 [85]. Nevertheless, the LLCT state 

can be indirectly populated by MLCT excitation followed by an intramolecular 
electron-transfer process. For example, in the case of the chromophore-quencher 
complex [(py–ptz)ReI(CO)

3
(bpy)]+, optical excitation into the dp(Re) to p*(bpy) 

MLCT transition generates the excited-state species, [(py–ptz)ReII(CO)
3
(bpy•−)]+ 

[86]. Thereafter, rapid electron transfer from py-ptz to ReII takes place, with a 
determined rate constant higher than 4.8 × 109 s−1. The species subsequently 
formed is [(py–PTZ+•)ReI(CO)

3
(bpy•−)]+, which can be considered as a py–PTZ to 

bpy charge transfer (LLCT) excited state (see Fig. 2). Direct evidence for the 
formation of this charge-separated species has been provided from time-resolved 
resonance Raman and absorption spectroscopies, revealing that the complex has 
both the characteristics of the reduced bpy•− and oxidized PTZ+• moieties [84, 87, 88]. 
The LLCT excited state decays to the ground state via back electron transfer from 
bpy to ptz with a rate constant of 1.1 × 107 s−1 [87]. Typically, the nonradiative 
decay parameters of the LLCT excited states in such complexes with similar 
bipyridyl derivatives follow the energy gap law. Figure 2 below shows the elec-
tron-transfer processes taking place in such systems.

[(4,4'-(X)2-bpy)ReII(CO)3(py-ptz)]

[(4,4'-(X)2-bpy)ReI(CO)3(py-ptz)]

[(4,4'-(X)2-bpy)ReII(CO)3(py-ptz)]1/τhν

kq

kq

−

−

*

Fig. 2 Excited state dynamics of [(py-PTZ)ReI(CO)
3
(bpy)]+ (reproduced with permission 

from [87])
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In another typical case, the complex [ReI(MQ+)(CO)
3
(dmb)]2+, (where MQ+ = 

N-methyl-4,4¢–bipyridinium and dmb = 4,4¢-dimethyl-2,2¢–bipyridine) the optical 
excitation (400 or 355 nm) of the complex populates a Re→dmb 3MLCT excited 
state *[ReII(MQ+)(CO)

3
(dmb•−)]2+. A picosecond dmb•−→MQ+ interligand electron 

transfer (ILET) follows, producing a Re→MQ+ MLCT excited state *[ReII(MQ•)
(CO)

3
(dmb)]2+. The ILET rate (8–18 ps, depending on solvent) being accelerated by 

a combination of large electronic coupling through ReII and vibrational excitation 
of the 3MLCT (dmb) precursor state (see Fig. 3) [89].

Because of the generally nonemissive nature of LLCT states, their excited-state 
properties can be studied only by transient spectroscopy, or indirectly analyzed by 
their effect on the MLCT excited-state lifetimes of the emissive chromophores. 
However, if the electron-donor ligand is not stable toward oxidation, then subse-
quent photochemical reactions may occur. Thus, these irreversible photochemical 
reactions can be monitored to quantitatively determine the photophysical parameters 

OC
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N

CO
N

N
ReII

N

Me

OC

OC

N

CO
N

N
ReII

N

Me

OC
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N

CO
N

N
ReII

N

Me

OC
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N

CO
N

N
ReII

N

Me

OC
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N

CO
N

N
ReI

N

Me

+

e−

BET

ISC

hν

1-28 ns

ILET

8-18 ps

< 1ps

1MLCT (MQ)

1MLCT dmb

3MLCT (MQ)

3MLCT dmb

-

-

Fig. 3 Excited state dynamics of [ReI(MQ+)(CO)
3
(dmb)]2+ (reproduced with permission from [89])
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of LLCT states [90–95]. Figure 4 depicts the excited-state processes of a typical 
example, involving the rhenium chromophore coordinated to a 1, 2-diamine donor 
ligand [95]. Initial photoexcitation produces the relaxed dp(Re)→p*(bpy) MLCT 
excited state.

The MLCT state relaxes via radiative and nonradiative decays to the ground 
state (k

d
 path) or by forward intraligand electron transfer (ET) from the diimine 

donor to the photoexcited Re(I) center (k
FET

) path. Forward ET reaches the LLCT 
state, which can relax either by back ET (k

BET
 path) from bpy•− to the diimine radi-

cal cation or by C-C bond fragmentation of the diimine radical cation (k
BF

 path). 
From the luminescence and transient absorption studies, it is clear that the forward 
ET from the MLCT state is very fast; the MLCT emission decays with k

FET
 = 2 × 

109s−1, which is nearly 103-times faster than the normal MLCT decay rate (k
d
 » 4.8 × 

106 s−1). The dynamics of triplet→singlet intersystem crossing in the LLCT state 
may play a role in determining the rate of back ET because it is formed by forward 
ET from 3MLCT (e.g., 3MLCT→3LLCT). Since the product of back ET has singlet 
spin multiplicity, intersystem crossing must precede decay of 3LLCT via back ET. 
It was found that the bond fragmentation competes very effectively with back ET. 
The rate for bond-fragmentation and back electron transfer are 5 × 105 s−1 and 8.3 
× 107 s−1, respectively [95].

Another important type of LLCT state arising in diimine rhenium(I) tricarbonyl 
complexes is found in IReI(CO)

3
(diimine) complexes. When I− replaces Cl− or Br−, 

the lowest excited state changes from being MLCT in nature to that of XLCT 
(halide-to-ligand charge transfer) in character (see Fig. 5) [18, 96]. For the case 
of IReI(CO)

3
(bpy), a broad but distinct low-energy band appears around 780 nm. 

In contrast to the above-mentioned LLCT (L to diimine) transitions, which are 
weak due to the very small electronic coupling between the donor and acceptor, 
the halide p

y
 and p*(diimine) orbitals are now directly coupled by either sharing the 

 
N(bpy)ReII (R)

H
N CH

CHOH

Ph

Ph
(CO)3

MLCT

N(bpy)ReI (R)
H
N CH

CHOH

Ph

Ph
(CO)3

LLCT

N(bpy)ReI (R)
H
N

H
C Ph + PhCHO + H+

(CO)3

N(bpy)ReI (R)
H
N CH

CHOH

Ph

Ph
(CO)3 Products

kBET

kd

+hν −hν,−∆

kFET

kBF

Fig. 4 Excited state dynamics of C–C bond fragmentation (reproduced with permission from [95])
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metal d
yz

 orbital or by through-space p
y
–p* interactions. Thus, XLCT transitions 

exhibit comparable or slightly weaker intensities compared to MLCT transitions. 
The XLCT state is a better luminophore because of the higher emission quantum 
yields and has a longer lifetime compared to the MLCT excited state due to  
lower nonradiative decay to the ground state. The lifetime of the excited state 
depends on the diimine ligand which affects both emission and nonradiative decay  
constant. The MLCT state is more sensitive to the changes of diimine than the 
XLCT state.

2.3 Complexes with Lowest IL Excited States

Lowest IL states usually occur in complexes containing extended conjugation of the 
ligands, where the electron is excited predominantly from the ligand-based n- or 
p-orbitals. Typical characteristics of 3IL emissions are structured profiles and 
longer emission lifetimes, compared to 3MLCT transitions [97–102]. The emission 
lifetime is sometimes greatly influenced by temperature or medium effects, though, 
due to the presence of close-lying 3MLCT states [103]. An early report by Wrighton 
and coworkers revealed that the complex ClRe(CO)

3
(3-benzoylpyridine) exhibits 

typical 3MLCT emission in benzene solution at room temperature [97]. However, 
in a 77-K EPA glass, the rigidochromic effect shifts the 3MLCT state to higher 
energy and, thus, multiple emissions from both 3MLCT and 3IL (n–p*) excited 
states can be observed. Here, the 3MLCT and 3n–p* states are clearly not thermally 
equilibrated in this glassy environment at low temperature [97]. Many LReI(CO)

3
(X–

phen) complexes, where L is a Lewis base and X–phen is phenanthroline or its 
derivatives, exhibit overlapping emissions from both 3MLCT and 3IL (p →p*) 
excited states at room temperature. By varying L, X–phen, and temperature, the 
emitting states can be tuned from 3MLCT to 3p →p* in nature. More structured 
emissions were observed at 77 K, as well as in complexes with higher 3MLCT 
excited states [68, 69, 98]. The excited-state decays are also more complicated  
at low temperature and feature bi- or multiexponential kinetics [99]. Meyer and  

a b c

Wavelength, nm

A
bs

or
ba

nc
e 

C
ha

ng
e

Fig. 5 Ground state (broken line) and transient absorption (solid line) spectra of Re(X)(CO)
3
(bpy) 

in THF measured 10 ns after laser excitation at 460 nm. (a) X=Cl, (b) X=Br, (c) X=I (reproduced 
with permission from [96])
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coworkers revealed that the observed 3MLCT emission in a system with close- 
lying 3MLCT and 3IL states does not necessarily prove that the lowest excited  
state is 3MLCT in character [104]. In the case of fac-[ClRe(CO)

3
(dppz)] (dppz is 

dipyrido[3,2-a:2¢,3¢-c]phenazine), the lowest excited state was determined to be the 
3p –p* excited state by time-resolved resonance Raman spectroscopy, although the 
emission apparently originates from the 3MLCT excited state. The above chloro 
complex is a MLCT emitter at room temperature but pp* emitter at 77 K. Replacing 
Cl by PPh

3
 yields emission originating from the 3p –p* state, which is also con-

firmed by time-resolved resonance Raman spectroscopy [104].

3 Photoinduced Transformations and Chemical Reactions

3.1 Photochemical Ligand Substitution Reactions

Photochemical ligand substitution (PLS) reactions of many transition-metal com-
plexes are known to proceed via a 3LF excited state that is thermally accessible 
from a 3MLCT state, especially when the photosubstitution involves dissociative 
mechanisms [105]. The temperature dependence of the emission yield and lifetime 
of photosubstitution reactions renders an activated process proceeding from 3MLCT 
to 3LF states, as shown in Fig. 6a. The constants k

d1
 and k

d2
 are nonradiative decay 

rate constants for the 3MLCT and 3LF states to ground state, respectively. The rate 
constants k

th
 and k

−th
 are the forward and backward internal conversion rates between 

the 3MLCT state and the photoexcited state thermally accessible from the 3MLCT 
state. The thermodynamic analysis of the data unambiguously supports that the 
photoexcited state is 3LF (see Fig. 6a). There are three possible relaxation pathways 

1MLCT

3MLCT

hν

ISC

ke kd1 kd2

Reaction

kr∆Gk-th

kth

Ground state

3LF

1MLCT; 1IL

3MLCT

hν
3IL

3MLCT

3IL

1MLCT; 1IL

fac-[Re(CO)3(NN)(trans−L)]+
fac-[Re(CO)3(NN)(cis−L)]+

a b

Fig. 6 Simplified energy diagram describing the mechanism of the (a) PLS reaction of fac-
[ReI(bpy)(CO)

3
(PR

3
)]+ and (b) trans-cis isomerization of fac-[ReI(NN)(CO)

3
(L)]+
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through the 3LF state: (1) photodissociation that gives reaction products, (2) photo-
dissociation and successive recombination, and (3) direct nonradiative decay to the 
ground state. Both the nonradiative decay and reaction pathways from the 3LF state 
are extremely fast with rate constants > 1014 s−1, and this suggests that the 3LF 
excited states of the complexes have repulsive potential curves and that the temper-
ature-dependent nonradiative decay processes proceed via CO ligand dissociation 
and successive recombination of the produced species in rhenium(I) diimine com-
plexes of the type [Re(X

2
bpy)(CO)

2
(PR

3
)]+ [106].

Many complexes of the type Re(bpy)(CO)
3
L, where L is a weak field ligand like 

pyridine or halide, are photostable to irradiation into the MLCT manifold. Efficient 
photochemical ligand substitution is found for fac–[Re(X

2
bpy)(CO)

3
(PR

3
)]+ to 

yield substitution trans to the axial PR
3
 group by CO loss (X

2
bpy is 4,4¢-X

2
 −2,2¢-

bpy, where X is H, CF
3
, OEt or Ph, and PR

3
 is a tertiary phosphine or phosphite) 

and the biscarbonylrhenium(I) diimine complexes, cis-trans-[Re(X
2
bpy)(CO)

2
(PR

3
)

L]n+, were formed with chloride, py or CH
3
CN as the entering group [107]. The 

activation energies for photosubstitution were found to be between 3,200 and 4,800 
cm−1, and photosubstitution yields were generally in the range of 0.1–0.55. Labeling 
(13CO) studies demonstrated that the axial CO, which is trans to the phosphorus 
ligand, was indeed labilized, consistent with a dissociative mechanism and an asso-
ciated excited-state kinetic trans-effect [106].

The photostability of fac–[Re(bpy)(CO)
3
py]+, fac–[Re(bpy)(CO)

3
Cl], or related 

bipyridyl-substituted complexes is proposed to be due to the weaker trans-labilizing 
ability of the py or chloride ligand compared to a phosphorus donor, and not 
because of a larger activation energy being required to reach the 3LF state. For the 
fac–[Re(bpy)(CO)

3
(PEt

3
)]+ complex, both possible trans-axial labilization products 

are observed in CH
3
CN solution, i.e., trans to axial-phosphine as well as trans to 

axial-CO labilized substitutions, and Re(bpy)(CO)
2
(PEt

3
)(CH

3
CN)+ and Re(bpy)

(CO)
3
(CH

3
CN)+ are found in a 2:1 ratio. This may indicate that the kinetic trans-

effect of the triethylphosphine group and CO is comparable [108].
Ishitani et al. reported that the PLS reactions of fac–[Re(4,4¢-X

2
-bpy)(CO)

3
Cl] 

(X = H, MeO, NH
2
, CF

3
) are induced by high-energy (UV light) photoexcitation 

and yielded solvato complexes, fac–[Re(4,4¢-X
2
-bpy)(CO)

2
(solvent)Cl] [109]. The 

fact that the PLS reaction rate was not affected by the presence of O
2
, but the emis-

sion was efficiently quenched with a rate constant of 3.6 × 109 M−1 s−1 by O
2
, reveals 

that the PLS reaction does not occur from the emissive state. Mechanistic studies, 
including TRIR measurements, clearly reveal that the PLS reaction does not pro-
ceed via the lowest 3MLCT state, but instead it occurs via higher vibrational levels 
of the 1MLCT and/or higher electronic states, such as 1p→p*, and higher-lying 
Re→bpy and Re→CO 1MLCT states. The TRIR measurements have indicated that 
the CO ligand dissociates with subpicosecond rates after excitation, leading to 
vibrationally hot CO-loss photoproducts (with a very broad TRIR band) after 1 ps 
of excitation and the relaxed photoproduct (with a distinct TRIR band) forms 
during 50–100 ps after excitation [109].

Photosubstitution of diphosphine-bridged bimetallic complexes utilizes 1,2-trans- 
bis-diphenylphosphinoethylene as the bridging ligand and yields only trans-substituted 
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products with quantum yields as high as 0.35 [110]. This is proposed to be due to self-
quenching, i.e., intramolecular energy transfer from the high-energy chromophore that 
proceeds efficiently to the low-energy photostable ligand-substituted chromophore.  
In fact, TRIR studies have demonstrated this rapid energy transfer by monitoring 
the change in the ground and excited-state Re-CO modes.

The homolysis of the metal–alkyl bond for [Re(R)(CO)
3
(diimine)] (R = CH

3
 and 

C
2
H

5
) is also reported [111, 112]. The optical excitation of an CH

3
CN solution of 

[Re(Et)(CO)
3
(dmb)], where dmb is 4,4¢-dimethyl-2,2¢-bipyridine, produces within 

2 ps the radicals Et• and [Re(MeCN)(CO)
3
(dmb)]• together with an excited state, 

which undergoes a slower (~90 ps) conversion to the same radicals. The photoac-
tive excited state was identified as 3MLCT with an admixture of 3SBLCT (sigma 
bond-to-ligand charge transfer) character [112]. For the ethyl complex, 3SBLCT is 
the lowest state, while in the methyl complex, this lies above both the singlet and 
triplet MLCT states. The excited state decay of [Re(C

2
H

5
)(CO)

3
(dmb)] led only to 

homolytic cleavage of the Re–C
2
H

5
 bond, whereas for [Re(CH

3
)(CO)

3
(dmb)], both 

homolytic cleavage of the Re–CH
3
 bond and decay from the excited state to the 

ground state occurred in a 1:1 ratio.

3.2 Photoinduced cis-trans Isomerization Reactions

Complexes incorporating a ligand with a lowest nonemissive 3IL excited state that 
is energetically tunable by a light-induced structural change (such as in stilbene or 
azobenzene derivatives) have potential applications as light-switching materials. 
When the olefin or azo groups are in trans-conformations, the complexes are 
weakly or nonemissive due to the presence of lowest nonemissive 3p –p* or 3n–p* 
excited states. Excitation into their 3MLCT excited state sensitizes the 3p –p* or 
3n–p* excited states and results in trans-cis isomerization of the ligand. The 3p –p* 
or 3n–p* excited states in the cis-conformer are shifted to a higher energy position 
compared to the emissive 3MLCT state and, consequently, strong emission is 
observed [36–38]. Figure 6b depicts the simplified energy diagram of trans-cis 
isomerization. Figure 7 represents the processes involved in the trans-to-cis 
isomerization of azo and ethylene linkages associated with complexes of the type 

ReI(CO)3(diimine)(trans-L) ReII(CO)3(diimine)(trans-L)

ReI(CO)3(diimine)(3trans-L)ReI(CO)3(diimine)(cis-L)

Energy
transfer

trans-cis

isomerization

hν

hν'

Fig. 7 Photoinduced cis-trans isomerization of complexes with olefin or azo linkages
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[Re(diimine)(CO)
3
L]+, where L is the ligands shown in Fig. 8a. To achieve the 

reverse process of cis to trans isomerization, requires exciting the complexes at 
higher energy than the energy needed to cause trans-to-cis isomerization [113, 
114]. The reversible trans-to-cis and cis-to-trans behavior resulting from excita-
tions at differing frequencies was equated to a “light-controlled photoswitch.” 
Several reports have taken advantage of this unique property to design a variety of 
photoswitching systems in recent years [36–43].

Gray et al. reported the cis-trans photoisomerization of [Re(phen)(CO)
3
L

1
](PF

6
) 

[113]. The [Re(phen)(CO)
3
(cis-L

1
)](PF

6
) complex exhibits yellow luminescence 

after UV excitation, whereas the trans-counterpart, [Re(phen)(CO)
3
(trans-L

1
)]

(PF
6
), is nonluminescent. Irradiation at 350 nm causes trans-to-cis isomerization 

while the reverse cis-to-trans isomerization was achieved by irradiating at 250 nm. 
[Re(diimine)(L

3
)(CO)

3
]Cl complexes undergo reversible isomerization upon alter-

nate irradiation at 365 nm and 254 nm [114]. The intense absorption band centered 
ca. 350–380 nm decreases in intensity upon irradiation at ca. 365 nm and recovers 
upon irradiation at ca. 254 nm. These changes are attributed to the trans-to-cis 
isomerization of the –CH=CH– moiety. For the azo-group containing complexes 
[Re(diimine)(azo-L

3
)(CO)

3
]Cl, reversible electronic absorption spectral changes 

were observed in degassed dichloromethane solution upon alternate irradiation at 
365 and 450 nm. The spectral changes are suggested to be associated with the 
trans-cis isomerization of the –N=N– moiety.

Coordination of an azobenzene-like ligand to the ReI center accelerates the 
singlet→triplet state intersystem crossing from optically prepared Franck-Condon 
states (for example, 1pp*, 1MLCT, and 1np*) in femtosecond time domain, thereby 
switching the trans-cis isomerization mechanism to the 3np* potential energy sur-
face. The ReI moiety acts as an intramolecular triplet sensitizer. The 3MLCT(bpy) 
state of fac–[Re(bpy)(CO)

3
L

2
]+ undergoes a 3 ps conversion to the reactive intralig-

and 3np* excited state. The isomerization of –N=N– is about 200-times faster than 
the isomerization of the –C=C– bond from the 3pp* state of the analogous Re(I) 
styrylpyridine complexes [115].

Moore and coworkers reported one particularly interesting proton-induced pho-
toisomerization of the fac–[ReI(bpy)(L

4
)(CO)

3
]+ chromophore at the stilbene-like 

bridging ligand, because the intramolecular energy-transfer is feasible after proto-
nation of the azacrown ether [39]. The absorption spectra of the trans-conformer 
fac–[ReI(bpy)(trans-L

4
)(CO)

3
]+ feature the dp(Re)→p*(bpy) MLCT band at ca. 380 

nm and an intense ILCT band at ca. 435 nm, localized on the azacrown ligand L
4
, 

in which charge is transferred from azacrown ether nitrogen to the pyridyl N-atom 
acceptor. The ILCT band is blue shifted to ca. 320 nm in the protonated complex, 
owing to the protonated azacrown ether at the N-atom inhibiting the charge transfer 
and raising the energy level of the ILCT excited state. The complex is only weakly 
emissive at room temperature in both the protonated and nonprotonated forms. 
Prolonged irradiation of the complex shows no spectral changes, while the proto-
nated complex shows pronounced spectral changes in absorption and enhanced 
emission intensity (see Fig. 8b). This is consistent with efficient trans-to-cis 
photoisomerization at the olefin bond in the protonated form of the complex.  
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The increase in emission intensity of the protonated species can be attributed to a 
reduction in the intramolecular energy-transfer decay after isomerization to the cis-
complex, reflecting the higher energy position of the 3p –p* states compared to the 
3MLCT states in the cis-styryl pyridine complex [39].

An interesting light-controlled alkali and alkaline earth metal ion switching  
was observed for the complex [ReI(CO)

3
(bpy)L

5
]+, where L

5
 contains an azacrown 

ether [116]. It can release the ion in nanoseconds and recapture it in microseconds. 
The emission from the complex [ReI(CO)

3
(bpy)L

5
]+ is very weak and has a very 

short life of t
em

 < 1 ns, due to rapid quenching of the MLCT state by electron trans-
fer from the LLCT state, with t

FET
 = 500 ps (see Fig. 9). The complex shows an 

intense band at 344 nm, which has been assigned to an ILCT transition, in which 
charge is transferred from the azacrown electron donor to the amidopyridyl electron 
acceptor. A weak MLCT band at 350 nm appears as a shoulder to this ILCT band. 
The addition of acid or metal salts results in a blue-shift of the ILCT band, with a 
large shift occurring on protonation. This is attributed to the interaction of the cat-
ion with the azacrown nitrogen atom, increasing its oxidation potential by raising 
the energy of the ILCT transition. The emission quantum yield and lifetime are 
increased on forming the [Re(CO)

3
(bpy)L

5
]+–H+ and –Mn+ complexes. Protonation 

substantially increases the MLCT emission yield and lifetime by raising the energy 
of the LLCT state so effectively that all of the photophysics occurs via the MLCT 
state. Photoexcitation to the MLCT state of the metal ion-complexed form, 
[Re(CO)

3
(bpy)L

5
]+–Mn+ (Mn+ = Li+, Na+, Ca2+, or Ba2+), results in cation release and, 

after decay to ground state, [Re(CO)
3
(bpy)L

5
]+ recaptures the metal cation to 

restore the starting thermal equilibrium (see Fig. 9).
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Fig. 8 (a) Azo, ethylenic, and crown ligands studied for photoswitch and isomerization and (b) 
absorption spectra of fac-[ReI(CO)

3
(bpy)(trans-L

4
)]+ in CH

3
CN with excess HCl added after irra-

diation at 406.7 nm for 0, 30, 120, and 180 min, along with corresponding emission obtained on 
excitation at 380 nm (no distinct emission features were observed at wavelengths lower than 500 
nm) (reproduced with permission from [39])
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Yam’s group have studied the photosensitized intramolecular ring-opening [117, 
118] and ring closing [119–121] of rhenium complexes containing spirooxazine 
and diarylethene moieties attached to either pyridine or diimine ligands (see Fig. 
10). The ring-closing process of the complexes proceeds initially with formation of 
the 1MLCT state, which undergoes intersystem crossing to the 3MLCT excited state 
(t £ 0.8 ps). The 3MLCT excited state then undergoes internal conversion or 
intramolecular energy transfer to produce the 3IL excited state (t »1.8 ns), which 
subsequently initiates the formation of the closed form of the complexes (t » 7 ns). 
In the case of complex 5 (see Fig. 10), excitation into either the IL or MLCT band 
of the open form in chloroform resulted in light emission with a maximum at 570 
nm, which can be assigned as 3MLCT phosphorescence [119]. Upon prolonged 
excitation at the isosbestic point (l = 352 nm) of the complex 5, photocyclization 
took place and the emission intensity at ca. 570 nm was found to decrease, indicating 
photoisomerization. Complex 5 shows an intense IL absorption band at ca. 352 nm 
and a shoulder at ca. 425 nm, which was ascribed to a MLCT [dp(Re)→p*(ligand)] 
transition, with some mixing of a metal-perturbed IL (p→p*) transition. Interestingly, 
upon UV excitation at l £ 450 nm into either the IL or MLCT bands, three absorption 
bands were generated at ca. 290, 480, and 713 nm (see Fig. 10c). This new set of 
absorption bands were assigned as metal-perturbed 1IL transitions with mixing of 
1MLCT transitions in the longest wavelength absorption band originating from the 
ring-closed form of the complex 6. Such a large shift of the absorption band of the 
cyclized form of complex 6 to the NIR region could be attributed to the planariza-
tion of the four heterocyclic rings relative to the open forms.

Thus, contrary to the twisted conformation of the ligand, the coordination of the 
rhenium(I) metal center forces the 2,2¢-linked pyridyl and imidazoyl rings into 
coplanarity from their twisted conformation, causing an increase in the extent of 
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p-conjugation. Upon photocyclization, the extent of p-conjugation in closed forms is 
further enhanced leading to absorption in the NIR region. In addition, excitation into 
the MLCT absorption band also triggered photocyclization of the open forms, imply-
ing that the photocyclization can occur via MLCT excited-state photosensitization. 
Upon excitation into the bands of the closed forms of complex 5, the photochromic 
backward reaction took place. The quantum yield for photocyclization (ca. F

350
 = 0.4) 

is much higher than the photocycloreversion reaction (ca. F
510

 = 0.004) [119].
Unlike most metal complexes containing the fac–(diimine)ReI(CO)

3
 unit, which 

are typically highly luminescent in solution, trinuclear rhenium carbonyl com-
pounds 7 and 8 (see Fig. 11a) show only weak luminescence (F

em
 = 0.0015) in 

CH
3
CN at room temperature [36]. The quenching appears to occur via intramolecular 
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sensitization of the p→p* transitions localized on the olefin link of the bridging 
ligand. Prolonged photolysis into the MLCT band at 366 nm, bleaches the p→p* 
absorption of the bridging ligand at ca. 280–370 nm with concomitant appearance 
of new bands at ca. 200–270 nm and an enhancement in the emission intensity (see 
Fig. 11b). The determined emission quantum yields for complexes 7 and 8 are 18 
and 21 times increased after 7 h photolysis at 366 nm, respectively. The UV-Vis 
spectral changes and large increase in the luminescence intensities for 7 and 8 are 
consistent with the trans-to-cis isomerization of the olefinic bond. Therefore, the 
nonradiative decay of energy is inhibited and highly efficient energy transfer from 
the 3MLCT to 3LF state occurs, which triggers the trans-to-cis isomerization at 
olefinic bonds in the complex.

4  Metal-Directed Macrocyclic Complexes Incorporating 
Diimine Rhenium Tricarbonyl Moieties

4.1 Photophysical Properties

In general, Re(I) complexes form corners of triangles, squares, and rectangles  
[27, 122–140], and the squares 14 and 15 contain two Re and two Pd/Pt complexes 
in opposite corners [132, 133]. Though, the spacers holding the metal centers in 
place are mostly based on ligands containing pyridine functionalities on opposite 
ends of an organic linker, diimine bridges [130, 131], alkoxides [122, 123], and 
hydroxyquinones [125] have also been reported. Bridging ligands containing a 
metal complex resulting in additional metal centers to the squares 13m, 14m, and 
19 were also studied [129–131, 135–137]. A cage-like hexanuclear rhenium molecular 
prism 21 has also been reported [141–143]. Figure 12 lists metal-directed mole cular 
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assemblies of Re(I) diimine complexes in various geometries, such as triangles, 
squares, rectangles, etc. In general, the absorption spectra of rhenium carbonyl-
based metallacycles exhibit two main features that are assigned as bridging-ligand 
localized p→p* and MLCT transitions and the emission intensity is significantly 
diminished to that of the mononuclear rhenium complexes. The diminished lumi-
nescence can be attributed to a decrease in the emission lifetime, thought to be 
quenched by the additional vibronic components.
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The MLCT band and emission maximum of rectangle 9c were located near 385 
nm and 600 nm, respectively [122]. The emission intensity was dependent on the 
solvent. The quantum efficiency and lifetime increased from 0.39 × 10−3 and 0.39 ns 
in CH

3
CN to 6.54 × 10−3 and 212 ns in a 1:9 CH

3
CN:H

2
O mixture, owing to 

aggregation in the presence of water. Other rectangles 9 having linkers (R = H, CH
3
, 

CH
2
CH

2
OH) were not emissive in solution at room temperature [122, 123].  

The intense absorption maxima at ~350 nm was observed for rectangle 10, which 
is ascribed to spin-allowed MLCT from the Re

d
 orbital to the p* orbital of the ligand, 

and the high-energy band ca. 260 nm is assigned to the ligand-centered transitions. 
Emission maxima for rectangle 10 in CH

2
Cl

2
 were located near 600 nm and the 

emission lifetimes varied from 86 to 495 ns for 10c, 10d, and 10e [124]. The excep-
tionally longer lifetime for 10e is probably due to the involvement of the extended 
p-system of the bridging ligand.

The electronic absorption of square 11 is contained with two main features of 
bridging-ligand localized p→p* and MLCT transitions [125–128]. In square 11a, 
11b the lowest-energy band is solely of MLCT character, while in the other squares 
11c-f, the p→p* and MLCT bands are substantially overlapping. Square 11d gave 
the characteristic 3MLCT emission of Re(diimine)(CO)

3
Cl complexes located at 

635 nm with a short emission lifetime of 39 ns and a low emission quantum yield 
of 8.5 × 10−4 [127, 128]. The MLCT band in square 11d is bathochromically shifted 
by 1,385 cm−1 to that of its corner complex because of additional conjugation.  
The shorter lifetime of the square to its corner is attributed to an enhanced nonra-
diative decay rate of the square, due to the lower energy of the excited state and 
more effective vibronic coupling [20]. The square 11g shows an additional low-energy 
n→p* transition that originates from the trans-azp ligand (azp = 4,4¢-azobipyridine), 
which is overlapped by a MLCT transition. Square 11d exhibits 3MLCT emission 
at ca. 635 nm, which is independent of excitation wavelength, with an emission 
lifetime of 39 ns in THF at ambient temperature. In contrast, the square 11g is 
nonluminescent owing to effective intramolecular energy transfer from the initially 
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formed 1,3MLCT excited states to the lowest nonemitting n→p* state [41]. The 
luminescent metallacycles 11h exhibit electronic absorption bands at ca. 245, 305, 
and 360 nm in the UV region originating from the ligand p→p* transitions and 
additional bands at ca. 325 nm, which are probably due to the MLCT transitions 
[129]. The square 11h shows two luminescence peaks ca. 412 and 536 nm in THF 
when excited at 360 nm. The emission peak at 412 nm can be assigned to a ligand-
localized p→p* excited state, while the weaker emission at 536 nm is due to a 
3MLCT excited state.

Molecular rectangle 12a shows a solvatochromic absorption MLCT band at 490, 
484, and 450 nm in H

2
O, DMSO, and CH

3
CN, respectively, due to dp(Re)→p*(bpm) 

charge-transfer transitions [130]. These rectangles are not emissive at room 
temperature, in agreement with results reported for the monomer, [Re(bpm)(CO)

3
Cl] 

(bpm = 2,2¢-bipyrimidine), which is also nonluminescent [131]. The UV–Vis spec-
trum of rectangle 13b shows a band in the high-energy region, which is absent in 
the dinuclear benzimidazole (biz), Re

2
(CO)

6
(biz)

2
 complex. This band is ascribed 

to the allowed dp(Re)→p*(bpy) singlet charge transfer [132]. Unlike 12b or other 
pyrimidine-edged rectangles, 13b luminesces in solution at ca. 617 nm in tetrahy-
drofuran and in the solid state at ca. 572 nm. The emission lifetime varies in the 
range 26 ns (CHCl

3
) to 238 ns (THF/MeOH) depending on the solvent. Owing to 

its long lifetime and large Stokes shift, the emission was attributed to predomi-
nantly originating from triplet charge-transfer state(s). The visible region spectra of 
molecular rectangles 12m and 13m are dominated by porphyrin-based B- and 
Q-bands. In particular the Q-bands for both molecular assemblies are bathochromi-
cally shifted ca. 20 and 10 nm to that of porphyrin bridge, respectively [133]. This 
red shifting is consistent with electron-withdrawing effects due to metal-cation 
coordination. Both rectangular metallacycles 12m and 13m show red-shifted singlet 
emission maxima compared to the porphyrin bridging complex at ca. 694 and 714 nm, 
respectively. Interestingly, the emission from the rectangle 13m occurs from a 
singlet state, which is ca. 3,000 cm−1 higher in energy than the usual MLCT emission 
of ReI(diimine)(CO)

3
 complexes.

The luminescent heterometallasquare (Re/Pd) 14 showed emission from the 
3MLCT state with a maximum at ~625 nm and an emission lifetime of 17 ns in 
deoxygenated acetone [134]. The luminescence intensity was decreased by ca. 
25-fold after the square formation. This quenching of luminescence was attributed 
to the Pd(II) fragment. The square 15, containing azp as the bridging ligand, shows 
high-energy bands below 300 nm, which are assigned to azp-localized p→p* tran-
sitions and a broad shoulder at ca. 380 nm, which is assigned to dp(Re)→p*(azp) 
MLCT [135]. The very weak absorption band that tails into the visible region com-
prises azp-localized n→p*, Pd-centered LF, and Fe-centered LF absorptions.  
The 4,4¢-ethenylbipyridine (bpe) linked square 15 show bands that are characteristic 
of both cis- and trans-bpe. The trans-bpe-15 square exhibits a band at ca. 300 nm 
that extends into the visible region, while the cis-bpe-15 complex displays a blue-
shifted band at ca. 290 nm [135]. No luminescence was observed for square 15 
because of the proximity of close-lying Pd- and Fe-localized LF bands to the lowest 
excited state(s) that provide rapid nonradiative decay to the ground state.
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The gondola-shaped molecular rectangle 16 displayed an intense absorption 
band in the region 230–395 nm and a weak shoulder at ca. 420 nm, which are 
ascribed to p→p* and MLCT transitions, respectively [136]. It also shows weak 
intraligand absorptions at ca. 585 and 632 nm, originating from anthraquinone 
bridging ligands. A set of structured emissions appeared at ca. 438 nm with high 
quantum yields of 0.719 for 16a and 0.379 for 16b. The small Stokes shift and short 
lifetime of 16a indicate that the emission originates from a singlet p→p* state. 
Solid-state emission centered at ca. 448 and 518 nm for 16a is attributed to the 
decay of the p→p* excited state of the bridging benzooxazolylthiophene (bzt) 
ligand and dp(Re)→p*(bzt) excited state, respectively [136].

The absorption spectrum of triangle 17a exhibits two broad bands at 329 and 
422 nm [127]. The lowest-energy band is assigned to a mixture of MLCT and 
p→p* excited states. The room-temperature emission spectrum of triangle 17 in 
ClCH

2
CH

2
Cl exhibits structured features with maxima at 499 and 476 nm (for 17a) 

and 512 and 470 nm (for 17b). The low-temperature emission spectrum of 17a 
displays more distinct structure with bands at 463, 488, 520, and 549 nm (an aver-
age spacing of 1,188 cm−1) in 2-methyltetrahydrofuran. These observations illus-
trate that the dual emission bands are actually a vibronic structure form of the 
p→p* excited state. A very small blue shift on going from the solution to a rigid 
glass also supports the assignment that the emission occurs from a ligand-based 
p→p* excited state [7, 8]. The extremely short lifetime (ca. 360 ps) and relatively 
high-energy emission from 17a (F

em
 = 0.032) indicate that the emission is appar-

ently ligand-localized 1p→p*. However, the fast radiative decay rate (k
r
 ~108 s−1) 

from the 1p→p* excited state localized on the corresponding bridging ligand 
implies that the fluorescence is still able to compete with the other nonradiative 
decay processes. The folding motions of the hexyloxyl chains in 17a are believed 
to be responsible for the rapid vibrational relaxation from the 3MLCT excited state. 
In fact, except for the vibronic structures observed at high-energy positions, a very 
weak emission centered at 602 nm with lifetime 163 ms was also observed at 77 K 
glass. This band is assigned as a 3MLCT transition on the basis of the absence of 
vibrational structure, although some involvement of 3p→p* character cannot be 
completely ruled out.

The absorption spectrum of the dinuclear complex 18 features a broad band 
centered at 383 nm and a shoulder at 422 nm [126]. The low-energy shoulder is 
assigned to be MLCT in character and the band at 383 nm is assigned to the ligand 
localized p→p* transitions and no luminescence was observed from 18 in CH

2
Cl

2
 

solution. The square assembly of porphyrins 19a, b is highly soluble in CH
2
Cl

2
 but 

insoluble in water and highly chromophoric in the porphyrin Soret region, ca. 400–
420 nm [137]. The square formation induces a bathochromic shift of ca. 6 nm in the 
Soret region because of rhenium-pyridine coordination. Near-UV fluorescence 
excitation studies suggest that rhenium corners serve only a structural rather than a 
direct photophysical role within the square framework. Single photon counting 
experiments yielded excited-state lifetimes of 3.0 ns for 19a and 2.4 ns for 19b.  
The squares 19c, d, e display broad and intense visible absorptions in the region 
400–600 nm, which are assigned to metal (Fe, Ru, or Os)-to-ligand (pytpy) MLCT 
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transitions [138]. Square 19e exhibits an additional weak band at ca. 676 nm which 
is assigned to an Os−3MLCT band. The bands centered between 279 and 377 nm are 
assigned to ligand p–p* bands and the Re-based MLCT band. Though, the 
corresponding corner Re(CO)

3
(pytpy) (pytpy = 4¢-pyridyl-2,2¢;6¢,2²-terpyridine) 

exhibits 3MLCT luminescence at ca. 530 nm in CH
3
CN with a lifetime of 646 ns, the 

squares 19c and 19d do not have any detectable luminescence at room temperature.
The lack of luminescence from squares 19c and 19d is attributed to the existence 

of metal-centered (MC) states lying in close proximity to the MLCT states [14]. 
The square 19e exhibits room-temperature luminescence in deoxygenated CH

3
CN 

solution at ca. 748 nm with a shorter lifetime ca. 42 ns and lower quantum yield 4.2 
× 10−4 compared with its bridging unit Os(pytpy)

2
. The origin of the emission is 

assigned to Os(II)-based 3MLCT transitions. The stronger ligand field and lower 
oxidation potential of Os(II), compared with Ru(II) and Fe(II), results in an 
increased energy gap between the 3MLCT and 3MC states [14]. Further, the excita-
tion of square 19e at 380 nm, where the Re(I) moiety is the sole chromophore, and 
the excitation at 490 nm resulted in the same emission maxima. This lack of excita-
tion wavelength dependence implies that the energy transfer from higher-energy 
state(s) (Re-MLCT or p–p*)-to-lowest Os-3MLCT state(s) is very efficient. The 
spectral overlap between the absorption band of square 19e and the emission from 
its corresponding corner Re(CO)

3
(pytpy)

2
Br occurs from the red edge of the singlet 

absorption band to the triplet absorption band. This kind of overlap of absorption 
bands implies that the intramolecular energy transfer is most likely to be a triplet to 
triplet process. The incorporation of the Zn-salen complex into molecular squares 
19f and 19g results in only subtle changes in visible-region characteristics, indicating 
little contribution from the ReI charge transfer [139]. The slight blue shift of emission 
maxima and modest decrease of lifetime for both squares 19f (l

em
 = 460 nm, F

em
 = 

0.039, t
em

 = 0.50 ns) and 19g (l
em

 = 526 nm, F
em

 = 0.073, t
em

 = 0.62 ns) compared 
to their Zn-salen bridging unit implies that there is enhanced intersystem crossing 
to nonemissive triplet state(s).

The heterometallacyclic assembly 20 shows high intensity-high energy bands 
which are consistent with intraligand p→p* transitions. The band at ca. 470 nm is 
assigned to Ru(dp)→L(p*) MLCT transitions, while the band centered at ca. 363 
nm is attributed to Re(dp)→L(p*) MLCT transitions [140]. The complex exhibits 
intense emission centered at ca. 665 nm in aqueous and organic solvents, which is 
assigned as emission from Ru-MLCT. Interestingly, the emission is independent of 
the excitation wavelength, implying that the energy transfer within the macrocycle 
is efficient and that the excitation into any MLCT or p–p* excited state results in 
relaxation to the lowest lying Ru-MLCT state.

The molecular prism 21, held with 2,2¢-bipyrimidine, features intense bands in the 
near-UV region and a low-energy band at ca. 470 nm, tailing past 600 nm in 
CH

3
CN. This low-energy band is assigned to the dp(Re)→p*(bpm) MLCT [140]. 

It shows no detectable emission in CH
3
CN solution at room temperature.  

The alkoxide-bridged neutral prism 21 shows an extended solvochromic MLCT 
band at ca. 549 nm in CCl

4
, 488 nm in CH

3
CN, and 424 nm in DMSO [141]. Hupp 

et al. studied the redox behavior of the prism 21 bridged with 2,2¢-bisbenzimidazole 
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(biz) [142]. The reduction of biz-21 to biz-21− state is accompanied by the appearance 
of absorption bands at 600, 850, and 960 nm. The singly reduced form showed a 
band at ca. 5,650 cm−1, while this band is not present in the neutral form of biz-21.

5 Sensors

[Re(CO)
3
(5-COOH-bpy)Cl] was found to have potential use as a pH sensor. It is 

weakly emissive in its protonated form, while it undergoes a 10-fold luminescence 
increase in its deprotonated form with a pK

a
 value of 5.39 [117, 144]. A sol–gel-

based luminescence pH sensor capable of responding over a wide range of pH 
2.3–12 based on the hydrolysis product of [Re(py–pzH)(CO)

3
(pmat)]+, where  

py–pzH = 3-(pyridine-2-yl)pyrazole; pmat = 3-N-(pyridine-4-methylene) (amino-
propyltriethoxysilane) (see Fig. 13a), has been reported. The pH-dependence was 
related to the protonation/deprotonation of the 3-(pyridine-2-yl)pyrazole ligand.  
The excited state pK

a
* for [Re(py–pzH)(CO)

3
(py)]+ is 7.05 [145]. The acid–base 

behavior of both monometallic [Re(bpy)(CO)
3
(pca)]+ and bimetallic [Re(bpy)

(CO)
3
(pca)Re(bpy)(CO)

3
]2+, pca = 4-pyridinecarboxaldehydeazine, complexes (see 

Fig. 13a) was opposite to the above examples. Emission increased in the presence 
of H+ and was attributed to protonation of one of the N atoms of the –C=N–N=C– 
group of the pca ligand. The excited state pK

a
* value for this complex is 2.7 [146].

Beer et al. reported the use of a modified 2,2¢-bipyridine ligand bonded to 
{Re(CO)

3
Cl} (see Fig. 13b) as the anion sensor [147]. The modified bipyridine 

ligand contained a macrocyclic NH-cavity capped with a calix[4]arene strapped on 
its back. An increase in emission was found upon addition of Cl−, OAc−, H

3
PO

4
− 

with a preference for OAc−.
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In a simpler approach, Lees’ group reported that rhenium-bpy complexes of the 
type 27 (see Fig. 14) containing amide-type receptors served as anion binding sites 
[28, 148]. In this case, emission intensity was quenched in the presence of several 
anions: CN−, F−, Cl−, Br−, I−, OAc−, H

2
PO

4
−, NO

3
−, and ClO

4
−. The complex showed 

strong binding affinity toward halides, cyanide, or acetate anions, while only mod-
erate binding affinity toward dihydrogen phosphate and very weak binding affinity 
to nitrate or perchlorate anions. The overall order determined for binding affinity 
is: CN− > F− > I− > Cl− ~ Br− ~ OAc− » H

2
PO

4
− > NO

3
− > ClO

4
−. In fact, a combina-

tion of interactions such as electrostatic, hydrogen bonding, and steric effects, 
apparently influence the binding affinities toward anions in this complex. The red 
shift of the emission band, however, indicates that the emission quenching is asso-
ciated with a change in the energy of the excited state and, thus, an enhancement of 
nonradiative decay. The sensitivity for CN− and F− was so high that quenching of 
10% was observed at 10−8 M ion concentration.

Fletcher et al. reported another interesting neutral dinuclear rhenium complex 28 
(see Fig. 15) which interacts strongly with H

2
PO

4
−, reasonably with Cl− but only 
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weakly with Br−, HSO
4

−, and NO
3
−. Here, the recognition is driven by internal 

hydrogen bonding between the complex and the added anion [149]. The complex 
shows very strong affinity for dihydrogenphosphate over chloride (for H

2
PO

4
−, b

2
 

= 3.5 × 105 M−1; for Cl−, b
2
 = 1.5 × 104 M−1). Addition of the H

2
PO

4
− anion to the 

complex gave rise to a large increase in the emission at 632 nm and a concomitant 
blue shift of 10 nm, related to the energy increase of the MLCT state. The increase 
in emission was due to the unfolding of the structure as hydrogen bonds are broken 
between the amide and rhenium carbonyl.

Cation recognition by luminescent rhenium carbonyl diimine complexes has 
also been reported. Moore and coworkers reported release and recapture of alkali 
and alkaline earth metal ions for [Re(CO)

3
(bpy)L

4
]+ (vide supra) [46]. Yam et al. 

reported a series of interesting rhenium(I) tricarbonyl phenanthroline complexes 
with crown ether pendants (see Fig. 16) [150]. These complexes showed selective 
and specific binding properties for various metal cations of different sizes and 
degrees of hardness and softness by variation of the cavity size and donor atoms of 
the crown ether. A strong enhancement in the emission intensity was observed upon 
binding of the metal ions to the complexes. Such an enhancement in the emission 
intensity is due to blocking of the intramolecular reductive electron-transfer 
quenching mechanism, since the coordination of metal ions into the crown cavity 
reduces the ability of the donor atoms in the crown unit to quench the emissive 
3MLCT state by photoinduced electron transfer. The slight red shift of the emission 
maxima was explained by the fact that binding of the cation to the crown would 
decrease the s-donating ability and stabilize the p* orbital of the phenanthroline 
ligand and, hence, decrease the emission intensity.

Lo et al. synthesized a number of luminescent rhenium(I) diimine-biotin com-
plexes of the type, [Re(N-N)(CO)

3
(py-biotin)]+, where N–N is 1,10-phenanthroline 

(or derivative) and py-biotin is a pyridyl ligand attached with biotin containing dif-
ferent spacer-arms (see Fig. 17) [151–153]. The complexes show intense high-
energy absorption at ca. 248–300 nm that are assigned to spin-allowed 1IL (p→p*) 
(diimine and py-biotin ligands), while the less intense absorption shoulders at ca. 
320–400 nm are assigned to spin-allowed dp(Re)→p*(diimine) 1MLCT transitions. 
Upon photoexcitation, each of these complexes exhibited intense and long-lived 
dp(Re)→p*(diimine) 3MLCT luminescence in solution at ambient temperature. 
These complexes show a very large Stokes shift of ca. 7,657 cm−1. The most 
remarkable observation was that the biotin-incorporated rhenium complexes dis-
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Fig. 17 Luminescent rhenium(I) tricarbonyl diimine-biotin complexes as probes for avidin

play enhanced emission intensities and extended lifetimes upon binding to avidin. 
Since no similar changes were observed when excess biotin was present, the 
increase in emission intensities and lifetimes was attributed to a specific binding of 
the complexes to the biotin-binding site of avidin. These observations are in con-
trast to most fluorophore–biotin conjugates, which suffer from severe emission 
quenching upon binding to avidin due to resonance-energy transfer (RET), unless 
exceptionally long spacers such as poly(ethylene glycol) are present between the 
fluorophore and biotin unit [154]. The absence of emission quenching in rhenium(I)-
biotin complexes is because of the insignificant overlap between their absorption 
and emission spectra, which disfavors RET quenching.

The enhancement of the emission intensities and lifetimes can be further 
explained by considering the hydrophobicity associated with the binding pockets of 
avidin, as the lifetimes of these complexes are sensitive to the hydrophobicity of 
the environment. Another reason for the enhancement of emission and lifetime is 
the increased rigidity of the surroundings of the complexes upon binding to avidin, 
which may lead to lower nonradiative decay, thereby more intense and longer-lived 
emission. Hence, rhenium(I) polypyridine–biotin complexes offer remarkable 
advantages over traditional biotin–fluorophores as probes for avidin and can be 
utilized in homogeneous assays for biotin and biotinylated biomolecules.

Sun’s group reported the synthesis, characterization, and photophysical 
properties of a series of organic receptors and their corresponding Re(I) tricarbonyl 
complexes as anion probes, featuring bis-sulfonamide as interacting sites attached 
to highly chromophoric p-conjugated quinoxaline moieties (see Fig. 18) [155]. 
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The interactions with various anions were extensively investigated. These probe 
molecules are capable of recognizing F−, OAc−, CN−, and H

2
PO

4
− with different 

sensitivity. The probe-anion interactions can be easily visualized by naked eye 
colorimetric responses. Moreover, the anion-probe interaction can also be moni-
tored by the metal carbonyl stretching frequencies. The colorimetric responses 
upon addition of anions were attributed to the direct N-H deprotonation of 
sulfonamide groups.

6 Light-Emitting Devices

Figure 19 shows the rhenium(I) diimine complexes exploited as dopants in organic 
light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) [46–52]. The trifunctional molecule 33 was synthe-
sized integrating three functions needed for efficient operation of OLEDs.  
The molecule contains an emissive chromophore (a ReI polypyridyl complex  
containing dipyrido[3,2-a-2¢,3¢-c]phenazine), an electron-transporting 1,3,4-oxadiazole 
group, and a hole-transporting terthiophene unit. The HOMO and LUMO ener-
gies of the complex lie within the band gap of the host polymer, poly(N-vinylcar-
bazole) (PVK), a property suggesting its potential use as an OLED [46]. 
Electrically neutral rhenium(I) tricarbonyl complexes 34–38 were used as emitters 
for electrophosphorescent devices. Complex 34 was used as an orange-emitting 
dopant in a 4, 4¢-N, N¢-dicarbazole-biphenyl host to fabricate phosphorescent 
organic light-emitting diodes (PhOLEDs). The maximum electroluminescence 
(EL) efficiency and luminescence of 21.8 cd A−1, and 8,315 cd cm−2 at 17.5 V were 
obtained, respectively, and so far this is the best electroluminescence reported for 
ReI-doped PhOLEDs [47]. The improvement in electroluminescent performance 
could be attributed to the synergistic effects of the two reciprocally repulsive phe-
nyl and methyl groups in the backbone of the 1,10-phenanthroline molecule.
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Fig. 18 The structure of rhenium(I) tricarbonyl diimine complex for anion sensing and the 
absorption spectral changes of this probe molecule (2.5 × 10−5 M) in CH

3
CN upon addition of 

n-Bu
4
NF, (a) [F−] = 0 – 2.8 × 10−5 M and (b) [F−] = 2.8 × 10−5 – 1.1 × 10−4 M. (reproduced with 

permission from [155])
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The OLED devices incorporating complex 35 functionalized by triphenylamine, 
a hole transport group, emit strong yellow–green light with an emission maximum 
at 552 nm [48]. A current efficiency up to 17.6 cd A−1 corresponding to a power 
efficiency of 9.2 Im W−1 at 6 V and peak brightness as high as 6,500 cd m−2 at 16 
V were achieved. Complex 36 showed a maximum brightness of 1,174 cd m−2 at 17 
V, while the devices based on the carbazole-containing (hole transport group) com-
plex 37 showed a maximum brightness of 2,300 cd m−2 at 16 V [49]. The devices 
with a doping concentration of 10 wt% of 36 and 37 showed a maximum efficiency 
at 230 mA cm−2  and still possessed 51% of the maximum efficiency at 4.2 mA cm−2 
for 36 and 56% of the maximum efficiency at 2.7 mA cm−2 for 37, respectively. A 
two-layer electroluminescent device of a rhenium(I) tricarbonyl complex of 
2-(1-ethylbenzimidzol-2-yl)pyridine 38 with a configuration of ITO/TDP/38/
Mg

0.9
Ag

0.9
/Ag gave a turn-on voltage as low as 3 V and a maximum luminescence 

of 113 cd m−2 at a bias voltage of 10.5 V [156].
The complexes [Re(bpy)(CO)

3
(L6)]

+ and [Re(phen)(CO)
3
(L6)]

+ were used  
as dopants in host materials 4,4¢-dicarbazolylbiphenyl (CBP) and 2,2¢,2²-(1,3,5- 
benzenetriyl)-tris[1-phenyl-1H-benzimidazole] (TBPI) and sublimable in the  
temperature range 150–165oC in vacuum [50]. For [Re(bpy)(CO)

3
(L6)]

+, electro-
phosphorescence occurred at 530 nm at a turn-on voltage of 6 V with a lumines-
cence power of 0.72 Im W−1 and luminescence of 2,300 cd m−2 at a current density 
of 100 mA cm−2. Rhenium(I) 2,2¢-bipyridine surfactant complexes [Re(bpy)
(CO)

3
(L7,8,9)]PF

6
 formed stable Langmuir-Blodgett films that served as the emitting 

layer in OLEDs. An OLED consisting of 25 layers with ITO glass at the bottom and 
Al on top took 7 V to turn-on and 18 V to reach 9 cd cm−2 [157].
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Rhenium(I) tricarbonyl-2,2¢-bipyridine moieties were used to cap both ends of a 
poly fluorine, yielding Re-capped {Re(bpy)(CO)

3
(py)-X-(py)(CO)

3
(bpy)Re}2+ 

polymers, where X = polyfluorene [51, 52]. The polymers with and without the Re 
caps were spin-coated from their solutions in CH

2
Cl

2
 onto an ITO surface previ-

ously modified with a layer of poly(styrene sulfonic acid), doped with 
poly(ethylenedioxythiophene). The LED (light-emitting device) was then topped 
with a layer of Ca/Al. The photoluminescence (PL) and electroluminescence seen 
were consistent with the presence of [Re(bpy)(CO)

3
(py)]+ [158].
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Abstract This work describes the ultrafast processes preceding the photoinduced 
decarbonylation of the simple metal carbonyl complexes Cr(CO)

6
, Fe(CO)

5
, and 

Ni(CO)
4
. Models for their electronic structure are presented based on recent ab 

initio quantum chemical calculations and these models are used to describe initial 
excited-state dynamics leading to the expulsion of one CO ligand. Experimental 
support for the proposed excited-state dynamics is presented, as obtained from 
ultrafast pump-probe experiments using mass-selective detection, ultrafast electron 
diffraction, and luminescence studies. The results of some steady-state experiments 
are also presented where they support the proposed dynamic model.
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1 Introduction and Scope

Metal carbonyl complexes are amongst the most photochemically active organome-
tallic systems. Early work recognized the importance of photochemical techniques 
in the synthesis of a wide range of ligand-substituted derivatives which were difficult 
to access using conventional thermal methods [1]. It was clear from these studies 
that the CO-loss is an important photochemical process for metal carbonyl com-
pounds [2, 3]. The loss of the two electron donor ligand CO, from an 18 electron 
metal complex reduces the electron count by two and frequently produces highly 
reactive metal species with useful synthetic or catalytic properties [4].

In this work the ultrafast photophysical processes associated with photoinduced CO 
loss will be described with particular regard to the mononuclear homoleptic carbonyls 
Cr(CO)

6
, Fe(CO)

5
, and Ni(CO)

4
. These complexes were the earliest metal carbonyls to 

be synthesized, indeed Fe(CO)
5
 and Ni(CO)

4
 have been known since the latter part of 

the nineteenth century. The carbonylation of nickel provided an important route to high 
purity nickel which was required by many important industrial processes. However, it 
is only within the last few decades that adequate models have been developed to 
explain the mechanisms of photoinduced CO loss from metal carbonyl complexes.

Early semiempirical calculations laid the foundations for subsequent ab initio 
methods which can now not only describe the electronic structure of optically 
accessible excited states, but also model the wavepacket propagation on the resulting 
potential energy surfaces. These models are supported by ultrafast studies using 
femptosecond (fs) pulsed lasers with a variety of detection systems. Many systems 
use indirect detection of excited-state processes because many excited states are 
unbound and not amenable to spectroscopic techniques.

The metal carbonyl systems for this work were chosen because they demonstrate 
a range of interesting features. For instance the photoejection of CO from Cr(CO)

6
 is 

one of the fastest photochemical processes possible. The CO is expelled on a timescale 
similar to a molecular vibration, at the very time-limit of chemistry. Consequently 
Cr(CO)

6
 has long been used as a prototypical system to test advances in time-resolution 

of transient spectroscopic and other ultrafast techniques. Fe(CO)
5
 also has extensive 

photochemistry, with both the singlet and triplet species playing important roles. 
Herein the description is limited to the singlet manifold because intersystem crossing 
to the triplet state is slow compared to the ultrafast processes observed on the singlet 
potential energy surface. Ni(CO)

4
 is unique amongst the mononuclear homoleptic 

carbonyls as it is the only one to exhibit luminescence at room temperature. All of 
these features are reviewed in this work which mainly focuses on processes on the fs 
timescale although in some cases slower processes and indeed steady-state results are 
presented where they help in the interpretation of the ultrafast experimental data.

4 The Photodecarbonylation of Ni(CO)
4
 ...............................................................................  63

4.1 Luminescence Following Excitation of Ni(CO)
4
 ......................................................  65

4.2 Ultrafast Photodissociation Dynamics of Ni(CO)
4
 ...................................................  66
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2 The Photodecarbonylation of Cr(CO)6

Initial models for the electronic structure of simple homoleptic metal carbonyl 
complexes were developed using semiempirical methods [5, 6]. These calculations 
were designed to help in the interpretation of their UV/Vis absorption spectra. For 
instance, the UV/Vis spectrum of Cr(CO)

6
 exhibits weak features on the low-energy 

side of the lowest-energy absorption maximum (Fig. 1). The molecular orbital 
energy level diagram for Cr(CO)

6
, derived from these early calculations, is pre-

sented in Fig. 2. This model placed the Laporte forbidden 1A
1g

→1T
1g

 absorption 

Fig. 1 The UV/Vis spectrum of Cr(CO)
6
, recorded in a mixture of ether, pentane, and ethylalcohol 

(EPA) at 298 K or 77 K showing a weak feature on the low-energy side of the absorption maximum

Fig. 2 The molecular orbital energy level diagram derived from semiempirical orbital overlap 
methods. An alternative numbering system is shown for some orbitals to maintain consistency 
with later calculations. Adapted from [5]
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toward the low-energy side of the intense metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) 
bands (1A

1g
→a,b1T

1u
). The 1A

1g
→1T

1g
 transition would remove electron density from 

the orbital set which is involved with the bonding interaction between chromium 
and the CO ligands and populate orbitals which are strongly antibonding with 
respect to the same interaction. This would result in a very efficient loss of one CO 
ligand which is consistent with many experimental results [7–9]. Thus, the explana-
tion for the high quantum efficiency of CO-loss from Cr(CO)

6
 (F

CO
 = 0.67) relies on 

an efficient population of an excited state which is strongly antibonding with respect 
to the Cr-CO interaction. However, it is difficult to explain how a Laporte forbidden 
transition which formally cannot be efficiently populated from the ground state 
would result in a photochemical process with such a high quantum yield.

2.1 Ab Initio Calculations on Cr(CO)
6

With the advent of more sophisticated ab initio methods, the model of the electronic 
structure for Cr(CO)

6
 was significantly modified [10]. Using complete active space 

(CAS) calculations the low intensity features in the UV/Vis spectrum of Cr(CO)
6
 

were reassigned to symmetry forbidden metal-to-ligand charge transfer transitions. 
The resulting excited states would not be dissociative with respect to CO loss as 
they correlate with an ion pair. This ion pair is subject to initial Coulomb attraction 
which would not favor ligand loss. Consequently models that allow the electronic 
structure of the excited states to develop with time are required to explain the resulting 
highly efficient CO-loss photochemistry.

The work of Baerends et al. using density functional theory (DFT) methods 
confirmed that the energies of the orbitally forbidden or spin-forbidden MLCT 
transitions are lower than the energies of the metal-centered (MC) transitions (Fig. 3, 
Table 1) and this placed the MC transitions further up the energy scale in the UV/
Vis absorption spectrum [10–12]. The MC (2t

2g
®6e

g
) transitions move to higher 

energy for the heavier metals of the triad.

2.2 Excited State Dynamics of Cr(CO)
6

Calculations that allow the O
h
 symmetry of the excited M(CO)

6
 species to reduce to 

C
4v

 by allowing one Cr–CO bond to lengthen, demonstrate that some components of 
these states are repulsive with respect to the M–CO interaction. This dynamic study 
explains why excitation into MLCT states results in efficient CO loss [12].

More demanding calculations conducted by Daniel et al. using equations-
of-motion coupled cluster methods (EOM–CC) provided a better description of the 
contribution of MLCT and MC transitions to the electronic spectrum of Cr(CO)

6
 [13]. 

These calculations confirm that the lowest-energy transition, which is responsible for 
the shoulder on the low-energy side of the first absorption maximum, corresponds to 
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an orbitally forbidden (a1A
1g

→a1T
2u

) MLCT transition. Furthermore, the lowest-
energy MC transition (a1A

1g
→a1T

1g
) occurs close to the first allowed MLCT transition 

(a1A
1g

→a1T
1u

). The results of these calculations are outlined in Table 1 along with the 
results of CAS and DFT calculations.

Fig. 3 The energy level scheme for M(CO)
6
 (M = Cr, Mo, or W). Consistency with the orbital 

numbering system of Cr(CO)
6
 requires the 1s–2p and the 1s–2p, 4f orbitals of Mo and W respec-

tively to be excluded. Adapted from [11]

Table 1 The excitation energies (eV) to the lowest-energy metal-to-ligand charge transfer and 
ligand field states

State

CASPT2b STEOM-CCSDc

DFTa CASSCF b Transition energies (eV) Experimentd

MLCT excited states
a1T

2u
(2t

2g
®9t

1u
) 4.0 5.18–5.26 3.70–3.56 3.92 3.9(sh)

a1E
u
(2t

2g
®9t

1u
) 4.0 5.11–5.28 3.41–3.59

a1A
2u

(2t
2g
®9t

1u
) 4.2 5.14–5.32 3.58

b1E
u
(2t

2g
®2t

2u
) 4.5 5.86–6.16 3.97–4.05

a1A
1u

(2t
2g
®2t

2u
) 4.5 5.92–6.29 4.10–4.15

b1T
2u

(2t
2g
®2t

2u
) 5.0 6.21–6.57 4.31–4.43 4.93

a1T
1u

(2t
2g
®9t

1u
) 5.6 5.97–6.15 4.11–4.54 4.37 4.43

b1T
1u

(2t
2g
®2t

2u
) 6.5 7.16–7.75 5.07–5.20 5.20 5.53

LF excited states
1T

1g
(2t

2g
®6e

g
) 5.2 5.66 4.85 4.37

1T
2g

(2t
2g
®6e

g
) 6.3 6.42 5.08 4.67 4.87(sh)

aFrom [12] 
bFrom [10], energy ranges refer to different choices of active space 
cFrom [13] 
dFrom [5]
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These data clearly show that the MC states are too high to be populated following 
irradiation at ca. 4.0 eV (310 nm). The potential energy curves (PEC) were esti-
mated along the Cr–CO dissociation coordinate from a value of 1.90 to 2.3 Å. The 
equilibrium distance in Cr(CO)

6
 is 1.97 Å at this level of theory (Fig. 4). In these 

calculations it was assumed that the structure of Cr(CO)
5
 product remains the same 

as the Cr(CO)
5
 fragment in Cr(CO)

6
 [14]. The structure of the Cr(CO)

5
 fragment 

was fixed as the Cr–CO distance of the remaining ligand was increased reducing 
the symmetry from O

h
 to C

4v
. This causes the a1T

2u
 MLCT state to be split into  

dissociative E and bound B
1
 components. The a1T

1u
 state splits into an A

1
 (not 

shown in Fig. 4) and a bound E component while the a1T
1g

 and a1T
2g

 states split into 
E (unbound) +A

2
 and E (bound) +B

2
 components, respectively. At a Cr–CO distance 

of about 1.92 Å, i.e., a distance shorter but close to the equilibrium Cr–CO distance, 
the E components of the a1T

1g
 MC and a1T

1u
 MLCT states generate an avoided 

crossing (indicated by the small ellipse in Fig. 4). The associated conical intersec-
tion, in the multidimensional description, facilitates fast population of the a1T

1g
 

state once the absorbing a1T
1u

 state is populated. This process occurs close to the 
Franck-Condon state and is therefore both fast and efficient [15]. This work pro-
vides an elegant explanation for the efficient population of the MC state though the 
initial and efficient population of a MLCT state. It also describes the early dynam-
ics associated with launching the Cr(CO)

6
 excited-state species onto an unbound 

surface which ultimately leads to loss of one CO ligand (Fig. 5).
The subsequent dynamics has been modeled by CAS calculations. In this model, 

one Cr–CO bond is significantly longer than the others [17]. Further along this 
surface a saddle point connecting two equivalent dissociation valleys was located. 
At this saddle point two CO ligands are partially dissociated, and the transition vec-
tor corresponds to an asymmetric M–CO stretching mode (Fig. 6). Intrinsic reaction 
coordinate (IRC) calculations from this saddle point led to the trigonal bipyrimidal 
(D

3h
) Cr(CO)

5
 fragment in both forward and reverse directions. This represents the 

last portion of the CO dissociation path from the electronically excited Cr(CO)
6
 to 

Fig. 4 The EOM-CCSD potential energy curves of Cr(CO)
6
 along the Cr–CO

axial
 bond elongation. 

Regions of the avoided crossing of E states are indicated by ellipses. Adapted from [13]
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the electronically excited (S
1
) Cr(CO)

5
 fragment. Snapshots of the Cr(CO)

6
 disso-

ciation trajectory where the CO ligand is completely expelled in under 77 fs are 
presented in Fig. 7.

The resulting Cr(CO)
5
 fragment is vibrationally excited. The major motion 

involves a symmetric equatorial bending mode where two CO ligands move to fill 
the site vacated by the leaving CO [17]. A small fraction of the available energy is 
also partitioned mainly into the rovibrational degrees of freedom of the expelled 
CO and the Cr(CO)

5
 fragment remains electronically excited [18]. As there is no 

evidence for luminescence following irradiation of Cr(CO)
6
, it is necessary to pro-

vide a mechanism for the deactivation of the Cr(CO)
5
 excited state.

Calculations show that the ground (S
0
) and first excited state (S

1
) of the Cr(CO)

5
 

fragment are degenerate at the D
3h

 structure. This is the location of a Jahn-Teller 
conical intersection of the three equivalent ground-state Cr(CO)

5
 species belonging 

to the C
4v

 point group. This intersection provides a funnel for the radiationless 
deactivation of the S

1
 state to the ground S

0
 state. At this point the nuclear motion 

lifts the degeneracy of the electronic state resulting in a featured “moat” around the 
Jahn-Teller conical intersection which also represents a branching state for the 

Fig. 5 The starting structure for the excited-state dynamics 
calculations for the S

1
 state of Cr(CO)

6
. The chromium atom  

is represented by the black circle, the carbons by the gray, and 
the oxygen atoms by the white circles. Adapted from [16]

Fig. 6 (a) Projections of the CAS(6,8)/
LanL2DZ optimized structure of the 
Cr(CO)

6
 S

1
 transition state with C

2v
 sym-

metry viewed down a twofold axis show-
ing two cis ligands partially dissociated. 
(b) One transition vector leading to the 
loss of a single CO ligand. The chro-
mium atom is represented by a black, the 
carbons by a gray, and the oxygens by 
white circles. Adapted from [16]
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Cr(CO)
5
 trajectory. The coordinates of this branching state are defined by the gradi-

ent difference and derivative coupling vectors presented in Fig. 8.
Following surface hopping events which reflects the significant excess vibra-

tional energy in the Cr(CO)
5
 fragment, the system relaxes on the ground electronic 

state surface to the three equivalent C
4v

 square pyramidal Cr(CO)
5
 species which 

differ only in the orientation of the vacant coordination site. Thermal conversion 
between the square pyramidal species is achieved through a transition state of C

2v
 

symmetry, consistent with the Stanton-McIver rules [19, 20]. The barrier to this 
conversion is significant (40-50 kJ mol−1) and is surmounted by way of the pseu-
dorotation as indicated in Fig. 9.

Wavepacket dynamics in the moat was modeled using a multiconfiguration time 
dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method which used a two-mode (Q1, Q2) three-state 
model (Fig. 10) [17]. Mapping the wavepacket density onto the adiabatic moat 
surface provides time-dependent snapshots of the coherent nuclear motion extend-
ing to 340 fs after the excitation event. The major motion is the symmetric equato-
rial bending mode which, as mentioned above, remains highly excited after the 
expulsion of the CO ligand. It is clear that the Cr(CO)

5
 fragment retains this excess 

vibrational energy for some considerable time after the expulsion of the CO ligand 
and this energy is available for further CO expulsions in the gas phase. Even in 
condensed phases the transient Raman spectroscopy confirmed that cooling of 
some vibrational modes, including the C-O stretch, in Cr(CO)

5
 can take in excess 

of 150 ps [21].
From these calculations it is clear that the ejection of CO from Cr(CO)

6
 to form 

the ground-state Cr(CO)
5
 fragment occurs within 80 fs of the excitation process. 

Fig. 7 Snapshots in time along the Cr(CO)
6
 trajectory to loss of CO projected onto two dimensions. 

The CO leaves in a rotationally excited state and a large amplitude bending motion is promoted in 
the Cr(CO)

5
 fragment. The chromium atom is represented by the black, carbon by the gray, and 

oxygen by the white circles. Adapted from [16]
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In addition these processes occur through a series of unbound (nonquantized) 
excited states. These excited states cannot be probed by direct spectroscopic tech-
niques and are known as “dark states.”

The predicted quantum yield of CO loss (F
CO

) should be very high perhaps 
approaching unity because each of the sequential processes is populated by way of 
barrierless events from the previous state. The measured F

CO
 is 0.67 in cyclohex-

ane, considerably less than unity and is further reduced to 0.52 in more viscous 
media [22, 23]. The branching space at the conical intersection allows the Cr(CO)

5
 

fragment to locate in one of three possible C
4v

 species only one of which has an 

Fig. 8 On the left is the Cr(CO)
5
 potential energy surface topology traversed after photodissocia-

tion of Cr(CO)
6
 to the conical intersection of the S

1
 and S

0
 states at D

3h
 symmetry. The right hand 

side shows the branching space at the D
3h

 conical intersection. The pseudorotation coordinate is 
shown connecting the C

4v
 geometries through a C

2v
 transition structure. The D

3h
 symmetry is 

indicted by the gray circle, the transition states by open circles while the three equivalent C
4v

  
species are indicated are indicted with solid circles. Adapted from [17]

Fig. 9 The transition state vectors applied to the CAS(6,8)/
LanL2DZ optimized structure of S

0
 Cr(CO)

5
C

2v
 transition 

state. Adapted from [16]
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orientation which facilitates efficient recombination with the photoejected CO 
within a solvent cage. Thus, the apparent quantum yield for CO loss is reduced by 
one third in the condensed phase as described in the next section.

2.3  Low-Temperature Matrix Isolation Photochemistry  
of Cr(CO)

6

Further insight into the apparent difference between the expected and observed 
quantum yield for loss of CO from Cr(CO)

6
 can be gained from a series of elegant 

experiments in which Cr(CO)
6
 and Cr(CO)

5
X (X = Ar or N

2
), were irradiated 

using plane polarized light [24]. If a nonrotating molecule is photolysed with plane 
polarized light in a rigid low-temperature matrix, the preferential absorption of 
the polarizing light by some molecules in specific orientations will lead to the 

Fig. 10 The time evolution of the adiabatic wavepacket in the space of coordinates Q1 and Q2 
for the 2D three-state model of the relaxation of Cr(CO)

5
 after formation by photodissociation 

superimposed on the lower adiabatic potential energy surface. The D
3h

 conical intersection is at 
(0,0). Adapted from [17]
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apparent partial orientation of the remaining unphotolysed material, a phenomenon 
known as dichroic photodepletion. If there is no reorientation by way of rotation 
during the photochemical reaction the product will exhibit a preferred orientation 
(dichroic photoproduction). If, however, the excited molecule undergoes a rotation 
without accompanying reaction the process involves photoreorientation.

In a series of experiments Cr(CO)
6
 was photolysed with unpolarized light in 

various isolating matrixes [24, 25]. Photolysis in a N
2
 matrix produced randomly 

orientated Cr(CO)
5
(N

2
) which exhibits a l

max
 at approximately 360 nm (Fig. 11). 

Subsequent photolysis (l
exc

 = 367 nm) of this matrix with polarized light produced 
dichroism in the spectra indicating a photoreorientation. Excitation of Cr(CO)

5
(N

2
) 

ejects the N
2
 ligand and launches the Cr(CO)

5
 fragment onto the S

1
 surface at a 

point removed from the Jahn-Teller conical intersection. The Cr(CO)
5
 species then 

returns to the ground state and relaxes to the three possible C
4v

 orientations by  
traversing the branching state with D

3h
 symmetry. Thus, these matrix experiments 

provide support for the last part of the dynamic model for the photoinduced expul-
sion of CO from Cr(CO)

6
.

In order to probe the earlier processes, femptosecond lasers were used to excite 
and ionize Cr(CO)

6
 and its photofragments. Mass-selective detectors then moni-

tored progress through the dark states leading to CO-loss.

2.4  Ultrafast Photolysis of Cr(CO)
6
 with Mass-Selective Detection

The electronic excitation of Cr(CO)
6
 into the accessible UV absorption bands pro-

vides sufficient energy to break more than one M–CO bond. While Cr(CO)
5
 is the 

dominant photoproduct in the condensed phase, Cr(CO)
4
, Cr(CO)

3
, and Cr(CO)

2
 

Fig. 11 The effect of polarized photolysis on the near-UV absorption of Cr(CO)
5
N

2
 in pure N

2
 

(a) after 20 min unpolarized photolysis l = 314 nm and photolysis with l = 367 nm, (b) with 
vertically polarized photolysis 20 min, (c) with horizontally polarized photolysis 30 min, verti-
cally polarized photolysis 15 min: (solid line) spectrum polarized vertically, (broken line) spec-
trum polarized horizontally. Adapted from [24]
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photofragments are produced in 73%, 14%, and 10% yields respectively following 
248 nm excitation in the gas phase [26]. However, Rosenfeld et al. monitored the 
diffusion of the CO out of the probe laser volume using IR detection and confirmed 
that only the first CO ejected from Cr(CO)

6
 contained a nonstatistical excess trans-

lational and rotational energy [27]. This suggests a sequential loss of CO ligands 
from Cr(CO)

6
 following excitation, but only the first occurs on an accelerating 

potential energy surface, i.e., from an electronically excited state.
As described above, excitation of Cr(CO)

6
 into its lowest-energy optically acces-

sible state initiates a cascade of rapid processes through unbound states before 
reaching the electronic ground state of Cr(CO)

5
. These unbound states cannot be 

studied using conventional spectroscopic techniques. However, Trushin and Fuß 
have probed the early dynamics of this process by using fs weak pump pulses at 
267 nm and delayed, intense ionizing probe pulses at 800 nm coupled with time-
of-flight detection of the resulting ions [15, 28–30]. This technique is particularly 
useful in studying the chemical dynamics of processes not amenable to spectro-
scopic methods [31]. In these experiments, a weak (270 nm; 10 or 30 fs) pulse 
excites Cr(CO)

6
 in the gas phase in a single-photon absorption event. At various 

time intervals a subsequent high-intensity nonresonant pulse, ionizes the excited-
state species and products as they move away from the Franck–Condon state along 
the developing potential energy surfaces. The parent ion Cr(CO)

6
+, and all fragment 

ions produced, exhibit different temporal behavior at different delay times up to 
several hundred fs after the excitation pulse. Measuring the intensity of the transient 
ion signal at these time intervals provides information on the dynamics of the 
decomposition of Cr(CO)

6
 (Reaction 1).

 → +6 5Cr(CO) Cr(CO) CO.hv
 (Reaction 1)

The main features of the early kinetics could be reproduced using a five-level rate 
equation which included convolution with the pump and probe pulse shapes. These 
levels represent five locations, or time windows (L1–L5), describing five discrete 
time zones in the evolution of the Cr(CO)

6
 excited state and ultimate formation of 

Cr(CO)
5
 and Cr(CO)

4
 in the gas phase. These levels are consecutively populated 

and differ in the nature and ratio of the fragment ions they produce. Their popula-
tions are modeled by rate equations providing the lifetimes (t

i
 for Li) and the ioni-

zation-dissociation cross section (ns
i
 for Cr(CO)

n
+) for a particular fragment in Li. 

This five-level model is represented in Fig. 12 and Table 2 contains the optimized 

Fig. 12 A schematic representation 
of the consecutive locations Li on the 
potential energy surface and the 
range of fragments detected for each 
location. Adapted from [15]
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lifetimes and ionization dissociation cross sections obtained from the kinetic 
modeling.

The first level L1 corresponds to the electronically excited Cr(CO)
6
 (a1T

1u
) and 

L5 is the ground state (S
0
) of Cr(CO)

5
. Each of these levels produces a different 

range of ionized fragments following application of the probe pulse. The time-of-
flight detector can select ions of a particular mass, and the time-dependent behavior 
of each fragment ion provides information on the length of time taken for the sys-
tem to traverse each of the five levels.

For instance Cr(CO)
6
+ is formed only during L1. The time-dependent behavior 

of the ion yields of Cr(CO)
6

+ is presented in Fig. 13. Deconvolution of the time-
dependent ion yield with the instrument function derived from the Xe+ signal pro-
vides a measure of the time constant (t

1
) of 12.5 ± 0.05 fs for the L1 level (Table 2). 

This represents the time it takes for the excited Cr(CO)
6
 to cross to the repulsive 

surface through the conical intersection close to the Franck-Condon state. At the 
Franck–Condon point with O

h
 symmetry, the only coordinates with nonzero slope 

are the totally symmetric a
1g

 M–C stretch or the Jahn–Teller-active vibrations which 
have e

g
 or t

2g
 symmetry [32]. The time taken for a wavepacket to travel from any 

Table 2 The lifetimes t
i
 and effective ionization dissociation cross sections ns

i
 

for the various fragment ions following excitation of Cr(CO)
6
 with l

exc
 = 270 nm 

(From [15])

Li L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

t
i
/fs 12.5 ± 0.5 18 ± 2 40 ± 3 930 ± 100 ∞

Cr(CO)
6
+ 1 0 0 0 0

Cr(CO)
5
+ 0 1.0 0.082 0 0

Cr(CO)
4
+ 0 1.0 0.440 0.002 0

Cr(CwO)
3
+ 0 0 1.0 0.063 0.013

Fig. 13 The measured ion yields of Cr(CO)
6
 (log scale) using a pump pulse of 270 nm with 10 

fs duration. The Xe+ signal represents the instrumental function. Adapted from [15]
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point on a potential energy surface to the minimum, or a conical intersection close 
to the minimum, is approximately one quarter of a period. For the a

1g
 vibration (400 

cm−1) this would take about 20 fs. For the e
g
 mode the curvature corresponds to a 

wavenumber of 360 cm−1, which would take 23 fs to reach the minimum. Both of 
these are larger than the measured time constant of 12.5 fs. However, the t

2g
 bending 

mode (measured at 532 cm−1 in the ground state Fig. 14) is a more likely candidate 
with a quarter period of 15 fs. Consequently this mode contributes to the initial 
acceleration to the conical intersection and transition to the repulsive surface aT

1g
 

(Fig. 4). During this time the nuclei are not accelerated appreciably and the Cr(CO)
6
 

excited state does not obtain sufficient excess vibrational energy to expel further 
CO ligands following the ionization process. This explains why Cr(CO)

6
 is the only 

fragment that is produced in L1.
The remaining time constants t

2
 to t

4
 are extracted by sequential curve fitting 

procedures and are presented in Table 2. After crossing to the aT
1g

 state the M–C 
bond length extends, passing through a second conical intersection, with ultimate 
dissociation of one CO ligand within L2 (18 fs). This forms the electronically and 
vibrationally excited (S

1
) C

4v
 Cr(CO)

5
 fragment. The steepness of the repulsive 

surfaces transfers a significant part of the potential energy to the kinetic energy of 
the nuclei. This promotes further fragmentation following the nonresonant ioniza-
tion process. Ionization in the time periods of L2–L5 therefore produces the smaller 
fragment ions. In addition the smaller fragments exhibit coherent oscillations in the 
ion yield (Fig. 15). The origin of these oscillations is twofold. First the high fre-
quency mode (350 cm−1) corresponds to a totally symmetric M–C stretch which 
persists down to the S

0
 state of Cr(CO)

5
. Second the low frequency mode (96 cm−1) 

characterizes the nuclear motion in the moat surrounding the conical intersection of 
S

1
 and S

0
 states of Cr(CO)

5
.

Thus, it is clear that when the Cr(CO)
5
 species reaches the ground-state (S

0
) it 

retains excess vibrational energy. This is used to expel a further CO loss producing 
Cr(CO)

4
 in L4 (930 ± 100 fs). It is important to note that the timescale at which 

Cr(CO)
4
 is produced is slow compared to solvent-induced vibrational relaxation 

processes. Thus, Cr(CO)
4
 is formed only in the gas phase while photoinduced 

decarbonylation of Cr(CO)
6
 stops at Cr(CO)

5
 in the condensed phase.

2.5  The Overall Description of Photoinduced CO Loss  
from Cr(CO)

6

The photoinduced CO loss from Cr(CO)
6
 occurs following a symmetry and spin-

allowed transition to produce the a1T
1u

 MLCT excited state. A Jahn-Teller active 
(t

2g
 bending) mode promotes motion to a conical intersection close to the Frank-

Condon state. This provides an efficient barrierless transition to the E component 
derived from the a1T

1g
 state. This process takes approximately 12.5 fs. The E com-

ponent is unbound with respect to the M-CO interaction. As the M-CO bond length-
ens a further conical intersection with the E component derived from the a1T

2u
 state, 
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accelerates the breaking of the M-CO bond which occurs within 18 fs, equivalent 
to one quarter of the period of a M-CO stretching vibration. The CO ligand leaves 
in a rotationally excited state but the electronically excited (S

1
) Cr(CO)

5
 fragment 

retains considerable excess vibrational energy as the steep surface leads to two 
equivalent Cr(CO)

5
 species with D

3h
 symmetry. The conical intersection at the D

3h
 

symmetry provides an efficient and barrierless transition to the S
0
 Cr(CO)

5
 surface 

but also represents a branching space to the three equivalent Cr(CO)
5
 fragments 

with C
4v

 symmetry. Thus, the Cr(CO)
5
 appears in its ground electronic state some 

70 fs after the initial excitation.
As the wavepacket develops in the moat around the D

3h
 symmetry, the Cr(CO)

5
 

fragment can recombine with the ejected CO. This process is likely to be more 
efficient in the condensed phase where the measured quantum yield for CO loss 
from Cr(CO)

6
 shows solvent dependency [22, 33]. In the gas phase the excess 

vibrational energy is available for the expulsion of a further CO ligand. These proc-
esses are summarized in Fig. 16.

Cr
C
C C

C

C

C O

O

O

O

O

O

Fig. 14 A representation of the t
2g

 bending mode for Cr(CO)
6
 with O

h
  

symmetry

Fig. 15 The ion yield of Cr(CO)
3
+ obtained using a 270 nm pulse of 30 fs duration showing the 

periodic functions and a Fourier transform of these functions in the inset showing coherent 
oscillations at 96 and 350 cm−1. Adapted from [15]
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3 The Photodecarbonylation of Fe(CO)5

The photoinduced decarbonylation of Cr(CO)
6
 described in the previous section 

demonstrates the complexities of ultrafast processes leading ultimately to the pho-
toinduced expulsion of a single CO ligand. While there is no evidence for the 
involvement of triplet species in the photochemistry of Cr(CO)

6
, triplet species play 

a significant role in the photochemistry of Fe(CO)
5
 particularly for processes occur-

ring on the ns timescale or slower [34]. In addition photoinduced decarbonylation 
of Cr(CO)

6
 stops at Cr(CO)

5
 in the condensed phase while photoinduced decarbo-

nylyation of Fe(CO)
5
 produced both Fe(CO)

4
L and Fe(CO)

3
L

2
 (L = PMe

3
) even in 

solution [35, 36]. A triplet 3Fe(CO)
4
L intermediate was implicated in this process 

which undergoes thermal decarbonylation ultimately yielding the singlet Fe(CO)
3
L

2
 

product.
In the gas phase, photolysis at 193, 248, or 251 nm, using ns pulsed lasers and 

IR detection, produced a range of products Fe(CO)
n
 (n = 4, 3, 2, 1) depending on 

the excitation wavelength [37–41]. These observations seemed to support a con-
certed multiple ligand loss from a single excited state of Fe(CO)

5
. However, the 

results of ultra-fast studies were more consistent with the expulsion of a single CO 
following optical excitation of Fe(CO)

5
.

3.1 The Electronic Structure of Fe(CO)
5

The UV spectrum of Fe(CO)
5
 is given in Fig. 17 [42]. This spectrum exhibits two 

weak shoulders at 333 nm (30,000 cm−1), 280 nm (35,700 cm−1), a more intense 
shoulder at 240 nm (41,600 cm−1) and an intense absorption centered at 200 nm 

Fig. 16 A schematic representation of the photoinduced loss of CO from Cr(CO)
6
 following 

excitation into the a1T
1u

 states, showing the cascade of processes (dash dot line) leading to three 
equivalent ground-state Cr(CO)

5
 fragments and the subsequent ejection of a further CO
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(50,000 cm−1). Semiempirical calculations based on structural parameters obtained 
from IR measurements [43] suggested that the lower-energy absorptions are metal-
centered in nature [42]. The electronic ground state (1A¢

1
) of Fe(CO)

5
 has a configu-

ration represented by

 σ ππ π 2
2 2 4 4 0

CO CO x
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,d d d3 3 3

 

where 3dσ denotes the set of 3d
yz

, 3d
y2−z2 e¢ orbitals and the 3dp denotes the set of 

3d
xy

 and 3d
xz

 e″ orbitals. For the low-lying excited states, 3dσ, 3dp→3d
x2 are MC 

while 3dp*
CO

, 3dp→p*
CO

 are MLCT states. Averaged CASSCF calculations were 
used as references for multireference contracted configuration interaction (MR-CCI) 
calculations in order to obtain accurate excitation energies to low-lying singlet 
states [44]. The results of these calculations are presented in Table 3 along with 
some results of second-order perturbation theory CASPT2 [45] and earlier CCI 
calculations [46].

The results in Table 3 indicate that there are three allowed transitions at 26,900-
27,450 (370-365 nm; = 0.003), 37,900 (263 nm; f = 0.01), and 38,930-40,850 cm−1 
(256-244 nm; f = 0.006). The lowest-energy transition can be characterized as MC 
and the other two are MLCT in nature. Also presented in Table 3 are the transition 
energies of the two lowest spin-forbidden (1A¢

1
→a3E¢ and 1A¢

1
→a3E″) transitions.

3.2 Ultrafast Multiphoton Excitation of Fe(CO)
5

First attempts to investigate the photodissociation dynamics of Fe(CO)
5
 used 

molecular beam technology coupled with high intensity femptosecond lasers [47, 
48]. It is important to note that these experiments relied on multiphoton absorption 
to populate the electronic excited states of Fe(CO)

5
. This work built on the results 

of earlier experiments using nanosecond pulsed lasers which provided information 
on the photoproduct distribution and their energies [37–40, 49–56]. The energies of 
the various dissociation processes for Fe(CO)

5
 are presented in Fig. 18 for compari-

son with the excitation photon energies and the absorption profile of Fe(CO)
5
.

Fig. 17 The UV spectrum of Fe(CO)
5
 in the gas 

phase. Adapted from [42]
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The earlier nanosecond work suggested that the expulsion of multiple CO lig-
ands occurs following photoexcitation of Fe(CO)

5
 and also that the distribution of 

Fe(CO)
n
 (n = 4-0) fragments was dependent on the excitation wavelength. Table 4 

contains the relative yields of Fe(CO)
n
 fragments obtained following photolysis 

with low-intensity Nd/YAG or excimer laser radiation (353, 248, or 193 nm) with 
8-10 ns pulse durations [50]. In these experiments the fragments were trapped using 
PF

3
. Even using the highest-energy photons (193 nm), FeCO only comprises a small 

fraction of the total fragment yield and the Fe(CO)
2
 fragment predominates. This 

result should be contrasted with the pump-probe methods and time-of-flight detec-
tion [48]. Figure 19(a) contains the ion-signal obtained following 337 nm excitation 
of Fe(CO)

5
 using a 3 ns (1 mJ per pulse) laser. The pump-probe experiments rely on 

multiphoton absorption first to induce the photochemical change and then to ionize 
the fragments for detection in the mass spectrometer. The only fragment observed 
following ns pulse photolysis is that of the fully decarbonylated Fe+.

Reducing the excitation pulse duration to 80 fs and using 400 nm photons 
produced all fragment ions as well as the parent ion and these signals are pre-
sented in Fig. 19. Indeed the product ion distribution was found to be sensitive to 

Table 3 Excitation energies (in cm−1) to low-lying states of Fe(CO)
5
 and associated oscillator 

strengths f

State

One electron 
excitation in the 
principal  
configuration CASSCFa MR-CCIa

With averaged 
coupled pair 
functionala CASPT2b CASSCF/CCIc

1A¢
1
→a1E¢ 3ds→3d

x2 32,100 26,670 26,940 35,360 33,360
32,620 28,690 27,450
f = 0.003

1A¢
1
→1A″

1
3ds→p*

CO
34,980 33,280 35,700

1A¢
1
→a1E″ 3dp→3d

x2 35,600 36,730 35,520 42,160 34,150
35,360 36,790 36,820

1A¢
1
→b1E″ 3ds→p*

CO
36,600 35,550 37,400
35,360 35,530 37,350

1A¢
1
→1A″

2
3ds→p*

CO
39,240 37,030 37,900
f = 0.01

1A¢
1
→1A¢

2
3ds→p*

CO
37,900 38,050 39,530

1A¢
1
→b1E¢ 3ds→p*

CO
38,900 39,350 38,930 39,520
38,300 39,310 40,850
f = 0.006

1A¢
1
→c1E″ 3ds→p*

CO
41,360 42,640 42,350
41,900 42,660 42,410

1A¢
1
→1A¢

1
3ds→p*

CO
43,900 45,030 44,630

1A¢
1
→a3E¢ 3ds→3d

x2 22,088 17,760 17,510 22,370
22,083 18,160 16,400 28,240

1A¢
1
→a3E″ 3ds→3d

x2 26,920 23,090 22,170 24,350
26,925 23,000 22,580 34,560

aFrom [44] 
bfrom [45]
cfrom [46]
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the pulse duration at a given excitation wavelength. Figure 20 shows how the 
product ion distribution changes with pulse duration at 800 nm. Multiphoton 
absorption by Fe(CO)

5
 is required at this excitation wavelength. For laser pulses 

Fig. 18 Representations of the photon energies used and their relation to the UV absorption 
spectrum and dissociation energies of Fe(CO)

5
. Adapted from [51]

Table 4 Excitation conditions and relative yields for photodissocia-
tion of Fe(CO)

5
 to give Fe(CO)

n
 (n = 4–1) From [51]

Laser
Nd/YAG  
(3rd harmonic) KrF ArF

l (nm) 353 248 193
E (kJ/Einstein) 339.4 482.0 619.5
s (cm2)a 1.3 × 10−18 2.7 × 10−17 2.4 × 10−16

E/A (mJ cm2)b 7–14 0.1–10 5–15
Fc 1.1 >0.6
Relative yields
FeCO 0.012d

Fe(CO)
2

0.31 0.55 0.81
Fe(CO)

3
0.46 0.35 0.09

Fe(CO)
4

0.23 0.10 0.09
aAbsorption cross section 
bLaser energy per unit area 
cSum of quantum yields for all fragments 
dUpper limit of yield
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with widths of more than 70 ps, only Fe+ is observed in the mass spectrum. This 
suggests that the leading edge of the laser pulse induces the excitation to a low-
lying electronic excited state which in turn absorbs further photons from the trail-
ing edge of the pulse producing a highly excited species. Using two color 
experiments (400 nm two photon pump and 800 nm probe pulse) it is possible to 
obtain time-resolved information on the fragment formation by delaying the 
probe pulse relative to the pump pulse.

Fig. 19 The time-of-flight spectra obtained fol-
lowing irradiation of Fe(CO)

5
 with (a) ns and (b, c) 

fs laser pulses at 400 nm; spectra were obtained 
using a linear (a, b) and high-resolution reflectron 
(c) mass detectors. Adapted from [48]

Fig. 20 Reflectron TOF spectra 
obtained after excitation using 800 nm 
variable pulse widths between 80 fs and 
70 ps. All the traces have been normal-
ized to have the same Fe+ mass peak 
intensity. Adapted from [48]
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The temporal behavior of the various fragments is presented in Fig. 21 and the 
rise and decay times obtained by either single or multiple exponential curve fitting 
procedures are presented in Table 5. These results can be summarized as follows:

l The same decay times were observed for Fe(CO)
n
 (n =5–2) and none of these 

species had detectable rise times
l The signals for Fe(CO)

n
 (n =4–2) are time-shifted with respect to Fe(CO)

5
 with 

increasing time differences as n reduces
l Only the signals of FeCO and Fe show rise times and the FeCO rise time is similar 

to the decay of Fe(CO)
5

A rather controversial proposal of a concerted CO loss from a Fe(CO)
5
 excited state 

(Fe(CO)
5
*) was used to explain these observations. In this description Fe(CO)

5
*, formed 

following the absorption of two 400 nm photons, is launched onto a steep unbound sur-
face and loses four CO’s within the time scale of the vibrational period of a Fe–CO bond 
(100 fs). The time shift in the signals for the Fe(CO)

n
 (n = 4–2) is explained by the time 

taken for the fragments to move away from their force field attraction.
The difficulty with this proposal is that it cannot explain the observed photo-

chemistry of Fe(CO)
5
 in the condensed phase. If the photoinduced CO loss from 

Fe(CO)
5
 was concerted, then it should be observed in solution or in low-temperature 

Fig. 21 The temporal behavior of the ion signals for the fragments Fe(CO)
n
 (n = 5–0). The 

expanded region shows the transients around time delay zero for the parent molecule and the 
Fe(CO)

4
 and Fe(CO)

3
 fragments. Adapted from [48]

Table 5 Rise and decay times for the transient signals corresponding to 
the parent Fe(CO)

5
 and all its fragments from [48]

Species t
decay

 (fs) t
rise

 (fs) Time shift (fs)

Fe(CO)
5

100 ± 5
Fe(CO)

4
105 ± 5 20 ± 5

Fe(CO)
3

115 ± 5 30 ± 5
Fe(CO)

2
150 ± 20 60 ± 15

FeCO 230 ± 20 120 ± 20
Fe 490 ± 50 260 ± 20
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matrixes because it would occur on a timescale faster than any solvent-solute 
deactivation process [34, 37, 38, 53, 55, 57-62]. However, there are no reports of 
such a concerted CO loss in the condensed phase. An alternative explanation for the 
temporal behavior of the signals in the pump-probe experiments is required. One 
possible explanation is discussed in the next section.

3.3  Ultrafast Single-Photon Excitation of Fe(CO)
5
  

with Mass Detection

Pump-probe experiments using single photon (l
pump

 =267 nm) coupled with non-
resonant photoionization probing (l

probe
 =800 nm) produced ions of all fragments 

Fe(CO)
n

+ (n =4–0) along with the parent ion [63]. In these experiments the pump 
pulse intensity was 10−2 to 10−4 times those used in the multiphoton experiments 
described in Sect. 3.2 (109 compared to 1011–1013 W cm−2).

At early times (<300 fs) all fragments exhibit different temporal behavior (Fig. 25). 
These signals were modeled using kinetic equations in a manner similar to that 
described in Sect. 2.4. In this case a six-level model was required each level being 
sequentially produced from the previous with its own unique rate. The parameters in 
this model are the rate constant (t

i
) for the decay of a particular level i to level j, and 

the probabilities of forming a particular ion (Fe(CO)
n
) from level i (ns

i
). These param-

eters are presented in Table 6. The first level (L1) is the excited state of Fe(CO)
5
 close 

to the Franck–Condon region and L6 is the final product of the photodecomposition.
Probing of these levels was achieved by nonresonant photoionization using a 

800 nm pulse. The parent ion is produced close to the Franck–Condon region as 
indicated by the 5s

1
 value of 1.000 in Table 6 where little of the excitation energy 

has been converted into nuclear motion, while smaller fragments are produced as 
the neutral photoproduct arrives at its ground state.

The parent ion Fe(CO)
5

+ and the other heavy ions, Fe(CO)
4
+ and Fe(CO)

3
+ 

exhibit different time behaviors (Fig. 22), which require four different precursor 
levels (L1–L4). In each successive level, an ever-increasing fraction of the pump 

Table 6 Lifetimes (t
i,j
) and effective ionization–dissociation cross sections (ns

i
) used in 

the six-level model for the photochemical decomposition of Fe(CO)
5
. From [63]

Level Li L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

t
i,
 (fs) 21 ± 2 15 ± 5 30 ± 3 47 ± 5 3,300 ± 300 ∞

Fe(CO)
5
+ 1.000 0 0 0 0 0

Fe(CO)
4
+ 0 0.924 0.076 0 0 0

Fe(CO)
3
+ 0 0.517 0.452 0.032 0 0

Fe(CO)
2
+ 0 0 0.677 0.252 0.038 0.032

FeCO+ 0 0 0.124 0.604 0.131 0.142
Fe+ 0 0 0.125 0.500 0.170 0.210
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energy is converted into vibrational energy, which promotes progressively greater 
fragmentation after ionization. This means that upon excitation the Fe(CO)

5
 is 

launched onto a steep potential energy surface which within a fraction of a Fe-CO 
vibrational period (21 fs) leaves the Franck-Condon region.

The pump wavelength of 267 nm (4.65 eV; 37,453 cm−1) is close to the region 
of the 1A¢

1
→1A″

2
 and 1A¢

1
→b1E¢ MLCT transitions but far removed from the weak 

1A¢
1
→a1E¢ MC transition (Table 3). It is likely that the initially produced excited 

state has MLCT character and would not be expected to be repulsive along the 
Fe–CO coordinate. For the totally symmetric 1A¢

1
 state, the slope of the PE surface 

must be zero along any Fe–CO coordinate because only symmetric vibrations are 
possible in this state. Consequently population of such a state is unlikely to result 
in a rapid departure from the Franck–Condon region.

The b1E¢ state is degenerate but this degeneracy is lifted by Jahn-Teller distortion 
along any e¢ coordinate. For Fe(CO)

5
 (D

3h
) there are four coordinates of e¢ sym-

metry, two involving Fe–C and C–O stretch of the equatorial bonds and two involv-
ing C–Fe–C bending of the equatorial and axial bonds. So in the absence of more 
detailed information on the shape of the potential energy surfaces along specific 
reaction coordinates, Jahn–Teller splitting of the degenerate b1E¢ state provides a 
plausible explanation for the rapid exit from the Franck–Condon region along 
either bending or stretching coordinates (Fig. 26). At some point along the Jahn–
Teller coordinate it may cross the lower energy 1A″

2
 surface at a conical intersection 

and the population may divert into the 1A″
2
 state but can leave again by displace-

ment along the orthogonal e″ coordinate (see inset in Fig. 26) by passage around 
the circumference of the conical intersection. The population then rejoins the direct 
reaction path from b1E¢. The lower-lying MC a1E¢ state will also be subject to Jahn-
Teller splitting and at some point the surfaces derived from the b1E¢ and a1E¢ states 
will approach generating a conical intersection at an avoided crossing and providing 
a barrierless path to the a1E¢ repulsive state.

Fig. 22 Transient ion signals following excitation of Fe(CO)
5
 at 267 nm. The vertical scale is 

logarithmic in (a) and linear in (b) and (c). The dashed curve in (a) and (b) represents the instru-
ment response function and the solid lines in (a) correspond to the single exponential functions 
from which the time constants for Fe(CO)

4
 and Fe(CO)

3
 were obtained. Adapted from [63]
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Since Fe(CO)
4

+ is observed in the L3 window it is likely that it arises from 
Fe(CO)

5
, suggesting that Fe(CO)

5
 survives intact until reaching this window. This 

indicates that photoinduced CO loss occurs around 66 fs after excitation while the 
population moves along a reaction coordinate involving the lengthening of one 
Fe-CO bond. Fe(CO)

4
 has C

4v
 symmetry and its lowest-energy singlet state (S

0
) is 

nondegenerate (1A
1
) [66, 67]. Consequently this state can only correlate with the 

ground state of Fe(CO)
5
. The lowest excited state of Fe(CO)

5
 must therefore cor-

relate with the lowest singlet state of Fe(CO)
4
 (S

1
, 1B

2
). This means that the Fe(CO)

4
 

formed photochemically must be launched onto its first excited-state surface (1B
2
).

As there is no evidence for luminescence in this system a route for the efficient 
conversion to the ground singlet state (S

0
) must exist. Such a deactivation of the 1B

2
 

state would require a degenerate state where Jahn–Teller distortion will lead to cor-
relation with both S

1
 and S

0
 with C

2v
 symmetry namely A

1
 and B

2
 states. At tetrahe-

dral symmetry Fe(CO)
4
 gives rise to three states A

1
, E, and T

2
. Coordinates of 

symmetry e and t
2
 are Jahn-Teller active, and distortion along e leads to states A

1
, 

B
2
, and B

1
 of which only A

1
 and B

2
 are required. Thus, conversion from 1B

2
 to 1A

1
 

can proceed via a Jahn-Teller induced conical intersection at T
d
 symmetry joining 

the S
1
 to the S

0
 state. The model for deactivation to the lowest-energy singlet state 

is similar to that proposed for Cr(CO)
5
, except that in the case of Fe(CO)

4
 the 

lowest-energy singlet state is not the ground state [28].
Interconversion between species of C

2v
 symmetry can be achieved through a 

low-energy nonBerry pseudorotation similar to that proposed to explain the 
IR-induced intramolecular ligand exchange reaction in matrix isolated Fe(CO)

4
 in 

the triplet state [61, 68]. Thus, the Fe(CO)
4
 arrives at the lowest-energy singlet state 

in a moat around the Jahn-Teller induced conical intersection. The Fe(CO)
4
 will 

contain sufficient excess vibrational energy to thermally eject a second CO ligand, 
on the ps timescale in L5. In the case of Cr(CO)

5
 coherent oscillations in the ion 

yield signal were observed for the lighter fragments [28]. No such oscillations were 
detected for the Fe(CO)

5
 system presumably because the S

0
−S

1
 energy gap is small 

compared to the probe photon energy (1.55 eV) and resonance between the S
0
 and 

S
1
 states is not possible following the absorption of the ionizing pulse.
The ultrafast processes leading to loss of one CO in the condensed phase and 

two CO’s in the gas phase can be adequately described by processes on the singlet 
manifold. The observation of the triplet Fe(CO)

4
 at longer timescales indicates 

that intersystem crossing to the triplet manifold occurs on timescales longer than 
3 ps. Indeed the ultrafast electron diffraction studies outlined in the following 
section confirm that Fe(CO)

4
 persists in the singlet state for up to 200 ps following 

excitation [69].

3.4 Ultrafast Electron Diffraction by Fe(CO)
n
 (n = 5–0)

Two ultrafast electron diffraction studies on the Fe(CO)
5
 system have been 

published [69, 70]. In these experiments fs pump pulses excite Fe(CO)
5
 in the gas 

phase in a free expansion jet. Two photon excitation was used in these experiments 
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(l
pump

 =310 nm). Following excitation the structure of photofragments were probed 
using a 10 ps electron pulse. The experimental time resolution in these experiments 
was of the order of 12 ps. Two-dimensional electron diffraction images were 
recorded at various time delays. These data provide information on the internuclear 
separations expressed as a radial distribution curve. Figure 23 presents the radial 
distribution function (f(r)) for Fe(CO)

5
 obtained prior to irradiation, along with the 

changes in function (∆f(r)) for various time delays after excitation. These results 
confirm that the photochemistry is complete within 10 ps, which is consistent with 
the fs data outlined above.

Information on the product distribution can also be obtained from the electron 
diffraction data. This indicates that the photoproducts detected after 10 ps are 
Fe(CO)

2
, FeCO, and Fe in the ratio 2:5:5 (Fig. 24). Structural parameters for these 

fragments were obtained from computational [66] and experimental results [71, 
72]. A photon with a wavelength of 310 nm would have insufficient energy to 
remove four CO ligands from Fe(CO)

5
. The formation of FeCO and Fe in the elec-

tron diffraction study means that at least two 310 nm photons were absorbed in the 
pump process.

Fig. 23 The ultrafast electron diffraction radial distribution curves obtained using 10 ps electron 
pulses prior to excitation with a 310 nm fs pulse (top) and the difference signals (″f(r)) obtained at 
10, 40, 70, and 270 ps delay times. No significant change to the ″f(r) function was observed after 
10 ps. Adapted from [70]
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By increasing the pump wavelength to 620 nm, Fe(CO)
4
 emerges as the pre-

dominant photofragment following absorption of a least two photons [69]. The 
structure of the Fe(CO)

4
 fragment obtained in the ultrafast electron diffraction study 

is consistent with the singlet 1A
1
 state rather than the lower energy 3B

2
 state (Fig. 24). 

Thus, intersystem crossing to the triplet is slow (>200 ps), and this confirms that 
the photoinduced fragmentation observed in the ultrafast experiments occurs from 
the manifold of singlet states.

3.5 Concluding Comments

The quantum chemical calculations on Fe(CO)
5
 indicate that the lowest-energy 

accessible excited state is MC in character. The oscillator strength for the ground 
state to MC transition is small and most ultrafast experiments use either single or 
multiphoton excitation to MLCT states. The difference in product distribution 
depending on the excitation pulse duration points to an enhanced absorption cross 
section for the Fe(CO)

5
 excited state over the ground-state species to both pump and 

probe pulses. This tends to complicate the apparent photochemistry. Consequently 
the use of short-pulse single-photon excitation provides a better picture of the 
excited-state dynamics.

The experiments using mass detection techniques suggest that CO-loss occurs at 
about 66 fs following excitation and Fe(CO)

4
 arrives at the S

1
 state after approxi-

mately 110 fs. This species can then either expel a further CO (possibly by absorbing 
a probe photon) or undergo intersystem crossing to the triplet Fe(CO)

4
 ground state. 

The scheme of potential energy curves and pathways are presented in Fig. 25.

Fig. 24 Ultrafast electron diffraction radial distribution functions (solid lines -calculated; broken 
lines- experimental) showing excelling agreement for the 1A

1
 Fe(CO)

4
 (left) compared to the 3B

2
 

structure (right). Bonds represented by broken lines correspond to nonbonding distances. Adapted 
from [69]
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4 The Photodecarbonylation of Ni(CO)4

The UV/Vis spectrum of Ni(CO)
4
 in the gas phase is presented in Fig. 26 [42]. The 

spectrum has also been recorded in solution [73], and in low temperature matrixes 
[74]. In the gas phase the absorption maximum occurs at 207 nm (6.02 eV) and two 
shoulders can be observed at 230 nm (5.52 eV) and 270 nm (5.24 eV). These fea-
tures have been attributed to four bands, the two lowest-energy bands have been 
assigned to 9t

2
→12t

2
 and 9t

2
→4e orbital transitions producing a1T

2
 and b1T

2
 states 

respectively. These calculations used symmetry adapted cluster expansion (SAC) 
methods [64]. The nature of the other two bands remains controversial [65], 
although the SAC methods suggest that the c1T

2
 state corresponds to MC (d→s) 

transitions which may have a similar role to the d→d MC transitions in Cr(CO)
6
 

and Fe(CO)
5
 systems.

Table 7 contains the experimental and calculated excitation energies and assign-
ments for Ni(CO)

4
 [10, 42, 64, 73, 74]. Difficulties with the choice of the active 

space reduces the accuracy of the CAS calculations but both TDDFT and SAC 
methods predict four dipole allowed excited states in the 4.0–6.5 eV range which 
is in agreement with the experimental results. All low-lying singlet excitation ener-
gies for TDDFT and SAC-CI calculations are presented in Table 8.

Fig. 25 Proposed scheme of potential energy 
curves and pathways leading to photoinduced loss 
of CO from Fe(CO)

5
. The inset indicates the diver-

sion to the 1A″
2
 state and the passage around the 

circumference of the conical intersection. Adapted 
from [63]



Fig. 26 A comparison of the 
experimental gas phase (5 Pa) 
spectrum of Ni(CO)

4
 with 

calculated one electron  
transition energies, SAC-CI 
data from [64] and TDDFT 
results from [65]

Table 7 The experimental and calculated excitation energies and assignments for Ni(CO)
4

Method/ 
property Band I Band II Band III Band IV Band V

Solutiona

Energy (eV) 5.24 5.52 6.02
Matrixb

Energy (eV) 4.54 5.17
Gasc

Energy (eV) 4.5 5.4 6.0
CASSCFd

Energy (eV) 7.34 7.49 7.57 7.67 8.16
Assignment 9t

2
→10t

2
 92% 9t

2
→3e 92% 2e→10t

2
 94% 9t

2
→2t

1
 93% 2e→2t

1
 88%

CASPT2d

Energy (eV) 4.34 5.22 5.57 6.28 6.97
Osc Str. 0.29 0.38 0.29 0.47 0.83
SAC-CIe

Energy (eV) 4.79 5.51 5.72 5.76
Assignment 9t

2
→12t

2
 54% 9t

2
→4e 48% 9t

2
→9a

1
 69% 2e→12t

2
 42%

9t
2
→4e 8% 9t

2
→9a

1
 20% 9t

2
→10a

1
 20% 9t

2
→3t

1
 19%

2e→12t
2
 18% 9t

2
→3e 10%

Osc Str. 0.0023 0.0067 0.0043 0.0089
TDDFTf

Energy (eV) 4.70 4.82 5.37 5.84 6.74
Assignment 9t

2
→10t

2
 56% 9t

2
→3e 49% 9t

2
→2t

1
 52% 2e→10t

2
 51% 2e→2t

1
 47%

9t
2
→3e 35% 9t

2
→10t

2
 23% 2e→10t

2
 19% 2e→2t

1
 37% 2e→10t

2
 9%

Osc Str. 0.006 0.099 0.123 0.086 1.002
aFrom [73]
bfrom [74]
cfrom [42]
dfrom [10]
efrom [64]
ffrom [65]
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Table 8 The low-lying singlet excitation 
energies of Ni(CO)

4

State TDDFTa SAC-CIb

a1T
1

4.36 4.53
a1E 4.60 4.52
b1T

1
4.62 4.97

a1T
2

4.70 4.79
b1T

2
4.82 5.51

a1A
2

4.95 6.07
b1A

1
4.99 5.41

c1T
1

4.99 5.25
b1E 5.06 6.28
c1T

2
5.37 5.72

d1T
1

5.45
b1A

2
5.60

d1T
2

5.84 5.76
c1E 6.02
e1T

1
6.04

e1T
2

6.74
f 1T

2
6.99

aFrom [65]
bfrom [64]

4.1 Luminescence Following Excitation of Ni(CO)
4

Luminescence from homoleptic metal carbonyl compounds is very rare and is usu-
ally only observed at low temperatures [75, 76]. However, photolysis of Ni(CO)

4
 

produces emission even at room temperature [77, 78]. The emission spectrum 
obtained from Ni(CO)

4
 in the gas phase shows a maximum at 13,700 cm−1 (730 nm) 

following excitation at 351 nm (Fig. 27). This emission spectrum also exhibits 
vibronic structure with a spacing of 400 ± 10 cm−1 (see inset in Fig. 27). The emis-
sion has a lifetime of approximately 200 ± 100 ns at high pressures of buffer gas 
(4.53 × 104 Pa) [77], while this increases to greater than 10 ms when low-pressure 
(0.6 Pa) collision-free conditions are used [78]. The luminescence has been 
assigned to a photofragment of Ni(CO)

4
 rather than an excited state of Ni(CO)

4
. 

This is because of the very large separation between the E
00

 band of the emission 
at approximately 18,500 cm−1 and the “tail” of the absorption spectrum (approxi-
mately 26,500 cm−1) suggesting that the absorption and emission spectra relate to 
two distinct species. In addition the vibronic separation at 400 cm−1 is too large to 
be associated with the symmetric stretch of Ni(CO)

4
 (369 cm−1) and is more likely 

to be associated with Ni(CO)
3
 [79]. In the case of Cr(CO)

5
 and Fe(CO)

4
, no lumi-

nescence was observed because of the facile deactivation of the S
1
 states by way of 

Jahn-Teller induced conical intersections. No such deactivation mechanism is avail-
able in the nickel system (Reaction 2). The variation of emission lifetime with 
buffer gas pressure suggests that at high pressures the emission involves a S

1
→S

0
 

transition (fluorescence). Intersystem crossing to the triplet is slow in the collision-free 
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conditions of low pressure facilitating the build up of the triplet population which 
results in phosphorescence (T

1
→S

0
).

The initial formation of an electronically excited Ni(CO)
3
 species was confirmed 

by state-resolved photofragmentation studies using ultraviolet laser-induced fluo-
rescence in supersonic molecular beams. These experiments showed that the 
Ni(CO)

3
 fragment stored a significant proportion of its internal energy in a form 

which is not available for further fragmentation [80]. This means that most of the 
excitation energy is retained as electronic energy following expulsion of the first 
CO ligand.

 

hv
4 3

3

Ni(CO) Ni(CO) * CO

Ni(CO) hv*

→ +
↓

+  (Reaction 2)

4.2 Ultrafast Photodissociation Dynamics of Ni(CO)
4

Ultrafast experiments using single-photon pump (267 nm, 4.65 eV) and nonresonant 
multiphoton probe (800 nm, 1.55 eV) techniques coupled to time-of-flight mass 
detection were conducted by Fuß et al. [81]. Using this pump wavelength the first 
allowed excited state will be populated (a1T

2
; see Table 8). The five ion signals 

Ni(CO)
n
+ (n = 4–0) differed in their temporal behavior which could be modeled using 

five time constants (t
1
−t

5
) and six observation windows or locations on the potential 

energy surfaces of the parent molecule of its neutral photoproducts (L1–L6). The 
time-resolved signals obtained from these experiments are presented in Fig. 28.  

Fig. 27 Emission spectrum obtained by exciting Ni(CO)
4
 (2 × 104 Pa) at 351 nm. The scale 

expanded region shows vibronic features. Adapted from [77]
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The time constants and relative ionization cross sections derived from the kinetic 
analysis of the time-dependent signals are presented in Table 9.

As mentioned above, excitation of Ni(CO)
4
 using 267 nm radiation populates the 

a1T
2
 state in an allowed transition from the ground state. However, there are other 

lower-lying excited states, a1T
1
 and a1E according to the SAC-CI method [64], and 

an additional b1T
1
 according to TDDFT calculations [65], which are coupled to the 

ground state only by symmetry forbidden transitions. However, these may play a 
role in the excited-state dynamics following population of the a1T

2
 state.

Some features are worth noting from Table 9. The signals for the Ni(CO)
3

+ 
fragment are produced up to L6. This confirms that the Ni(CO)

3
 fragment must 

be produced in a long-lived electronically excited state because the excess 
energy carried over to a ground-state Ni(CO)

3
 species (approximately 3.5 eV) 

would be sufficient to promote two further decarbonylation reactions in the ioni-
zation process. Consequently only NiCO+ and Ni+ would be detected from a 
ground-state Ni(CO)

3
 fragment. Table 10 contains bond dissociation energies for 

Fig. 28 Time-resolved normalized signals for 
Ni(CO)

n
+. Adapted from [81]

Table 9 The time constants to pass and leave location Li and the relative ionization cross 
sections 

n
s

i
 to generate ion Ni(CO)

n
+ from location Li

Li L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6

t
i
/fs 22 ± 2 50 ± 10 60 ± 10 70 ± 10 600 ± 100 55 × 103 ± 10%

ns
i

Ni(CO)
4
+ 1 0 0 0 0 0

Ni(CO)
3
+ 1 0.732 0.00242 0.022 0.0212 0.0128

Ni(CO)
2
+ 0 1 0.993 0.518 0.403 0.328

NiCO+ 0 0 0.10 1 0.43 0.365
Ni+ 0 0 0 1 0.434 0.434

Table 10 Bond dissociation energies in (eV) for Ni(CO)
n
 and Ni(CO)

n
+ 

speciesa

n 4 3 2 1

Ni(CO)
n−1

–CO 1.1 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.7 1.3 ± 0.7
Ni(CO)

n−1
–CO+ 0.54 1.32 1.96 2.28

aFrom [81] and references therein
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Ni(CO)
n
 and Ni(CO)

n
+ species. In fact Ni(CO)

2
+ is the strongest ion signal at all 

delay times in these experiments. If L6 corresponds to a long-lived excited state 
of Ni(CO)

3
, then t

5
 must measure the rate of formation of this excited state (600 

± 100 fs). This is significantly slower than the time taken to expel CO from 
either Cr(CO)

6
 or Fe(CO)

5
 and implies the presence of a small thermal barrier to 

the decarbonylation process.
If the preceding assignments are correct, the time constants t

1
 to t

5
 represent 

processes in the intact Ni(CO)
4
 species. It would seem reasonable to assign these 

time constants to the times taken to travel from the initially populated a1T
2
 state, 

through the lower-energy excited states before finally emerging through the a1E 
state and over a small barrier to the S

1
 state of Ni(CO)

3
. A detailed description of 

these processes is presented in reference [81] but this must remain speculative until 
more accurate determinations of the relative energies of the various accessible 
excited states of Ni(CO)

4
 become available.

However it is clear that the a1E state of Ni(CO)
4
 is the only state that correlates 

with the S
1
 state of Ni(CO)

3
. The barrier on this trajectory responsible for the slow 

CO-loss, is formed by an avoided crossing with a higher energy surface, possibly 
originating from the MC (d→s) state mentioned earlier. This state is higher in 
energy than the MC states in Cr(CO)

6
 or Fe(CO)

5
 which produces a higher barrier 

on the Ni(CO)
3
–CO lengthening coordinate and a slower expulsion of CO.

In the case of the Cr(CO)
5
 or Fe(CO)

4
 fragments a Jahn–Teller induced sur-

face intersection between the S
1
 and S

0
 states explains the rapid transition to the 

S
0
 state following excitation of the parent. However for the Ni(CO)

3
 fragment the 

ground state is the 1A¢
1
 state and this has a planar structure (D

3h
). The first 

excited state S
1
 is the degenerate 1E″ state which splits by planar distortion pro-

ducing 1B
1
 and 1A

2
 states but not an A

1
 state at the C

2v
 limit. Consequently such 

a distortion does not provide a deactivation route to the S
0
 surface of Ni(CO)

3
. 

The Ni(CO)
3
 fragment remains in its S

1
 state which explains the luminescence 

observed in this system.

4.3 Concluding Comments

The electronic structure of Ni(CO)
4
 is not as well defined as those of either Cr(CO)

6
 

or Fe(CO)
5
. This makes the assignment of processes in the early development of the 

excited-state dynamics somewhat speculative. However there are a number of 
unique features to the photophysics of CO-loss from Ni(CO)

4
. Firstly, the CO loss 

is very slow compared to the other two systems outlined herein taking approxi-
mately 600 fs. In addition the Ni(CO)

3
 fragment is produced in its S

1
 state and this 

state persists because there is no facile deactivation process available based on 
molecular motions. Deactivation can be achieved only by further CO loss or by 
radiative processes of either fluorescence or phosphorescence. The overall scheme 
of potential energy curves and pathways for photoinduced loss of CO from Ni(CO)

4
 

is represented in Fig. 29.
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While the CO loss from Ni(CO)
4
 is slow compared to either Cr(CO)

6
 or Fe(CO)

5
 

there are examples of even slower photoinduced expulsion of CO ligands from 
heteroleptic systems. For example photoinduced CO loss from (h6-C

6
H

6
)Cr(CO)

3
 

takes over 150 ps [82] while CO loss from [Ru(X)(X¢)(CO)(2)(N,N¢-diisopropyl-1, 
4-diazabutadiene)] (X = X¢ = Cl or I; X = Me, X¢ = I; X = SnPh3, X¢ = Cl) occurs 
on the ns timescale [83].
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Abbreviations

* In front of a formula denotes electronic excitation
bpy 2,2¢-Bipyridine
CT  Charge-transfer transition, excitation or excited state. Detailed character 

(herein MLCT, XLCT, or LLCT) not specified
DFT Density functional theory
dmb 4,4¢-Me

2
–2,2¢-bpy

dppz Dipyrido[3,2-a:2¢,3¢-c]phenazine
EFFF Energy factored force field
ET Electron transfer
EnT Energy transfer
Etpy 4-Ethyl-pyridine
IL  Intraligand, localization on a particular ligand may be specified in brackets: 

IL(N,N) or IL(L)
ILCT Intraligand charge transfer
im Imidazole
L Axial ligand
LLCT Ligand-to-ligand charge transfer, herein L®N,N
MLCT Metal-to-ligand charge transfer
MLLCT  Metal–ligand-to-ligand charge transfer, herein Re(L)(CO)

3
®N,N.  

A general abbreviation replacing MLCT/LLCT and MLCT/XLCT
MQ+ N-methyl-4,4¢-bipyridinium
n(CO) CºO stretching vibration of a carbonyl ligand
N,N a-Diimine or polypyridine ligand
phen 1,10-Phenanthroline
PTZ Phenothiazine, an electron donor
py Pyridine
SBLCT Sigma bond-to-metal charge transfer
TD-DFT Time-dependent DFT
TR2 Transient resonance Raman
TR3 Time-resolved resonance Raman
TRIR Time-resolved IR absorption
2D-TRIR Two-Dimensional TRIR
trp Tryptophan
tyr Tyrosine
UKS Unrestricted Kohn–Sham approach
X Halide axial ligand
XLCT X→N,N charge transfer, a kind of LLCT for L= halide
ZFS Zero-field splitting
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1 Introduction

Rhenium (I) complexes of the type fac-[Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]n (see Fig. 1 and Charts 

1, 2) show exceptionally rich excited-state behavior [1–4] and redox [5–9] chemistry. 
They are thermally and photochemically robust and highly flexible synthetically. 
Broad structural variations of the N,N ligand as well as the axial ligand L are possible, 
allowing us to incorporate these chromophores into a range of media, attach them 
to proteins, intercalate into DNA, or make them parts of supramolecules designed 
to perform specific functions. The same structural and medium variations affect the 
nature and energetic order of low-lying excited states and, thus, the spectroscopy, 
photophysics, photochemistry, and electrochemistry of the Re chromophore. This opens 
the way to applications of [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n complexes as sensors, probes, and 

emissive labels for imaging biomolecules, which are summarized in Chap. 2 of this 
book. Herein, we will focus on dynamic aspects of the processes triggered by 
electronic excitation and follow the evolution of excited Re chromophores from the 
photon absorption until the ground state is recovered or a photochemical product 
formed (Fig. 2). Additionally, we will discuss the structures and characters of the 
excited states involved, as documented by time-resolved IR spectra and DFT cal-
culations. The currently emerging understanding of their excited states and photophys-
ics allows us to use rhenium (I) carbonyl diimines for the testing and development 
of new theoretical and mechanistic models and to open up paths to new applications.

Before discussing the dynamics and conversions between various excited states 
in [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n, it is necessary to review some general aspects of their 

electronic structures, Fig. 3, and low-lying excited states, Fig. 4 [1, 10–17]. The 
highest set of occupied molecular orbitals of [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n consists of three 

5dp(Re) orbitals that mix with p*(CO) orbitals, giving rise to Re→CO p back 
bonding. In the case that L is an electron-rich ligand (halide, pseudohalide, aro-
matic isonitrile) with a donor atom X, its two pp orbitals mix with two of the dp 
orbitals, resulting in two fully occupied pairs of Re–X p-bonding and antibonding 

Fig. 1 Schematic formula of complexes fac-[Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]n. The ellipses show how these 

chromophores can be incorporated in more complex and organized media. The prefix fac- will be 
hereafter omitted. An approximate C

s
 symmetry of the complex molecules is assumed throughout 

this article
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orbitals, Fig. 3 – right. An N,N-localized occupied p orbital also occurs within the 
set of the highest occupied orbitals, energetically close to the dp orbitals. The lowest 
unoccupied orbital is almost always a p*(N,N) orbital, which interacts with the dp 
HOMO-1. The possible characters of low-lying excited states clearly ensue from 
this simple MO picture. Figure 4 shows schematically the limiting cases of 
Re→N,N MLCT(N,N), L→N,N LLCT (called XLCT for X = halide or pseudo-
halide), IL(N,N), and s(Re–L)→p*(N,N) SBLCT excited states. The latter emerges 
when L is a ligand bound to Re through a high-lying s-orbital, as is the case for L 
= alkyl, benzyl or a metal-bonded ligand like SnPh

3
, Mn/Re(CO)

5
, etc [3, 18]. 

Although these states are the most relevant ones in the context of this article, it is 
necessary to stress that more types of excited states can be encountered in [Re(L)
(CO)

3
(N,N)]n complexes: Strongly electron-accepting axial ligands (e.g., N-methyl-

4,4¢-bipyridinium or 3,5-di-formyl-pyridine) may introduce Re→L MLCT excited 
states denoted MLCT(L), while L-localized IL(L) states occur in complexes with 
L = styrylpyridine or phenylazopyridine derivatives. To understand excited-state 
properties and dynamics, it is necessary to stress that the types of electronic states 
described above are only limiting cases. In reality, occupied frontier orbitals dp, 
pp(L), p(N,N), etc. can mix, resulting in mixed-character excited states. Another 
kind of character mixing occurs among the electronic states themselves. A pure 

Chart 1 Structures of N,N ligands in [Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]n. The same names and abbreviations 

are used in the text and the chart
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MLCT state is essentially never encountered. In reality, we always deal with 
mixed MLCT–LLCT spin-singlets and MLCT–LLCT–IL(N,N) triplets, see Sect. 
4.4. The extent of the state mixing depends on the particular [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n 

chromophore, as well as on its medium, and can change during excited-state 
relaxation. So, in the case of [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n chromophores, we deal with a 

high density of electronic excited states of different orbital parentage whose ener-
gies and characters change with time following optical excitation.

Chart 2 Structures of axial ligands L in [Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]n. The same names and abbreviations 

are used in the text and the chart. “Bridge” in the lower-left structure stands for –NH–C(O)–ph–, 
–CH=CH–ph–, or –CC–ph–. Some of the pyridine-based ligands also form complexes of the 
type [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(L)

2
]n

N
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In the rest of this work, individual photophysical processes ensuing photon 
absorption will be discussed, following the generalized Jablonski diagram 
shown in Fig. 2.

2 Optical Excitation

The lowest absorption bands of [Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]n occur in the near-UV region. 

They correspond to MLCT, mixed MLCT/LLCT, or MLCT/XLCT (generally 
called MLLCT) and IL(N,N) transitions [1, 4, 19–22]. In most cases, the CT bands 
lie at slightly longer wavelengths (330–400 nm e~ 2,000–5,000 M−1 cm−1) than the 
more intense IL(N,N) band, which peaks at ca. 320 nm for N,N = bpy. The CT 
bands are more isolated in the case of N,N = 1,4-diazabutadiene, whose IL bands 
lie in the UV region and the lowest CT is shifted to 450–500 nm. Most dynamic 
studies use laser-pulse irradiation at 400 nm that is directed to the lowest CT 
absorption band but it often overlaps with the red tail of a higher IL absorption. 
Most of the experimental information on optically excited Franck–Condon states 
comes from (pre)resonance Raman spectra, which allow us to analyze in detail 
structural changes upon excitation and, thus, the localization of the resonant elec-
tronic transition [1, 4, 15, 23–29]. However, the close proximity of several allowed 
electronic transitions of different origin complicates the analysis. In fact, all kinds 
of CT transitions as well as IL(N,N) transitions give rise to resonance enhance-
ment of Raman bands due to N,N-localized vibrations of the N,N ligand, although 
with different intensity patterns. To assess the MLCT contribution, it is more 

optical
excitation

(2)

relaxation (5)

chemical
changes (7)

decay (6)

Excited-state character:
- structure and spectra
- el. density distribution

(4)

ISC (3)

Ground state

S

T

Products

Fig. 2 Schematic Jablonski diagram. S, T stand for the optically populated singlet and the lowest 
triplet excited state, respectively. The numbers in parenthesis refer to the relevant sections of this 
article
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informative to investigate the enhancement of the Raman band due to the in-phase 
totally symmetric n(CO) vibration A¢(1) that usually occurs between 2,020 and 
2,035 cm−1. For very electron-rich ligand L (amide, phosphide, alkyl, etc.), it is 
found between ~1,980 and 2,010 cm−1. A strong enhancement of the A¢(1) band 
arises predominantly from a large increase of the axial CO stretching force 

L

Re

CO

L

Re

CO
N N

N N
e-

e-

L

Re

CO
N

N

MLCT LLCT or XLCT

IL

OC

OC OC

OC

OC

OC

L

Re

CO
N

N
e-

SBLCT

OC

OC

Fig. 4 The most common excited-state characters encountered in [Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]n complexes. 

Only limiting cases are shown; character mixing in electronic excitations and low-lying excited 
states is commonplace

A', dπ/π*(CO)-pπ(Cl)

A', π*(bpy)

A", dπ/π*(CO)-pπ(Cl)

A', dπ/π*(CO)
A", π(bpy)

A', π*(bpy)
A", π*(bpy)

A", dπ/π*(CO)+pπ(Cl)
A', dπ/π*(CO)+pπ(Cl)

A", dπ/π*(CO)

A', dπ/π*(CO)
A', dπ/π*(CO)

A", π(bpy)

A', π*(bpy)

A", π*(bpy)

A', π*(bpy)
A', π*(py)

[Re(py)(CO)3(bpy)]+ [Re(Cl)(CO)3(bpy)]

Fig. 3 Qualitative energy diagram of frontier molecular orbitals of [Re(py)(CO)
3
(bpy)]+ (left) and 

[Re(Cl)(CO)
3
(bpy)] (right), based on DFT calculations. Calculated orbital energies and MO com-

positions are given in the Supplementary Information to [10]. An idealized C
s
 symmetry is 

assumed
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 constant upon excitation and indicates a high contribution from a Re(CO)
3
→N,N 

MLCT transition to the resonance Raman effect. The enhancement of the A¢(1) 
Raman band (usually measured relative to the strongest Raman band due to a 
vibration of the N,N ligand) decreases or even vanishes if the resonant transition 
is predominantly LLCT or IL in character [1, 15, 27, 28, 30–32]. Further informa-
tion on the optically prepared singlet states comes from TD-DFT calculations, 
which provide transition energies and compositions described as linear combina-
tions of contributing one-electron excitations [11]. A typical absorption spectrum 
and its TD-DFT simulation are shown in Fig. 5. It follows that the lowest allowed 
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Fig. 5 Electronic transitions of [Re(Cl)(CO)
3
(bpy)] calculated in vacuum (a), acetonitrile (b), 

simulated absorption spectra in vacuum (c, dashed) and acetonitrile (c, full), and experimental 
absorption spectrum measured in acetonitrile (d). It follows that successful TD-DFT simulation of 
the absorption spectrum and singlet CT states requires using hybrid functionals and continuum 
dielectric models for the solvent [11, 33]. Calculation: TD-DFT G03/PBE0, CPCM for MeCN. 
Simulation: All calculated transitions included. Gaussian shapes (fwhm = 0.4 eV cm−1) of the 
absorption bands are assumed. Band areas are proportional to calculated oscillator strengths. 
Simulated using the GaussSum software. Reprinted with permission from [33]
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transition populates a state of an A¢ symmetry, denoted a1A¢, which is usually the 
second singlet excited state. Transitions to the lowest singlet excited state a1A¢¢ 
have negligible oscillator strengths. For L = pyridine derivatives, the two lowest 
singlet states have predominantly Re(CO)

3
→N,N MLCT character whereas the 

mixed MLCT/XLCT character (also called MLLCT) prevails for L = X = halide 
or NCS [1, 12, 15, 24]. The XLCT contribution increases as a function of X: Cl 
<Br <I. A predominant LLCT character of the lowest allowed singlet state is rare; 
in fact it was found only for L = NTol

2
 or PPh

2
 [13]. A very weak LLCT absorption 

band occurs in a chromophore-quencher complex (see Sect. 7) [Re(py–PTZ)
(CO)

3
(4,4¢-R

2
–bpy)]+, which corresponds to optical excitation of an electron from 

a remote PTZ donor to bpy [34].
1CT and 1IL(NN) states mix very little (if at all), because of a large energy 

gap (However, this situation is profoundly different in the triplet manifold, see 
Sect. 4). There are not many Re complexes in which the lowest allowed electronic 
transition is 1IL(NN). A typical case is presented by the family of complexes with 
N,N = pyridylimidazo[1,5-a]pyridine derivatives [35, 36], where the IL(N,N) state 
occurs below a 1MLCT/XLCT state. [Re(L)(CO)

3
(R-dppz)]n complexes are another 

example [28, 29].
Two typical examples of lowest allowed singlet states of Re complexes are 

shown in Fig. 7, the leftmost column: TD-DFT calculated maps of difference electron 
density of [Re(py)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ and [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(bpy)] clearly show that the electron 

density is transferred from Re(CO)
3
 and Re(Cl)(CO)

3
 moieties to the bpy ligand, 

respectively. No contribution from pp* IL(bpy) excitation is discernible.
Structural changes occurring upon the lowest allowed 1CT transition were cal-

culated [10] by TD-DFT for [Re(Cl)(CO)
3
(bpy)] and [Re(py)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+. It fol-

lows that the bonds most affected are those within the bpy ligand, due to its partial 
reduction. The largest changes concern the inter ring C2–C2' bond and the 
N–C2,C2¢ bonds, which shorten and lengthen, respectively. The CºO bonds con-
tract, as is expected for diminishing the p back bonding. Surprisingly large changes 
occur in the skeletal bonds: the Re–N(bpy) and Re–L bonds contract upon excita-
tion while Re–C bonds elongate, and the skeletal angles C

eq
–Re–C

eq
, N–Re–N, 

Cl–Re–C
ax

, and Cl–Re–N open. The calculations agree with resonance Raman 
spectra of [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(bpy)], [Re(Etpy)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ and similar complexes, 

which show [15, 25, 37] enhancement of Raman peaks due to n(CC) and n(NC), 
n(CO), n(ReN), n(Re–halide), and dRe(CO)

3
 vibrations.

3  Dynamics of Singlet Excited States  
and Intersystem Crossing

Fluorescence from singlet excited states of [Re(X)(CO)
3
(bpy)] (X = Cl, Br, I) and 

[Re(Etpy)(CO)
3
(bpy)]+ appears concomitantly with 400 nm, 80 fs pulse excitation as 

a very broad band peaking at ~530 nm (in Chap. 1 of this book). The large instantane-
ous fluorescence Stokes shift and broadness indicate a femtosecond energy dissipa-
tion and ultrafast population of many vibrational modes. TD-DFT calculations [10] 
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suggest that low-frequency skeletal modes could be highly excited in the optically 
populated 1CT state. The fluorescence undergoes conversion into the typical long-
lived phosphorescence occurring at ~580 nm (L = Etpy) or ~610 nm (L = halide). 
Depending on the axial ligand, the fluorescence decays with a lifetime t

1
 of 80–140 

fs (Table 1) while the phosphorescence rises bi-exponentially with the lifetimes t
1
 and 

t
2
, the latter in the range 300–1,200 fs, Table 2. Detailed kinetic analysis suggests that 

the optically populated singlet state b1A¢ undergoes two parallel intersystem crossing 
(ISC) processes populating simultaneously the lowest triplet state a3A¢¢ of a predomi-
nant charge-transfer character and a close-lying predominantly 3IL state b3A¢¢. The t

2
 

lifetime is then attributed to internal conversion between the two triplet states. This 
mechanism is shown in Fig. 6. An alternative assignment of t

2
 to relaxation of the 

lowest state a3A¢¢ is less probable, because the phosphorescence band does not show 
the expected characteristic rise on its low-energy side.

#b1A'

slow,
ns

a1A' GS

ττττ1 = ISC

b3A'' ττττ2

slow,
ns

kr(b)

kr(a)

a3A''

~10 ps

Fig. 6 Excited-state dynamics of [Re(L)(CO)
3
(bpy)]n complexes; L = Etpy, Cl, Br, I Color code: 

Light absorption to b1A¢ in violet, fluorescence in blue, b3A¢¢ phosphorescence in green, and a3A¢¢ 
phosphorescence in red (Hash denotes vibrational excitation). The ~10 ps relaxation is discussed 
in Sect. 5. Reprinted with permission from [10]

Table 1 Fluorescence decay lifetimes (in fs) of [Re(L)(CO)
3
(bpy)]n and DFT-

estimated spin-orbit coupling energies (in cm−1). Data from [10]

L Solvent t
1

t
2

SO SO
B1A¢–b3A" B1A¢–a3A"

Etpy CH
3
CN 130 ± 20 870 ± 80 58 550

Cl CH
3
CN 85 ± 8 340 ± 50 92 503

Br CH
3
CN 128 ± 12 470 ± 50 – –

I CH
3
CN 152 ± 8 1,180 ± 150 267 1,303

Cl DMF 167 ± 7 1,420 ± 90 92 503
Br DMF 157 ± 14 1,600 ± 200 – –
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For ISC to occur, it is necessary that the change in the spin momentum is com-
pensated by a change in the angular momentum. In symmetry terms, this means that 
the direct product of the irreducible representations of the singlet and triplet states 
transform as rotations. This requirement is the basis of the well-known El Sayed’s 
rules that are widely used in photophysics of organic compounds [38]. For [Re(L)
(CO)

3
(bpy)]n with an approximate C

s
 symmetry, ISC is allowed only between states 

of different symmetry, that is A¢ and A¢¢. The necessary orbital (i.e., angular 
momentum) rotation accompanying the spin change is accomplished by rotating 
the region of the unpaired spin density around the Re atom upon ISC. This is shown 
in Fig. 7, where the excited states involved are visualized by DFT-calculated maps 
of difference electron density. It can be seen that the regions of the unpaired spin 
density around the Re atom in the singlet and triplet states are mutually perpen-
dicular. ISC in [Re(L)(CO)

3
(bpy)]n is thus symmetry allowed and can be viewed as 

an inorganic manifestation of El Sayed’s rules. Unlike in organic photophysics, 
ISC in [Re(L)(CO)

3
(bpy)]n can occur between states of the same character, viz. 

singlet and triplet MLCT (or MLLCT).
It is very surprising that ISC in Re complexes is much slower than in [Ru(bpy)

3
]2+ 

(~20 fs) [39] or [Ru(4,4¢-di-carboxy-bpy)
2
(NCS)

2
] (~43 fs) [40] despite much 

stronger spin-orbit (SO) coupling of Re than Ru. Moreover, data in Table 2 show 
that the ISC rates do not correlate with the SO energy even within the [Re(L)
(CO)

3
(bpy)] series, which is expected to increase as the function of L in the order 

Cl <Br <I. In fact, an inverse correlation between ISC rate and the SO energy 
occurs. To explain this behavior, it has been suggested that the SO coupling energy 

Fig. 7 Visualization of singlet and triplet excited states and intersystem crossing in [Re(Cl)
(CO)

3
(bpy)] (top) and [Re(py)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ (bottom) using difference electron density maps 

calculated by TD-DFT (B3LYP, singlets in CH
3
CN/CPCM, triplets for L = Cl in CH

3
CN/

CPCM; L = py in vacuum). Cl or py ligands point up. The plots show the electron density in the 
given excited-state minus electron density in the ground state, at the optimized ground-state geom-
etry. Blue, violet: regions where electron density decreases and increases upon excitation, respec-
tively. These regions approximately correspond to those occupied by the two unpaired electrons 
in the excited states, shown by the arrows at the top. The orbital rotation accompanying the spin 
change is clearly seen. Adapted from [10]
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in all these complexes (and also in [Fe(bpy)
3
]2+) [41] is “saturated,” in other words, 

strong enough to allow for ultrafast ISC, regardless of its actual value. ISC rates are 
then determined by other factors, namely the shapes and relative energetics of the 
triplet and singlet potential energy surfaces. Understanding ISC in Re and Ru complexes 
is a big challenge for the theory. Before any quantum chemical calculations are 
attempted, it will be necessary to define the relevant coordinates. Some clues may 
be provided by DFT calculations of structural changes upon ISC in [Re(Cl)
(CO)

3
(bpy)] and [Re(py)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ [10]. It follows that the largest changes occur 

in skeletal bonds, namely the C
eq

–Re–C
eq

 angle. Depending on the particular triplet, 
the bond angles N–Re–N, N–Re–Cl, L–Re–C

ax
, N–Re–C

ax
, and, to a lesser extent, 

the Re–C, Re–Cl, and Re–N(bpy) bond distances have different values in the singlet 
and triplet excited states. The intra bpy bond lengths are very similar in the CT 
states b1A¢ and a3A¢¢, but they differ in the IL state b3A¢¢. The importance of low-
frequency skeletal vibrations for ISC in Re complexes is underlined by the observation 
that the ISC lifetime t

1
 in [Re(X)(CO)

3
(bpy)] correlates linearly with the vibra-

tional period of the Re–X stretching vibration [10].
Finally, it should be noted that singlet-state lifetimes in [Re(L)(CO)

3
(bpy)]n are 

long enough to allow for ultrafast electron or energy transfer in supramolecular 
assemblies, at surfaces or molecule/nanoparticle interfaces, see Sect. 7.3. Indeed, a 
“hot electron injection” has been seen with TiO

2
 nanoparticles [42] or in Re-labeled 

redox proteins [43].

4 Nature of Triplet Excited States

ISC from the optically prepared singlet state populates one or two low-lying A¢¢ 
triplet states in a few hundreds of femtoseconds, see Sect. 3. Triplet states are initially 
populated “hot,” that is nonequilibrated both in terms of the molecular structure and 
the medium. Relaxation processes, which occur on the timescale of picoseconds to 
nanoseconds (depending on the medium), will be discussed in Sect. 5. Herein, we will 
deal with thermally equilibrated (relaxed) lowest triplet states and their theoretical 
as well as experimental characterization.

4.1  Overview of the Character and Emission  
of Triplet Excited States

The character of triplet excited states of [Re(L)(CO)
3
(bpy)]n is somewhat different 

from the corresponding singlets. This is caused mainly by the singlet–triplet splitting 
being much larger for IL than MLCT states. While 1IL and 1MLCT states are ener-
getically well separated, the triplets lie in close proximity, opening the possibility 
for mixing between IL and MLCT characters in the lowest triplet states.

Rhenium carbonyl-diimine complexes were discovered in the mid 1970s [44, 45] 
as strongly emissive complexes. The long emission lifetime (tens–hundreds of ns) and 
structureless and broad shapes of emission bands and a prominent rigidochromism 
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(emission blue-shift on going from fluid solution to a glass) indicated that, in most 
cases, the emission occurs from a 3MLCT state [1, 4, 20, 45]. This assignment was 
further supported by electrochemistry, which has shown that the Re atom and the 
diimine ligand undergo one-electron oxidation and reduction, respectively, and that the 
emission energy correlates with the redox energy, that is the difference between the 
oxidation and reduction potential [5]. However, it was soon found [15, 24] that the 
lowest excited state in halide complexes [Re(X)(CO)

3
(N,N)] is of a mixed Re→N,N 

MLCT and X→N,N XLCT character, the variable halide contribution influencing 
emission lifetimes, solvatochromism, and resonance Raman spectra [1, 15].

[Re(L)(CO)
3
(polypyridyl)]n complexes have close-lying 3CT and 3IL excited 

states [1]. Although the 3CT state is usually the lowest, there are cases where both 
states are energetically so close that both of them are populated simultaneously 
[10, 46]. A dual emission is then observed and time-resolved IR spectra (Sect. 4.3) 
show bands due to both states. This is, for example, the case of [Re(Etpy)(CO)

3
 

(4,4¢-(NH
2
)

2
-bpy)]+ [47]. Other complexes, such as [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
 (pyridylimidazo[1,5-

-a]pyridines)] [35, 36], [Re(L)(CO)
3
(dppz)]+ (L = PPh

3
, py, Cl) [47, 48] have 3IL 

lowest excited state. The relative energetic order of 3IL and 3CT can depend on the 
medium. There are [Re(L)(CO)

3
(polypyridyl)]n complexes where 3CT and 3IL are 

the lowest states in fluid solution and rigid glasses, respectively [20, 45, 49, 50], 
while other complexes show simultaneous 3CT and 3IL emission in fluid solution at 
room temperature (e.g., [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(3-benzoylpyridine)

2
] [51]) or in low-

temperature rigid glasses (e.g., [Re(L)(CO)
3
(R-phen)]+ [50, 52]).

Depending on their structure and the solvent, complexes with lowest 3SBLCT 
states are either strongly photoreactive in fluid solutions or they show long-lived 
emission [53]. This behavior has been extensively reviewed elsewhere [1, 3, 18].

Because of their triplet character and strong spin-orbit coupling of the Re atom, 
the lowest excited state of [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n is split into three spin-orbit compo-

nents. The magnitude of this splitting, so-called zero-field splitting, ZFS, is related 
to the Re participation in the emitting state [54]. Large ZFS signifies a predominant 
3MLCT character of the emitting state and its value decreases with increasing con-
tribution of a 3IL character. ZFS values were determined [46, 55] for [Re(Cl)
(CO)

3
(bpy)], [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(dmb)], and [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(phen)] as 90.4, 75.7, and 42.1 

cm−1, respectively. The value measured for [Re(Cl)(CO)
3
(bpy)] is one of the largest 

among emissive metal complexes [54]. Population of all three sublevels is sup-
posed to be thermally equilibrated at room temperature. In the case of the bpy 
complex, the population of the three sublevels is 38, 37, and 25%, assuming that 
ZFS is the same in fluid solution as in glass. (In fact, it can be larger due to smaller 
IL-CT mixing, allowing for even more unequal population of the sublevels.)

Structural and medium effects on emission spectra and lifetimes of [Re(L)
(CO)

3
(N,N)]n complexes are extensively discussed in [1]. Here, it was proposed to 

use “energy-gap law maps,” that is, dependences of the logarithms of excited-state 
lifetimes on the emission energy in series of structurally related complexes, to 
obtain information on the character of the emissive states. Quantitative analysis of 
the shapes of emission bands of [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n affords information on 

structural differences between the ground- and emitting triplet states (Sect. 6) and 
can thus be used to further characterize the lowest excited states. Hereafter, we will 
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discuss the character of lowest triplet excited states of [Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]n complexes 

in more detail, focusing on information provided by time-resolved IR spectroscopy 
(TRIR) and DFT or TD-DFT calculations.

4.2 Excited-State DFT and TD-DFT Calculations

Applications of DFT and TD-DFT methods to model excited-states of Re carbonyl-
diimines and other organometallic complexes have recently been reviewed in depth 
[11]. Herein, we will only summarize the essential points and conclusions relevant 
to Re carbonyl-diimines:

(a) Reliable calculations of singlet and triplet excitation energies require the use 
of hybrid functionals such as PBE0 or B3LYP. The solvent has to be 
included. Continuum solvent models COSMO or CPCM are sufficient for 
most applications. Using pure DFT functionals or neglecting the solvent 
unrealistically underestimates the energies of CT transitions for both excited 
singlets (Fig. 5) and triplets. Energies of IL transitions are less sensitive to 
computational details. Calculations of electronic transitions to singlet states 
are validated by comparison with experimental UV–Vis absorption spectra.

(b) Excited-state structures can be optimized either by TD-DFT (applicable to all 
excited states, regardless of their spin or symmetry) or by UKS (unrestricted 
Kohn–Sham, applicable to the lowest triplet state of each symmetry only). 
Calculations of lowest triplet states can be validated by comparison of calcu-
lated and experimental emission and excited-state energies and excited-state IR 
spectra in the region of CO stretching vibrations, n(CO). Achieving a good 
correspondence between calculated and experimental data allows us to draw 
other conclusions from the calculation, for example on the excited-state char-
acter and electron-density distribution. Although low-lying triplets were reliably 
modeled for several [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n, the search for an optimal procedure 

continues. The use of hybrid functionals is essential. UKS calculations in 
solvents (CPCM or COSMO) give generally better agreement with experimen-
tal excited-state IR spectra than TD-DFT for halide or pseudohalide complexes 
[11]. However, UKS/solvent calculations systematically underestimate excited-
state n(CO) energies of cationic complexes such as [Re(py)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ or 

[Re(im)(CO)
3
(phen)]+. Acceptable correspondence with experimental values is 

found when the UKS calculation is performed in vacuum. The problem seems 
to originate in exaggerated IL-MLCT mixing, see Sect. 4.4.

(c) Singlet and triplet excited states at given geometry are described by TD-DFT 
as linear combinations of one-electron excitations between ground-state 
orbitals [11]. Characters of the orbitals involved and the weights of contributing 
excitations provide information on the excited-state character. This is 
conveniently visualized by maps of difference electron densities, which 
show the electron density distribution in the excited state minus that in the 
ground state [11] (See Fig. 7 for examples). Alternatively, pictures showing 
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spin densities can be used for triplets. Generally, DFT calculations predict 
mixing between 3MLCT and 3XLCT excitations in the lowest excited states 
of halide and NCS complexes, which was indeed proven experimentally 
[12]. The IL(N,N) excitations are admixed to the lowest 3CT triplet excited 
state of an A² symmetry. The IL(N,N) contribution is larger for L = pyridine 
or imidazole derivatives than for L = halide or NCS, see Fig. 7. The calcu-
lated magnitude of the mixing is sensitive to computational details [11, 56, 57]. 
Although it might be exaggerated in some calculations, the CT/IL mixing in 
the lowest A² excited state seems to be a general feature of [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n 

complexes, supported both by calculations and experiments. This will be 
discussed in more detail in Sect. 4.4.

4.3 Excited-State Infrared Spectra

Ground-state IR spectra of [Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]n show three IR bands due to C≡O 

stretching vibrations, n(CO) in the range of ~1,900–2,040 cm−1, which are sche-
matically shown in Fig. 8. The highest band corresponds to a totally symmetric 
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(bpy)] in MeCN and the corresponding n(CO) vibrations
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in-phase n(CO) vibration, denoted A¢(1). The two lower bands belong to the out-
of-phase totally symmetric A¢(2) vibration and the asymmetric vibration of the 
equatorial CO ligands, A². These two vibrations occur at similar energies and the 
separation of the corresponding bands depends on the axial ligand L. Two well-
developed bands are observed in complexes with halide-, O- or P-coordinated 
ligands. On the other hand, the A¢(2) and A² bands are merged into one broad band 
if L is N-coordinated, e.g., pyridine, imidazole or NCS−. They can become slightly 
separated (by 10–15 cm−1) upon changing the solvent or embedding the Re unit into 
a supramolecular environment. The assignment of the two lower IR bands was 
based on 13C-enrichment [58], polarized spectra [59], and DFT calculations [60, 61]. 
For L = halide or NCS−, the following energetic order of ground-state n(CO) vibra-
tions was established: A¢(2) < A² < A¢(1). For L = pyridine and its derivatives, 
DFT calculations in vacuum predict [60] the reverse order of the two lower 
bands: A² < A¢(2) < A¢(1) with the A²–A¢(2) separation of 9 cm−1. Experimentally, 
however, the A″ and A¢(2) energies are almost equal and the corresponding bands 
are undistinguishable. This A″–A¢(2) quasidegeneracy is usually explained by a 
pseudo C

3n symmetry of the Re(CO)
3
 unit, when coordinated by three N-donor 

atoms. However, since this quasidegeneracy is observed (depending on the sol-
vent!) also when the axial and the diimine ligands are rather dissimilar (L = NCS, 
N,N = bpy or iPr-DAB; L = im, N,N = phen, etc.), it should better be ascribed to an 
accidental identity of the axial and equatorial stretching force constants.

Owing to the high sensitivity of n(CO) vibrational energies to the electron density 
distribution, the changes of the n(CO) spectral pattern and shifts of IR bands upon 
excitation provide detailed information on the character of the populated excited 
state. Qualitatively, decreasing electron density on the Re(CO)

3
 moiety shifts 

n(CO) bands up in energy (i.e., increases n(CO) frequencies) due to diminishing 
Re→CO p back donation. Strengthening s Re←CO donation may also contribute. 
Increase of electron density on Re has the opposite effect. In short, partial oxidation 
and reduction of the Re atom in [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n shifts the n(CO) bands higher 

and lower in energy, respectively. The n(CO) energies are sensitive enough to 
detect even small electronic changes in the vicinity of the Re(CO)

3
 unit such as 

p→p* excitation localized on the N,N ligand.
Turner and George reported the first excited-state IR spectrum of a metal carbonyl 

complex in 1989, using [Re(Cl)(CO)
3
(4,4¢-bpy)

2
] as an example [62]. The upward 

shift of all three n(CO) bands upon excitation was interpreted [58, 62] as an evidence 
for Re→bpy MLCT character of the excited state, where the Re atom is effectively 
oxidized to ReII and the ligand reduced to bpy·−: *[ReII(Cl)(CO)

3
(4,4¢-bpy·−)(4,4¢-

bpy)]. Any deeper discussion of excited-state IR spectra requires correct assign-
ment of the n(CO) bands. This is not straightforward because of the ambivalence of 
the assignment of A″/A¢(2) vibrations in facial C

s
 tricarbonyls. The definitive assignment 

was accomplished only recently [59] by labeling 2-dimensional TRIR spectroscopy 
(2D-TRIR) for [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(dmb)] (dmb = 4,4¢-di-methyl-2,2¢-bpyridine) and by 

DFT calculations [60, 61, 63] for the cationic complex [Re(Etpy)(CO)
3
(bpy)]+. 

In both cases, the energy order of the n(CO) vibrations in the lowest 3MLCT state 
was established as A″<  A¢(2)  <  A¢(1). This means that the out-of-phase A¢(2) 
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 vibration undergoes the largest up-shift upon excitation. In terms of the EFFF 
approximation [64–67], it can be concluded that the axial C ≡ O stretching force 
constant increases upon MLCT excitation much more than the equatorial one while 
the average interaction force constant decreases.

To assign the character of the lowest excited state of [Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]n from 

TRIR spectra, it is necessary to examine the change in the n(CO) IR spectral pattern 
as well as the sign and magnitude of the IR band shift upon excitation. The latter is 
most accurately determined for the highest A¢(1) band. Excited-state IR spectra 
obtained on a variety of [Re(L)(CO)

3
(bpy)]n complexes allow us to formulate general 

relations between the excited-state character and its IR spectrum:

(a) Excited states of a predominant Re(CO)
3
→N,N 3MLCT character show an 

upward shift of all three n(CO) bands, which is the largest for A¢(2). The 
highest A¢(1) band shifts by ca. +40 cm−1 for N,N =bpy, measured in com-
mon dipolar solvents [12, 47, 48, 58–63, 68–78] Larger A¢(1) shifts are 
observed when the excited electron density is located far away from the Re 
center such as in 5-nitro-phen [74] or dppz [48] complexes.

(b) An excited state of a predominant Re(CO)
3
→L 3MLCT character has been 

studied for [Re(MQ+)(CO)
3
(dmb)]2+ (N-methyl-4,4¢-bipyridinium) [79]. A 

rather large A¢(1) shift of +62 cm−1 and merged A″ +A¢(2) band up-shifted 
by ca. 63 cm−1 were found. So far, this is the only example of an 
IR-characterized 3MLCT(L) state.

(c) L→N,N LLCT excited states were observed [13] for L = amides NTol
2
, NHTol 

and phosphide PPh
2
. The A¢(1) is shifted downwards by 5–10 cm−1. Excited-

state A″ and A¢(2) bands are also slightly shifted downwards, but their strong 
overlap with the corresponding ground-state bands prevents determining their 
exact positions. The small decrease in CO stretching energies is caused by 
reduction of the bpy ligand on excitation, which increases the electron density 
on the Re(CO)

3
 moiety through diminishing dp(Re)→p*(bpy) p back bonding. 

This effect is only partly compensated by electronic depopulation of the amido 
or phosphido ligand. Interestingly, the excited-state IR spectrum of *3[Re(NTol

2
·+)

(CO)
3
(bpy·−)] looks like an average of the spectra of the reduced and oxidized 

complexes, [ReI(NTol
2
)(CO)

3
(bpy•−)]− and [Re(NTol

2
•+)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+. A redox-

separated state [Re(py-PTZ·+)(CO)
3
(Me

2
dppz·−)]+ is like a kind of LLCT state 

in which the “hole” on PTZ is remote from the ReI atom and the excited elec-
tron is delocalized over the dppz ligand, also away from the Re atom. Excited-
state A¢(1) and A″ +A¢(2) bands are downshifted from their ground-state 
positions by −6 and −19 cm−1, respectively [61]. Similar types of 3LLCT occur 
in [Re(py-azacrown)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ complexes, where the electron is transferred 

from the azacrown nitrogen atom to bpy (see Sect. 7.3). Accordingly, the 
excited-state IR spectrum shows A¢(1) and A″ +A¢(2) bands downshifted by 
−25 and −29 cm−1, respectively [77].

(d) pp* 3IL states are manifested by a small (−5 to −10 cm−1) down-shift of all 
three n(CO) bands, whether the 3IL state is localized on the N,N or the L ligand 
[31, 32, 47, 48, 61]. The quasidegeneracy of the A″ +A¢(2) band in the ground 
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state is preserved upon 3IL excitation. Changes in IR spectra are caused by 
population of the ligand p* orbital in the excited state, which interacts with 
dp(Re) orbitals. The electron density on the Re(CO)

3
 moiety is thus increased. 

Slightly more negative shifts (−11 and −27 cm−1 for the A¢(1) and A″ +A¢(2) 
bands, respectively) occur upon 3IL excitation of [Re(Etpy)(CO)

3
(4,4¢-(NH

2
)

2
-

bpy)]+ [47], which involves a shift of electron density from the amino group 
to the region of the bpy rings and nitrogen donor atoms.

(e) sp* 3SBLCT excited states are very hard to detect because of their high 
chemical reactivity. An IR spectrum of a 3SBLCT-excited Re complex was 
reported [80] only for [Re(benzyl)(CO)

3
(iPr-DAB)] in heptane. The A¢(1) 

band undergoes a very small up-shift by ~8 cm−1 whereas the A¢(2) and A″ 
bands shift to lower energies by less than 10 cm−1. The small IR shifts 
observed upon SBLCT excitation indicate that the decrease of electron density 
on Re due to diminished s donation from benzyl is compensated by population 
of the DAB p* orbital that strongly interacts with dp(Re) orbitals. Similarly, 
a small admixture of a SBLCT character to a predominantly 3MLCT state is 
manifested by diminishing A¢(1) shift. This is the case of [Re(Et)(CO)

3
(bpy)] 

whose lowest excited state shows the A¢(1) band up-shifted by 28 cm−1 
whereas the typical emissive 3MLCT state of [Re(Me)(CO)

3
(bpy)] exhibits 

an A¢(1) shift of +43 cm−1 [73].

Besides TRIR, it is also possible to employ excited-state resonance Raman spec-
troscopy (TR3 or TR2) to characterize excited-states of [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n complexes 

[25, 27, 37, 48, 79, 81, 82]. The spectra show bands due to vibrations of the N,N 
ligand and provide information on its structural changes upon excitation. Picosecond 
TR3 spectra of Re complexes give very weak signals [37]. Measurements on the ns 
timescale are more informative. In the case of 3CT and 3IL states of [Re(py)
(CO)

3
(dppz)]+ and the 3LLCT state of [Re(py-azacrown)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ [16, 27], 

complementary vibrational information was provided by TR3 and TRIR measured 
in the fingerprint region.

4.4  Character Mixing in the Lowest Excited States

Electronic transitions and excited states of metal complexes are traditionally 
described in terms of text-book categories such as MLCT, LLCT (XLCT), IL, MC 
(=LF or dd), LMCT, etc. It was mentioned several times above that MLCT, LLCT, 
and IL characters in the case of [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n represent only limiting cases. 

In reality, electronic transitions and excited states have mixed character owing to 
two factors: (1) delocalization of the optical orbitals (i.e., frontier orbitals involved 
in electronic transitions), and (2) combining several one-electron excitations in an 
electronic transition.

The large n(CO) shifts occurring upon excitation of complexes such as [Re(Cl)
(CO)

3
(bpy)] or [Re(Etpy)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ clearly show that the traditional description 
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of their lowest excited states as 3MLCT is incomplete and that the electron density 
is transferred from the whole Re(CO)

3
 fragment rather than from the Re atom. This 

effect can be traced down to delocalization of HOMO and HOMO-1. For example, 
it was calculated for [Re(py)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ that the optical orbital HOMO-1 contains 

65 and 26% Re and CO character, respectively [10].
Mixing between Re(CO)

3
→N,N MLCT and X→N,N XLCT (X = halide) char-

acters was first recognized by Stufkens when analyzing spectroscopic effects of 
changing the halide ligand X in complexes [Re(X)(CO)

3
(N,N)] [1, 15, 24]. 

Resulting excited states are called MLCT/XLCT or more generally MLCT/LLCT 
or MLLCT. As was discussed in Sect. 2, this type of character mixing results from 
dp(Re) and pp(X) orbital mixing in HOMO and HOMO-1, which both are Re–X 
p-antibonding orbitals. The pp(X) character increases on going from chloride to 
bromide and iodide and this trend is accompanied by changes in excited-state 
UV–Vis absorption spectra [15]. It is not straightforward to prove this mixing 
experimentally since it is hard to probe changes of electron density on monoatomic 
halide ligands. To circumvent this problem, we have synthesized a pseudohalide 
complex [Re(NCS)(CO)

3
(bpy)] and measured the shifts of IR bands due to n(CO) 

and n(NC)
NCS

 vibrations upon population of the lowest triplet state, Fig. 9 [12]. 
The n(CO) bands shift upwards (+41 cm−1) due to the decreasing electron density 
on the Re(CO)

3
 unit while the n(NC)

NCS
 band shifts downwards by ca. −47 cm−1 

owing to partial depopulation of the N=C p-bonding orbital of the NCS− ligand. 
This is exactly the result expected for a mixed Re(CO)

3
→bpy MLCT and 
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Fig. 9 Difference time-resolved IR spectra of [Re(NCS)(CO)
3
(bpy)] in MeCN measured at 1 ns 

after 400 nm, 150 fs laser pulse excitation [12], top panel. Positive bands correspond to the excited 
state, negative to the depleted ground-state population. Experimental points are separated by 4–5 
cm−1. Horizontal arrows show the band shifts upon excitation. Vertical bars show the DFT-
calculated vibrational wavenumbers for the a3A″ MLLCT state. Asterisk denotes the excited state. 
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NCS→N,N LLCT excited-state, which was further supported by DFT calculations, 
Fig. 10 [11, 12]. Such excited states are more correctly viewed as delocalized Re(L)
(CO)

3
→N,N 3MLLCT states. They are not limited to halide or NCS− complexes. 

A 3MLLCT lowest state was identified by DFT also in [Re(2,6-dimethyl-
phenylisocyanide) (CO)

3
(R-phen)]+ complexes, where the ligand-to-ligand CT 

contribution originates in electron excitation from an occupied phenylisocyanide p 
orbital to p*(N,N) [16, 17]. An im→phen contribution to the lowest triplet state was 
also indicated by DFT for [Re(im)(CO)

3
(phen)]+ (im =imidazole). MLCT/LLCT 

mixing is a general feature of [Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]n complexes that occurs in low-

lying singlet as well as triplet states of either symmetry (A¢, A″), whenever the axial 
ligand L is electron-rich, possessing a high-lying occupied p orbital that overlaps 
with a Re dp orbital(s).

Mixing between CT and pp* IL(N,N) characters is not important for the singlet 
excited states of [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n, for the 1IL states usually lie well above the 

optically populated 1CT state. However, the IL-CT mixing becomes much more 
pronounced in low-lying triplet states of A″ symmetry, because the 3IL and 3CT 
states lie very close in energy. Most [Re(L)(CO)

3
(polypyridyl)]n complexes have 

two low-lying A″ triplets of a predominantly IL and CT (i.e., MLCT or MLLCT) 
characters which occur within the range ca. 0.5 eV wide [10–12, 74, 76]. In most 
complexes, the 3IL state lies above 3CT. TD-DFT calculations show that these states 
result from linear combinations of p→p* and HOMO-1→p* one-electron excitations, 
which introduce the IL and CT characters, respectively:

 3 * *IL ( ) (HOMO 1 ),a b= π → π − − → π  

 
3 * *CT ( ) (HOMO 1 ).b a= π → π + − → π  

Fig. 10 Maps of the electron density difference for the MLLCT triplet excited states a3A¢ (left) 
and a3A″ (right). Calculated by TD-DFT (PBE0/CPCM) in a CH

3
CN solution. Blue, violet: 

regions where electron density decreases and increases upon excitation, respectively. Reprinted 
with permission from [11]
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For example, in the case of [Re(Cl)(CO)
3
(bpy)], TD-DFT (B3LYP, in MeCN) pre-

dicts b2 =0.16 [10]. This result means that the higher-lying (3.13 eV) state b3A″ is ca. 
84% IL and 16% MLLCT in character, while the lowest (2.77 eV) a3A″ state is 84% 
MLLCT with a 16% IL contribution (note that a2 + b2 = 1). The CT–IL mixing is 
clearly visualized in the maps of difference electron density as regions of decreased 
electron density within the N,N ligand in the predominantly 3CT state or as regions 
of decreased electron density on the Re(L)(CO)

3
 moiety in the case of predominantly 

3IL states. However, it is hard to assess accurately the magnitude of the IL-CT mixing 
using DFT calculations. The calculated mixing coefficients a and b are very sensitive 
to the functional and the way the solvent is included in the calculation. In the above 
example of [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(bpy)], the mixing is calculated as almost 50:50 if the PBE0 

functional is used instead of B3LYP. On the other hand, the calculated energies hardly 
change. Essentially, increasing the weight of the Hartree–Fock exchange in the func-
tional pushes the 3CT state up in energy, towards the 3IL state, increasing their mixing. 
Inclusion of solvent to the calculation has the same effect. Therefore, it is necessary 
to validate DFT calculations of triplet states by comparing calculated and experimen-
tal excited-state IR spectra, which are very sensitive to the extent of IL-CT mixing: 
Both calculated and experimental n(CO) shifts on excitation decrease as the mixing 
increases. Indeed, experimentally validated DFT calculations are currently the best 
source of information on the extent of IL-CT mixing.

The ZFS values determined from temperature-dependent emission decay [46, 
55] (Sect. 4.1) show that the IL-CT mixing in the lowest emissive 3CT state of 
[Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(N,N)] increases on changing the N,N ligand from bpy to phen and 

upon methylation of either ligand. The former effect is due to lower 3IL energy in 
the more delocalized phen and the latter is caused by increasing the 3CT energy on 
methylation. Both ligand variations diminish the energy gap between the two states, 
increasing their mixing. This conclusion is supported by TRIR spectra which show 
larger A¢(1) n(CO) shift for bpy than phen complexes.

Experimentally, it is necessary to distinguish the effects of IL-CT mixing from 
simultaneous population of both the 3IL and 3CT states that could be in fast thermal 
equilibrium. (Note that an energy difference of 0.5 eV would amount to ca. 5% 
population of the upper state at room temperature.) Simultaneous population of 
these two states can be observed in TRIR spectra, where the predominantly 3IL state 
is manifested by a weak band occurring below the ground-state A″ +A¢(2) band 
while the lower-lying predominantly 3CT state shows the characteristic pattern of 
three up-shifted bands. This is, for example the case of [Re(Etpy)(CO)

3
(4,4¢-

(NH
2
)

2
-bpy)]+ [47] and [Re(py)(CO)

3
(dppz)]+ [48]. Time-dependent simultaneous 

population of 3IL and 3MLCT states was detected by TRIR for [Re(Et)(CO)
3
(bpy)]+ 

in ionic liquids until a few hundreds of ps after excitation [76] and by photolumi-
nescence upconversion for [Re(L)(CO)

3
(bpy)]n (L = Etpy, halide) in MeCN on a 

femtosecond timescale [10].
Finally, it should be noted that IL-CT mixing in the lowest triplet for any given 

[Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]n is strongly medium dependent. 3CT state energies are much 

more sensitive to medium variations than 3IL. Essentially, any change in the 
medium (liquid-to-solid transition, decrease in the dielectric response function, 
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etc.) that pushes the 3CT state up in energy toward the 3IL state will also increase 
the IL-CT mixing. This effect is responsible for the IR rigidochromism, whereby 
smaller excited-state IR shifts are observed in glasses than in fluid solvents [70]; 
it can contribute to emission rigidochromism [20, 45] and the red shift observed in 
the course of curing of a polymeric media [83, 84]. The extent of IL-CT mixing can 
also change during excited-state relaxation [76], opening the possibility to use 
[Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n complexes as probes of solvation dynamics. This aspect will 

be discussed in the next section.

5 Relaxation of Triplet Excited States

Irradiation of [Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]n complexes with 400 nm light into the red edge 

of their lowest absorption band deposits in the excited molecule energy of about 
7,000 cm−1 above the relaxed (thermally equilibrated) lowest triplet state. A large 
part of this energy (~600 cm−1) is redistributed on a femtosecond timescale amongst 
low-energy vibrational modes, as is manifested by the “instantaneous” Stokes shift 
of the fluorescence band [10] to ~530 nm and its broadness, see Sect. 3. This vibra-
tional excitation is carried over by ISC to the triplet state. In addition to vibrational 
excitation, the electronically excited 3*[Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n molecule initially finds 

itself in a highly unequilibrated solvent arrangement, whereby the dipolar solvent 
molecules are oriented to optimize solvation of the electronic ground state that has 
different charge distribution and dipole moment, see Fig. 11. Reorientation of solvent 
dipoles takes from hundreds of femtoseconds to units of picoseconds [85] and 

Fig. 11 Relative size and orientation of dipole moment vectors of the ground state (black) and the 
excited states 1MLCT (b1A¢), 3IL (b3A″), and 3MLCT (a3A″) of [Re(Etpy)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+, projected 

onto the optimized ground-state molecular structure. Dipole moment vectors originate in the 
center of charge calculated using Mulliken population analysis. They lie in the molecular sym-
metry plane. (Calculated by TD-DFT G03/PBE0/vacuum at the optimized ground state geometry.) 
Reproduced with permission from [76]
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occurs after the ISC, as part of the triplet-state relaxation. Even slower relaxation 
motions take place if the excited chromophore is imbedded in more complex media 
such as proteins [75] or ionic liquids [76].

Relaxation of the lowest triplet excited state 3*[Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]n manifests 

itself experimentally in different ways:
(a) Increasing intensity of the sharp excited-state band at ~380 nm due to the 

bpy·− unit, which occurs during the first ~20 ps after excitation. This effect 
was first observed for [Re(Etpy)(CO)

3
(dmb)]+ and [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(bpy)] in 

MeCN [37].
(b) Increasing intensity of excited-state Raman bands (excited at 400 nm) due 

to vibrations of the bpy·− ligand, which occurs during the first ~20 ps after 
excitation. This effect was observed in time-resolved resonance Raman 
spectra of [Re(Etpy)(CO)

3
(dmb)]+ and [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(bpy)] in MeCN. It is 

probably related through resonance enhancement to the rise of the 380 nm 
excited-state band [37].

(c) Dynamic red shift of the 3MLCT phosphorescence band of [Re(Etpy)(CO)
3
 

(bpy)]+, which was observed in slowly relaxing ionic liquid [BMIM]PF
6
 [76].

(d) Dynamic evolution of TRIR spectra in the n(CO) region, which is strongly 
dependent on the medium and its dielectric and dynamic properties [13, 37, 
71, 72, 74–76, 86–88]. Owing to the high sensitivity to medium variations, 
the combination of [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n complexes and TRIR emerges as a 

new and very promising way to interrogate solvation dynamics in various 
media, ranging from dipolar solvents to biomolecules. The detailed mecha-
nisms relating relaxation dynamics and excited-state n(CO) IR spectra are 
far from understood, and are currently being investigated in the author’s 
laboratory.

Dynamic up-shift of the A¢(1) n(CO) band of the lowest excited state is the most 
pronounced IR effect of excited-state relaxation. Time-dependences of the A¢(1) 
n(CO) energies measured for various complexes in different media have revealed 
[37, 75, 76, 86] that relaxation involves four different lifetimes (Fig. 12):

(a) An instantaneous IR shift occurs within the experimental time resolution of 
~1 ps. It encompasses effects of the electron-density redistribution upon optical 
excitation, ISC, ultrafast intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution 
(IVR) into low-frequency modes, electronic polarization of the solvent mol-
ecules, and inertial movements of solvent molecules. For fast-relaxing solvents 
(MeCN), it includes diffusional dipole reorientation as well.

(b) The “fast” kinetic component of the IR shift, which occurs with a time con-
stant of 1–4 ps. It is ascribed to later stages of IVR, which might include [86] 
vibrations of strongly solvating molecules of the medium. This kinetic com-
ponent has been observed (~4.5 ps) even for a Re complex adsorbed at a dry 
ZrO

2
 surface [87, 88]. In slowly relaxing dipolar solvents, this component can 

include later stages of solvent dipole reorientation.
(c) The “intermediate” kinetic component, 10–20 ps, has been observed in all 

investigated media except dry ZrO
2
. It is accompanied by the rise of the ~380 
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nm band in the excited-state electronic spectrum, see above. The detailed 
physical nature of the relaxation processes responsible are still under investigation. 
It is too slow for solvent dipole reorientation, while the accompanying evolution 
of the excited-state UV–Vis spectra indicates structural changes within the 
chromophore. Vibrational energy relaxation (VER) by energy flow from the 
excited chromophore to the solvent seems to be the main underlying physical 
process. Preliminary data suggest [86] that rearrangement of a “local solvent” 
(i.e., ordered solvent molecules that are in close contact with the chromophore) 
could be an important part of this relaxation process. The assignment of the fast 
and intermediate relaxation components to IVR and VER is supported by 
observation of a narrowing of the excited-state A¢(1) IR band on the same time-
scale. Both IVR and VER entail structural changes of the excited chromophore, 
to which the high-frequency n(CO) vibrations respond by spectral shift to 
higher energies. This effect can be also described by invoking anharmonic 
coupling [89] between the low-frequency skeletal vibrations and n(CO). 
Its strength is high when low-frequency modes are excited and diminishes dur-
ing vibrational relaxation, allowing the A¢(1) n(CO) energy to increase towards 
the value corresponding to a harmonic vibration.

(d) The “slow” kinetic component of hundreds of ps or even units of ns was 
observed only in slow-relaxing media such as ionic liquids [76] or proteins 
[75]. In the former case, it was convincingly demonstrated [76] that the slow 
IR spectral shift is caused by rearrangement of the electric field (so called 
reaction field) that the medium exerts on 3*[Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n. As can be 

Fig. 12 Time-dependent wavenumber of the excited-state A¢(1) n(CO) IR band of [Re(im)
(CO)

3
(phen)]+ in D

2
O (black) and azurins with Re(CO)

3
(phen) chromophore attached to His83 (red) 

and His109 (blue). Measured in D
2
O (pD = 7) after 400 nm, 150 fs laser pulse excitation. Exact IR 

band positions were determined by Lorentzian fitting. Reproduced with permission from [75]
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seen in Fig. 11, excitation of [Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]n to a 3CT state 3*[Re(L)

(CO)
3
(N,N)]n decreases and reorients the molecular dipole moment within 

the first few hundreds of fs. Polar or charged molecules of the solvent 
respond to excitation by changing their orientation, optimizing thus solvation 
of the excited state. In fast-relaxing dipolar solvents, the solvent response is 
fast and contributes to the fast and, in some cases, intermediate relaxation 
components. It becomes directly observable by TRIR in slowly relaxing 
media, such as proteins and ionic liquids. Relaxation in these media involves 
additional interactions such as H-bonding, peptide chain movements, or cor-
related ion translation, respectively.

The dynamic upshift of n(CO) during relaxation of the medium (i.e., the slow compo-
nent) can be explained as follows: Because the 3CT-excited Re complex is less 
polar than the ground state (Fig. 11), the reaction field is initially directed against 
the charge separation driven by electronic excitation. As the solvent relaxes, the 
reaction field weakens and reorients, allowing the charge separation in the excited 
Re molecule to evolve to completion. Transfer of electron density from the Re(L)
(CO)

3
 unit in the course of solvent relaxation is manifested by a dynamic upward 

shift of the A¢(1) n(CO) IR band. On a deeper physical level, the link between solvent 
relaxation and excited-state evolution of the Re chromophore can be described by 
time-dependent IL-CT mixing in the lowest triplet state: Immediately after ISC, the 
3CT state lies high in energy, close to 3IL. The IL-CT mixing is strong and limits 
the charge transfer from Re(L)(CO)

3
 to N,N. The 3CT state shifts lower in energy 

during solvent relaxation. Increasing energy separation from 3IL results in less mixing 
and, hence, more extensive charge transfer that increases the n(CO) energies. This 
explanation is based on changing the excited-state wavefunctions in response to 
time-dependent changes of the solvent reaction field. In other words, it assumes 
large polarizability of electronically excited Re complexes, due to high excited-
state density. Electronic changes indeed seem to be the principal factor responsible 
for the dynamic IR shifts seen during solvent relaxation. In addition, anharmonic 
coupling also responds to the reaction field and could contribute to the observed 
dynamic IR shifts [87].

The sensitivity of the slow kinetic component of the IR dynamic shift to the 
nature of the medium is truly remarkable. For example, Fig. 12 shows the differ-
ence between the behavior of [Re(im)(CO)

3
(phen)]+ in a fluid D

2
O solution and 

appended to two different sites of the same protein. The slow component is missing 
in D

2
O and emerges only in the proteins, its rate being strongly dependent on the 

position at the protein surface where the Re chromophore is attached. Relaxation 
dynamics of the Re complex thus report on the flexibility of the protein binding site 
and the motions of its peptide chains and associated solvent (D

2
O) molecules. 

Measuring TRIR spectra of Re complexes in various media has a great potential to 
reveal new aspects of relaxation dynamics. The fast and intermediate kinetic com-
ponents provide information on intramolecular structural relaxation of the excited 
chromophore and, possibly, on local solvation. The slow component is most 
informative, reporting on motions in organized, complex chemical media and their 
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response to the charge redistribution in the solute. It should be stressed that the 
response of the medium to CT excitation involves the same molecular and collec-
tive motions which accompany fast photoinduced electron transfer (ET) reactions. 
Interrogating relaxation processes using Re probes and TRIR spectroscopy could 
therefore lead to new understanding of relations between solvation (medium) 
dynamics and electron transfer. The same is true about vibrational relaxation, which 
couples to ultrafast ET reactions too [79, 90].

A case of solvent-driven electronic relaxation has been observed [76] for 
[Re(Etpy)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ in ionic liquids: TRIR spectra have shown at early times a 

weak signal due to the 3IL state, in addition to much stronger bands of the 3MLCT 
state. Although no accurate kinetic data are available, the 3IL state converts to 
3MLCT with a rate that is commensurate with the solvent relaxation time. 
Fluorescence up-conversion provided an evidence [10] for population of an upper 
3IL state in MeCN, which converts to 3CT with a much faster lifetime of 870 fs (Table 1). 
The solvent dynamic effect on the 3IL→3CT internal conversion can be rationalized 
by different polarities of the 3IL and 3CT states, Fig. 11. The solvent relaxation 
stabilizes the 3CT state relative to 3IL, driving the conversion.

6 Decay of the Lowest Triplet Excited State

In the absence of photochemical reactions, the lowest excited states of [Re(L)
(CO)

3
(N,N)]n complexes decay to the ground state both radiatively and nonradiatively. 

The lifetimes in fluid solutions range from tens of nanoseconds to microseconds, 
depending on L, N,N and the medium. Complexes where N,N = 1,4-diazabutadiene 
are mostly nonemissive in fluid solutions, having excited-state lifetimes of hundreds 
of picoseconds. Excited-state decay of Re complexes is a much studied phenomenon. 
It has been dealt with in several review articles [1, 91] and Chap. 2 of this book. 
Herein, we will only stress some crucial aspects:

(a) Emission in fluid solution is known for 3MLCT, 3MLLCT (i.e., 3MLCT/XLCT), 
and 3IL states of [Re(L)(CO)

3
(N,N)]n. 3SBLCT are emissive only in the absence 

of Re–L homolysis, usually in rigid glasses. Emission from 3LLCT states 
*[ReI(L•+)(CO)

3
(N,N·−)]n (see Sect. 5) is rather unusual, akin to radiative charge 

recombination [92].
(b) 3CT emission in fluid solution is usually broad and structureless. Admixture of 

a 3IL character manifests itself by appearance of a vibronic structure on the 
emission band.

(c) Because of spin-orbit coupling, the lowest triplet state is split into three 
components, even in the absence of an external magnetic field, see Sect. 4.1. 
The highest spin sublevel is the fastest decaying one [46, 55].

(d) Emission from CT states shows strong rigidochromism, shifting to higher 
energies as the medium solidifies [20, 45, 84]. This effect is caused by the lack 
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of medium relaxation in rigid environments. Solvatochromism is rather weak; 
the 3CT emission shifting slightly to higher energies with decreasing solvent 
polarity.

(e) Franck–Condon analysis of the emission band shape yields important param-
eters related to structural differences between the emitting state and elec-
tronic ground state. The emission band is expressed as a sum of bands due to 
vibronic transitions from the zero vibrational level of the emitting state to one 
or two sets of vibrational levels of the ground state. (Two sets can be used 
meaningfully only if the emission band has a well-resolved structure. Broad 
structureless CT emission bands should be fitted with one set only. For the 
corresponding equations, see [16, 93–95]) Each set of vibrations corresponds 
to a normal coordinate along which the emissive excited state is distorted 
relative to the ground state. Fitting of the emission bands yields the following 
parameters: the difference of zero-level energies of the emissive state and the 
ground state, E

o
, energies (frequencies) of the vibrational acceptor modes hn

1
 

and hn
2
 (interpreted as average energies of high- and low-frequency contrib-

uting modes, respectively), the respective Huang–Rhys factors S
1
 and S

2
 and 

full-width at half-maximum of the zero–zero component of the emission 
spectra n

1/2
. The Huang–Rhys factor or electron-vibrational coupling constant 

is defined as S = ∆Q
e
2 (mw /2h) = ∆Q

e
2 /2 ∆Q

0
2 ], where m is the reduced mass, 

w = 2pn is the vibrational frequency, and ∆Q
e
 is the distortion between the 

ground and excited state along the corresponding normal coordinate. S is a 
measure of the excited state distortion relative to the amplitude of the corre-
sponding vibration, ∆Q

o
 at the zero vibrational level; v = 0. (2∆Q

o
 is the 

change of the amplitude upon vibrational excitation by a single quantum; ∆v 
= 1.) The width parameter n

1/2
 includes broadening due to unresolved vibronic 

transitions involving low-frequency and solvent modes. This type of analysis 
has been applied to emission spectra of many Re complexes, see, for example, 
[16, 91, 92, 96–98]. When fitted using only one mean accepting vibration, 
emission from 3MLCT and 3MLCT/XLCT states is generally characterized 
by large S values (often 1–2) and relatively low vibrational energies hn, espe-
cially in comparison with RuII or OsII polypyridines. This result indicates 
large excited-state distortion of Re complexes and involvement of low-fre-
quency skeletal modes that were also revealed [10] by DFT calculations. The 
important contribution from low-frequency modes becomes more apparent 
when two-mode fitting is used [16], yielding mean energies of high- and low-
frequency vibrations of 1,400 and 500 cm−1, respectively, for the 3MLLCT 
emission from [Re(2,6-dimethylphenylisocyanide)(CO)

3
(R-phen)]+ com-

plexes. The importance of low-frequency vibrations diminishes or even van-
ishes as the 3IL character in the emitting state builds up [16]. Extensive 
MLCT-IL mixing is probably the reason for large hn and small S values 
determined [97] for a series of [Re(L)(CO)

3
(2,3-Di(2-pyridyl)quinoxaline]+ 

complexes, in contrast to typical 3MLCT values of analogous [Re(L)
(CO)

3
(2,3-Di(2-pyridyl)pyrazine]+. On the basis of trends in S, it was argued 
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that the distortion of the N,N ligand upon excitation and extent of charge 
transfer increases in series of structurally related complexes with increasing 
emission energies [96]. However, this argument should be taken with care, 
because increasing 3CT energy could lead to enhanced mixing with a 3IL 
state. A small S factor was found for Re(CO)

3
→L 3MLCT(L) state 

*[ReII(BIQD·−)(CO)
3
(4,4¢-R

2
-bpy)]n (BIQD = reducible quinone-type ligand) 

[92]. The widths of vibronic bands n
1/2

 determined for Re complexes are 
much larger than those obtained for Ru and Os polypyridines, indicating 
large solvent reorganization energy between the ground state and emissive 
CT states of Re complexes. The broadness of the emission vibronic compo-
nents is the reason for the general lack of distinct structure of emission from 
many Re complexes. It also limits the accuracy and possibilities of Franck–
Condon analysis. (It should be noted that band-shape fitting was often per-
formed with fixed hn value(s), affecting thus the S values obtained. Also, the 
analysis is based on the assumption of identical vibrational frequencies in the 
ground and excited state, which is not fully valid.)

(f) Radiative rate constant k
r
 of 3MLCT and 3MLLCT emission of Re complexes 

occurs in the range of 104–105 s−1. It drops to 101–102 s−1 for 3LLCT states [92]. 
The radiative rate constant is proportional to the square of the transition 
moment and the mean third power of the emission frequency. The radiative decay 
is spin-forbidden, which is overcome by spin-orbit induced coupling with a 
1CT state [54]. On the basis of spin-orbit considerations, one would expect 
that in series of halide complexes [Re(X)(CO)

3
(bpy)], k

r
 will increase in the 

order X = Cl < Br < I. In reality, only a small dependence on the halide was 
found, in the order Br >Cl >I [15]. Faster radiative decay of 3CT than 3IL states 
can be explained by spin-orbit coupling that is stronger for 3CT states, due to 
larger involvement of metal orbitals. A simple two-state model was used to 
explain radiative decay of low-lying 3MLCT(L) and s(Re–O)p*(L) 3SBLCT 
states [92]. k

r
 was estimated using the electronic coupling between the excited 

and ground states and the vector difference of their dipole moments [92]. This 
simple model also predicts 3CT states to be stronger emitters because of larger 
electronic coupling between the ground and the excited state and larger differ-
ence of their dipole moments.

(g) Re complexes are in their majority weak emitters in fluid solutions because of 
nonradiative decay being about two orders of magnitude faster than radiative 
decay. This limits emission quantum yields to <0.01. Nonradiative decay is 
much slower and emission stronger in rigid media. 3MLLCT states of [Re(2,6-
dimethylphenylisocyanide)(CO)

3
(R-phen)]+ complexes are a notable exception 

with emission quantum yields as high as ~0.8 in fluid solutions at room tem-
perature [16, 17]. Despite long lifetimes, 3IL emission is usually rather weak 
due to small k

r
 values.

(h) The nonradiative decay rate constants are temperature dependent: k
nr

=k0
nr

 + k¢
nr

(T). 
The Arrhenius T-dependent term corresponds to activated nonradiative decay. 
Its physical origin, however, is far from clear. It can hardly be attributed to 
thermal population of short-lived 3dd states as in the case of RuII polypyridyls, 
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since there is neither theoretical nor experimental evidence for such states 
occurring in a relevant energy range. Given the large structural distortions of 
Re excited states, it is possible that k¢

nr
(T) corresponds to decay to the ground 

state in a strong-coupling limit [99] and the thermal activation is needed to 
bring the system to the spatial region where the potential energy surfaces of 
excited and ground states approach each other. k0

nr
 corresponds to nonradia-

tive decay in the weak-coupling limit, which is well described by the energy 
gap law, EGL [91, 99, 100]. Accordingly, in a series of structurally related Re 
complexes the logarithm of k

nr
 decreases linearly with increasing emission 

energy [1, 15, 91, 96, 97, 101]. The slopes and intercepts of the ln(k
nr
)−E

em
 

correlations depend on the mean energy of the accepting vibration hn and the 
electron-vibrational coupling constant S. In addition, the intercept depends 
on the vibronic coupling between the ground and excited state and the 
vibronic bandwidth n

1/2
. These three parameters, in turn, depend on the char-

acter of the excited state. For example, different ln(k
nr
)−E

em
 linear correla-

tions were found [97] for the series of complexes [Re(L)CO)
3
(bpy)]+, [Re(L)

(CO)
3
(2,3-di(2-pyridyl)pyrazine]+, and [Re(L)(CO)

3
(2,3-di(2-pyridyl)qui-

noxaline]+ in which the ligand L was varied. The ln(k
nr
)–E

em
 correlations 

were elaborated further [1] to include 3SBLCT and 3MLCT/XLCT states. 
The resulting “EGL maps” show regions characteristic for individual types 
of excited states and classes of compounds, as well as switchovers in 
excited-state character upon structural variations [1]. Detailed analysis of 
ln(k

nr
)−E

em
 correlations for Re complexes have pointed to the important role 

of interactions between the excited complex and the solvent in facilitating the 
nonradiative decay [96, 97]. Interactions between solvents and the CO ligands 
seem to be especially important, making the nonradiative decay of Re com-
plexes faster in comparison with RuII and OsII polypyridyls that emit at similar 
energies.

(i) The parameters hn, S, and n
1/2

 can be obtained independently from analysis of 
emission bands [see the item (c)] and used to calculate the slopes of ln(k

nr
)−E

em
 

correlations. Good correspondence between calculated and experimental values 
has been obtained [96].

(j) The EGL treatment of nonradiative decay of CT states is conceptually very 
similar to the theory of nonadiabatic electron transfer in a highly inverted 
region (−∆G >>Shn), provided that the energies of accepting vibrations are 
much higher than k

B
T; hn >>k

B
T. If the thermally activated term k¢

nr
(T) indeed 

corresponds to a direct conversion to the ground state by strong coupling at 
higher energies, then the overall nonradiative excited-state decay would be 
essentially equivalent to inverted electron transfer. This approach has been 
applied to the nonradiative decay of 3MLCT(L) and s(Re–O)p*(L) 3SBLCT 
states, which was treated as an L·−→ReII electron transfer (L = reducible quinone-
type ligand) [92]. All the parameters needed to calculate k

nr
 using electron-

transfer equations were obtained by Franck–Condon analysis of the emission 
spectra [92]. Calculated values are close to those determined directly by time-
resolved emission and absorption measurements.
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(k) Nitropolypyridine Re complexes [Re(L)(CO)
3
(phen-NO

2
)]n (L = Cl, im, 

2,6-dimethylphenylisocyanide) are not emissive in fluid solutions and their 
excited states decay to the ground state exceptionally fast. This is caused by the 
presence of a 3IL(phen-NO

2
) excited state which is predominantly localized on 

the nitro group and lies between the 3MLCT state and the ground state. This 
intervening nonemissive state was characterized by combining picosecond 
TRIR spectra and DFT calculations of [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(5-NO

2
-phen)] [74]. 

TRIR spectroscopy has shown that the 3MLCT →3IL(phen-NO
2
) conversion 

occurs with a lifetime of 10 ps, followed by a ~30 ps decay to the ground state. 
The same mechanism probably explains the lack of emission and exceptional 
photophysics and photochemistry of nitropolypyridine complexes of Cr0, Mo0, 
W0, or RuII.

7 Photochemistry

Re carbonyl-diimine complexes show very rich photochemistry [1, 2, 3, 4, 18, 170] 
which is reviewed in Chap. 1 of this book. Herein, we will only briefly comment 
on photochemical Re-ligand bond splitting, sensitization of ligand-based photo-
chemistry by CT excitation and on several novel aspects of intramolecular excited-
state electron transfer.

7.1 Rhenium-Ligand Bond Splitting

Most of Re carbonyl-diimine complexes are stable toward ligand photodissociation 
when irradiated into their low-lying CT absorption bands in the near-UV spectral 
region. However, CO dissociation or photoinduced fac→mer isomerization occurs 
under UV irradiation (£313 nm) [102, 103]. Complexes where 3SBLCT is the 
lowest-lying excited state are prone to ultrafast homolysis of the bond between Re 
and the axial ligand, producing radicals. This is the case of [Re(alkyl)(CO)

3
(N,N)] 

and [Re(M)(CO)
3
(N,N)] complexes, where M represents metal-bonded ligands, for 

example Re(CO)
5
, Mn(CO)

5
, SnPh

3
, etc. The mechanism, rate, and yield of photo-

chemical Re–alkyl or Re–metal bond homolysis are strongly dependent on subtle 
structural variations in the diimine, the alkyl or M-bonded ligands and the solvent 
[1–3, 18, 73, 104–111]. For example, while [Re(Me)(CO)

3
(bpy)] is emissive and 

photostable, [Re(Et)(CO)
3
(bpy)] undergoes subpicosecond Re–Et bond homolysis 

with a quantum yield of unity because changing the alkyl ligand from Me to Et is 
enough to change the energy order of the 3SBLCT and 3MLCT states [73]. Re–L 
bond homolysis from 3SBLC has been also investigated theoretically, using high-
level quantum chemical calculations [112–114].
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7.2  Intramolecular Energy Transfer: Sensitization  
of Axial Ligand Isomerization

Photochemical reactions (usually isomerizations) of the axial ligand L in [Re(L)
(CO)

3
(N,N)]n can be induced by near-UV (400 nm) CT excitation of the Re(CO)

3
(N,N) 

chromophoric unit, provided that L possesses a low-lying reactive triplet excited 
state, usually 3pp* or 3np*. For example, complexes where L is a derivative of sty-
rylpyridine [14, 30, 31, 115–125] or phenylazopyridine [32, 116, 126] undergo 
trans→cis photoisomerization of a –CH=CH– or –N=N– bond, respectively.

These reactions follow the same mechanism [31], whereby the low-energy 1CT 
and 1IL excitations are followed by a femtosecond ISC to the 3CT state that undergoes 
an internal conversion to a L-localized triplet state 3IL(L), from which a parallel 
isomerization and a return to the ground state occur, Fig. 13. This mechanism has 
several remarkable aspects:

(a) Photochemistry of the organic ligand L is induced by excitation of the 
Re(CO)

3
(N,N) chromophore using irradiation wavelengths that are not 

absorbed by free L. Hence, we can talk about “intramolecular sensitization.” 
The 1CT state acts as an excitation energy gateway to the molecule.

(b) Because of large spin-orbit coupling of the Re atom, intersystem crossing to 
the triplet excited state manifold occurs on a femtosecond timescale [10, 31]. 
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Fig. 13 Intramolecular sensitization of ligand isomerization in [Re(t-styrylpyridine)(CO)
3
(bpy)]+ 

by energy transfer from the 3MLCT state of the Re(CO)
3
(bpy) chromophore to the 3IL(pp*) state 

of t-styrylpyridine [31]. (For theoretical treatment see [14])
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The photochemistry of Re-bound L occurs from a ligand-localized triplet 
excited state (3pp* or 3np*). This contrasts the photochemistry of free species 
L, which react from the corresponding singlet states. Binding L to Re in [Re(L)
(CO)

3
(N,N)]+ or [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(L)

2
] thus presents an excellent opportunity to 

generate the lowest triplet state of L in high yields and study its spectroscopic 
properties and reactivity. This is very difficult to accomplish for free L.

(c) The 3CT→3IL(L) conversion can be regarded as a Dexter-type intramolecular 
energy transfer from the 3*Re(CO)

3
(N,N) unit to L. It can be formally described 

as a double-electron exchange, see Fig. 14 [31]. This is an ultrafast reaction 
whose time constant has been determined for [Re(t-styrylpyridine)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ 

and [Re(t-phenylazopyridine)(CO)
3
(bpy)]+ as 3–4 ps [31, 32].

TRIR investigation of photochemical trans→cis isomerization of [Re(t-styrylpyridine)
(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ has revealed that the 3pp* state of planar t-styrylpyridine first undergoes 

a half-rotation (by ~90°) around the –CH=CH– bond with a 12 ps time constant to 
form a perpendicular intermediate [31]. The reaction is then completed by further 
~90° rotation, which is much slower, 17–28 ns [119, 127]. For [Re(t-phenylazopyridine)
(CO)

3
(bpy)]+, the first half-rotation around the –N=N– bond takes less than 40 ps, 

similarly to the styrylpyridine complex. The second step, which completes the 
isomerization, is much faster, 100–120 ps [32].

Interestingly, the photoisomerizing styrylpyridine and 1,2-di(4-pyridyl)-ethylene 
(dpe) rhenium complexes behave as luminescence switches [123–125]. This phe-
nomenon originates in the different nature of the lowest excited state of the trans 
and cis isomers, 3IL(L) and 3MLCT, respectively. Near-UV irradiation converts the 
nonemissive trans isomer to the cis form, which shows strong phosphorescence 
from its 3MLCT state. Emission can be switched off by UV (254 nm) light that 
induces a reverse cis→trans isomerization.

Reversible photocyclization of diarylethene annealed to a bpy ligand in [Re(Cl)
(CO)

3
(bpy-diarylethene)] follows the same general mechanism as isomerizations 

(Fig. 13) [128]. Near-UV excitation into the Re→bpy 1CT transition of the open 
form sensitizes cyclization of the diarylethene unit, which is accompanied by growth 
of an absorption band in the visible spectral region, between 500 and 600 nm. 
Energy transfer to the diarylethene unit and following cyclization occur with time 

dπ

π* bpy

π stpy

π* stpy

dπ

π* bpy

π stpy

π* stpy

MLCT(bpy) IL(stpy)

Fig. 14 Schematic orbital view of the 3MLCT→3IL energy transfer in [Re(t-styrylpyridine)
(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ as a double electron transfer. Reproduced with permission from [31]
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constants of 1.8 and 7 ns, respectively [128]. Reverse ring opening can be driven by 
visible light. This system thus behaves as a reversible photochromic switch.

Intramolecular energy transfer EnT from 3MLCT states of [Re(L)(CO)
3
(N,N)]+ 

has been observed in assemblies containing a suitable energy acceptor that pos-
sesses a low-lying triplet excited state. For example, EnT has been studied in a 
series of [Re(py-anthracene)(CO)

3
(N,N)]+ complexes where N,N was varied. The 

(nanosecond) rate increases with the increasing energy difference between the 
3MLCT(N,N) donor and 3pp*(anthracene) acceptor states, but only up to a limit 
where the inverted region is reached [129]. This study has indicated that the reor-
ganization energy l connected with energy transfer (~0.15 eV) is much smaller 
than that of electron transfer reactions of Re complexes. Hence, the maximal rate 
(at −∆G = l) of EnT occurs at much smaller driving force values than for electron 
transfer. Competition between bpy·−→MQ+ ET and *Re(CO)

3
(bpy)→anthracene 

EnT has been studied in [Re(MQ+)(CO)
3
(bpy-CH

2
–O–CH

2
–anthracene)]2+ [130]. 

Energy transfer from Re- to Ru-based 3MLCT states was observed in di- and oligo-
nuclear complexes containing a (N,N)(CO)

3
ReI(m–CN)RuII(N,N)

2
-motif [131, 

132]. A 10 ps EnT time constant has been determined [132] for [(phen)
(CO)

3
Re(m–CN)Ru(bpy)

2
(CN)]+. Energy transfer from the Re-based MLCT states 

in [Re(py-CpMII(arene))(CO)
3
(N,N)]2+ (M = Ru, Fe; N,N = bpy derivatives) occurs 

to reactive 3dd states of the CpM(arene) unit, leading to its dissociation [133].

7.3 Electron Transfer

Electronic excitation makes [Re(L)(CO)
3
(bpy)]n and [Re(L)(CO)

3
(phen)]n strong 

excited-state oxidants and slightly weaker, but still good, reductants. Bimolecular 
photochemical redox reactions of Re complexes had already been described in the 
1970s [21, 134]. The great potential of Re chromophores for intramolecular electron 
transfer has been utilized by Meyer to develop the, so called, chromophore-
quencher complexes, where a redox-active group is attached to the ligand L, usually 
through a pyridine unit. Two types of intramolecular ET mechanisms are possible, 
depending on whether the remote group is a reductant or oxidant, Fig. 15a,b. 
Another kind of excited-state ET reaction occurs in complexes where the reducing 
group is attached to the N,N ligand, namely bpy [135–138], Fig. 15c.

Molecular systems where a Re(CO)
3
(N,N) chromophore acts as a photoreduct-

ant (Fig. 15a) are represented by [Re(MQ+)(CO)
3
(dmb)]2+, where MQ+ is a 

N-methyl-4,4¢-bipyridinium cation, which can be viewed as a “half-methylviolo-
gen.” It is a strong oxidant that undergoes significant internal reorganization 
(planarization, formation of a quinoidal structure) upon oxidation. The 3MLCT(dmb) 
state *[ReII(MQ+)(CO)

3
(dmb·−)]2+ undergoes a dmb·−→MQ+ interligand electron 

transfer (ILET), producing the 3MLCT(MQ+) state *[ReII(MQ·)(CO)
3
(dmb)]2+ [79, 

115, 139–142]. This reaction occurs on two timescales: <1 ps (~60%) and 8–17 ps 
(~40%), the latter value depending on the solvent [79, 142]. The subpicosecond 
kinetic component corresponds either to ILET from the 1MLCT(dmb) state or to 
optical transition to 1MLCT(MQ+) followed by ISC. Analysis of the kinetics in 
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Fig. 15 Photoinduced electron transfer in Re-based dyads (chromophore-quencher complexes)

terms of Marcus theory has shown that ILET is strongly accelerated by the initial 
vibrational excitation of the precursor state 3MLCT(dmb). ILET takes place in the 
same time domain as the intermediate kinetic component of the excited-state 
relaxation, see Sect. 5. Indeed, TRIR spectra recorded in the course of ILET show 
spectral shifts due to relaxation, which occur concomitantly with the conversion of 
*[ReII(MQ+)(CO)

3
(dmb·−)]2+ to the ILET product *[ReII(MQ·)(CO)

3
(dmb)]2+. The 

latter species is weakly emissive. It decays back to the ground state by a MQ·→ReII 
ET, which is strongly inverted and seems to occur through higher vibrational levels 
of the product, i.e., the electronic ground state [ReI(MQ·+)(CO)

3
(dmb)]2+ [143]. An 

interesting case is presented by a bi-functional Medpe+ ligand (trans-py–CH=CH–
methylpyridinium) that can act either as an electron acceptor (like MQ+) or an 
energy acceptor (like styrylpyridine, see Sect. 7.2). Depending on which function 
prevails, [Re(Medpe+)(CO)

3
(bpy)]2+ may, in principle, undergo either ILET or 

trans→cis isomerization, respectively. Only ~10 ps energy transfer followed by 
~21 ps half-rotation (isomerization) has been observed in CH

2
Cl

2
 or MeCN solutions, 

showing that the pp* 3IL(Medpe+) state lies below 3MLCT(Medpe+) [30, 115]. The 
situation is different in [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(Medpe+)

2
]2+, where optical excitation populates 
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the 3MLCT(Medpe+) state that decays nonradiatively to the ground state with life-
times of 40 and 430 ps [30, 115].

Irradiation of [Re(Cl)(CO)
3
(4,4¢-(COOH)

2
-bpy)] adsorbed at nanocrystalline 

TiO
2
 results in ultrafast, <100 fs, electron injection from the excited Re complex into 

TiO
2
 [42, 144, 145]. At longer times, the IR spectrum of [Re(Cl)(CO)

3
(4,4¢-

(COOH)
2
-bpy)]/TiO

2
 films in dry aprotic solvents (DMF) consists of signals due to 

injected electrons, oxidized Re complex, and a relaxed 3MLLCT state [42]. This 
result shows that the electron injection occurs predominantly from the optically 
populated 1MLLCT state, in competition with the expected [10] ~100 fs ISC. The 
energy of the relaxed 3MLLCT state is comparable with the TiO

2
 band-edge. Hence, 

there is no sufficient driving force for electron injection from the relaxed triplet state. 
Picosecond electron injection from 3MLLCT has been observed when the TiO

2
 band 

edge is lowered by variations of the solvent, water content, and pH [144].
There are a great many systems where the Re chromophore acts as a photooxi-

dant (Fig. 15b), the axial ligand bearing a reducing group (Red), usually PTZ. The 
excited-state ET proper, that is PTZ→ReII, is rather fast: A two-phase kinetics have 
been observed [146] for [Re(py-CH

2
–PTZ)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+, consisting of a prompt 

(<30 ps) and 200 ps steps, both of which form an LLCT state [Re(py-CH
2
–PTZ·+)

(CO)
3
(bpy·−)]+. The bpy·−→PTZ+ back reaction (ILET) is much slower (~25 ns), 

occurring in the Marcus inverted region. Detailed studies of the back reaction kinetics 
led to a deep understanding of structural and medium effects on inverted ET [34, 
91, 98, 146–148]. Interestingly, the LLCT state in chromophore-quencher com-
plexes can be prepared also optically, albeit with a very low efficiency. Absorption 
spectra of the complexes [Re(py-CH

2
–PTZ)(CO)

3
(N,N)]+ (N,N = 4,4¢-disubstituted 

bpy derivatives, 2,2¢-bipyrazine, and Me
4
-phen) show a very weak (e ~ 2 M−1 cm−1) 

shoulder at 600–400 nm that corresponds to a direct PTZ→N,N charge transfer 
transition [34]. Analysis of its shape based on the Marcus–Hush theory has afforded 
values of the electronic coupling between the ground and LLCT states, which were 
then used to estimate the rates of the bpy·−→PTZ+ back electron transfer (ILET). 
A reasonable agreement with directly measured rates was achieved [34]. (It should 
be noted that the back ET occurs from a 3LLCT state while the coupling energies 
were obtained from transitions to a 1LLCT state.)

“Chromophore-quencher” complexes (Fig. 15) belong to the broad family of ET 
dyads, in which an oxidizing and reducing site are covalently linked. Re-based 
triads with a reducing group (e.g., −NR

2
) attached to the N,N ligand and an oxidizing 

group at the axial position have also been prepared [149, 150]. Excitation of the Re 
center leads to a double ET, whereby a long-lived (units of ms) charge-separated 
excited state can be produced:

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )

3*I II

3 3

· . I ·

3

[ Ox L Re CO N,N Red ] [ Ox L Re CO

(N,N Red)] [(Ox L)Re CO (N,N Red )].

hv

− +−

− − → −

− → − −
 

Another type of chromophore-quencher complex, developed by Schanze [151–
154], contains an axial ligand L, which undergoes irreversible intraligand bond 
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splitting upon oxidation. [Re(py-a-aminoalcohol)(CO)
3
(bpy)]+ is a typical example. 

Photochemical splitting of the –CH(OH)Ph group from [Re(py-CH
2
–NH–CH(Ph)–

CH(OH)Ph)(CO)
3
(bpy)]+ proves the occurrence of an ET from the aminoalcohol 

group to the ReII atom in the 3MLCT state. Its kinetic studies provided information 
on the mechanism and rates of oxidative C–C bond splitting, which is kinetically 
competitive with the back electron transfer from bpy·− to the oxidized aminoalco-
hol·+. The same photochemistry has been observed [1, 152–155] for a range of 
redox-active axial ligands.

An interesting type of chromophore-quencher complexes (or, in other words, ET 
dyads) is presented by [Re(py-azacrown)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ complexes, where the azac-

rown unit is linked to the pyridine ligand by various linkers based on amide, 
–CH=CH– or –C≡C– bond [27, 77, 156, 157]. ET in the 3MLCT(bpy) excited state 
[ReII(py-azacrown)(CO)

3
(bpy·−)]+ occurs from the nitrogen lone pair of the azac-

rown to ReII, producing a LLCT state [ReI(py-azacrown·+)(CO)
3
(bpy·−)]+. A time 

constant of 500 ps has been determined [156] for a complex with a –NH–C(O)–ph- 
link between py and the azacrown nitrogen atom in MeCN. The bpy·−→azacrown·+ 
back ET can be viewed as an ILET reaction. It is a strongly inverted process, which 
occurs with a time constant of 19 ns [156]. The forward ET from the excited state 
can be switched off by protonation of the azacrown nitrogen atom or by complexa-
tion with metal cations, making these complexes optical cation sensors [157]. This 
aspect is discussed in Chap. 1 of this book. Photophysics of these complexes are, 
in fact, more complicated due to the presence of optically populated intraligand CT 
states (ILCT), whereby the electron is excited from the azacrown to the pyridine 
moiety. Nevertheless, the 3ILCT state appears to lie above both the 3MLCT and 
3LLCT states. Similar behavior has been observed for [Re(py-catecholate)
(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ complexes, which act as molybdenum sensors [158].

The redox-active aminoacid tryptophan (trp) linked to a Re(CO)
3
(N,N) unit in 

[Re(py-trp)(CO)
3
(N,N)]+ (N,N = bpy, phen) is oxidized upon MLCT excitation, 

Fig. 16. The trp→ReII ET occurs with a time constant of 33 ns for N,N = bpy, in 
MeCN solution [159, 160]. The charge-separated intermediate [Re(py-trp·+)
(CO)

3
(N,N·−)]+ has been characterized by TRIR, showing down-shifted n(CO) IR 
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O
HN

CO2Et

H
N

.-

2.
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3.0 x 107 s-1

3.
back ET = ILET

3.1x107 s-1

1. hν, ISC

Fig. 16 Photoinduced electron transfer in [Re(py-trp)(CO)
3
(N,N)]+ [159, 160]. The rate constant 

values are for N,N = bpy in MeCN. The same mechanism operates in complexes where trp is 
attached to the 3-position of the pyridine ligand or to imidazole
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bands. However, it cannot be accumulated in high yields since the bpy·−→trp·+ back 
ET (ILET) is surprisingly fast, occurring with a comparable time constant of 32 ns. 
The trp→ReII ET is responsible for the dramatic acceleration of a long-range ET in 
a Re-derivatized protein azurin [43]. Here, the Re(CO)

3
(Me

2
-phen) chromophore is 

attached to the peptide backbone through an imidazole side group of histidine at the 
124 position of the Pseudomonas aeruginosa azurin, Fig. 17. The indole group of 
a nearby (122) tryptophan lies nearly parallel to the phen ligand at a distance of 
~3.8 Å, which permits electronic interaction. Optical excitation of the Re(His-124)
(CO)

3
(Me

2
-phen) chromophore to the MLCT state ReII(His-124)(CO)

3
(Me

2
-phen·−) 

is followed by a trp(122)→ReII ET. The kinetics are multiphasic, with time con-
stants ranging from femtoseconds to nanoseconds. The reaction mechanism is 
shown in Fig. 17. The subpicosecond step probably involves ET from 1MLCT 
while the ps ET occurs concomitantly with vibrational cooling of 3MLCT, see Sect. 
5. The relaxed 3MLCT state is in a fast equilibrium with the charge-separated state 
ReI(His-124)(CO)

3
(Me

2
-phen·−)···(trp·+ 122), followed by a nanosecond ET from a 

distant CuI center to (trp·+ 122). Photooxidation of CuI by the excited Re chromo-
phore over 19.4 Å is accomplished in a few tens of nanoseconds. The same reaction 
occurs even in the absence of the nearby trp122 unit, but at least 100-times slower. 
The large acceleration seen in the presence of trp122 originates in splitting the long 
range CuI→*ReII ET into two “electron hopping” steps: trp·+→*ReII and CuI 

Fig. 17 Photoinduced electron transfer in Re-derivatized Pseudomonas aeruginosa azurin (Az) 
by hopping through a proximal tryptophan: ReI(CO)

3
(Me

2
-phen)(H124)|(W122)|AzCuI. Only the 

part of the protein structure that bears the Re chromophore (at the left end of the chain) is shown. 
The trp indole group is nearly parallel with the phen ligand, sticking up from the chain. The CuI 
center is on the right. Reprinted with permission from [43]
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→ trp·+. However, there is a price to pay for the ET acceleration in lowering the 
reaction yield by the phen·−→ trp·+ back ET in the hopping intermediate.

Tyrosine (tyr) is harder to reduce by excited Re chromophores than tryptophan. 
[Re(py-tyr)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ does not undergo photoinduced ET in MeCN, unless the tyr 

–OH group is deprotonated by addition of Bu
4
NOH [159, 160]. No tyr→*ReII ET 

occurs in an azurin where tyr is placed at the 122 position instead of trp. Linking tyr 
to bpy in a strong excited-state oxidant [Re(CN)(CO)

3
(bpy)] does not help either: no 

tyr photooxidation has been seen in [Re(CN)(CO)
3
(bpy-tyr)] without deprotonation 

[138]. However, fluotyrosine in [Re(CN)(CO)
3
(bpy-Fntyr)] can be oxidized at all 

pHs [137], following the general mechanism shown in Fig. 15c. This photoreaction 
has been employed to generate tyrosine radicals in ribonucleotide reductase [161]. 
Tyrosine itself is photooxidized at all pHs when appended to a PPh

3
 ligand in 

[Re(PPh
2
Ph-tyr)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+. This is made possible by the high excited-state oxida-

tion potential of the [Re(PPh
3
)(CO)

3
(bpy)]+ chromophore [138].

Note added in proofs: Several important papers appeared during the production of this chapter, 
which ought to be mentioned: (i) quantum yields of ReI complexes with styrylpyridine-type lig-
ands have been determined as a function of excitation wavelength, obtaining more mechanistic 
information, and developing these compounds as rigidity sensors [162], (ii) a comprehensive 
study of ReI carbonyl complexes with dppz derivatives have revealed that their photobehavior is 
determined by an interplay between three different excited states, viz. dppz-localized ππ* and CT 
to the phenanthroline and phenazine parts of the dppz ligand; contributing to our understanding of 
the “light switch effect” [163], (iii) ReI→RuII photoinduced energy transfer in assemblies where 
the two photoactive units are linked by a flexible chain was found to follow complex kinetics with 
lifetimes of 20 ps, 1 ns and 13 ns, attributed to different conformations and excited states [164], 
(iv) assemblies where three ReI carbonyl-diimine chromophores are attached to a central Fe(acac)

3
 

unit (acac = acetylacetonate derivatives) were synthesized. It was found that the ReI 3MLCT state 
is rapidly (450 ps, 755 ps, 2.5 ns, depending on the diimine) quenched by Förster energy transfer 
to LF states of high-spin FeIII [165].
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Rhenium(I) and Iridium(III) Complexes  
in Biological Studies
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Abstract The rich photophysical and photochemical properties of organometallic 
rhenium(I) and iridium(III) complexes have been well studied. The interesting 
luminescence behaviour has been exploited in various areas such as emissive 
supramolecular assemblies, photovoltaic cells, chemosensing, and light-emitting 
device fabrication. Recently, the applications of these luminescent complexes in 
biological studies have received much attention. Herein, we review luminescent 
organometallic rhenium(I) and iridium(III) complexes that have been employed as 
biological probes, with an emphasis on biological targets including DNA, proteins, 
and cellular components. In particular, the molecular structures, spectroscopic 
and photophysical properties of the complexes, emissive behaviour, and potential 
applications of the labelled bioconjugates are described.
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Abbreviations

Az  Azurin
bpy  2,2¢-Bipyridine
bpy–CH

2
–NH–C

2
–NH–biotin   4-(N-(2-(Biotinamido)ethyl)aminomethyl)-4¢-

methyl-2,2¢-bipyridine
bpy–CONH–C

10
H

21
  4-(n-Decylaminocarbonyl)-4¢-methyl-2,2¢-

bipyridine
bpy–CONH–C

18
H

37
  4-(n-Octadecylaminocarbonyl)-4¢-methyl-2,2¢-

bipyridine
bpy–CONH–C

2
H

5
  4-(Ethylaminocarbonyl)-4¢-methyl-2,2¢-

bipyridine
bpy–CONH–C

6
–NH–biotin  4-((6-(Biotinamido)hexyl)aminocarbonyl)-4¢-

methyl-2,2¢-bipyridine
bpy–NCS  4-Isothiocyanato-2,2¢-bipyridine
bpy–NH

2
  4-Amino-2,2¢-bipyridine

bpy–NHCO–CH
2
I  4-Iodoacetamido-2,2¢-bipyridine

BSA  Bovine serum albumin
cryo-TEM  Cryogenic transmission electron microscopy
CT  Charge-transfer
CTAB  Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
DFT  Density functional theory
Dpp[5]  1,5-Bis(4-pyridyl)pentane
dppn  Benzo[i]dipyrido[3,2-a:2¢,3¢-c]phenazine
dppz  Dipyrido[3,2-a:2¢,3¢-c]phenazine
dppz-biotin  11-((2-(Biotinamido)ethyl)aminocarbonyl)

dipyrido[3,2-a:2¢,3¢-c]phenazine
dpq  Dipyrido[3,2-f:2¢,3¢-h]quinoxaline
dpqa  2-(n-Butylaminocarbonyl)dipyrido[3,2-

f:2¢,3¢-h]quinoxaline
dpq-biotin  2-((2-(Biotinamido)ethyl)aminocarbonyl)

dipyrido[3,2-f:2¢,3¢-h]quinoxaline
DSPC  1,2-Distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
ELISA  Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
EPR  Electron paramagnetic resonance
ERa Estrogen receptor a
EtG  9-Ethylguanine
FPR  Formyl peptide receptor
HABA  4¢-Hydroxyazobenzene-2-carboxylic acid
Hbsb  2-((1,1¢-Biphenyl)-4-yl)benzothiazole
Hbsn  2-(1-Naphthyl)benzothiazole
Hbt  2-Phenylbenzothiazole
Hbtth  2-(2-Thienyl)benzothiazole
Hbzq  7,8-Benzoquinoline
Hdfpy  2-(2,4-Difluorophenyl)pyridine
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Hmppy  2-(4-Methylphenyl)pyridine
Hmppz  3-Methyl-1-phenylpyrazole
Hpba  4-(2-Pyridyl)benzaldehyde
Hppy  2-Phenylpyridine
Hppy–CH

2
NH–C

4
H

9
  2-(4-(N-(n-Butyl)aminomethyl)phenyl)pyridine

Hpq  2-Phenylquinoline
HSA  Human serum albumin
IgG  Immunoglobulin G
IL  Intra-ligand
LLCT  Ligand-to-ligand charge-transfer
Me

2
–Ph

2
–phen  2,9-Dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-

phenanthroline
Me

2
–phen  2,9-Dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline

Me
4
–phen  3,4,7,8-Tetramethyl-1,10-phenanthroline

MLCT  Metal-to-ligand charge transfer
MTT  3-(4,5-Dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-

diphenyltetrazolium
N^C  Anionic cyclometallating ligands
N^N  Diimine ligands
NHE  Normal hydrogen electrode
NHS  N-Hydroxysuccinimide
OLED  Organic light-emitting diode
PBS  Phosphate-buffered saline
Ph

2
–phen  4,7-Diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline

phen  1,10-Phenanthroline
phen–NCS  5-Isothiocyanato-1,10-phenanthroline
phen–NH

2
  5-Amino-1,10-phenanthroline

phen–NHCO–CH
2
I  5-Iodoacetamido-1,10-phenanthroline

py  Pyridine
py–3–CH

2
Cl  3-Chloromethylpyridine

py–3–CH
2
OH  3-Hydroxylmethylpyridine

py–3–CONH–C
2
H

4
–indole  N-(3-Pyridoyl)tryptamine

py–3–mal  N-(3-Pyridyl)maleimide
py–3–NCS  3-Isothiocyanatopyridine
py–4–CH

2
–NH–biotin  4-(Biotinamidomethyl)pyridine

py–4–CH
2
–NHCO–C5–NH–biotin  4-(N-(6-(Biotinamido)hexanoyl)aminomethyl)

pyridine
py–4–COOH  Isonicotinic acid
py–4–NH

2
  4-Aminopyridine

py–4–NMe
2
  4-(Dimethylamino)pyridine

py–biotin–NCS  3-Isothiocyanato-5-((2-(biotinamido)ethyl)
aminocarbonyl)pyridine

py–biotin–TU–Et  3-Ethylthioureidyl-5-((2-(biotinamido)ethyl)
aminocarbonyl)pyridine

py–CH
2
CH

2
–py  1,2-Bis(4-pyridyl)ethane
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py–C6–est  4-(N-(6-(4-(17a-Ethynylestradiolyl) 
benzoylamino)hexanoyl)aminomethyl)pyridine

Quqo  2-(2-Quinolinyl)quinoxaline
RET  Resonance energy transfer
SBLCT  Sigma-bond-to-ligand charge-transfer
SCE  Standard calomel electrode
SDS  Sodium dodecylsulfate
TMRE  Tetramethylrhodamine ethyl ester
Tpm  Tris(1-pyrazolyl)methane
TX  Triton X-100

1 Introduction

Radioactive isotopes have been commonly used as biological labels for DNA 
sequencing, hybridisation, and immunological applications owing to their high 
detection sensitivity. However, because of the relatively long experimental time, 
short shelf-lives of expensive reagents, and the potential hazards of radioactive 
materials, alternative reagents derived from fluorescent organic compounds [1] and 
luminescent lanthanide chelates [2] have been sought. Additionally, many lumines-
cent organometallic complexes, by virtue of their intense and long-lived lumines-
cence with tunable emission energy, have emerged as useful probes for biological 
systems. Importantly, the emission of these systems is very sensitive to their local 
surroundings, such as the hydrophobicity of the environment, which can be 
exploited for biosensing purposes [3–5].

Herein, we review luminescent organometallic rhenium(I) and iridium(III)  
complexes that have been employed as biological probes, with an emphasis on bio-
logical targets including DNA, proteins, and cellular components. In general, the 
biological binding described herein involves the following four major strategies.

(1)  Molecular structures: organometallic complexes have been designed to possess 
special structural properties that allow them to bind to biomolecules such as 
DNA. Binding of small molecules to DNA relies on electrostatic attractions, 
groove-binding, and intercalation [6–9]. As can be seen in the following 
sections, many rhenium(I) and iridium(III) complexes have been coordinated 
with an extended planar polypyridine ligand or appended with a planar aromatic 
molecule, which allow the complexes to intercalate into the base pairs of 
double-stranded DNA molecules.

(2)  Functionalisation of the complexes with reactive groups: a number of metal 
complexes have been modified with (1) an NHS ester, isothiocyanate, and aldehyde, 
which can react readily with amines of lysine and the N-terminal of proteins; 
and (2) iodoacetamide and maleimide that can react with sulfhydryls of the 
cysteine residue [3–5, 10]. These facile reactions lead to covalent attachment 
of luminescent complexes to the target proteins and amine-/sulfhydryl-modified 
oligonucleotides.
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(3)  Use of labile ligands: some complexes contain substitutionally labile ligands 
(such as a solvent molecule) that can be displaced readily by the imidazole 
moiety of the histidine residue. Various proteins have been labelled with lumi-
nescent complexes by this method [11].

(4)  Attachment of biologically relevant molecules: the most common non-covalent 
probes for biomolecules are designed in such a way that a biologically relevant 
substrate or unit is attached to the complex as a pendant [3, 4]. Specific binding 
of this moiety to the biological target usually results in changes of the emission 
properties of the probes due to their sensitivity to the local surroundings.

In the following sections, luminescent organometallic rhenium(I) and iridium(III) 
polypyridine complexes relying on the labelling or binding strategies mentioned 
above will be described. We focus on the molecular structures, spectroscopic and 
photophysical properties of the complexes, and the emissive behaviour and poten-
tial applications of the labelled bioconjugates.

2 Rhenium(I) Systems

The spectroscopy, photophysics, and photochemistry of rhenium(I) polypyridine 
complexes such as [Re(N^N)(CO)

3
(py)]+ have attracted great interest for more than 

30 years [12–16]. The emission energy of these complexes depends strongly on the 
p* orbital of the diimine ligands, indicating that the excited state is 3MLCT (dp(Re) 
→ p*(N^N)) in nature. However, 3IL (p → p*) (N^N) emission has also been iden-
tified in some systems, and the relative dominance of MLCT and IL emission is 
controlled by the energetic separation of the two emissive states, which can be 
manipulated by changing both the polypyridine ligands and temperature. An impor-
tant characteristic of luminescent rhenium(I) polypyridine complexes is that their 
3MLCT emission shows a bathochromic shift, reduced luminescence quantum 
yield, and shortened excited-state lifetime upon increasing the polarity of the sol-
vent system. Another distinctive property of these luminescent rhenium(I) polypy-
ridine complexes is their exhibition of a blue-shifted emission maxima in rigid 
media, which is known as rigidochromism. Since the first report on the lumines-
cence of rhenium(I) polypyridine systems, the environment-sensitive luminescence 
behaviour, photoinduced electron-transfer, and photocatalytic properties of these 
complexes have been extensively studied. Additionally, their applications as sen-
sors for various analytes have attracted much interest.

2.1 DNA Probes

Despite the rich emission properties of rhenium(I) polypyridine complexes being 
well documented, reports on the interactions of related complexes with DNA are 
limited compared to the ruthenium(II) analogues. The DNA-binding properties of 
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luminescent rhenium(I) diimine complexes were first reported by Schanze in 1993 
[17]. Rhenium(I) polypyridine complexes appended with an anthracene moiety 
through a flexible linker of various lengths such as [Re(bpy)(CO)

3
(py–spacer–

anthracene)]+ (1) have been synthesised [17, 18]. In polar aqueous solution, the 
anthracene unit approaches the hydrophobic rhenium(I)-bpy core, and the 3MLCT 
(dp(Re) → p*(bpy)) luminescence is significantly quenched by the anthracene unit 
via Dexter exchange triplet-triplet energy-transfer. Upon addition of double-
stranded DNA, the anthracene moiety strongly intercalates into the double-helix, 
leading to an increase of the separation between the rhenium(I)-bpy and anthracene 
unit. Thus, the intramolecular energy-transfer quenching becomes inefficient and 
the 3MLCT emission is restored (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Corrected emission spectra of a rhenium anthracene complex as a function of [DNA]/[Re]. 
Arrows indicate direction of change with increasing [DNA]/[Re]. [DNA]/[Re] ratios: 0, 0.5, 1.0, 
1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, and 5.5. Inset shows a plot of F

em
 MLCT vs. [DNA] for the 

same emission titration experiment. Conditions: Tris buffer; pH = 7.0; [Re] = 33 mM [17]
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The crystal structure and photophysics of a rhenium(I) bipyridine 9-ethylguanine 
complex [Re(bpy)(CO)

3
(EtG)]+ (2) have been reported by Thorp and co-workers 

[19]. In CH
2
Cl

2
 solution, the complex emits at ca. 600 nm with a lifetime of 0.17 

ms and an emission quantum yield of 0.054. Electrochemical measurements reveal 
that EtG is similar electronically to electron-rich pyridines, such as py–4–NMe

2
 and 

py–4–NH
2
, and is a much better p-donor ligand than pyridine, trimethylphosphine, 

and acetonitrile.

The luminescence properties of the complexes, [Re(N^N)(CO)
3
(L)]+ (N^N = 

dppz, dppn; L = pyridine, 4-methylpyridine) (3) with an extended planar diimine 
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ligand have been studied by Schanze [20] and Yam [21, 22]. Luminescence and 
transient absorption spectroscopy showed that the dppz complexes exhibit an 3IL (p 
→ p*) (dppz) emissive state. However, the emissive state of the dppn complexes 
possesses substantial 3MLCT (dp(Re) → p*(dppn)) character. These complexes bind 
tightly to double-stranded calf thymus DNA and synthetic oligonucleotides by 
intercalation, as revealed by absorption spectral changes and enhanced emission 
intensities (Fig. 2). Upon irradiation, these complexes cleave the DNA plasmid 
pBR322 efficiently. Interestingly, the excited complex [Re(dppz)(CO)

3
(py)]+* oxi-

dises the DNA molecule directly due to its strong oxidising properties. However, in 
the case of the dppn complex [Re(dppn)(CO)

3
(py)]+, DNA strand scissions result 

from superoxide and hydroxyl radicals produced from the reaction of the excited 
complex and oxygen in the air.

Thomas and co-workers developed dinuclear rhenium(I) dppz complexes such 
as [{Re(dppz)(CO)

3
}

2
(py–CH

2
CH

2
–py)]2+ (4) [23]. Unlike their monomeric counter-

parts, these dinuclear complexes are non-emissive in organic solvents and aqueous 
solutions. Absorption titrations reveal two-stage binding for the two dppz moieties. 
However, the tether is insufficiently long for both rhenium(I) centres to intercalate 
into the same duplex. Thus, initially at least, the complex functions as a mono-
intercalating system and the second rhenium centre may be free to interact with 
other DNA duplexes (interstrand binding). Recently, a related heterobimetallic 
complex [{Ru(tpm)(dppz)(m-dpp[5])(CO)

3
Re(dppz)}]3+ (5) has been isolated that 

possesses both DNA-light switch and photocleavage properties [24].
Zubieta and co-workers reported the reactions of amine-modified thymidine and 

uridine with 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde and 2-quinolinecarboxaldehyde, respectively, 
to form chelating nucleosides [25]. These chelates have been coordinated  
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Fig. 2 Emission spectral traces of [Re(dppz)(CO)
3
(py)]+ (62 mM) in aqueous MeOH/buffer (20 

mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.0) at 298 K in the presence of 0, 11, 22, 33, 45, 56, 67, and 134 mM 
poly(dA)•poly(dT) [22]
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to a [Re(CO)
3
]+ unit to form new metallonucleosides such as (6). The quinoline  

complexes absorb strongly in the UV–Vis region. The absorption bands at 225–290 
nm and 300–380 nm are assigned to 1IL (p → p*) and 1MLCT (dp(Re) → 
p*(ligand)) transitions, respectively. Upon photoexcitation under ambient condi-
tions, these rhenium(I)-nucleosides display green to yellow emission. The emission 
occurs at ca. 552–565 nm (t

o
 = 14–19 ms) in various solvents and the emissive state 

has been proposed to be 3MLCT in nature.
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Lo and co-workers synthesised a series of rhenium(I) polypyridine isothiocy-
anate [Re(N^N)(CO)

3
(py–3–NCS)]+ (7) [26] and maleimide [Re(N^N)(CO)

3
 

(py–3–mal)]+ (8) [27] complexes that can act as biological labels. Similar to most 
rhenium(I) diimines, irradiation of all the complexes results in intense and  
long-lived 3MLCT (dp(Re) → p*(N^N)) emission. The isothiocyanate complex 
[Re(phen)(CO)

3
(py–3–NCS)]+ has been used to label a universal M13 reverse 

sequencing primer that has been modified with an aminohexyl group at the 5¢-end, 
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5¢–H
2
N–(CH

2
)

6
–AACAGCTATGACCATG–3¢. The labelled primer has been iso-

lated, purified, and shown to exhibit yellow luminescence (l
em

 = 548 nm, t
o
 = 0.52 

ms) in degassed Tris–Cl buffer (50 mM) at pH 7.4 at 298 K upon irradiation. It has 
been used to detect unmodified oligonucleotides by the formation of luminescent 
double-stranded DNA molecules, as revealed by PAGE analysis (Fig. 3). On the 
basis of the specific reaction of the maleimide moiety with the sulfhydryl group, the 
rhenium(I) maleimide complexes have been used to label a thiolated oligonucle-
otide. All the labelled oligonucleotides exhibit intense and long-lived 3MLCT emis-
sion in aqueous buffer upon irradiation.

2.2 Protein Probes

On the basis of the strong photo-oxidising behaviour of [Re(phen)(CO)
3
(imidazole)]+ 

(9) (Re(I)*/Re(0) = ca. +1.3 V vs. NHE in CH
3
CN), Gray and co-workers reacted 

[Re(phen)(CO)
3
(H

2
O)]+ with azurin, resulting in the formation of [Re(phen)

(CO)
3
(His83)]+-AzCu+, and studied the electron-transfer in this mutant [28]. 

Excitation of the rhenium(I) complex leads to direct oxidation of the copper(I) 
centre of the protein to copper(II). Using the flash-quench technique with 

Fig. 3 Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis result of a hybridisation mixture of an M13 reverse 
sequencing primer labelled with [Re(phen)(CO)

3
(py–3–NCS)]+ and three unmodified oligonucleotides 

of various lengths [26]
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Winkler, Gray and co-workers studied the photoinduced electron-transfer of 
rhenium(I) perfluorobiphenyl diimine complexes (10) to the haem of nitric oxide 
synthase [32]. All the complexes bind tightly to the oxidase domain of the protein. 
Interestingly, the complexes containing an imidazole pendant ligate the haem iron. 
Transient absorption spectroscopic measurements indicate reduction of the haem 
centres by the excited complexes. The active-site iron(III) is reduced to iron(II) 
within 300 ps, almost ten orders of magnitude faster than the initial reduction of 
nitric oxide synthase by its reductase module. It is proposed that a neighbouring 
tryptophan residue reductively quenches the excited rhenium(I) complex to generate 
a tryptophan radical and a rhenium(0) species. Electron-transfer from the rhenium(0) 
species to the iron(III) of the haem occurs with a rate constant of about 6 × 108 s−1. 

[Co(NH
3
)

5
Cl]2+ as a quencher, photogeneration of Re2+ followed by production of 

tryptophan and tyrosine radicals in these rhenium(I)-conjugated azurin proteins, 
have been observed [29]. The EPR spectra of frozen solutions of irradiated 
[Re(phen)(CO)

3
(H83)]+–AzZn2+/[Co(NH

3
)

5
Cl]2+ and [Re(phen)(CO)

3
(H107)]+–

AzZn2+/[Co(NH
3
)

5
Cl]2+ (Y72F mutant, leaving only one tyrosine, Y108, in the 

protein) reveal the appearance of tryptophan and tyrosine radicals, respectively. The 
tryptophan signal is attributable to a W48 radical while the tyrosine signal could 
originate from a Y108 radical. In a related study, additional rhenium(I)-modified 
azurin mutants have been studied [30]. Transient absorption spectroscopic 
measurements reveal that the tunnelling occurs directly from copper(I) to the 
rhenium-coordinated histidine radical. DFT calculations show that the unpaired 
electron in the “rhenium(II)” species, generated from the electron-transfer from 
[Re(phen)(CO)

3
(imidazole)]+* to the cobalt(III) acceptor, resides on both the 

imidazole and the metal centre. Remarkably, when the copper(I) oxidation rates are 
plotted against Cu-surface histidine distances, an excellent agreement with those 
predicted based on the standard distance-decay constant b of 1.1 Å−1 is observed, 
concluding the involvement of the metal-coordinated histidine in the electron-
transfer. In another study, the 3MLCT relaxation dynamics displayed by two 
structurally characterised mutants [Re(phen)(CO)

3
(HisX)]–Az (X = 83, 109) in 

D
2
O have been examined by picosecond time-resolved infrared spectroscopy [31]. 

A much slower medium relaxation has been ascribed to the reorientation of the 
solvent molecule and the structural reorganisation of the rhenium complex and the 
nearby polar amino acid residues.
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It is likely that this very fast reduction involves electron hopping through the  
perfluorobiphenyl bridge or possibly through a tyrosine residue near the haem.

Lakowicz and co-workers modified transition metal polypyridine complexes 
with amine-specific functional groups such as NHS ester and isothiocyanate, and 
attached these complexes to various proteins [33]. For example, the rhenium(I) 
complexes [Re(Me

2
–Ph

2
–phen)(CO)

3
(py–4–COOH)]+ (11) [34] and [Re(phen–

NHCO–CH
2
I)(CO)

3
Cl] (12) [35] have been isolated, characterised, and their photo-

physical properties studied. The former complex is activated by NHS and coupled 
to various biomolecules including HSA and IgG. The conjugates show intense and 
long-lived emission at ca. 550 nm (t

o
 = ca. 2.8–4.1 ms). The rhenium(I) iodoaceta-

mide complex is reactive towards the sulfhydryl group of biomolecules. Upon 
irradiation, the HSA conjugate of this complex displays strong emission (t

o
 = ca. 1 

ms). The possibility of use of these rhenium(I) conjugates as anisotropic probes has 
been investigated.

Zubieta, Valliant and co-workers have synthesised an amino-acid-containing 
tridentate (quinoline–CH

2
)

2
–NR ligand that can react with [Re(CO)

3
Br

3
]2− to form 
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a luminescent complex (13) [36]. This complex shows dual emission at 425 and 
580 nm with a lifetime of ca. 4.31–9.76 ms. A short peptide fMLF has been 
labelled with this luminescent rhenium(I) complex and the conjugate has been 
used to probe the biological target human FPR studied by flow cytometry and 
fluorescence microscopy. Related (quinoline–CH

2
)

2
–NR ligands containing a 

maleimide moiety and their rhenium(I) complexes have been isolated and shown 
to possess rich luminescence properties [37]; for example, complex 14 emits at 
550 nm (t

o
 = 16 ms) in ethylene glycol at room temperature. These labels have 

been reacted with sulfhydryl-containing biomolecules resulting in the formation of 
luminescent conjugates.
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Lo and co-workers have conjugated the rhenium(I) polypyridine isothiocyanate 
[Re(N^N)(CO)

3
(py–3–NCS)]+ (7) [26] and maleimide [Re(N^N)(CO)

3
(py–3–

mal)]+ (8) [27] complexes to various proteins, on the basis of the amine- and sulf-
hydryl-specific reactivity, respectively, of these complexes. For example, [Re(phen)
(CO)

3
(py–3–NCS)]+ has been coupled to HSA, resulting in the formation of a lumi-

nescent conjugate. This conjugate exhibits intense and long-lived yellow 3MLCT 
(dp(Re) → p*(phen)) emission (l

em
 = 534 nm, bi-exponential decay: t

1
 = 0.79 ms, 

t
2
 = 0.13 ms) in aqueous buffer upon excitation. The rhenium(I) maleimide complex 

[Re(phen)(CO)
3
(py–3–mal)]+ has been covalently linked to a cysteine-containing 

peptide, glutathione (g-Glu-Cys-Gly), and the proteins BSA and HSA. Upon irra-
diation, all the bioconjugates display intense and long-lived yellow 3MLCT (dp(Re) 
→ p*(phen)) luminescence in buffer solutions. While the glutathione bioconjugate 
exhibits a single-exponential decay, both labelled albumin conjugates show bi-
exponential decays with emission-lifetime components of ca. 1.1 and 0.2 ms. The 
observation of such long emission lifetimes indicates that these rhenium(I) maleim-
ide labels and their isothiocyanate counterparts are promising candidates for time-
resolved bioassays.

The avidin–biotin system is a useful tool in immunology, histochemistry, and in 
situ hybridisation; for example, antibodies multiply labelled with biotin can 
increase the sensitivity of heterogeneous bioassays by signal amplification [38, 39]. 
Also, biotinylated biomolecules can be purified with affinity chromatography and 
detected by ELISA and blotting techniques. Although organic fluorophore-biotin 
conjugates have been designed [40], they suffer from significant emission 
quenching upon binding to avidin. In 2002, Lo and co-workers synthesised a family 
of luminescent rhenium(I) polypyridine biotin complexes [Re(N^N)(CO)

3
(py–

spacer–biotin)]+ (15) [41, 42] as the first luminescent biotin derivatives. Upon 
excitation, the complexes display orange to green triplet MLCT (dp(Re) → p*(N^N))  
emission in fluid solutions at 298 K. The binding of the complexes to avidin has 
been studied by the standard HABA assay. The most important result is that the 
complexes display enhanced emission intensities and extended lifetimes upon 
binding to avidin. The emission titration curves for [Re(Me

2
–Ph

2
–phen)(CO)

3
 

(py–4–CH
2
–NHCO–C5–NH–biotin)]+ are shown in (Fig. 4). At [Re]:[avidin] = 4:1, 

the emission intensities of this class of complexes are enhanced by ca. 1.2–3.0-fold 
and the emission lifetimes are extended by ca. 1.3–2.4-fold. Since no similar 
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changes are observed when excess biotin is present from the outset, the increase in 
emission intensities and lifetimes is a consequence of the specific binding of the 
complexes to the biotin-binding sites of avidin. The avidin-induced photophysical 
changes are ascribed to the increased hydrophobicity and rigidity of the surroundings 
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Fig. 4 Luminescence titration curves for the titrations of (1) 3.8 mM avidin (filled circle), (2) 3.8 
mM avidin and 380.0 mM unmodified biotin (filled triangle), and (3) a blank phosphate buffer 
solution (open square) with [Re(Me

2
–Ph

2
–phen)(CO)

3
(py–4–CH

2
–NHCO–C5–NH–biotin)]+ [42]
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of the complexes upon the binding event. The K
d
 values range from ca. 5.5 × 10−11 

to 3.4 × 10−9 M, which are about four to six orders of magnitude larger than that of 
the native biotin–avidin system (K

d
 = ca. 10−15 M). The weaker binding is ascribed 

to the bulkiness of the rhenium–polypyridine moieties.
With an aim to develop sensitive assays for avidin and biotin, one strategy is to 

use a quencher to selectively suppress the emission of the free rhenium(I) biotin 
complex by distance-dependent RET quenching. With a water-soluble negatively 
charged polypeptide (poly(E/K) 6:4) modified with the energy-acceptor dye QSY-7 
NHS ester as the quencher, the emission enhancement factor of one of the com-
plexes increases from ca. 1.5 to 4.0 upon binding to avidin (Fig. 5) [42]. Another 
approach to increasing the emission enhancement factors is to identify a system that 
inherently shows very weak emission in aqueous buffer, but intense emission in 
more hydrophobic media. Thus, new rhenium(I) biotin complexes [Re(dpqa)
(CO)

3
(py–spacer–biotin)]+ (16) have been designed [43]. The amide substituent of 

the diimine ligand renders the complexes very weakly emissive in aqueous buffer. 
As expected, the complexes show increased emission intensities and lifetimes upon 
binding to avidin. Importantly, the emission intensity enhancement factors vary 
from ca. 3.1 to 8.1, which are more pronounced compared to those of the dpq ana-
logues (ca. 1.2–1.8) (Fig. 6).

New rhenium(I) biotin complexes containing the extended planar diimine lig-
ands dppz and dppn (17) have been prepared to explore bifunctional biological 
probes [44]. These complexes bind to double-stranded calf thymus DNA by inter-
calation, as revealed by absorption and emission titrations. HABA assays show that 
all the complexes bind to avidin with a stoichiometry of 4:1 ([Re]:[avidin]). Similar to 
other rhenium(I) diimine biotin complexes described above, the emission intensities 
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Fig. 5 Luminescence titration curves for the titrations of [Re(Me
2
–Ph

2
–phen)(CO)

3
(py–4–CH

2
–

NHCO–C5–NH–biotin)]+ (5.5 mM) in the absence (filled triangle) and presence (filled square) of 
poly(E/K)–QSY (1.1 mM) in water at 298 K, where I

o
 and I are the emission intensities in the 

absence and presence of avidin, respectively [42]
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Fig. 6 Emission spectra of [Re(dpqa)(CO)
3
(py–4–CH

2
–NH–biotin)]+ (17.3 mM) in the presence 

of 0 mM (broken line) and 3.8 mM (solid line) avidin in 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer pH 
7.4/DMSO (97:3, v/v) at 298 K [43]
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and lifetimes of these complexes increase in the presence of avidin. In particular, 
the complex [Re(dppz)(CO)

3
(py–4–CH

2
–NH–biotin)]+ exhibits a remarkably large 

emission enhancement factor of ca. 40 (Fig. 7), which is a consequence of the 
extremely weak emission of the unbound form in aqueous solution.

The important physiological activities of indole and its derivatives have been the 
subject of many studies [45, 46]. Various approaches have been adopted to examine 
the substrate-binding properties of the biological receptors of indole compounds; 
for example, radioactive indole derivatives [47], indole–biotin conjugates [48],  
and fluorescent indole compounds [49] have been utilised. Lo and co-workers 
designed a series of luminescent rhenium(I) diimine indole complexes [Re(N^N)
(CO)

3
(py–spacer–indole)]+ (18) as probes for indole–binding proteins [50, 51]. 

Upon visible-light irradiation, the complexes exhibit 3MLCT (dp(Re) → p*(N^N)) 
emission in fluid solutions at 298 K and in low-temperature glass. These rhenium(I) 
indole complexes show much lower luminescence quantum yields and shorter 
emission lifetimes than those of their indole-free counterparts due to self-quench-
ing. Since the excited complexes are very oxidising, (Eo[Re+*/0] = ca. +1.25 to 
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Fig. 7 Emission spectra of [Re(dppz)(CO)
3
(py–4–CH

2
–NH–biotin)]+ in the absence (broken line) 

and presence (solid line) of avidin in degassed potassium phosphate buffer [44]
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+1.49 V vs. SCE), reductive quenching of the excited complexes by the appended 
indole (Eo[indole+/0] < +1.06 V vs. SCE) is favoured by > 0.2–0.4 eV. From this, 
together with results from transient absorption spectroscopic measurements, it is 
concluded that the emission quenching of the indole-containing complexes is a result 
of electron-transfer. The interactions of these rhenium(I) indole complexes with 
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indole-binding proteins such as BSA have been studied by emission titrations. The 
emission intensities of the indole-containing complexes are enhanced by up to 
17-fold in the presence of BSA. Results of the emission titration of [Re(Me

2
–phen)

(CO)
3
(py–3–CONH–C

2
H

4
–indole)]+ with BSA are shown in (Fig. 8) as an example. 

The binding constants of the complexes to BSA have been determined to be in the 
order of 104 M–1 from Scatchard analysis. Additionally, the rhenium(I) indole com-
plexes inhibit the indole-binding enzyme tryptophanase. A standard assay, which is 
based on the conversion of l-serine to pyruvate by the enzyme, has been studied. 
Under the standard experimental conditions, at [l-serine] = 800 mM, free indole 
inhibits 53% of the enzyme activity, while the indole-containing complexes and 
their indole-free counterparts cause ca. 77–43 and 8–3% inhibition, respectively. In 
a related study, the synthesis and characterisation of luminescent rhenium(I) dpq 
and dpqa indole complexes [Re(N^N)(CO)

3
(py–spacer–indole)]+ (N^N = dpq, 

dpqa) (19) are reported [52]. The amide moiety of the dpqa ligand effectively sup-
presses the emission intensity of the free complexes in aqueous solutions, which 
gives rise to large BSA-induced emission enhancement factors of ca. 8.0–13.4.

Estradiol is the most potent natural estrogen responsible for the development and 
maintenance of the secondary sexual characteristics and functions of the reproductive 
system in females [53]. The physiological effects of estradiol are triggered by its bind-
ing to estrogen receptors [54]. Owing to the important roles of both estradiol and its 
receptor on female physiology, the design of new biological probes for estradiol-
binding proteins has attracted much attention. A series of luminescent rhenium(I) 
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Fig. 8 Results of emission titration of [Re(Me
2
–phen)(CO)

3
(py–3–CONH–C

2
H

4
–indole)]+ with 

BSA. I
o
 and I are the emission intensity of the complex in the absence and presence of BSA, 

respectively. The inset shows the Scatchard plot [51]
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polypyridine estradiol complexes [Re(N^N)(CO)
3
(py–spacer–estradiol)]+ (20) has 

been reported by Lo and co-workers [55]. Upon irradiation, the complexes exhibit 
intense and long-lived 3MLCT (dp(Re) → p*(N^N)) emission. The lipo philicity of 
these complexes has been determined by reversed-phase HPLC. Upon binding to 
ERa, the emission intensities of the py–C6–est complexes are enhanced (ca. 5.1–6.1-
fold) and the emission maxima are blue-shifted, suggestive of increased hydrophobic-
ity and rigidity of the local environments of the complexes. The binding constants of 
these complexes to ERa are estimated to be in the order of 107 M−1, which are two 
orders of magnitude smaller than that of unmodified estradiol (K

a
 = 5 × 109 M−1) [56]. 

The lower binding affinity is a result of the bulkiness of rhenium(I) polypyridine moie-
ties. However, this binding affinity is comparable or larger than that of related estradiol 
systems such as 17a–[(L)Re(CO)

3
]–estradiol (L = 4¢,4¢-bis(ethanethio)-4¢-carboxy-

butyn-1¢-yl, 6¢,6¢–bis(ethanethio)-6¢-carboxy-hexyn-1¢-yl; K
a
 = 1.3 × 107 and 1.1 × 107 

M−1, respectively) [57] and 17a-[(CCCH
2
N(CH

3
)C

2
H

4
N(CH

3
)

2
)Pt(X)]-estradiol (X = 

diiodide, malonato; K
a
 = 1.0 × 107 and 2.5 × 106 M−1, respectively) [58].

2.3 Cellular Probes

Rhenium(I) pyrazolyl–diamine complexes appended with an anthracen-9-yl group 
(21) have been isolated and characterised [59]. The binding of these complexes to 
double-stranded calf-thymus DNA has been investigated with absorption, 
fluorescence, circular dichroism, and linear dichroism spectroscopy. The results 
indicate that the complexes bind to the DNA molecules by intercalation of the 
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anthracene moiety, and a binding constant between 3.5 × 103 and 2.0 × 104 M−1 has 
been determined. The cellular-uptake properties of the complexes have been studied 
by fluorescence microscopy using B16-F1 murine melanoma cells as an example. 
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The results reveal that the complexes can enter the cells efficiently with a significant 
accumulation in the nucleus, especially in the nucleoli. This is in sharp contrast to 
the case of the free ligands, which remain in the cytosol upon cellular uptake.

Coogan and co-workers reported a series of lipophilic and hydrophilic lumines-
cent rhenium(I) diimines [Re(bpy)(CO)

3
(py–3–CH

2
OOC{CH

2
}nCH

3
)]+ (n = 6, 12, 

16) and [Re(phen{C
6
H

4
–4–SO

3
}

2
)(CO)

3
(py–3–R)]− (R = H, CH

2
OH) (22) [60].  

The complexes display 3MLCT emission at 552–566 nm in CH
3
CN or water upon 

photoexcitation. Lipophilicity studies using liposomes as a model reveal that the 
complexes bearing lipophilic chains reside mainly in the lipid membranes, whereas 
the bathophenanthroline sulfate complexes reside in the polar aqueous phase and 
are membrane-impermeable. Incubation of the lipophilic complexes with 
Spironucleus vortens, a parasitic flagellate, leads to accumulation of the complexes 
in the internal membranes partitioning cell compartments and with constituents 
within organelles. The more polar sulfonated complexes, however, appear to local-
ise in digestive vacuoles as a result of phagocytosis. This illustrates that the choice 
of ligand for metal complexes has a decisive role on the cellular internalisation and 
trafficking of metal complexes.

The same group designed a new rhenium complex containing a chloromethyl-
pyridine ligand as a sulfhydryl-specific group [Re(bpy)(CO)

3
(py–3–CH

2
Cl)]+ (23) 

[61]. The complex has been reacted with glutathione to form a bioconjugate. Both 
the complex and the conjugate are emissive, with emission maxima occurring at ca. 
550 nm (t

o
 = ca. 120 ns). Incubation of the complex with MCF-7 cells leads to 

efficient cellular uptake, as revealed by confocal microscopy. The microscopy 
images suggest localisation of the complexes in mitochondria, which is in accordance 
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with the cationic, lipophilic, and thiol-reactive nature of the complex. The mito-
chondria-specificity has been confirmed with co-localisation experiments using 
TMRE, which is known to accumulate in mitochondria.

The first class of luminescent biotinylation reagents, derived from rhenium(I) 
polypyridine complexes [Re(N^N)(CO)

3
(py–biotin–NCS)]+ (24), have been 

reported by Lo and co-workers [62]. To investigate the amine-specific reactivity 
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of the isothiocyanate complexes, they have been reacted with a model substrate 
ethylamine, resulting in the formation of the thiourea complexes [Re(N^N)
(CO)

3
(py–biotin–TU–Et)]+ (25). All the rhenium(I) complexes have been charac-

terised and their photophysical properties have been studied. The avidin-binding 
properties of the thiourea complexes have been examined by the HABA assay and 
emission titrations (I/I

o
 = ca. 1.4–1.5). Additionally, BSA has been biotinylated 

with the isothiocyanate complexes. All the resultant rhenium–BSA bioconjugates 
display intense and long-lived orange-yellow to greenish-yellow emission upon 
irradiation in aqueous buffer under ambient conditions. The cytotoxicity of the 
thiourea complexes towards the HeLa cells has been examined by MTT assays. 
The IC

50
 values are between ca. 17.5 and 28.5 mM, which are comparable to that 

of cisplatin (26.7 mM) under the same conditions. The cellular uptake of one of the 
thiourea complexes has been investigated by fluorescence microscopy, and the 
results show that the complex is localised in the perinuclear region after 
interiorisation.
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3 Iridium(III) Systems

Various types of ligands including bidentate (N^N), (N^O), and (O^O) and triden-
tate (N^N^N) ligands, halides, pseudohalides, phosphines, and cyclometallating 
ligands such as (N^C), (N^C^N), and (C^N^C) have been coordinated to the 
iridium(III) centre to give complexes of high structural diversity, many of which 
exhibit interesting luminescence properties [63, 64]. There have been an increasing 
number of studies devoted to the design of luminescent iridium(III) polypyridine 
complexes as phosphorescent emitters in OLED, photosensitisers for solar cells, 
and photocatalysts for water splitting. Unlike other d6 systems, the nature of the 
emissive states of iridium(III) polypyridine complexes varies widely. The most 
common emissive states are 3IL and 3MLCT in character. Additionally, assignments 
of 3LLCT and 3SBLCT excited states have also been put forward in some systems.

3.1 DNA Probes

The use of luminescent cyclometallated iridium(III) polypyridine complexes as 
biological labels was first reported by Lo and co-workers in 2001 [65]. Two lumi-
nescent cyclometallated iridium(III) complexes [Ir(ppy)

2
(phen–R)]+ (R = NCS, 

NHCO–CH
2
I) (26) that can specifically react with primary amine and sulfhydryl 

groups, respectively, have been prepared and characterised. Upon irradiation, the 
complexes show intense and long-lived orange-yellow 3MLCT (dp(Ir) → p*(phen-
R)) luminescence in fluid solutions at room temperature and in low-temperature 
glass. These isothiocyanate and iodoacetamide complexes have been used to label 
a universal M13 reverse sequencing primer modified with an amine and a sulfhy-
dryl group, respectively, at the 5¢-end. The labelled DNA molecules exhibit intense 
and long-lived orange-yellow luminescence upon excitation. In degassed buffer 
solutions, the oligonucleotides emit at ca. 572–580 nm, with lifetimes in the sub-
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microsecond range. These labelled oligonucleotides have been hybridised with 
their unmodified complementary oligonucleotides to form luminescent double-
stranded DNA molecules. The photophysical properties of these duplexes are simi-
lar to those of the labelled probes; the emission is derived from a 3MLCT (dp(Ir) 
→ p*(N^N)) excited state.
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Luminescent cyclometallated iridium(III) complexes containing an extended planar 
diimine ligand, [Ir(ppy)

2
(N^N)]+ (27) (N^N = dpq, dpqa, dppz, dppn), have been 

synthesised and their photophysical properties studied [66]. The complexes display 
long-lived green to orange 3MLCT (dp(Ir) → p*(N^N)) luminescence under ambient 
conditions but do not emit in aqueous solution. The binding of these complexes to 
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double-stranded calf thymus DNA and synthetic double-stranded oligonucleotides 
poly(dA)•poly(dT) and poly(dG)•poly(dC) has been investigated  
by spectroscopic and emission titrations. These complexes strongly intercalate into  
the double-stranded DNA, as revealed by the emission enhancement (Fig. 9). For 
example, the luminescence of the dpq complex is enhanced by up to 38-fold in the 
presence of calf-thymus DNA and synthetic double-stranded oligonucleotides, whereas 
the emission intensity of the dpqa complex is increased by ca. 40 and 46-fold in the 
presence of double-stranded calf-thymus DNA and poly(dA)•poly(dT), respectively.

Barton and co-workers reported a series of luminescent cyclometallated 
iridium(III) dppz complexes [Ir(ppy)

2
(dppz–R)]+ (R = H, –O(CH

2
)

5
COOMe, –COOEt,  

–C≡C(CH
2
)

3
COOEt) (28) [67]. The intercalative binding of the complexes to 

l-DNA in aqueous buffer has been probed by electronic absorption titrations.  
In contrast to results described in the previous report, the very weak emission of 
[Ir(ppy)

2
(dppz)]+ is quenched upon addition of calf thymus DNA and [poly(dA–

dT)]
2
. EPR measurements of the complex bound to DNA reveal the formation of a 

guanine radical upon irradiation, resulting from oxidative photoinduced electron-
transfer. Reductive photoinduced electron-transfer from the excited complex to the 
thymine base in DNA has also been observed. Recently, a related iridium(III) dppz 
complex has been tethered to oligonucleotides, and the photoredox properties of 
these adducts have been utilised in the studies of DNA-mediated hole transport and 
electron transport [68].

Sheldrick and co-workers reported the synthesis and DNA-binding behaviour of 
a number of organometallic iridium(III) dppz complexes such as [(h5-C

5
Me

5
)Ir(H-

methionine)(dppz)]3+ (29) [69]. These interesting complexes bind to double-stranded 
calf thymus DNA by intercalation, as revealed by various spectroscopic techniques. 
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Fig. 9 Emission spectra of complex [Ir(ppy)
2
(dpq)]+ (137 mM) in a mixture of Tris–Cl buffer (50 

mM, pH 7.4) and methanol (7:3, v/v) in the absence (broken line) and presence (solid line) of 
double–stranded calf thymus DNA (744 mM) [66]
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Recently, bifunctional complexes such as [(h5-C
5
Me

5
)Ir(dppz)(m-peptide-kS:kN)

{Pt(H
2
O)

2
(NH

3
)})]4+ (30) have been designed, which show both intercalative 

(Ir-dppz) and covalent (Pt) DNA-binding properties [70]. The cytotoxicity and 
cellular uptake of some of these interesting complexes have also been studied [71].

3.2 Protein Probes

The complexes [Ir(pba)
2
(N^N)]+ (31) coordinated with different diimine ligands 

(N^N) and the aldehyde-containing cyclometallating ligand pba can react with the 
primary amine of biomolecules to form a stable secondary amine after reduction [72]. 
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Amines, aldehyde, isothiocyanate, and iodoacetamide groups have been incor-
porated into the diimine ligands (N^N) of the cyclometallated iridium(III) com-
plexes [Ir(N^C)

2
(N^N–R)]+ (N^C = ppy, mppy, mppz, bzq, pq; R = NH

2
, CHO, 

NCS, NHCO–CH
2
I) (32) [65, 73, 74]. Upon irradiation, all the complexes display 

intense and long-lived orange-red to greenish-yellow luminescence under ambient 
conditions and in alcohol glass at 77 K. The emission of [Ir(N^C)

2
(N^N–R)]+ is 

assigned to a triplet MLCT (dp(Ir) → p*(N^N–R)) excited state. The assignment is 
supported by the findings that the amine-containing complexes emit at the highest 
energy, followed by their aldehyde and iodoacetamide counterparts, while the 
isothiocyanate complexes emit at the lowest energy. In some cases, 3IL emissive 
states associated with the phen–NH

2
 and pq ligands are identified. Amine- and 

sulfhydryl-containing biological molecules have been labelled with a selection of  
the luminescent iridium(III) aldehyde, isothiocyanate, and iodoacetamide complexes. 
Upon photoexcitation, all the bioconjugates display intense and long-lived emis-
sion in aqueous buffer at 298 K. The emission of most of the conjugates is assigned 
to a 3MLCT (dp(Ir) → p*(diimine)) excited state. A new bioassay for the cardiac 
drug digoxin has been developed using one of the luminescent iridium(III)-
avidin conjugates (Fig. 10) [73].

The moderately emissive bis(cyclometallated)iridium(III) complexes [Ir(ppy)
2
 

(solvent)
2
]+ (solvent = H

2
O, CH

3
CN) (33) contain weakly bound solvent molecules 

that can be readily displaced by histidine, resulting in the formation of a strongly 
blue-emitting [Ir(ppy)

2
(histidine)

2
]+ complex [75]. This property allows the solvato 

In fluid solutions at room temperature, all the complexes show a similar vibronically 
structured emission band (ca. 530, 565 (sh) nm) with a very long emissive lifetime 
(ca. 5 ms). It is conceivable that the emissive state is 3IL (p → p*) (pba) in nature. 
The complexes have been used to crosslink l-alanine and avidin, respectively. 
Interestingly, the Me

4
–phen conjugates emit with a green colour (l

em
 = 480, 510, 

550 (sh) nm) while the Ph
2
–phen analogues show orange-yellow emission (l

em
 = 

570 nm). Thus, the conversion of the aldehyde moiety to a secondary amine 
changes the emissive-state character from 3IL (p → p*) (pba) to 3MLCT (dp(Ir)  
→ p*(N^N)).
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Fig. 10 Results of a heterogeneous competitive assay for digoxin using digoxin–modified micro-
spheres, biotinylated anti–digoxin and the avidin labelled with [Ir(pq)

2
(phen–NCS)]+ [73]

complex to function as a switch-on probe for histidine and histidine-rich proteins, 
and staining agent for gel electrophoresis and Western blots.

Luminescent cyclometallated iridium(III) polypyridine biotin complexes 
[Ir(N^C)

2
(bpy–CH

2
–NH–C2–NH–biotin)]+ (N^C = ppy, mppy, ppz, mppz, bzq, pq) 
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(34) have been designed [76]. The intense and long-lived orange to greenish-yellow 
emission of the complexes has been assigned to an excited state of 3MLCT (dp(Ir) 
→ p*(N^N)) character. The pq complex [Ir(pq)

2
(bpy–CH

2
–NH–C2–NH–biotin)]+, 

however, shows structured emission spectra and very long emission lifetimes (t
o
 = ca. 

2–3 ms) in fluid solutions at 298 K, suggestive of substantial 3IL (p → p*) (pq) 
character in the excited state. Binding of these iridium(III) biotin complexes to 
avidin is confirmed by HABA assay. Luminescence titrations using the complexes 
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as titrants show that all the complexes display enhanced emission intensities upon 
binding to avidin. At the equivalence points, the emission intensities and lifetimes 
of the complexes are increased by ca. 1.5–3.3-fold. It is noteworthy that the pq complex, 
being more hydrophobic than the other complexes, exhibits a higher degree of 
emission enhancement (ca. 3.3) after binding to avidin. On the basis of these results, 
another series of luminescent cyclometallated iridium(III) arylbenzothiazole biotin 
complexes [Ir(N^C)

2
(bpy–CONH–C6–NH–biotin)]+ (N^C = bt, bsb, btth, bsn) (35) 

of higher hydrophobicity has been synthesised [77]. In solutions at 298 K, these 
complexes give intense and long-lived (in the microsecond timescale) emission 
with a much wider range of emission wavelengths (l

em
 = 528–712 nm) (Fig. 11). 

In view of very long emission lifetimes and rich structural features of the emission 
bands, the emission is assigned to a 3IL (p → p*) (N^C) excited state, perhaps with 
mixing of some 3MLCT (dp(Ir) → p*(N^C)) character. As expected, all these com-
plexes display enhanced emission intensities and extended emission lifetimes upon 
binding to avidin. Interestingly, the highly hydrophobic biphenyl bsb and naphthyl 
bsn complexes show very significant emission enhancement factors (8.1 and 5.8, 
respectively), illustrating the importance of the hydrophobicity of a luminescent 
protein probe and its detection sensitivity.
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Fig. 11 Emission spectra of [Ir(N^C)
2
(bpy–CO–NH–C6–NH–biotin)]+ (N^C = bt (solid line), bsb 

(broken line), btth (dotted line), and bsn (broken dotted line) in degassed CH
2
Cl

2
 at 298 K [77]
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Two cyclometallated iridium(III) biotin complexes with extended planar diimine 
ligands [Ir(ppy)

2
(N^N–biotin)]+ (N^N–biotin = dpq–biotin, dppz–biotin) (36) have 

been isolated [66]. The complexes show typical 3MLCT (dp(Ir) → p*(N^N–biotin)) 
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emission at ca. 600 nm in aprotic solvents. However, in aqueous buffer, the complexes 
are non-emissive, probably due to hydrogen bonding interactions of the amide 
substituents with water molecules. Both complexes bind to avidin as revealed by 
HABA assays. Interestingly, in the presence of avidin, the complexes exhibit a new 
structured emission band at ca. 490, 520 (sh) nm (t

o
 = ca. 2 ms), which is much higher 

in energy than the 3MLCT emission of the complexes (Fig. 12). The emissive state of 
the avidin-bound complexes is tentatively assigned to 3IL (p → p*) (N^N–biotin).

Hong and co-workers reported a neutral tripod system that consists of emissive 
iridium(III) bis((4,6-difluorophenyl)pyridinato)picolinate as an energy acceptor 
(l

em
 = 472 nm), N,N¢-dicarbazolyl-3,5-benzene as an energy donor, and a biotin 

pendant (37) [78]. Upon binding of the biotin unit to avidin, the donor and acceptor 
are forced closer to each other by the protein matrix, leading to more efficient 
energy transfer from the donor to the emitting iridium complex and thus a higher 
emission intensity (I/I

o
 = 14).
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Fig. 12 Emission spectra of complex [Ir(ppy)
2
(dpq–biotin)]+ (22 mM) in a mixture of potassium 

phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 7.4) and methanol (9:1, v/v) in the absence (broken line) and 
presence (solid line) of avidin (5.5 mM) [66]
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longer spacer-arm (distance between the carboxy carbons of biotins, r = ca. 34 Å) 
are more efficient crosslinkers for avidin, whereas the analogues with a shorter-spacer 
arm (r = ca. 23 Å) bind to avidin intramolecularly with respect to the protein.

A new series of luminescent cyclometallated iridium(III) bipyridine estradiol 
conjugates [Ir(N^C)

2
(bpy–spacer–estradiol)]+ (N^C = ppy, ppz, bzq, pq, bsb) (39) 

has been designed [80]. As expected, all the complexes display intense and long-
lived 3MLCT (dp(Ir) → p*(N^N and N^C))/3IL (p → p*) (N^N and N^C) emission 
in fluid solutions at 298 K and in low-temperature glass. The lipophilicity of all the 
complexes, determined by reversed-phase HPLC, is strongly dependent on the 
nature of the cyclometallating ligands. Upon binding to ERa, all these iridium(III) 
estradiol conjugates exhibit emission enhancement (I/I

o
 = 1.3–4.8) and lifetime 

extension (t/t
o
 = 2.4–7.0) as a result of increased hydrophobicity and rigidity of the 

local environments of the complexes. In the absence of the protein, the emission of 
the iridium(III) estradiol complexes is significantly quenched by ferricyanide 
[Fe(CN)

6
]3−, (K

SV
 = 9.1 × 104 – 7.4 × 105 M−1). Interestingly, in the presence of ERa, 

the quenching becomes much less effective (K
SV

 = 4.3 × 102 – 2.4 × 103 M−1), which 
is ascribed to protection of the complexes by the protein. Thus, the emission titra-
tions are repeated using [Fe(CN)

6
]3− (100 mM) as a quencher in the solution. 

Remarkably, the emission intensities of all the complexes are increased by ca. 

Four luminescent cyclometallated iridium(III) diimine complexes [Ir(ppy–
spacer-biotin)

2
(N^N)]+ (N^N = Me

4
–phen, Ph

2
–phen) (38), each containing two 

biotin units, have been synthesised and characterised by Lo and co-workers [79]. 
Photoexcitation of these iridium(III) diimine bis(biotin) complexes in fluid 
solutions at 298 K and in alcohol glass at 77 K results in intense and long-lived 
3MLCT (dp(Ir) → p*(N^N))/3IL (p → p*) (Me

4
–phen) emission. HABA assays and 

emission titrations indicate that the two biotin moieties of each complex are 
functional. RET-based emission-quenching experiments, microscopy studies using 
avidin-conjugated microspheres, and HPLC analysis all reveal that the complexes with a 
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7.7–49 times upon binding to the biological receptor (Fig. 13). These interesting 
results indicate that the complexes act as effective luminescent probes for ERa and 
are useful in the development of new homogeneous bioassays.

Lo and co-workers designed a series of novel dual-emissive cyclometallated 
iridium(III) polypyridine complexes [81]. The complex [Ir(ppy–CH

2
NH–

C
4
H

9
)

2
(bpy–CONH–C

2
H

5
)]+ (40) exhibits dual emission in fluid solutions at room 

temperature, with a high-energy (HE) structured band at ca. 500 nm (t
o
 = 1.1–2.5 

ms) and a low-energy (LE) broad band/shoulder at ca. 593 – 619 nm (t
o
 = 0.1–0.3 

ms). In degassed non-polar solvents such as CH
2
Cl

2
, the emission intensity of the 

LE band is higher than or comparable to that of the HE band, whereas in more polar 
solvents such as CH

3
CN and CH

3
OH, it becomes much weaker; in aqueous buffer 

the spectrum is dominated by the HE band (Fig. 14). The HE and LE features are 
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assigned to a 3IL (p → p*) (N^N and N^C) and a 3CT excited state, respectively. 
Related complexes appended with a biotin, an estradiol, and an octadecyl chain 
have been designed. Their interesting dual-emissive behaviour has been utilised in 
the development of luminescent sensors for avidin, estradiol, lipid-binding pro-
teins, and liposome bilayers.

3.3 Cellular Probes

Li and co-workers reported the two cyclometallated iridium(III) complexes 
[Ir(dfpy)

2
(bpy)]+ and [Ir(dfpy)

2
(quqo)]+ (41) which emit strongly in the green (l

em
 

= 530 nm) and red (l
em

 = 643 nm), respectively, in DMSO/phosphate buffer solu-
tion (pH 7, 1:49, v/v) [82]. Incubation of HeLa cells with 20 mM of either complex 
in DMSO/PBS (pH 7, 1:49, v/v) leads to intense intracellular luminescence (l

em
 = 

512 and 617 nm, respectively). The exclusive staining in cytoplasm, low cytotoxic-
ity, and reduced photobleaching of the two iridium(III) complexes render them 
promising candidates for luminescent imaging agents.

Lo and co-workers reported a series of new luminescent cyclometallated 
iridium(III) polypyridine complexes [Ir(N^C)

2
(N^N)]+ (N^C = ppy, ppz, pq; N^N =  

+

41
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bpy–CONH–C
18

H
37

, bpy–CONH–C
10

H
21

, bpy–CONH–C
2
H

5
) (42) bearing an alkyl 

pendant [83]. Upon irradiation, all the complexes exhibit intense and long-lived 
3MLCT (dp(Ir) → p*(N^N)) emission in homogeneous fluid solutions at 298 K and 
in alcohol glass at 77 K. All the complexes have been incorporated into phospholipid 
vesicles composed of DSPC and the resulting liposomes have been examined by 
cryo-TEM and luminescence spectroscopy. The emission properties of the complexes 
in aqueous solutions containing the surfactants SDS, TX, and CTAB have been stud-
ied. Additionally, the cytotoxicity of these iridium(III) complexes towards the HeLa 
cell line has been evaluated by MTT assays (Fig. 15). The cellular uptake of all the 
complexes by HeLa cells has been examined by flow cytometry and laser-scanning 
confocal microscopy. Incubation of HeLa cells with one of the complexes at 37°C 
under a 5% CO

2
 atmosphere for 5 h led to efficient cellular interiorisation. Most of 

the complex molecules are distributed inside the cytoplasm with a lower extent of 
nuclear uptake. Importantly, a higher degree of localisation of the complexes in the 
perinuclear region is likely to result from the interactions of the complex molecules 
with hydrophobic organelles such as endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria, and Golgi 
apparatus. When the cells are incubated at 4°C, no internalisation is observed, imply-
ing that the cellular uptake of the complex and its subsequent localisation are due to 
energy-requiring processes such as endocytosis [84]. These interesting results empha-
sise the potential of luminescent iridium(III) polypyridine complexes as intracellular 
imaging reagents and in vivo luminescent probes.
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4 Conclusion

Herein we reviewed the use of luminescent organometallic rhenium(I) and 
iridium(III) complexes as biological probes, which has attracted enormous interest 
in the past decade. Traditionally, the role of luminescent transition metal complexes 
in biological studies has been dominated by ruthenium(II) polypyridine complexes 
owing to their well-documented emission properties. However, as illustrated by the 
examples described herein, the unique, versatile, and highly variable emissive 
behaviour of rhenium(I) and iridium(III) polypyridine probes has qualified them as 
promising candidates in this exciting research area at the interface of chemistry and 
biology. Indeed, the high structural variation and rich photophysical and photoredox 
properties of these complexes allow them to act as a new generation of probes in 
studies of the structures and dynamics of biomolecules such as DNA, peptides, and 
proteins at the molecular level. With the knowledge of the interactions of these 
complexes with fundamental biological molecules, a recent exciting focus is the 
role of these complexes in understanding more complex biological systems. In this 
context, reports on the cytotoxicity, cellular uptake, and live-cell imaging associated 
with this class of complexes have emerged recently. It is anticipated that with the 
interesting structural and photophysical characteristics of organometallic rhenium(I) 
and iridium(III) complexes, more effective probes for a fundamental understanding 
of biological structures and processes, and various analytical, diagnostic, and 
therapeutic purposes can be developed.
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PlatinumII Acetylide Photophysics
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Abstract The photophysics of PtII acetylide chromophores represents an impor-
tant emergent area of research and development. The present review exclusively 
deals with photophysical processes in square planar PtII complexes of the general 
formulae: Pt(N^N)(C≡CR)

2
, [Pt(N^N^N)(C≡CR)]+, Pt(N^N^C)(C≡CR), trans-

Pt(PR
3
)

2
(C≡CR)

2
, and cis-Pt(P^P)(C≡CR)

2
, where N^N is a bidentate 2,2’-bipy-

ridine, N^N^N and N^N^C are tridentate polypyridines, PR
3
 is a monodentate 

phosphine and P^P is a bidentate phosphine ligand. These molecules exhibit a 
range of photophysical attributes depending upon the nature of the lowest elec-
tronic triplet excited state(s) which are either charge-transfer, ligand-localized, or 
an admixture of the two. Under special circumstances, intermolecular interactions 
further complicate the electronic structures of the ground and excited states and the 
resulting spectroscopy. Recent computational approaches emphasizing the success-
ful application of DFT and TD-DFT methods towards understanding the absorption 
and emission processes of these chromophores are also presented. 
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1 Introduction and Scope

Element 78 of the periodic table is the late transition metal platinum whose four-
coordinate square-planar d8 PtII complexes provide the inspiration for this work. 
Given the enormity of the field, the present contribution focuses exclusively on 
the photophysics, with some brief photochemistry highlights, of PtII chromophores 
bearing at least one alkyl or aryl acetylide (C≡CR) ligand. Depending upon the 
nature of the remaining ligands, these species can exhibit a variety of unique 
ground and excited-state configurations with concomitant photophysical attributes. 
This is particularly intriguing when the arylacetylide structure encompasses a 
chromophore with low-lying singlet and triplet manifolds. The presence of the 
internal heavy atom with a large spin–orbit coupling constant substantially 
accelerates singlet→triplet intersystem crossing (ISC) in these molecules, rapidly 
producing the lowest triplet state on ultrafast time scales and yielding strong 
triplet-based photoluminescence (triplet→singlet) on the order of microseconds 
in most instances. The latter opens the pathway for bimolecular diffusion-
controlled excited-state chemistry crucial for light-to-chemical energy conversion 
and generates extremely bright phosphorescence suitable for organic light-
emitting diode (OLED) technology. The coordinative unsaturation of the square 
planar metal center provides a conduit wherein the filled nonbonding d

z
2 orbital 

promotes intimate interactions with other PtII molecules in addition to entities 
such as Lewis basic solvents. The former processes are almost universally studied 
in the solid state and many researchers utilize bulky ligand structures along with 
low (mM) concentrations to circumvent intermolecular metal–metal (s) interactions 
in solution. However, some researchers, Vivian Yam in particular, have dedicated 
significant effort towards understanding the photophysics of aggregates resulting 
from PtII intermolecular interactions in solution. As the reader proceeds, he/she 
will realize that the photophysical processes in this class of chromophores is quite 
rich, amalgamating the properties of traditional coordination complexes and  
organometallics with the same chemical structure.

The following sections are purposely separated into specific structural classes of 
square planar PtII complexes of the general formulae: Pt(N^N)(C≡CR)

2
, [Pt(N^N^N)

(C≡CR)]+, Pt(N^N^C)(C≡CR), trans-Pt(PR
3
)

2
(C≡CR)

2
, and cis-Pt(P^P)(C≡CR)

2
, 

where N^N is a bidentate 2,2¢-bipyridine, N^N^N and N^N^C are tridentate 
polypyridines, PR

3
 is a monodentate phosphine, and P^P is a bidentate phosphine 

ligand. The final section of this work is dedicated to recent electronic structure 
calculations on these molecules with an emphasis on the successful application of 
DFT (density functional theory) and TD-DFT (time-dependent density functional 
theory) methods towards understanding the absorption and emission processes of 
these chromophores.
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2 PtII Acetylides with Bidentate Polypyridyl Ligands

2.1 Background

There has been a recent surge in research related to the photophysics and photochem-
istry of PtII chromophores bearing acetylide linkages. Consequently, there have been 
a number of outstanding reviews to this end on a variety of related subjects [1–4]. For 
example, a nicely detailed account of the photophysics of PtII complexes was recently 
presented by J. A. Gareth Williams that included sections on bidentate N^N ligands 
and acetylides along with related structural classes [4]. Other recent interest concern-
ing these chromophores has focused on the ability to produce intramolecular charge-
separated species by providing appropriate derivatives either on the acetylide moiety 
or on the p-acceptor charge-transfer (CT)  ligand, Fig. 1. This type of arrangement 
allows the metal center to act as a bridge between said donors and acceptors while 
producing a visible-absorbing sensitizer to initiate photoinduced charge separation. In 
an effort to prevent significant overlap with the discussion of featured subjects in 
these reviews, the reader is strongly encouraged to consult these articles as they high-
light many relevant papers that have been put forth over the past decade. For the 
purposes of highlighting the most recent discoveries and innovations in this field, we 
will briefly discuss relevant publications, some of which are mentioned in these 
 previous reviews, while emphasizing the most contemporary work in the field.

2.2 [Pt(N^N)(C≡CR)
2
] Complexes

The first published report on a photoluminescent CT PtII acetylide chromophore 
appeared in 1994 [5]. This field remained rather dormant until 1997 when the synthesis 
of Pt(dbbpy)(CCPh)

2
 appeared from James and coworkers [6], which is  currently con-

sidered one of the benchmark chromophores in this class of molecules. It was not until 
2000 that Eisenberg and coworkers investigated the detailed photophysics of two series 
of PtII acetylide CT structures displaying variation in the N^N CT ligand using different 
bpy and phen derivatives [7]. This study demonstrated the profound substituent 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the methodology used for intramolecular photoinduced charge separation in 
metal–organic charge-transfer chromophores
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 influence on the charge-transfer ligands while little variation in energy of the excited 
state was observed when the substituent of the arylacetylide was modified. The 
Eisenberg group also incorporated the acetylide motif in the design of a molecular triad 
such that charge separation is observed through the intramolecular formation of a phe-
nothiazine (PTZ) radical cation and nitrobenzene radical anion via transient absorption 
(TA) spectroscopy upon visible excitation at 405 nm [8]. In 2001, the Schanze group 
published a detailed investigation on the electronic effects of the excited state when 
changing substituents on the acetylide moiety as well as varying the electronic nature 
of the bipyridyl ligand [9]. Within this series of complexes, it was demonstrated that for 
most cases, the photophysics of these chromophores were dominated by the low-energy 
3CT excited state. Quantitative analysis of the nonradiative rate constant (k

nr
) showed 

that k
nr
 decreased logarithmically as the 3CT energy increased. Briefly, tuning the emis-

sion maximum from 670 to 553 nm resulted in a two order of magnitude decrease of k
nr
 

from 4.98 × 107 s−1 to 5.6 × 105 s−1. This clearly established a quantitative energy gap 
law relationship for the 3CT emission processes in this class of chromophores, similar 
to other complexes displaying 3MLCT (metal-to-ligand charge transfer) excited states.

In 2003, Eisenberg utilized picosecond transient absorption spectroscopy to investi-
gate the intramolecular excited-state quenching of molecular dyads which incorporate 
bipyridyl derivatives as the charge-transfer ligand while the arylacetylide was substi-
tuted with the electron donor phenothiazine (2.1) [10]. These studies showed that 
charge-separation occurred in the Marcus normal region while charge-recombination 
occurred in the inverted region. This investigation also demonstrated that intramolecu-
lar excited-state quenching could be modulated by taking advantage of the solvent 
sensitive nature of the 3CT excited state. In agreement with the negative solvatochromic 
nature of these complexes, the 3CT excited state could be lowered sufficiently relative 
to the CS excited state so that inversion of the two states occurs. In 2005 similar work 
along these lines demonstrated a facile synthetic pathway to produce related chromo-
phores which also exhibited an efficient intramolecular charge-separated state [11].

In 2003, the first report from our group in this area, demonstrated the utility of 
incorporating PtII acetylide linkages to produce long-lived phosphorescence from the 

Pt

N N

XX

S

N

S

N RR

2.1
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appended arylacetylide [12]. Specifically, the long-lived (48 ms) room temperature red 
phosphorescence of pyrenylacetylide (intraligand triplet state, 3IL) was intramolecu-
larly sensitized to visible excitation using the low energy Pt ® p* 1CT absorption band 
in 2.3, see Fig. 2a. Here we note that the long wavelength structured phosphorescence 
indicates that the lowest-energy excited state is indeed centered on pyrenylacetylide. 
The solvent-sensitive nature of the 3CT excited state was taken advantage of in another 
contribution from our group in 2004 in 2.2 [13]. Through judicious choice of solvent, 
the lowest-energy excited state could be tuned to exhibit predominant 3CT (low polar-
ity) or 3IL (high polarity) character, the 3IL state being localized on the naphthyl-
acetylide chromophore. Further excited-state switching was demonstrated between RT 
and 77 K glasses of varying polarity. In particular, the lowest-energy excited states 
changed from 3CT to mostly 3IL character as these solutions were cooled from 298 to 
77 K. However, a pure 3IL or 3CT could not be definitively assigned at any temperature 
as the excited-state characteristics typically showed a combination of both states in all 
experiments, including nanosecond laser flash photolysis. In 2005, we continued our 
investigation of 2.3 utilizing ultrafast transient absorption spectrometry (Fig. 2b), 
showing that the lowest-energy 3IL pyrenylacetylide excited state is formed in 240 ± 
40 fs [14]. Specifically, the excited-state absorption at 610 nm (attributed to contribu-
tions from both 3CT excited state and the 3IL state) decays with a time constant of 240 
fs. Thus, we interpreted that the 3IL was formed within 240 fs. These results suggested 
that the energetically proximate 3CT state accelerated the formation of the triplet state 
of the pendant pyrenylacetylide. We continued to tune the excited-state properties 
using similar molecular motifs, eventually producing high quantum efficiency green 
photoluminescence by changing the relative s-donor strength of the pendant alky-
lacetylides [15]. Here it is also important to note that we have recently studied, in 
collaboration with Julia Weinstein, the ultrafast time-resolved IR spectroscopy of 
[Pt(dnpebpy)(C≡Cnaph)

2
], a derivative of 2.2, and observe shifts in both n(C≡O) and 

n(C≡C) consistent with a charge-transfer assignment in dichloromethane [16].
In 2006, we sought to further investigate the influence of the acetylide framework 

by incorporating a chelating diacetylide into the square planar PtII platform, namely 
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Pt(dbbpy)(tda), 2.4 [17]. The initial work discussed the steady-state absorption and 
emission (RT and 77 K) along with emission lifetimes as well as electrochemistry, 
revealing that cyclometallation of the two acetylides into one chelating ligand imposed 
substantial rigidity into the system. The planarity and added rigidity leads to a lower-
energy absorbing chromophore with enhanced photophysics relative to the non-mac-
rocyclic analog Pt(dbbpy)(C≡CPh)

2
. The absorption and emission of 2.4 in CH

2
Cl

2
 are 

depicted in Fig. 3. Upon substitution of the two monodentate -C≡CPh ligands by tda, 
the absorption shifts to lower energy from 397 to 427 nm. Although the emission 
maxima are similar, we note the emission lifetime of 2.4 is significantly longer (t = 
2.56 ms) than Pt(dbbpy)(C≡CPh)

2
 (t = 1.36 ms). There is also a corresponding increase 

in the emission quantum yields measured for both structures, 0.51 and 0.75 for 
Pt(dbbpy)(C≡CPh)

2
 and 2.4, respectively. Also of interest, 77 K emission measure-

ments revealed the presence of tda-based ligand-localized phosphorescence in the 
low-temperature glass. This chromophore was then the subject of a more detailed 
examination in 2007, using a variety of electrochemical and spectroscopic techniques 
(including the single crystal X-ray structure) as well as theoretical calculations in an 
effort to more fully elucidate the nature of the ground and excited–state structures [18]. 
The full examination of this chromophore along with appropriate model chromo-
phores further confirmed our earlier excited-state assignments, namely that the lowest 
RT excited state is purely 3CT in nature with no contributions from the 3IL states of the 
pendant tda cyclometallated ligand. More recent efforts from our group have produced 
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PtII complexes possessing extensively conjugated aromatic organic chromophores 
tethered to the metal center via acetylide linkages, described in detail below.

Another recent effort from our group has produced molecular platform 2.5 con-
taining the dbbpy charge-transfer ligand with two appended PE3 acetylides [19]. 
The PE3 ligand is highly conjugated, a phenyleneethynylene oligomer with three 
phenyl units, possessing low-energy p–p* transitions extending to ~400 nm.  
The 3IL and 3MLCT excited states are energetically proximate within this acetylide 
chromophore so that the solvent tuning ability demonstrated by us previously is 
now able to fully invert the lowest-energy excited state. As the polarity of the solvent 
is changed from nonpolar to polar, the steady-state emission and lifetimes changes 
from purely 3CT to purely 3IL in nature. Shown in Fig. 4 is a depiction of how the 
solvent affects the energetically proximate excited states in 2.5. The solvent sensi-
tive 3CT excited state is shifted from 2.32 eV in hexanes to 2.50 eV in dichlo-
romethane while the solvent insensitive 3IL of PE3 remains constant at 2.35 eV in 
both solvent extremes. The shift of the 3CT provides the necessary perturbation to 
obtain complete excited-state inversion upon going from hexanes to dichloromethane. 
The emission profiles quantitatively match the appropriate model chromophores as do 
the emission lifetimes, leaving little doubt about the spectroscopic assignments.

In addition to state inversion, we have also recently expanded the triplet excited-
state sensitization of organic chromophores which typically do not display facile 
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ISC to produce triplets. Again, this is accomplished through the Pt-acetylide motif.  
Two recent demonstrations describe the sensitization of the 3IL state of either 
perylenylacetylide 2.6 [20] or perylenediimideacetylide (C≡C–PDI, 2.7) [21]. In the 
case of perylenylacetylide, the nonemissive 3IL state was observed by comparison of 
transient absorption spectroscopic features displayed by 2.6 and model chromophores 
that feature either 3CT or 3IL excited states. Interestingly, although 2.6 displayed 
excited-state absorption features consistent with a 3IL excited state, the lifetime 
agreed with that of a 3CT state. Similar results were also demonstrated in the 
terpyridyl analog, [Pt(tBu

3
tpy)(C≡Cperylene)]+. Intramolecular sensitization of 

the PDI 3IL excited state was also accomplished by incorporating an acetylide 
linkage in the bay position of PDI to link the organic chromophore to the Pt center, 
providing increased spin-orbit coupling to facilitate ISC. This is important as it 
shows the utility of this molecular platform in generating complexes that exhibit 
strong absorption throughout the visible spectrum in both the ground and excited 
states. While the intense absorption is retained upon ligation to the Pt center, the typical 
high quantum efficiency PDI fluorescence is quantitatively quenched as the lowest-
energy excited state is now assigned as 3PDI, which is nonemissive throughout the 
visible and near-IR. Transient absorption spectroscopy shows intense excited-state 
absorptions in the visible with absorptions extending into the near-IR. Again, 
phosphine-based model chromophores lacking low-energy CT excited states 
confirmed our assignment of the 3PDI excited state. The ability to sensitize singlet 
oxygen (1O

2
) phosphorescence in aerated solvents such as dichloromethane is 

attributed to the triplet nature of the excited state of these chromophores. Shown in 
Fig. 5 is the typical phosphorescence spectrum of 1O

2
. The 3PDI excited state of 2.7 

undergoes triplet-triplet energy transfer with ground-state 3O
2
 to produce the 1O

2
, 
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Finally, Ziessel and coworkers have recently designed novel molecular struc-
tures incorporating both a PtII and RuII center [23]. This work has shown the direc-
tionality of Pt→Ru energy transfer upon excitation of the PtII moiety, sensitizing the 
Ru-chromophore localized 3CT emission. Upon ligation of the Ru moiety, the typi-
cal PtII-based luminescence near ~513 nm is quantitatively quenched while the long 
lifetime RuII emission appears around 610 nm.

3  PtII Acetylide Complexes Containing Tridentate  
Polypyridyl Ligands

3.1 Background

Platinum(II) complexes containing tridentate ligands have been known since 1934, but 
it was not until the early 1990s that the ground and excited-state properties of these 
complexes were investigated in detail. Many researchers have studied the photophysical 
properties of complexes with the general simplified formula [Pt(tpy)X]+, where X 
ranges from halide ligands (normally Cl−), to cyanides and hydroxides, and more 

which ultimately phosphoresces at 1,270 nm. This demonstrates that these relatively 
long-lived 3IL excited states are poised for excited-state energy-transfer reactions 
and may be promising candidates for photodynamic therapy.

While the bulk of systems with a bidentate charge-transfer ligand focus on 
derivatives of either phenanthroline or bipyridine, Adams and Weinstein have 
shown the utility of a strongly electron-accepting mesBIAN ligand within this 
molecular genre [22]. Substitution of two monodentate acetylide ligands for the 
labile chloride ligands in the Pt(mesBIAN)Cl

2
 (2.8) moiety results in CT-based 

absorption and emission in 2.9 that is significantly red-shifted relative to their bipy-
ridine and phenanthroline analogs. The ground-state absorption can extend past 700 
nm while the phosphorescence is tuned into the near-IR, ranging from 750 to 900 
nm. These chromophores typically have shorter excited-state lifetimes (~10 ns), 
however, their ability to sensitize phosphorescence of 1O

2
 provides strong evidence 

of the triplet nature of the excited state.
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recent significant efforts have focused on investigations of acetylide derivatives due to 
the intriguing photophysical properties displayed by these complexes.

One of the reasons for choosing a terpyridyl platform in place of bipyridine is 
the extra rigidity that the tridentate ligand imparts to the structure, even though the 
bond angles and distances are not a perfect match to the square planar structure. 
The more rigid the structure, the less likely it is to undergo symmetry lowering 
distortions typically associated with nonradiative decay. This phenomenon is 
observed in several bipyridyl analogs where the twisting of the bpy ligand relative 
to the other ligands in the excited-state forces the molecule from square planar to a 
pseudo-tetrahedral structure, thereby increasing k

nr
 [4]. In general, [Pt(tpy)X]+ com-

plexes are nonluminescent at room temperature, due to the energetically proximate 
d-d states which are detrimental to the photophysics [24–28]. Substitution of the 
halide by a strong-field ancillary ligand generally neutralizes this effect, producing 
complexes that are strongly emissive in solution at RT [29–33]. In this contribution, 
the strong field ligands of focus are alkyl and aryl acetylides. Another interesting 
feature of the tpy platform is the dramatic changes in photophysical properties in 
the solid state resulting from alteration of the counterion and vapor sorption [34–
40]. These latter features have been recently exploited by our group in VOC (vola-
tile organic compound)-sensing microarrays for “artificial nose” applications [40]. 
To date PtII terpyridyl acetylides have demonstrated promise in widely diverse 
applications including singlet oxygen photosensitization [41], cation and pH sensors 
[42–45], DNA binding and molecular probes [46–48], optical limiting [49], photo-
catalytic hydrogen production [50–54], vapochromism [36], and photoinduced 
electron transfer [55].

3.2 [Pt(N^N^N)(C≡CR)]+ Complexes

In one of the first studies carried out by Yam and coworkers, the emission properties 
of [Pt(tpy)(C≡CAr)]+ salts (3.1) were shown to depend on the nature of the substituents 
on the phenylacetylide ligand; observing that the energy of the 3CT excited state in 
CH

3
CN at room temperature red shifted as the electron-donating properties of the 

acetylide unit increased [32]. One of the downsides of these complexes is their low 
quantum yields in solution, ranging between 10−3 and 10−2. Related work by Tung et al.  
[33] demonstrated that substitution in the tpy core together with tuning the electron 
density of the acetylide fragment enhances the excited-state lifetime and luminescence 
quantum yield of the terpyridyl PtII acetylide derivatives. They used 4¢-tolyl-terpyridines 
in conjunction with different alkyl and aryl acetylide substituents (3.2), rendering 
complexes with high luminescence quantum yield and long excited-state lifetimes, up 
to 14 ms in duration. Consistent with the conclusions from Yam’s group, it was 
confirmed that the emission energies (3CT) of these complexes decrease as the 
electron-donating ability of the acetylide ligand increases.

Follow-up work by Yam and coworkers established that some of these molecules 
have the ability to aggregate at high concentrations, displaying photophysics ema-
nating from Pt-Pt s(d

z
2)-interactions, presumably arising from metal-metal-to-ligand 
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Fig. 6 Emission spectrum of 3.4 (R = C
12

H
25

) in dodecane upon addition of a solution of MeOH 
in CH

2
Cl

2
. Adapted from [58]
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charge-transfer (MMLCT) transitions (s*→ p*) which are lower in energy relative 
to the spatially separated chromophores [39, 56]. One specific example is [Pt(tpy)
(C≡C–C≡CH)]OTf [39]. This molecule crystallizes in two forms, one red and one 
green, concluding that the differences in color arise from the difference in the stack-
ing of the molecules; the green form showed almost a perfect alignment of the Pt 
centers, while the red form showed a structure with short and long alternating dis-
tances, resembling a zigzag pattern. Later on, they demonstrated that polymers also 
induce aggregation of PtII terpyridyl acetylide complexes, observing remarkable 
changes in the UV/Vis and emission properties of the monomeric and aggregated 
structures [56]. More recently, Yam’s group has investigated the gelation properties 
of PtII terpyridyl complexes incorporating appropriate alkoxy side-chains that 
facilitate the gelation process (3.3). This work also demonstrated that the specific 
counterion used substantially influences the aggregation process, changing the 
color and stability of the various metallogels studied [57].

Along similar lines, Ziessel et al. have investigated the gelation properties of 
related complexes, 3.4 [58]. Similar to Yam’s work, introduction of long alkoxy 
chains into the acetylide core induces formation of gels and liquid crystals through 
Pt–Pt and p–p* interactions. In these particular systems, solvent was used to tune 
the emission properties of the complexes by inducing aggregation, Fig. 6. The 
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emission band observed at 644 nm is assigned to a mixed 3MLCT/3LLCT (ligand-
to-ligand charge transfer) excited state when the solvent used is a MeOH/CH

2
Cl

2
 

mixture. Switching to pure dodecane induces a change in the lowest excited state 
to 3MMLCT with an emission band at 830 nm.

Recent work by Tung et al. investigated the switching of the lowest excited 
state in acidic or basic media in complexes bearing amino groups or azacrown units 
[42, 59]. They propose that in neutral or basic media the photophysics are attributed 
to ligand-to-ligand charge-transfer processes from the acetylide (electron donor 
group) to the terpyridyl core (electron acceptor), but changing to acidic conditions 
induces a switch to a metal-to-ligand charge-transfer excited state (dp(Pt)→ p*(tpy)). 
Yam and coworkers also performed similar experiments where they derivatized the 
phenylacetylide functionality with basic amino moieties, observing dramatic color 
changes and luminescence enhancement with increasing solution pH [44]. Other 
related systems also appear suitable for cation sensing in solution [43, 45, 60].

Related to their bipyridyl structures, Eisenberg and coworkers have also placed 
some effort in the design, synthesis, and photophysical characterization of complexes 
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that possess electron-donor and electron–acceptor groups linked to a platinum 
chromophore using the tpy platform, Fig. 1 [3, 61]. Transient absorption studies 
demonstrated that the complexes shown in 3.5 produce the D+–C–A− charge-sepa-
rated species with approximately 1.6 eV stored in the transient. However, they 
found that the formation of the charge-separated state was not very efficient due to 
other competing steps.

N

N

N

PtS N
NO2

+

R

R = H or OCH3

3.5

Similar to the work performed by Tung’s group, Schanze and coworkers inves-
tigated the photophysical properties of 4¢-tolylterpyridyl arylacetylide complexes, 
varying the substitution in the para position of the phenyl ring [49]. All of these 
complexes showed a 1MLCT transition band in their absorption spectra around 
420–430 nm, but also a solvatochromic band near 460–540 nm tentatively assigned 
to 1MLCT or/and 1ILCT. The systems studied here displayed room-temperature 
photoluminescence generally arising from a 3CT excited state, except for the com-
plex containing a nitrophenylacetylide ligand, wherein the emission appeared to 
emanate from the 3p–p* manifold centered in the acetylide moiety.

Our group has also investigated the ground and excited-state properties of PtII 
terpyridyl acetylide complexes. In recent work, we prepared complexes with the 
general formula [Pt(tBu

3
tpy)(C≡CR)]+ where R is either an alkyl or aryl group, 3.6 

[62]. These complexes display bright photoluminescence along with long-lived 
excited-state lifetimes. It was demonstrated that the nature of the acetylide ligand 
plays a key role in modulating the absorption and emission properties of these 
complexes. The transient absorption spectra of these systems produced features 
at similar wavelengths regardless of the acetylide unit, however, when the acetylide 
ligand contained an aryl fragment, an increase in intensity was observed. The 
reductive spectroelectrochemical data for all the complexes studied showed that  
the tBu

3
tpy radical anion is a strongly absorbing species that is not influenced by 

the nature of the ancillary acetylide ligand. Nevertheless, TA experiments per-
formed in the presence of the reductive quencher DABCO demonstrated that the 
intense TA features observed in these species likely emanate from the photogen-
erated hole (or associated transitions) that is delocalized across the Pt center and the 
acetylide unit and not from the tBu

3
tpy radical anion.
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Related to our work on the bipyridyl acetylides, we have also demonstrated that 
proper selection of the acetylide ligand makes possible the design of PtII terpyridyl 
complexes that exhibit acetylide 3IL excited states [20]. The perylene complexes 
3.7 and 3.8 do not display photoluminescence, however, indirect evidence that  
the triplet excited state is indeed populated was indicated through the sensitization 
of singlet oxygen. Transient absorption measurements (Fig. 7) confirmed that 
regardless of the polyimine ligand used, the lowest excited state in these molecules 
is 3IL localized in the perylenylacetylide moiety. It is clear in Fig. 7a and b that the 
identical features are observed in the absorption difference spectra of 3.7 and 3.8, 
whereas the difference spectrum of the phenylacetylide complex is clearly distinct, 
illustrative of the marked differences between 3IL and 3CT excited absorptions.

Another report from our laboratory demonstrated how the photophysical proper-
ties of PtII chromophores can be altered by introduction of a terpyridylacetylide unit 
as the monodentate acetylide ligand, which provides a free tpy-based chelation site 
for metal ions such as FeII and ZnII [63]. For the mononuclear complex, the excited-
state properties are consistent with a 3CT manifold, showing a broad structureless 
emission profile and a long-lived excited state. Once FeII is coordinated, the emission 
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is totally quenched (Fig. 8), in agreement with the presence of low-lying Fe-based 
ligand-field states providing efficient nonradiative deactivation. Upon chelation of 
ZnII, our data was consistent with an excited state remaining CT in nature but at 
higher energy (stabilization of HOMO level) and with a shorter lifetime compared 
to the mononuclear complex, Figs. 8 and 9. We concluded that chelation of ZnII is 
simply acid-base in nature since the control experiments with acid (H+ ions) 
showed that it is possible to reproduce the same photophysics observed in the 
Pt–Zn–Pt complex. At low temperature, both complexes (and also the protonated 
molecule) displayed emission emanating from a 3IL excited state, which is sup-
ported by the lifetimes obtained.

Another PtII molecule where the acetylide unit governs the photophysics of the 
metal complex has recently emerged. In this report the PtII contained an appended 
phenylacetylide that was substituted in the para position with a dipyrromethane–
BF

2
 (BODIPY) subunit, 3.9 [64].
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Fig. 8 Emission spectra of the formation of Pt–Fe–Pt (a) and Pt–Zn–Pt (b) in degassed CH
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Adapted from [63]
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Fig. 9 Schematic representation of the energy levels in the monuclear Pt complex and the trinu-
clear Pt–Zn–Pt complex
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For this particular complex, the only emission observed at room temperature 
was residual fluorescence emanating from the BODIPY fragment and at low tem-
perature, the presence of the platinum center induces intersystem crossing and 
phosphorescence from the BODIPY was indeed observed at 1.6 eV.

Work on PtII terpyridyl complexes has not been limited to just mononuclear 
systems. Yam and coworkers have also investigated complexes wherein two platinum 
centers are attached through alkynyl bridges; more specifically they studied 
chromophores of the type [(tBu

3
tpy)Pt(C≡C)

n
Pt(tBu

3
tpy)]2+ (3.10) [65]. These structures 

exhibit photoluminescence in both the solid state and in room temperature solutions, 
the latter assigned as 3CT in nature mixed with 3IL and 3LLCT character.
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n
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3.3  PtII Acetylide Complexes with Other Tridentate  
Polypyridyl Ligands

Terpyridyl has not been the only tridentate ligand used as a platform for producing 
photoluminescent square-planar PtII complexes. Che and coworkers published one 
of the first reports on cyclometallated PtII complexes, using the N^N^C core together 
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with alkyl and aryl acetylides as the fourth ligand, 3.11 [66]. They demonstrated that 
the emission energies of the complexes are tuned from green to yellow to red by 
changing the substituents on the cyclometallating and the acetylide ligands, making 
these compounds promising for light-emitting materials, particularly as 
phosphorescent dopants for OLED applications. These molecules exhibit brightly 
photoluminescent excited states that depending on the characteristics of the ligands 
involved, are 3CT, 3p–p* (acetylide ligand localized), and/or 3IL (cyclometallated 
ligand localized) in nature. One of the advantages of the N^N^C platform is that 
the d–d excited states are typically raised in energy relative to the N^N^N analogs. 
This can be explained based on the fact that the carbon ligating atom (C−) is a very 
strong s donor while the nitrogen rings are still good p acceptors, providing the 
same overall effect that coordination of acetylide ligands impart to PtII complexes.

N

N

Pt R4

3.11

R3

R2

R1

Berenguer et al. also investigated the photophysical properties of cyclometal-
lated complexes, but focused their attention on the C^N^C platform, studying the 
anionic acetylide derivatives as well as other related structures, 3.12 [67]. 
Contrary to the results obtained by Che in the N^N^C structures, these complexes 
do not display photoluminescence in solution at RT. The absorption spectra in all 
cases are dominated by IL p–p* and CT transitions. To the best of our knowledge 
these are the only reports on the photophysics of cyclometallated PtII acetylide 
complexes to date.

N Pt R

−

3.12

R = tBu, Ph, Tol, or ( p -OMe)C6H4 
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4 PtII Acetylides with Phosphine-Containing Ligands

4.1 Introduction

Interest in phosphine-containing PtII acetylides originally began in the 1970s from 
work on polymeric materials. In 1977, Sonogashira and Hagihara first demon-
strated the facile synthesis of Pt–acetylides by the direct reaction of a metal halide 
with acetylenes in the presence of a secondary amine and catalytic amounts of CuI 
[68]. Upon establishing these mild synthetic reaction conditions, they went on to 
develop poly-yne monomers, oligomers, and polymers containing PtII and trialkyl-
phosphines either in the cis- or trans- geometry with the latter being more prevalent 
[69–72]. This dramatically accelerated a new and burgeoning field of research as 
the electronic nature of these systems became the center of intense investigation. 
This reaction scheme also paved the way for developing other PtII systems con-
taining acetylide ligands, many of which have been eluded to earlier in this work [12, 
15, 17–20, 63, 73].

Since the middle of the 1990s, Pt–acetylides containing phosphine ligands have 
seen a dramatic increase in interest due to the versatility provided by the phosphine 
ligands and dramatic triplet-state photophysics that have been demonstrated in a 
variety of conjugated structures. For instance, phosphine ligands can be mono-, bi-, 
and tridentate while still leaving additional coordination sites for pendant acetylide 
ligands within the square–planar PtII molecular motif. As a result, many diverse 
structures have been envisioned and synthesized to probe the triplet-state photo-
physics of a wide variety of acetylinic moieties. While a tremendous amount of data 
has been reported for this class of chromophores, we will not be able to fully dis-
cuss every recent discovery. Here we intend to provide a reasonable overview of 
some of the significant contributions made over the past decade.

4.2 Photophysics of Pt–Acetylide Phosphine Chromophores

A large amount of research in this field has been directed toward Pt–acetylides 
containing monodentate phosphines for the simple fact that these ligands provide 
the ability to generate linear assemblies when trans disposed. In 2002, Schanze and 
coworkers [74] utilized this geometry to generate a series of Pt-acetylide oligomers 
containing up to 7 PtII centers, 4.1. By extending this chain of acetylides, they 
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showed that the singlet excited states in these molecules were delocalized, project-
ing through the pendant metal centers. Ground-state absorption and fluorescence 
measurements showed a shift to lower energy in the absorption and the singlet fluo-
rescence spectra as the oligomer chain length was increased, Fig. 10. The data 
provided evidence that the singlet state was delocalized over approximately six 
repeat units. In contrast, the phosphorescence displayed little sensitivity to the 
chain length, suggesting that the triplet state was localized over one or at most two 
repeat units. These experimental results were corroborated by the theoretical study 
by Batista and coworkers in 2005 [75].

In 2003, Schull and coworkers investigated the effect of the phosphine ligand on 
conductance within a series of linear Pt–acetylides, 4.2 [76]. Although correlations 
in both molar absorptivity and alkyne vibrational frequency could be accounted for 
in the phosphine basicity, the conductance across the acetylide ligands did not 
accordingly change. In 2004, Marder and coworkers also investigated delocalization 
in Pt–acetylide systems by investigating the mixed valence compound 4.3. By 
investigating the IVCT (intervalence charge transfer) in the mixed valence compound 
and comparing the absorption to the all-organic model chromophore previously 
investigated [77], they were able to make direct assessments of the delocalization 
facilitated by the PtII center. This work demonstrated that the electronic coupling 
across the Pt center was only slightly less than that observed in the “all-organic” 
benzene-bridged analogue. The AFRL group led by Cooper in 2004 reported 

Fig. 10 (a) UV–Visible absorption spectra of the 4.1 (Pt-n) series of compounds in THF. In order 
of increasing intensity: Pt-1, Pt-2, Pt-3, Pt-4, Pt-5, Pt-7. (b) Photoluminescence spectra in 
deoxygenated THF. F is the fluorescence: in order of increasing intensity Pt-2, Pt-3, Pt-4, Pt-5, 
Pt-7. P is phosphorescence: in order of decreasing intensity in 01 band Pt-2, Pt-3, Pt-4, Pt-5, 
Pt-7. Note that the fluorescence intensity scale is magnified 100 as compared to phosphorescence. 
Reprinted with permission from [74]
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preliminary investigations of the photophysics of Pt-acetylides containing two 
P(Oct)

3
 ligands providing the means of generating room-temperature liquid-phase 

chromophores which when cooled formed glasses [78]. They showed that they 
could increase the chromophore density 10-fold, thereby, increasing the nonlinear 
coefficient c. In collaboration with Toscano, Cooper later reported the time-
resolved infrared spectroscopy of trans-[Pt(PBu

3
)

2
(PE2)

2
] (4.4) in an effort to 

understand structural changes that occur upon ISC to the triplet state of the 
acetylide ligand [79]. In accord with their DFT calculations, TRIR data was 
consistent with cumulenic vibrations in the triplet state.

4.3

Pt

PEt3

PEt3

NN

4.4

Pt

PBu 3

PBu 3

Phosphine-containing Pt–acetylides are often used as model chromophores as 
well, first demonstrated by our group in 2003 in trans-Pt(PEt

3
)

2
(C≡CPyrene)

2
 which 

served as the 3IL model for 2.3 [12]. When chelating phosphines are substituted for 
monodentate ligands, one can investigate the importance of geometry on the 
resulting photophysics of these compounds. In 2004, Schanze and coworkers 
utilized both cis and trans geometric isomers of stilbene-containing chromophores 
[80]. In addition, by the substitution of bipyridine for the diphosphine chelate, the 
effect of the presence of an additional charge-transfer transition was evaluated. In all 
of the cases explored, efficient ISC readily provided the 3pp* excited state of the 
acetylide. Additional work from the Schanze group in 2005, explored aggregation 
effects on the triplet state and intrachain triplet-energy transfer [81, 82]. Through 
judicious choice of the bulky acetylide bridging ligand, they demonstrated the ability 
to minimize excited-state aggregation. Interestingly, both the monomer and polymer 
exhibited superimposable phosphorescence spectra in the solid state. Parallel studies 
incorporating the nonbulky 1,4-diethynylphenylene produced aggregate emission.  
In 2005, Yam and coworkers also successfully designed a series of branched  
and p-conjugated PtII acetylides. In that particular work they assigned the room-
temperature emission as predominately 3IL with some 3CT contributions [83].

The use of Pt-acetylides containing phosphine ligands was extended further  
by the Schanze group in 2006 [84, 85]. In one contribution, they incorporated 
platinum–acetylide polymers into photovoltaic devices which demonstrate good 
device efficiency. Transient absorption studies provide definitive evidence for  
photoinduced electron transfer from the Pt–acetylide to PCBM by the temporal 
evolution of the TA spectrum, observing the formation of the PCBM radical anion  
at 1,050 nm. The same system was eventually demonstrated to operate as a bulk 
heterojunction photovoltaic device [84].

Two contributions from the Cooper group in 2006 focused on the delocalization 
of the triplet excitons in Pt–acetylides [86, 87]. They investigated the effect of sym-
metry within the complexes by comparing chromophores with either one pendant 
acetylide or two symmetric acetylides trans disposed to each other. Similar to earlier 
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results, they found the singlet exciton to be delocalized across the PtII center 
whereas the triplet is localized over a lone acetylide moiety.

2007 brought another year of many investigations into the excited-state photo-
physics of the phosphine-containing Pt–acetylides. The AFRL group demonstrated 
simultaneous two-photon absorption in a series of Pt-acetylides. This was demon-
strated through a variety of techniques including transient absorption induced by 
two-photon absorption [88]. The Schanze, Reynolds, and Castellano groups col-
laboratively studied a fulleropyrrolidine end-capped platinum acetylide donor-
acceptor triad 4.5 [89]. Through utilization of ultrafast transient absorption studies, 
photoinduced intramolecular charge transfer was shown to occur rapidly and elec-
tron transfer was believed to occur predominately through the triplet state as ISC 
crossing was efficient. The resultant charge-separated state is formed within 1 ps 
and then decays by charge-recombination within 400 ps. With this knowledge in 
hand, photovoltaic devices produced from this triad demonstrated modest effi-
ciency with a short circuit photocurrent of 0.5 mA cm−2 and open circuit voltage of 
0.41 V with 100 mW cm−2/AM1.5 illumination. The Schanze group furthermore 
investigated polaron states within oligomer segments [90] as well as the effects of 
conformation on triplet excited-state localization [91].

2008 also proved to be an active year for the synthesis of Pt–acetylides and 
investigation of their corresponding excited-state dynamics. The Schanze group 
continued to investigate the photophysics of Pt–acetylides with the corresponding 
phosphine ligand motif [92, 93]. Their transient absorption studies on the chain 
length dependence revealed efficiently produced 3pp* excited states that demon-
strate strongly allowed triplet–triplet absorptions [92]. They also published a series 
of Pt–acetylides that exhibit reversible gelation between 40 and 50°C as a result of 
chromophore aggregation (4.6). The aggregation of these PAO’s induced a blue 
shift in the absorption spectra arising from H-like aggregates [93].
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The nonlinear absorption of PtII acetylide chromophores has also continued to 
retain the interest of many researchers. Malmstrom and coworkers have recently 
investigated Pt-acetylide chromophores blended with solid-state polymer matrices 
[94]. An example of such a complex is 4.7. They found that the photoluminescence 
properties of the blends agreed well with that of dilute THF solutions containing 
the Pt–acetylides. Optical power limiting experiments showed that the clamping 
levels for dyes nonbonded to the polymer host were about half that for dyes in the 
highly cross-linked solids at similar concentrations.
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PtII–acetylide phosphine complexes also continued to serve as valuable model 
chromophores for the triplet-state dynamics of appended organic moieties, as ISC is 
typically efficient in these systems. Our group has previously used this molecular 
platform to assist in excited-state assignments [13, 18–21]. Here we note that in 
2008, our group utilized tridentate 4.8, bidentate 4.9, and monodentate 4.10 phos-
phine architectures within PtII chromophores. These complexes served as model 
chromophores with perylene- and PDI–acetylide 3IL excited states. Parallel studies 
of the photophysics of these molecular platforms have allowed us to assign lowest-
energy excited states in PtII charge-transfer complexes which contain the tBu

3
tpy and 

dbbpy charge-transfer ligands. In both studies, transient absorption spectroscopy 
elucidated the excited-state absorption features of 3perylene and 3PDI. Comparison 
of the nanosecond TA data of the analogous charge-transfer structures demonstrated 
similar absorptions which confirmed the 3IL excited-state assignment.
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5 Electronic Structures of Platinum Acetylides

To understand the physical meaning of the electronic structures of platinum 
acetylide complexes, theoretical calculations have been employed to deduce informa-
tion related to the molecular orbitals and the electronic transitions. The first theoretical 
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work on platinum acetylides was performed by Nakatsuji et al. [95] where they 
studied Pt(PH

3
)

2
(CN)(C≡CCN) (5.1), the product of a photochemical isomerization 

reaction. The geometric parameters of the singlet ground state were obtained from 
the restricted Hartree–Fock (RHF) method and the energy of the singlet and triplet 
excited states were obtained from the single excitation and configuration interaction 
(SE–CI) method. Compared with the symmetry adapted cluster (SAC) method [96], 
the ground-state energy of this compound calculated by RHF is 0.31560 Hartree 
higher. The excited-state energy calculated by the SE–CI method has a lower 
correlation energy relative to the ground state.

PtH3P
CN

PH3

CN

5.1

The extended Hückel method, which is a semiempirical quantum chemistry 
method, is often used as a preliminary step in the DFT study of molecular orbital 
analysis. The acetylide-bridged organometallic dinuclear complexes 5.2 were stud-
ied by Halet et al. using the extended Hückel method for qualitative analysis and 
DFT for additional electronic properties [97]. The extended Hückel analysis con-
cluded that the main contribution of the Pt–C bond arises from s type interactions 
while the p back-donation is very weak. The DFT/BP86 calculation gives a 2.371 
eV HOMO–LUMO gap. The electronic communication parameter H

ab
 between the 

bis-ferrocene compound linked with platinum acetylide (5.3) was calculated to be 
0.022 eV, compared with 0.025 eV obtained experimentally by Rapenne and cow-
orkers using DFT and the extended Hückel method [98].

Pt PtI I

PH3

H3P

PH3

H3P
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Fe Fe

5.3
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Forniés et al. [99] applied time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) 
with the B3LYP method to study the photophysics of the bis(alkynyl)platinate 
compounds [Pt(bzq)(C≡CR)

2
]− (bzq = benzoquinolinate; R = t-Bu, SiMe

3
, Ph, Tol, 

C
6
H

4
CF

3
, C

5
H

4
N, or C

6
H

4
–C≡CPh), 5.4. The photophysical properties of the first 

six compounds were similar. The luminescence in the solid state and frozen matrices 
was strong while the corresponding emission in solution at room temperature was 
weak and red shifted. However, the emission spectrum of the compound with 
R=C

6
H

4
–C≡CPh has a structured profile both at low and room temperature.  

The TD-DFT calculation shows that for all the complexes, a metal perturbed 
ligand(acetylide)-to-ligand(benzoquinolinate) charge-transfer transition is observed, 
while in the complex containing the C

6
H

4
–C≡CPh unit the transition involves a metal 

perturbed p–p* transition, imparting different character to the emission observed.
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Follow-up work by Forniés [100] investigated the luminescence properties of 
homoleptic PtII acetylide complexes [Pt(C≡CR)

4
](NBu

4
) (where R is an electron-

donating, electron–withdrawing, or an electron–delocalizing substituent) (5.5) 
applying TD–DFT/B3LYP calculations. The structured luminescence spectrum of 
[Pt(C≡C(4-CN)C

6
H

4
)

4
]2− was assigned to a mixture of triplet intraligand [p→ p* 

(–C≡CR)] and metal-to-ligand [dp(Pt)→ p*(–C≡CR)] transitions based on the TD-DFT/
B3LYP calculations. The HOMO was found to be a p orbital on two C≡C(4-CN)
C

6
H

4
 ligands with additional contributions from a Pt 5d orbital. The LUMO is a p* 

orbital centered on the other two C≡C(4-CN)C
6
H

4
 ligands. Also, the theoretical 

excitation spectrum was obtained and aligned well with the experimental data.
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The spectroscopic properties of [Pt(2,2¢,6¢,2-terpyridine)(C≡CR)]+ (R=H, 
CH

2
OH, and C

6
H

5
) (5.6) were theoretically studied by Zhang et al. [101]. The 

second-order Møller–Plesset perturbation (MP2) was used to optimize the ground 
state and the single-excitation configuration interaction (CIS) method was 
employed to obtain the excited-state structure. The spectroscopic properties of the 
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PtII complexes in dichloromethane were calculated with the TD-DFT/B3LYP method 
using the polarizable continuum model (PCM). Similar ground and excited-state 
geometries were found for different R groups even though their electronic structures 
were different. The LUMO, which is terpyridyl based, does not change in energy with 
different R groups; however, the HOMO energy levels, which are a mixture of Pt 
d-orbitals and a C≡C p orbital, increase dramatically in energy with electron-
donating substituents. From the molecular orbital analysis, the lowest excited-state 
emission is assigned as triplet acetylide/Pt to terpyridine charge transfer, i.e., a 
mixture of ligand-to-ligand charge transfer (3LLCT) and metal-to-ligand charge 
transfer (3MLCT). The simulated absorption spectra showed that the lowest-energy 
absorption bands red shift, following the energetic order R = H > CH

2
OH > C

6
H

5
.

Similar theoretical studies on the spectroscopic properties of two groups of 
terpyridylplatinum(II) acetylide complexes (5.7) were performed by Feng et al. 
[102]. In the first group of complexes (I), the substitution is on the tpy ligand, while 
in the other (II) the substitution takes place on the acetylide moiety. The ground-
state geometries were obtained from the DFT/B3LYP method and the parameters 
matched the X-ray diffraction data. The molecular orbital analysis was used as a 
tool to understand the electronic structures of these molecules. They concluded that 
the energy of the LUMO levels in group I decreased with increasing the electron-
withdrawing character of the substituents and the energy of the HOMO levels of 
the complexes in group II increased with electron-donating groups. The absorption 
spectra were obtained from TD-DFT/B3LYP calculations and the emission spectra 
were calculated based on first triplet excited state (T

1
) optimized by the CIS 

method. The solvent effect was also considered by using the polarizable continuum 
model. The electronic structures were investigated by molecular orbital analysis. 
The lowest-energy absorption bands of all the complexes were assigned to a mix-
ture of metal-to-ligand charge-transfer transitions (dp(Pt)→ p* tpy) and ligand-to-
ligand charge-transfer transitions (p(C≡C)→ p* tpy) except for the –C

6
H

4
NH

2
 

derivative, where the emission is assigned as ligand-to-ligand charge transfer.

5.7

I: R1 =  H,CH3, CN; R2 = CH2OH
II: R1 = p-tolyl;  R2 = CH2OH, n-propyl, C6H5,C6H4Cl, C6H4NH2

N

N

N

Pt R2R1

Polymers and oligomers that are platinum-acetylide based have important 
optical and optoelectronic applications because the lowest triplet excited state 
involves a mixture of PtII (dp) orbitals and organic p-conjugated orbitals that 
enhance the phosphorescence efficiency. Batista and Martin studied the low-lying 
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electronic excitations of [Pt(P(nBu)
3
)

2
(ethynylbenzene)

2
] systems (5.8) using the 

TD-DFT/B3LYP method [75]. From their calculations, the lowest triplet excited 
state was found to be localized on one side of the ligand which breaks the ground-
state symmetry. A 0.61 eV hopping barrier was obtained for the mixed valence 
excited states.

5.8

Pt

P(Bu)3

P(Bu)3

Lindgren et al. studied the excited state and phosphorescence of platinum(II) 
acetylides (5.9) with the DFT/B3LYP method [103]. The calculated UV/Vis 
absorption spectra revealed that the orientation of the phenyl rings relative to the 
P–Pt–P axis has a strong correlation with the intensity of the absorption band. The 
broken symmetry phenomenon was also confirmed in the lowest triplet excited 
state, which leads to a C≡C–Ph bond on one side and a C=C=C bond on the oppos-
ing side. Quadratic response calculations of spin-orbit coupling showed that the 
intensity of the phosphorescence of these complexes arises mainly from the s→ p* 
type T

1
–T

n
 transitions localized at the C≡C–Pt-P fragment, but not from the delocal-

ized p→ p* type transitions. The quadratic response calculations also reproduced an 
increase of t

R
 from PE

1
 to PE

2
 (5.9), which was also determined experimentally.

5.9
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Schanze et al. studied triplet localization in platinum-acetylide oligomers using 
DFT/B3LYP and TD–DFT/B3LYP methods [91]. The triplet excited state was 
found to be localized on a single –[PtL

2
–C≡C–(1,4–Ph)–C≡C–PtL

2
]– unit (5.10). The 

DFT study also demonstrated that the ground-state energies are very close for two 
of the isomers with twisted and planar orientation of the 1,4-phenylenes relative  
to the PL

2
C

2
 plane. However, the triplet-state energy of the planar orientation is  

3 kcal mol−1 lower than that of the twisted orientation, which agrees with the low-
temperature experimental data.

One of the most recent works on the electronic structures of platinum acetylide 
complexes using theoretical calculations was performed by Ding et al [104]. In this 
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report, they applied the DFT/B3LYP method to study the low-temperature absorp-
tion spectrum of platinum(II) terpyridyl acetylide complexes containing amino 
substituents (5.11). They observed that protonation of the amino groups induced 
changes in the excited-state properties of the complexes, going from LLCT, to IL 
and finally to MLCT.
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Our group has also employed DFT calculations to better understand the elec-
tronic structures of PtII bipyridyl acetylides. The low-lying excited states of Pt(bpy)
(C≡C–TMS)

2
 (5.12) and Pt(bpy)–(C≡C–t–Bu)

2
 (5.13) were originally investigated 

[17]. The HOMOs were found to be a mixture of metal d and acetylide p orbitals 
and energy intervals between HOMO and LUMO were also predicted. The lumines-
cence of the platinum(II) metallacycle 5.15 in CH

2
Cl

2
 was also investigated by DFT 

theory with the polarizable continuum model. The frontier orbitals were found to be 
a mixture of Pt d orbitals and aromatic acetylide ligand p orbitals. However, the 
HOMO and HOMO-1 are in reverse order for compounds 5.14 and 5.15 because of 
enhanced p conjugation in the latter. The calculated excitation energies and oscilla-
tor strengths matched well with the experimental data if a 0.52 eV offset was uti-
lized, Fig. 11. The DSCF-derived shift method was also employed to treat both the 
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low-lying charge-transfer and ligand-localized excited states, which yielded excel-
lent agreement between experimental and theoretical transition energies [18].

6 Concluding Remarks

Although the primary motivation for research in this area largely stems from the 
potential applications of these chromophores across a variety of disciplines, the fact 
remains that there are many interesting questions remaining and several lines of 
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Fig. 11 Experimental absorption spectra and TDDFT calculated excitation energies and oscillator 
strengths of compound 5.14 (a) and 5.15 (b). Adapted from [18]
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investigation worth further exploration. This contribution was intended to outline 
current work in the field related predominately to the photophysical processes in 
platinum(II) acetylides. Even within this seemingly small group of related molecu-
lar structures, there exists an enormous complexity arising from the strong partici-
pation of the acetylide ligand(s) in the ground and excited states of these molecules. 
The extent of orbital mixing taking place is readily observed both experimentally 
and theoretically using density functional methods. Such intricacies are not usually 
observed in polyimine coordination compounds displaying rather straightforward 
MLCT-type photophysics. The photoluminescence of the PtII acetylides is notewor-
thy and can take the form of “pure” triplet charge-transfer like or “pure” triplet 
acetylide ligand-localized in character, depending upon the choice of supporting 
ligand(s), i.e., polyimine or phosphine, and acetylide ligand(s). It has also been 
shown that the photophysics can fall between those two extremes, best described as 
admixtures of 3MLCT and 3IL states, systematically tunable between both by vary-
ing solvent polarity. In one specific instance, the lowest triplet excited state in 2.5 
can be completely inverted by simply changing the nature of the solvent, which 
completely transforms the emergent photophysics. Transient absorption and infra-
red methods have been extremely useful in identifying intermediates and products 
generated in both intra- and intermolecular energy and electron transfer reactions 
utilizing PtII acetylides. Although there are only a handful of reports to date, ultra-
fast kinetic methods clearly have a promising future in exploring the complexities 
resulting from the strong orbital mixing in these structures. The horizon appears 
bright for continued fundamental scientific exploration of platinum acetylides in 
addition to their widespread applications in photonics, medicine, nanomaterials, 
and photocatalysis.
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Abstract High-resolution optical spectroscopy of organometallic triplet emitters 
reveals detailed insights into the lowest triplet states and the corresponding electronic 
and vibronic transitions to the singlet ground state. As case studies, the blue-light 
emitting materials Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) and Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) are investigated 

and characterized in detail. The compounds’ photophysical properties, being mark-
edly different, are largely controlled by spin–orbit coupling (SOC). Therefore, we 
study the impact of SOC on the triplet state and elucidate the dominant SOC and 
state-mixing paths. These depend distinctly on the compounds’ coordination geometry. 
Relatively simple rules and relations are pointed out. The combined experimental 
and theoretical results lead us towards structure-efficiency rules and guidelines for 
the design of new organic light emitting diode (OLED) emitter materials.
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1  Introduction and Scope

Within the last decade, phosphorescent organo-transition metal compounds have 
become a focus of intense research, particularly due to their applicability as effi-
cient emitters in electroluminescent devices, such as organic light emitting diodes 
(OLEDs) [1–13]. These compounds can exhibit an emission of high quantum yield 
from the lowest excited triplet state to the singlet ground state. Although the triplet–
singlet transitions are formally forbidden, they may become sufficiently allowed by 
spin–orbit coupling (SOC) induced by the heavy metal center. Keeping this in 
mind, we will often speak simply of triplet states meaning triplet states with SOC-
induced singlet admixtures. Moreover, SOC leads to fast intersystem crossing 
processes from higher lying singlet states to the emitting triplet state T

1
. Therefore, 

both singlet and triplet excitons, formed by electron-hole recombination, can con-
tribute to the emission in an electroluminescence process. This allows an up to four 
times higher internal quantum efficiency than achievable with fluorescent emitters 
(triplet harvesting effect) [10–13].

The most frequently applied central metal ions in phosphorescent OLED emitters 
are Pt(II) and Ir(III). Especially Ir(III) compounds are, due to their outstanding 
photophysical properties, often the first choice as emitting materials [14–19]. The 
famous Ir(ppy)

3
 (ppy- = phenylpyridinate), for example, exhibits a relatively short-

lived green emission with a quantum yield of almost 100% in a thin film [20–22]. 
In addition, in the last few years, a growing number of Pt(II) compounds has been 
reported which are characterized by high photoluminescence quantum yields and 
emission decay times of several microseconds, making these compounds also 
attractive as emitters in OLEDs [23–28]. Pt(II) complexes can offer additional pos-
sibilities for the generation of light. Due to a strong tendency to form aggregates of 
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electronically strongly interacting monomers, many Pt(II) compounds exhibit a 
broad and red shifted emission band compared to the monomer emission [23, 24, 
29–36]. In several cases, a combination of monomer and aggregate emission could 
be utilized for the generation of white electroluminescence in single dopant organic 
light emitting diodes (WOLEDs) [27, 31, 37–43].

However, despite the attractiveness and importance of Pt(II) and Ir(III) 
compounds, a detailed understanding of their excited state properties is still to be 
developed. Therefore, in this contribution, we study and compare the compounds 
Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) and Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) (4,6-dFppy = (4¢,6¢-difluorophenyl)

pyridinate, acac = acetylacetonate) with modern techniques of high-resolution 
optical spectroscopy down to cryogenic temperatures. The investigations will focus 
on a series of photophysical properties, such as zero-field splitting (ZFS) of the 
emitting T

1
 state into substates, individual decay times of the substates, vibrational 

satellite structures, excited state geometry changes, and matrix dependence of these 
properties. This information will lead us to assign the electronic transitions. Both 
compounds have the same chromophoric ligand (4,6-dFppy) and the same ancillary 
ligand (acac). This allows us, for example, to explore the influence of the central 
metal and the coordination geometry on properties of the emitting triplet state. The 
observed differences can largely be related to SOC routes to higher lying states that 
vary in effectiveness. For a better understanding, we will also give an introduction 
into theoretical models of SOC in organo-transition metal compounds. Moreover, 
the combined results of experiments at low temperature and of theoretical 
considerations will be set in relation to the materials’ photophysical performance at 
room temperature. This combined approach also leads to guidelines for the design 
of new efficient emitter materials for OLEDs.

2  Ambient Temperature Properties of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac)  
and Ir(4,6-dFppy)2(acac)

In this section we introduce to the photophysical properties of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) 
and Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) at ambient temperature and to some OLED applications. 

Both compounds were first synthesized by Thompson and coworkers [44, 45].
Figure 1 shows absorption and emission spectra measured at ambient temperature 

in CH
2
Cl

2
. The absorption spectrum of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) is slightly better 

resolved than that of Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac). This is connected with the higher density 

of states of the Ir(III) compared to the Pt(II) complex due to the additional chromo-
phoric ligand and the higher number of vibrational modes in Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac). 

For both compounds, the strong transitions below »350 nm are assigned to be largely 
of ligand centered (LC) character, while the absorptions between »350 and »420 nm 
are classified as transitions from the singlet ground state to excited singlet states of 
strong metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT, metal 5d-(4,6-dFppy)p*) parentage. 
The weak transitions in the long wavelength regions of the absorption spectra have 
been scaled up by a factor of 60 (Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac)) and 15 (Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac)), 
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respectively. Due to resonance with the respective high-energy emission flanks, the 
transitions near 21,700 cm−1 (461 nm, Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac)) and 21,500 cm−1 
(465 nm, Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac)) can be related to the electronic transitions from the 

singlet ground state S
0
 to the respective lowest triplet state T

1
. Details will be dis-

cussed in Sects. 3.1 and 4.1.
The emission spectrum of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) shows a series of resolved bands. 

The most intense one at 21,400 cm−1 (467 nm) corresponds to the electronic T
1
 → S

0
 

transition (involving ground state phonons, see below), while a second distinct band, 
peaking at 20,000 cm−1 (500 nm), is involving overlapping intra-ligand vibrations. 
The additional peaks at lower energy are assigned to vibrational progressions and/or 
combinations. Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) exhibits an emission maximum at 20,500 cm−1 

(488 nm), which is related to the electronic transition from the T
1
 state to the S

0
 state. 

A second distinct peak at 19,400 cm−1 (515 nm) corresponds to overlapping vibra-
tional satellites. The lower resolution of the emission spectrum of Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) 

as compared to the one of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) is caused by significantly higher 
intensities of metal–ligand (M–L) vibrational satellites in the spectral region below 
»600 cm−1 relative to the electronic origin for the Ir(III) complex. These M–L satellites 
lead to a pronounced smearing out of the ambient temperature spectrum [46, 47]. 
The occurrence of high-intensity vibrational M–L satellites is a consequence of a 
high MLCT character of the emitting state. A comparable situation was also found 
for Ir(ppy)

3
 [48]. In contrast, the better resolvable emission of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) 

indicates a largely LC character of the emitting triplet. However, these coarse assign-
ments should not be taken too strictly, since interactions of the compound with the 
matrix, for example electron–phonon interactions, may also result in substantial 
broadenings (see Sect. 4.3) [49].

Distinct differences between the two compounds are also found in the emission 
decay times and the emission quantum yields. The phosphorescence of Pt(4,6-
dFppy)(acac) decays with 0.3 µs and the quantum yield amounts only to f

PL
 = 2% in 

Fig. 1 Absorption and emission spectra of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) and Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac) in 

CH
2
Cl

2
 (c » 10−5 mol L−1, l

exc
 = 300 nm) at T = 300 K. The dashed lines, showing the absorptions 

in the region of the lowest excited state, are scaled by the given factors (compare [50, 108])
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deaerated solution [27, 44], while for Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac) values of 1.2 µs and 

f
PL

 = 64% are found [50]. The low quantum yield and the very short decay time of 
the Pt(II) compound can be ascribed to a relatively close-lying quenching dd* state, 
which gets thermally activated at ambient conditions.1

As also observed for other Pt(II) compounds [23, 24, 29–34], Pt(4,6-dFppy)
(acac) has a strong tendency to form excimers or aggregates in concentrated solu-
tions and solid films, respectively. The concentration-dependent excimer formation 
in solution has been investigated in detail [51], as well as the concentration- and 
temperature dependent dynamics of aggregate formation in solid films [52]. A balanced 
combination of the blue–green monomer and the red aggregate emission covers a 
large spectral range of the visible light. Thus, this phenomenon could be utilized for 
efficient white light emitting OLEDs [31, 37–40]. Recently, an efficient device with 
a power efficiency of 12.6 lm W−1 and an external quantum efficiency of 15.9% at 
500 cd m−2, based on Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) doped in the host material 26mCPy 
(2,6-bis(N-carbazolyl)pyridine), was reported [40].

Despite the remarkable quantum yield and the relatively short emission decay 
time of Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac), much less research work has been published than for 

the related famous compound Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(pic) (FIrpic, pic = picolinate), which 

exhibits a 15 nm blue shifted emission compared to Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac) [50, 53]. 

Therefore, Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(pic) is a more suited dopant for highly desired blue-

emitting OLEDs [17, 54–56]. It is noted that by the implementation of strongly 
electron-withdrawing ancillary ligands, further shifts towards a deep blue emission 
could be achieved [45, 57, 58].

3  Detailed Studies of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac)

At ambient temperature, much information on the emitting triplet state and the 
related photophysical properties is lost due to thermal broadening or electron–
phonon coupling and thermalization effects. Therefore, a detailed characterization 
is not feasible. At cryogenic temperatures, however, highly resolved and thus very 
informative emission and excitation spectra are obtainable. But this requires a suit-
able host. For example, for planar systems like Pd(II) [59–62] or Pt(II) compounds 
[32, 63–65] as well as many organic molecules [66–70], it has been shown that by 
use of linear alkanes as hosts – the so-called Shpol’skii matrices [66] – highly 
resolved electronic and vibronic spectra can be obtained. The resulting spectra are 
often more than a hundred times better resolved than found with glass forming or 
amorphous matrices.

When Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) is dissolved (doped) at low concentration (c » 10−5 mol L−1) 
in n-octane and cooled to cryogenic temperatures, for example to 4.2 K, a well resolved 

1For Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in a PMMA film, a distinctly higher quantum yield of 40% is found. This 
can be explained with a destabilization of quenching dd* states in the rigid PMMA host compared 
to fluid solutions.
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emission is found [71]. After UV excitation, it consists of a manifold of narrow lines 
with halfwidths of only a few cm –1 and a weak background (not shown). These lines 
correspond to a number of discrete sites of dopant molecules in the n-octane matrix. 
Using a tunable dye laser, a specific site can be excited selectively. For this purpose, the 
site of lowest energy was chosen, since its emission is well detectable and a perturbing 
excitation of higher lying sites can be avoided. In Fig. 2, the drastic effects of this 
strategy are illustrated by comparing the selectively excited emission spectrum of 
Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane, measured at T = 4.2 K, to the emission at ambient 
temperature in the same solvent.

3.1  Electronic 0–0 Transitions

In this section, we will focus on the purely electronic 0–0 transitions between the 
substates of the emitting T

1
 state of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane and the singlet 

ground state. Figure 3 shows a selectively detected excitation spectrum of the 
region of the electronic origins of the main site measured at T = 1.2 K (a) and seve-
ral selectively excited emission spectra at different temperatures (b). At T = 1.2 K, 
the line at 21,453 cm−1 exhibits the highest intensity in emission. It can be assigned 
as purely electronic 0–0 transition I → 0 from the lowest T

1
 substate I to the singlet 

ground state. At an energy of 21,461 cm−1 a second, weaker line can be observed. 
With temperature increase it drastically gains intensity and slightly broadens. It will 
be proven below that this line represents two purely electronic 0–0 transitions from the 
higher lying T

1
 substates II and III to the ground state. These two lines cannot be 

resolved in the frame of the experimental resolution of »1 cm−1. The assignment of 
the lines at 21,453 and 21,461 cm−1 as purely electronic transitions is substantiated 

Fig. 2 Comparison of the emission spectra of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane (c » 10−5 mol L−1) 
at T = 300 K (l

exc
 = 370 nm) and at T = 4.2 K. The 4.2 K spectrum represents the emission of the 

dominant low energy site, which was excited selectively into a vibrational satellite of the transition 
0 → II/III at 22,161 cm−1 (21,461 + 700 cm−1 vibration) (see Sect. 3.3) (compare also [71])
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by the fact that they appear resonantly in excitation and in emission and that the 
vibrational modes identified in the vibrational satellite structures, as will be discussed 
in Sect. 3.3, fit only to just these electronic transitions.

The excitation line I → 0 occurs only with very weak intensity (note the scaling 
factor of 30 in Fig. 3a), while the transitions 0 → II/III is relatively strong and by 
a factor of »190 more allowed. The additional lines observed in the emission and 
excitation spectra occurring 20 cm−1 at lower (higher) energy in emission (excita-
tion) with respect to the 0–0 transitions 0 ↔ II/III are assigned to local phonon 
satellites which stem from vibrations of the dopant in its matrix cage. A corresponding 
satellite also appears in the 40 K emission spectrum as “hot band.” Phonon satellites 
of similar energy are frequently observed in highly resolved spectra of transition 
metal compounds (for example, see [53, 63, 72] and Sect. 4.3).

Usually the triplet states of organo-transition metal compounds consist of three 
substates. However, the data presented allow us to identify only two 0–0 transitions. 
Therefore, Fig. 4 displays selectively excited emission spectra for the region of the 
electronic origins at high magnetic field strengths. Due to the Zeeman effect, dis-
tinct changes of the emission properties are expected with increasing B-field 
strength [49, 65, 71–77]. Indeed, the higher lying 0–0 transition at 21,461 cm−1 
splits. Thus, all three substates become observable under application of magnetic 
fields. At zero field, the substates II and III lie within an energy range »1 cm−1, 
while the splitting amounts to 9 cm−1 at B = 12 T.

Fig. 3 Emission and excitation spectra of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane at selected tempera-
tures. For the excitation spectrum (a), the emission was selectively detected at an energy of 
21,012 cm−1, which corresponds to a vibrational satellite of the transition I → 0 (21,453−441 cm−1 
vibration). Note the scaling factor of 30 for the transition 0 → I. The emission spectra (b) were 
recorded after selective excitation into a vibrational satellite of the transition 0 → II/III at 
22,161 cm−1 (21,461 + 700 cm−1 vibration) (compare [71])
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Other significant spectral changes are also observed. The total splitting increases 
from 8.3 cm−1 at B = 0 T to 24 cm−1 at B = 12 T. Moreover, due to the field induced 
mixings of the wave functions, the radiative allowedness of the transitions from the 
T

1
 substates to the ground state is strongly redistributed. The emission from the lowest 

B-field disturbed substate I(B) becomes dominant, while the transitions II(B) → 0 
and III(B) → 0 lose intensity. This is also displayed in the emission decay time of 
substate I at 1.5 K, which becomes as short as 12 µs at 12 T, while it amounts to 85 µs 
at zero-field (see next section). Due to this B-field induced increase of radiative 
allowedness, it also becomes possible to tune magnetically other important properties 
like the mechanisms of vibrational deactivation [78–82].

3.2  Thermalized Emission Decay

In Sect. 3.1 it was shown that, at zero magnetic field, the transitions 0 ↔ I and 0 
↔ II/III of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane exhibit distinctly different properties 
with respect to their emission intensities, i.e., their oscillator strengths (radiative 
allowedness). This behavior is also expected to be reflected in the individual 

Fig. 4 Emission spectra of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane at different magnetic field strengths. 
The temperature of 13 K was chosen to provide a significant thermal population of all sublevels 
The sample was selectively excited into the 700 cm−1 vibrational satellite of the transition 0 → II(B) 
(compare [71])
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emission decay times of the substates. At low temperature, for example at T = 1.2 K, 
one can often directly measure the decay time of the lowest substate. However, at 
higher temperature, usually only the thermalized emission decay time of the different 
substates is accessible from direct measurements, but not their individual decay 
times. Nevertheless, an indirect method can be applied to determine these values. 
Under the assumption of a fast thermalization, the occupation dynamics of excited 
states is governed by the expression [48, 49, 83–87]

 therm

d
,

d i i
i

N
k N k n

t
= − = −∑  (1)

where n
i
 denotes the Boltzmann occupation number and k

i
 is the total rate constant 

for depopulation of state i. N is the total occupation number of excited states and 
k

therm
 = 1/t

therm
 stands for the rate constant for depopulation of the thermalized sys-

tem of excited states. For three emitting states (i = I, II, III), the introduction of 
Boltzmann factors leads to the expression [48, 83–87]
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which describes the temperature dependence of the thermalized emission decay 
time. DE

II–I
 and DE

III–I
 are the energy differences between the substates I and II, and 

I and III, respectively. k
B
 is the Boltzmann constant. For a system of three excited 

states with the substates II and III being considered to be energetically almost 
degenerate, as observed for Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane, (2) simplifies to [71]
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with just one energy difference DE
II/III–I

 and a combined rate constant k
II/III

 = 
 k

II
 + k

III
.

In Fig. 5, the measured temperature dependent thermalized emission decay 
time is depicted together with a fit according to (3). The fit provides the individual 
decay times of t

I
 = (85.0 ± 0.5) µs and t

II/III
 = (2.6 ± 0.2) µs, as well as an energy sepa-

ration of DE
II/III–I

 = (8.5 ± 0.5) cm−1. This latter value is in good agreement with the 
splitting of 8.3 cm−1 obtained from highly resolved spectra (see Sect. 3.1). The value 
for t

I
 of 85.0 µs corresponds to the measured decay time at T = 1.2 K, indicating 

a negligible thermal population of the higher lying substates at that temperature. 
The weak allowedness observed for the transition 0 → I (Fig. 3a) and the long 
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decay time indicate that substate I exhibits almost pure triplet character, while the 
relatively short decay time of the substates II/III of 2.6 µs and the much higher 
allowedness of the transitions 0 → II/III (Fig. 3a) show that these substates contain 
significant admixtures of higher lying singlet states.

Interestingly, the ratio of the rate constants k
II/III

 = 1/t
II/III

 = 3.85 × 105 s−1 and 
k

I
 = 1/t

I
 = 1.2 × 104 s−1 (as determined by the fitting procedure) amounts only to »32, and 

thus does not reach the value of 190, as one might conclude from the observed inten-
sity ratio of the electronic 0–0 transitions as determined from the excitation spectrum 
(Fig. 3a). However, both values are only comparable if the involved states exhibit 
identical radiative and nonradiative deactivation paths/mechanisms. In the next 
section, it will be shown that the vibrational satellite structures in the emission of the 
substates II/III and I are induced by completely different vibronic mechanisms.

3.3  Vibrational Satellite Structures

The vibrational satellite structures in the highly resolved emission of Pt(4,6-dFppy)
(acac) in n-octane display the different properties of the triplet substates in a very 
characteristic manner. Figure 6 shows the selectively excited emission spectra in 
n-octane at temperatures of 1.2, 4.2, and 20 K, together with a spectrum obtained 
at 77 K for comparison.

The low temperature spectra clearly display the electronic 0–0 transitions and a large 
number of vibrational satellites. Many of these correspond to fundamental vibrations. 

Fig. 5 Thermalized emission decay time of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane vs temperature. For 
temperatures of T £ 2 K, the emission was detected at the energy of the 0–0 transition I → 0, while 
for T > 2 K, detection at the energy of the 0–0 transition II/III → 0 was chosen. The solid line 
represents a fit of (3) to the experimental data. The results obtained from the fit are shown in the 
inset (compare [71])
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Low energy modes with energies up to »100 cm−1 relative to the electronic 0–0 
transitions are largely determined by vibrations of the dopant in its matrix cage. 
They represent so-called local phonon modes (see, for example, the 20 cm−1 line in 
Figs. 3 and 6 and compare the spectra displayed in Sect. 4.3 for Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac)). 

It should be noted that a mixing of low energy vibrations of the compound with 
such dopant-cage modes is still obvious up to »150 cm−1 [62]. Overlapping with 
this energy range up to 500/600 cm−1, M–L vibrations can be found (for example 
I – 441 cm−1, II/III – 530 cm−1), while vibrations with fundamentals higher than 
»600 cm−1 can usually be assigned as internal ligand modes (for example II/III – 
1,056 cm−1, II/III – 1,570 cm−1) [63].

The spectrum at T = 1.2 K is dominated by the emission from the lowest T
1
 sub-

state I. It can clearly be observed that the electronic 0–0 transition I → 0 at 21,453 
cm–1 is less intense than several vibrational satellites in the M–L range, such as the 
I – 344 cm−1 and I – 441 cm−1 modes. Obviously, the radiative deactivation at the 
purely electronic transition is less efficient than the radiative deactivation involving 
vibrational modes. Moreover, for these fundamental vibrations no progressions 
occur. In analogy to the extensive investigations carried out with Pt(2-thpy)

2
 [46, 49, 

63, 88], it can be concluded that the observed vibrational satellite structure is mainly 
induced by processes of vibronic coupling of substate I to higher lying states. This type 
of coupling, called Herzberg–Teller (HT) coupling [63, 81, 89–93], is of particular 
importance if the electronic 0–0 transition is only weakly allowed. The satellites of 
HT active vibrational fundamentals represent so-called “false origins.”

Fig. 6 Emission spectra of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane (c » 10−5 mol L−1) at different tem-
peratures after selective excitation at 22,161 cm−1 (vibrational satellite of the 0 → II/III transition, 
(21,461 + 700) cm−1). The energies of the vibrational satellites are given relative to the respective 
electronic 0–0 transitions (compare [108]). Note the scaling factors in the spectra. For comparison, 
the emission spectrum at 77 K in the same solvent is also depicted (l

exc
 = 370 nm)
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With temperature increase to 4.2 K, a completely different situation develops. 
Now, the emission stems dominantly from the substates II/III, which carry much 
higher allowedness with respect to the purely electronic transition to the ground 
state at 21,461 cm–1. As consequence, the vibrational modes, which are active in the 
emission process, are different from those found in the emission of substate I at 
T = 1.2 K. In particular, for several fundamentals such as the 1,056 and 1,497 cm−1 
modes, one can also observe weak second members of progressions (not displayed in 
Fig. 6). Therefore, it can be concluded that these modes represent totally symmetric 
Franck–Condon (FC) active modes [63, 90, 94–97]. The assignment concerning FC 
activity is in accordance with the observation that many of the FC modes (e.g., 530, 
743, 1,056 cm−1) are also built upon the false origins and occur as combinations in the 
1.2 K spectrum. Using the equation (see for example [49, 63, 95–98])

 
1

· ,v

v

I
S v

I −

=  (4)

where v is the vibrational quantum number and I
v
 is the intensity of the respective 

member of the FC progression, one can easily determine the Huang–Rhys param-
eter S for a specific FC active mode. This parameter is related to the FC factor for 
the corresponding transition and gives quantitative information about the shifts of 
nuclear equilibrium positions along the coordinates of the involved totally sym-
metric vibrations. For the modes II/III – 1,056 cm−1 and II/III – 1,497 cm−1 one finds 
values of S » 0.2. This indicates relatively small geometry changes between the 
singlet ground state and the T

1
 substates II/III – at least in the rigid n-octane matrix 

at cryogenic temperatures. Interestingly, the magnitude of S can be related to the 
nature of the excited state. For compounds with LC T

1
 states, like Pd(2-thpy)

2
 [63], 

[Pt(bpy)
2
]2+ [99], or [Rh(bpy)

3
]3+ [100], one finds larger values with S » 0.3, while 

for MLCT emitters like [Os(bpy)
3
]2+ [81], the Huang–Rhys factors are even smaller 

than 0.1. Thus, LC triplets are characterized by greater geometry changes of the 
ligands than observed for MLCT triplets. This behavior is a consequence of a larger 
smearing out of charge density changes induced by an excitation process for a 
MLCT than for a LC triplet [49, 63, 81]. Due to this correlation, it is indicated for 
Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) that the emitting state is largely of 3LC character with only 
moderate MLCT perturbation (compare also Sect. 5).

Further temperature increase from 4.2 to 20 K does not lead to significant changes 
of the emission. Interestingly, the most intense HT induced satellites of substate 
I (e.g., 344, 441 cm−1) can still be detected at 20 K. Vibronic coupling with respect to 
substate I seems to be very strong for these specific HT active modes. Although the 
vibrational satellite structure at 20 K is dominated by the emission stemming from 
the substates II/III, several weak satellites from substate I are also observed.

In summary, the substates I and II/III of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane exhibit 
different vibrational deactivation mechanisms. Since a huge amount of emission 
intensity stemming from substate I is carried by the vibrational satellites, the rate 
constant k

I
 is more dominantly governed by deactivation involving vibrational 

modes than it is the case for k
II/III

 due to the relatively large portion of the emission 
intensity from the substates II/III in the electronic 0–0 transitions. As a consequence, 
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the decay time t
I
 is shorter than expected from the ratio of k

II/III
/k

I
 » 190 as deter-

mined from the excitation spectrum (compare Fig. 3 and Sects. 3.1 and 3.2).

3.4  Zero-Field Splittings at Different Sites  
and in Different Hosts

The properties of the lowest triplet state of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane are 
nearly independent of the site chosen. An investigation of two other discrete sites 
reveals ZFS values which do not deviate significantly from the values observed for 
the main site. Furthermore, even different host materials do not lead to remarkable 
changes. Corresponding data are summarized in Table 1. For CH

2
Cl

2
 the splitting 

could be measured directly by site-selective spectroscopy of one discrete site, while 
for THF only a broadband spectrum was obtained. In this case, the ZFS was 
obtained from the temperature dependence of the thermalized emission decay time 
by a fit of (3) as described in Sect 3.2.

Note that for Ir(III) compounds a different situation is often found. Usually, they 
exhibit a relatively strong dependence of the ZFS and the triplet substate properties 
on the individual site and the host, respectively. These important differences will be 
further discussed in Sect. 4.4.

4  Detailed Studies of Ir(4,6-dFppy)2(acac)

In Sect. 3, it was shown that polycrystalline n-alkanes often represent excellent host 
materials for high-resolution spectroscopy of planar molecules like organometallic 
Pt(II) compounds. However, for quasi-octahedral Ir(III) compounds, only a few 
examples are known, for which highly resolved spectra have been obtained in 
n-alkane matrices [72, 101–103]. Recently, it has been shown that CH

2
Cl

2
 cooled to 

cryogenic temperatures represents a suitable host material for several Ir(III) com-
pounds. By use of this matrix, high-resolution spectroscopic characterizations of the 
red emitting Ir(btp)

2
(acac) [72, 101], the blue–green emitting Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(pic) 

[53], and Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac) [50] could be carried out.

Table 1 Zero-field splitting values of the emitting triplet state of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) at 
different sites of the compound in n-octane and in different matrices [107]

Matrix n-octane CH
2
Cl

2
THF

Site Aa Site B Site C

0–0 transition 0 ↔ I (cm−1) 21,453 21,574 21,612 21,858
DE

II/III–I
 (cm−1) 8.3 7.9 8.6 9.1 8.6

aMain site, see Sects. 3.1–3.3
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4.1  Electronic 0–0 Transitions

Similarly to the situation found for Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane, several discrete 
sites are observed in the nonselectively excited emission spectrum of Ir(4,6-
dFppy)

2
(acac) in CH

2
Cl

2
 at 4.2 K (not shown, but compare [50]). However, for the 

Ir(III) compound the inhomogeneously broadened background is much more 
intense. In Fig. 7, site-selectively excited emission spectra at different temperatures 
and a site-selectively detected excitation spectrum are displayed for the region of the 
electronic 0–0 transitions of the site of lowest energy, denoted as site A.

The emission spectrum measured at T = 1.7 K shows one intense line at 
21,025 cm−1, which represents the purely electronic 0–0 transition from the lowest 
T

1
 substate I to the singlet ground state 0. With increasing temperature, an additional 

line appears at 21,041 cm−1. This line results from the electronic 0–0 transition II → 0. 
With further temperature increase, line II gains intensity, but even at T = 15 K line I 
is still the most intense one. In the excitation spectrum, two lines at 21,041 and 
21,134 cm−1 can be observed. The weak peak at lower energy is in resonance with 
the corresponding emission line as expected for an electronic 0–0 transition. Since 
no other line is observable in the relevant energy range, the line at 21,134 cm−1 can 
be assigned to the 0–0 transition from the singlet ground state to the highest T

1
 sub-

state III. The intensity ratio obtained from the excitation spectrum reveals that the 
transition 0 → III is by a factor of »21 more allowed than the transition 0 → II. Thus, 
the transition between triplet substate III and the singlet ground state 0 carries by far 

Fig. 7 Emission and excitation spectra of site A of Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac) in CH

2
Cl

2
 at different tem-

peratures. For the excitation spectrum (a), the emission was detected at an energy of 21,025 cm−1, 
which corresponds to the electronic 0–0 transition I → 0. The emission spectra (b) were recorded 
after selective excitation of the 0–0 transition 0 → III at 21,134 cm−1 (compare [50])
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the highest oscillator strength (radiative allowedness). In the next section it will be 
shown that it mainly governs the emission properties at ambient temperature.

4.2  Thermalized Emission Decay

Since only the lowest T
1
 substate I emits at T = 1.7 K (Fig. 7b), its decay time can 

be measured directly, it amounts to t
I
 = 44 µs. The decay times of the two higher 

lying substates have to be determined from the thermalized emission decay, as 
described in Sect. 3.2. The temperature dependence of the emission decay time of 
Ir(4,6-dfppy)

2
(acac) is different when compared to the situation found for Pt(4,6-

dFppy)(acac). Temperature increase up to about 4 K does not lead to a significant 
decrease of the decay time. This indicates that the emission in this temperature 
range stems almost exclusively from substate I. This is in accordance with the 
results obtained from highly resolved spectra (Fig. 7b). The individual decay times 
of the three substates result from a fit of (2) to the measured decay times, as 
depicted in Fig. 8. The obtained decay time for substate I of t

I
 = 44 µs corresponds 

to the one measured at T = 1.7 K.
The fitting procedure is performed with fixed ZFS values of DE

II–I
 = 16 cm−1 and 

DE
III–I

 = 109 cm−1 which are known from highly resolved spectra (Fig. 7). For the 
ratio of rate constants k

III
/k

II
, a value of 22 is found, which is in good agreement 

Fig. 8 Thermalized emission decay time of site A of Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac) in CH

2
Cl

2
 vs temperature. 

The emission was detected at the energy of the 0–0 transition I → 0 at 21,025 cm−1. The solid line 
represents a fit of (2) to the experimental data. The fit was performed with fixed values for DE

II–I
 

and DE
III–I

, which are known from highly resolved spectra (see above). The results obtained from 
the fit are shown in the inset (compare [50])
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with the ratio determined from the excitation spectrum as shown in Fig. 7a. This 
behavior indicates comparable radiative and nonradiative deactivation mechanisms 
of the substates II and III.

4.3  Vibrational Satellite Structure

In Fig. 9, the selectively excited emission spectra of site A of Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac) 

in CH
2
Cl

2
 at 1.7 and 10 K are displayed together with a spectrum obtained at 77 K 

for comparison.
Comparable to the situation found for Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) (Sect. 3.3), the 

spectrum at 1.7 K consists of narrow emission lines. However, a more intense inho-
mogeneous background is present, indicating less well defined orientations of 
the chromophores in the matrix than observed for Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane. 
The electronic 0–0 transition I → 0 at 21,025 cm–1 represents by far the most intense 
peak, in contrast to the situation found for the 0–0 transition I → 0 of Pt(4,6-dFppy)
(acac) in n-octane (Sect. 3.3). This indicates that the electronic transition I → 0 of 
Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) in CH

2
Cl

2
 is allowed by direct SOC and that processes of spin-

vibronic HT coupling are of minor importance [49, 63, 88, 92]. Presumably, the 
vibrational satellite structure in the emission of substate I can be assigned to result 
from FC activity. Due to the weak intensities of the satellites that correspond to 
fundamental vibrations and due to the relatively intense background, second members 
of FC progressions could not be resolved. Most (intra-ligand) vibrational satellites, 

Fig. 9 Emission spectra of site A of Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac) in CH

2
Cl

2
 at T = 1.7 and 10 K after 

selective excitation of the electronic 0–0 transition 0 → III at 21,134 cm−1. For comparison, the 
emission spectrum at T = 77 K is also depicted
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which were assigned to totally symmetric FC modes observed in the emission of the 
substates II/III of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) (Sect. 3.3), can also be observed in the emis-
sion of substate I of Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac). In Table 2, the corresponding vibrational 

energies are summarized for Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac) in CH

2
Cl

2
 and Pt(4,6-dFppy)

(acac) in n-octane and CH
2
Cl

2
, respectively. In cases where the vibrational ener-

gies show differences of more than 5 cm−1, the given correlations are substantiated 
due to the observed intensity patterns in the respective emission spectra. Interestingly, 
the energies of all prominent modes observed in emission fit well to the vibrational 
energies of the free 4,6-dFppy ligand as determined from a Raman spectrum. This 
supports the assumption that, for both compounds, 4,6-dFppy can be regarded as 
chromophoric ligand, while the ancillary ligand acac is not directly involved in the 
emission process. A corresponding interpretation also results from a recent theoretical 
investigation of Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) [104].

In the emission of substate I of Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac), distinctly more vibrational 

satellites are found in the range of M–L vibrations (up to 500/600 cm−1) than in 
the emission of the substates II/III of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac). The relatively high-
intensity of the corresponding satellites is characteristic of a large participation 
of the central metal ion – in particular of the d-orbitals – in the emitting triplet 
state of Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac). Among other effects, these M–L vibrational satel-

lites are responsible for a smearing out of the emission spectra at ambient tempera-
ture. This effect is more distinct for Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) than for Pt(4,6-dFppy)

(acac) (compare Fig. 9 to Fig. 6).
The temperature dependence of the selectively excited emission spectra in Fig. 9 

is very different from the situation observed for Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) (Fig. 6).  

Table 2 Comparison of intra-ligand vibrational energies as determined from emission spectra of 
the main sites of Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) in CH

2
Cl

2
 (T = 1.7 K, electronic 0–0 transition I → 0 at 

21,025 cm−1) and of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in CH
2
Cl

2
 (T = 4.2 K, electronic 0–0 transition II/III → 0 

at 21,867 cm−1) [107] and in n-octane (T = 4.2 K, electronic 0–0 transition II/III → 0 at 21,461 cm−1), 
respectively (compare Sect. 3.3). Corresponding vibrational energies of the free (4,6-dFppy) ligand, 
determined from a Raman spectrum (T = 298 K, neat ligand), are also given [53]

Vibrational satellites in emission (cm−1) Raman (cm−1)

Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac) in CH

2
Cl

2
a Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) 

in CH
2
Cl

2
b

Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) 
in n-octanec

4,6-dFppyd

  737   739   743   740
  788   785
  996   994   990   994
1,046 1,054 1,056 1,056
1,170 1,165 1,168
1,301 1,304 1,310 1,305
1,487 1,488 1,497
1,564 1,563 1,570 1,570
a This section
b  [107]
c Sect. 3.3
d  [53]
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For Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac) at 1.7 K, the electronic 0–0 transition I → 0 is the dominant 

line and much more intense than the resolved vibrational satellites, which sit on the 
inhomogeneously broadened background. When the temperature is increased to 
T = 10 K, the electronic 0–0 transition II → 0 grows in at 21,041 cm–1 (see also 
Fig. 7b). Independent from this effect, the spectrum becomes very broad and the 
narrow lines corresponding to vibrational satellites can be observed only weakly. 
The huge difference in the temperature dependence of the emission spectra of 
Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) compared to Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) can be related to signifi-

cantly different homogeneous broadening processes due to electron–phonon cou-
pling, involving low energy vibrations or librations2 in the optical transition. (For 
details see for example [49, 96, 105, 106].) The temperature dependent coupling is 
significantly stronger for Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) in CH

2
Cl

2
 than for Pt(4,6-dFppy)

(acac) in n-octane. Since highly resolved spectra – and thus, weak electron–phonon 
coupling – can be registered for Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in CH

2
Cl

2
 even at 20 K [107], 

the observed differences do not solely depend on the host. Presumably, electron–
phonon coupling is larger for compounds with emitting MLCT states, as in Ir(4,6-
dFppy)

2
(acac), than for dominantly LC states, as in Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac). This is 

due to a more distinct redistribution of charges in the course of a MLCT, compared 
to a LC transition.

4.4  Matrix Dependence of T
1
 State Properties

In contrast to the situation observed for Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac), the photophysical 
properties of Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) depend distinctly on the individual site and on 

the host material [50]. A similar behavior has also been observed for other Ir(III) 
compounds [53, 72, 101, 106]. Table 3 summarizes characteristic data for Ir(4,6-
dFppy)

2
(acac). The spectroscopic discussion presented above refers to a prominent 

low energy site (site A). Another intense site of higher energy observed in CH
2
Cl

2
 

(site B) exhibits distinctly smaller ZFS parameters than determined for site A 
(Sect. 4.1). For the host material THF, giving only broadband spectra at cryogenic 
temperatures, nonmonoexponential emission decay curves were observed in a wide 

Table 3 Zero-field splitting values of two discrete sites of  
Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) in CH

2
Cl

2
 and ZFS ranges in THF [50]

Matrix CH
2
Cl

2
THF

Site A Site B

0–0 transition 0 ↔ I (cm−1) 21,025 21,570
DE

II–I
 (cm−1)    16    13 10–15

DE
III–I

 (cm−1)    109    92 80–125

2 Librations are hindered rotational modes of the doped complex in its matrix cage.
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temperature regime [50]. This behavior can be explained with a spread of ZFS 
values and individual decay times. Upper and lower limits for these spreads can be 
determined by approximating short and long components of the nonmonoexponential 
decay curves and by using these for the analysis of the temperature dependence of 
the emission decay time according to (2) [53]. The ranges determined for THF 
largely correspond to the values observed for the discrete sites in CH

2
Cl

2
. An inter-

pretation of this unexpected behavior of matrix- and site-dependent T
1
 state properties 

will be given below (Sect. 7).

5  Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) and Ir(4,6-dFppy)2(acac): Energy Level 
Diagrams, Zero-Field Splittings, and Decay Times

The results presented in the previous sections allow us to derive energy level dia-
grams for the T

1
 states of the main sites of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane and of 

Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac) in CH

2
Cl

2
. They are depicted in Fig. 10.

As a most remarkable difference, the total zero-field splitting DE(ZFS) = DE
III–I

 
is more than one order of magnitude larger for the Ir(III) than for the Pt(II) com-
pound. Further, the decay time t

III
 is significantly shorter. Moreover, the DE(ZFS) 

values and individual emission decay times are found to exhibit distinct site- and 
matrix-dependences for Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac), while these parameters are much less 

affected for Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac).

Fig. 10 Energy level diagrams for the T
1
 states of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) in n-octane and Ir(4,6-

dFppy)
2
(acac) in CH

2
Cl

2
. For both compounds, the data refer to the respective low energy sites 

(compare [50, 71])
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In particular, the magnitude of DE(ZFS) represents an important ordering 
parameter. It is determined by SOC to higher lying singlet and triplet states and 
displays the amount of MLCT character in the emitting state. Thus, the metal 
involvement in the corresponding wave function can be assessed [12, 49, 63, 108]. 
Compounds with small DE(ZFS) values of, for example only several cm−1, exhibit 
ligand centered 3LC (3pp*) emitting states with only small or moderate MLCT 
contributions. Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) is a representative of this class of compounds. 
On the other hand, complexes with large splittings of the emitting triplet state of, 
for example several 10 cm−1, are normally assigned as 3MLCT emitters. Ir(4,6-
dFppy)

2
(acac) belongs to this group. TDDFT calculations [109] support this latter 

assignment. The extent of MLCT admixture or the contributions of the metal 
d-orbitals to the lowest triplet state govern the effectiveness of SOC, which deter-
mines ZFSs, radiative decay rates, and photoluminescence quantum yields. These 
properties are crucial for the performance of triplet emitters in OLEDs. Therefore, 
it is of high current interest to develop a deeper understanding of the impact of SOC 
in organo-transition metal compounds. This will be the focus of the next section.

6  Spin–Orbit Coupling: Theoretical Considerations

In this section, we will focus on SOC and its impact on the T
1
 state properties of 

organo-transition metal compounds. By relatively simple theoretical models, it is 
illustrated, how SOC distinctly influences photophysical properties, such as zero-field 
splittings, radiative rates of the T

1
 substates, and indirectly also the emission quantum 

yields. Quantitative calculations including SOC are still difficult, and only a few 
investigations are known [110–112]. Here, it is not attempted to provide any 
numerical data. Instead, trends will be derived and schemes are provided which are 
helpful for an understanding of the materials’ properties. In particular, the discussed 
models will allow us to rationalize the drastic differences as observed for the 
photophysical properties of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) and Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac).

6.1  General Aspects

In general, the sublevels of triplet states do not represent pure triplet substates, since 
they contain contributions from higher lying singlets due to SOC. Thus, the photo-
physical properties of the substates of the lowest triplet state T

1
 and of the correspond-

ing transitions to the singlet ground states are strongly altered. For example, the ZFSs 
can become orders of magnitude larger than the splittings which originate from spin–spin 
couplings. The latter effects have been extensively investigated for purely organic 
molecules [113–115]. In transition metal compounds with heavy metal centers, spin–spin 
coupling effects are relatively small compared to SOC effects [113, 116–118]. 
Thus, spin–spin coupling will be disregarded in the present discussion.
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In principle, all higher lying states can contribute to the T
1
 substates via SOC, if 

the corresponding symmetries fit. However, many of these SOC routes contribute 
little and can be neglected relative to a few dominating spin–orbit interactions. We 
will describe fundamentals of the coupling routes from a theoretical point of view 
and discuss requirements for efficient SOC in organometallic compounds. To make 
this chapter understandable for the non-specialist, we will start with definitions, 
which are necessary to fix notations. This will be followed by some relations 
between orbitals and states.

6.2  Some Definitions

For many-electron states (energy states), the spin–orbit operator H
SO

 is given as a sum 
of one-particle operators, i.e., the sum of h

SO,i
 operators for the single electron i:

 SO SO, .i
i

H h= ∑  (5)

Each h
SO,i

 is essentially the same operator acting on the coordinates and spins of 
a single electron. Thus, the argument i can be dropped for clarity. Each h

SO
 operator 

in turn is given (approximately) as sum of contributions of the atoms A in the 
molecule:

 SO SO ( ).
A

h h A= ∑  (6)

Each atomic contribution is of the form [113]

 SO ( ) ( ) ( )· ,Ah A r l A s= ξ
 

 (7)

where ( )l A


 is the angular momentum with respect to atom A, s


 is the spin of the 
electron, and x(r

A
) is a function of the distance r

A
 of the electron to the atom center 

A, describing the respective SOC strength [119]. The inner (scalar) product of the 
vectors ( )l A


 and s


 can be written in the equivalent forms

 
1

( )· ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( ) ],
2x x y y z z z zl A s l A s l A s l A s l A s l A s l A s+ − − += + + = + +

 
 (8)

in terms of the Cartesian components l
x
(A), l

y
(A), l

z
(A), s

x
(A), s

y
(A), s

z
(A) and 

the complex components l
+
(A) = l

x
(A) + il

y
(A), l

−
(A) = l

x
(A) − il

y
(A), s

+
 = s

x
 + is

y
, 

s
−
 = s

x
 − is

y
.

Spin–orbitals f can be written as products of spatial orbitals c times spin parts q:

 = =↑ ↓· with , .f c q q  (9)
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The arrows ↑and ↓ are equivalent to the frequently used spin notations a and b, 
respectively. Each spatial orbital may be considered as a linear combination of basis 
functions b

i
(A) centered at the various atoms A of the molecule (linear combination 

of atomic orbitals, LCAO), i.e., as a sum:

 
,

( , )· ( ),i i
A i

c A b Ac c= ∑  (10)

where c
i
(A,c) denotes the coefficient of the i-th basis function at center A in the 

orbital c.
Matrix elements of h

SO
 can thus be expressed by a spatial part and a spin part 

which may be written in terms of the SOC constant3 ( )Az  for atom A and matrix 
elements of the angular momentum and of the spin:

 1 SO 2 1 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) · .h A A l A sf f z c c q q=
 

 (11)

This relation is a consequence of the Wigner–Eckart theorem; for example see [120].
The matrix elements of the spin operators are given in any text book of quantum 

mechanics. For the convenience of the reader, we give the non-vanishing values 

in units of h: + −↑ ↑ = ↓ ↓ = − ↑ ↓ = ↓ ↑ =
1 1

, , 1, 1
2 2z zs s s s . All other 

matrix elements of these three spin operators vanish. The matrix elements of s
x
 and 

of s
y
 are simple linear combinations of the above matrix elements. The matrix ele-

ments of the angular momentum operators display crucial photophysical properties 
and are discussed below in detail.

Inserting the LCAO expansions for c1 and c2 of the form of (10) in (11), the 
matrix element of the angular momentum operators, and hence the matrix element 
of h

SO
 on the left hand side of (11) is easily seen to be a linear combination of terms 

of the form

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ,i jX b B l A b C=


 (12)

where A, B, and C denote the various atoms (“centers”) of the molecule. According 
to the number of different centers in this expression, the matrix element X can be 
classified as one-, two-, or three-center contribution. Due to the exponential decay 
of the basis functions with increasing distance from the centers, the one-center 
matrix elements are usually much larger than corresponding two- and three-center 
matrix elements. These relations will be illustrated by examples later in this 
section.

3 The radial average of the function 2( )rAx   can be written as ( )hc Az  [119].
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6.3  Orbitals and States

For an introduction to electronic states and their creation from atomic/molecular 
orbitals, we first discuss a simple 3-orbital model, which consists of a p- and a p*-
orbital located at the ligands and a central metal d-orbital. First, from these orbitals 
many-electron states with pure spin will be constructed, i.e., pure singlets and 
triplets. This situation corresponds to the case of vanishing SOC. Later on, it will 
be explained, how SOC mixes the pure spin states.

In this model, three orbitals are occupied by four electrons. Thus, the ground 
state is given by a closed shell d2p2 electron configuration, which represents a 
singlet. In a first approximation, the lowest excited many-electron states are single 
excitations from the ground state: A single electron is taken from the doubly occu-
pied d- or p- orbital and put into the unoccupied p* orbital, with or without spin-
flip. The ground state and the excited states resulting from single excitations can be 
represented as Slater determinants [121]. Examples are given below. The spins of 
the electrons add up to the magnetic spin quantum number M

S
. Spins of doubly 

occupied orbitals add up to zero. Thus, the value of M
S
 is determined by the spins 

of the unpaired electrons. In the case of single excitations, two unpaired electrons 
result and the possible values of M

S
 are +1, 0, and −1. The values M

S
 = ±1 corre-

spond to substates of a triplet, while M
S
 = 0 describes either a singlet or a triplet 

substate. As will be seen, the correct substates are given by suitable sums or differ-
ences of the Slater determinants representing single excitations.

The resulting (sub)states are displayed in Fig. 11. The first state (Fig. 11a) is the 
triplet resulting from a p → p* single excitation, i.e., a ligand-centered (LC) triplet 
denoted as 3(pp*). The upper left index corresponds to the spin multiplicity (2S + 1) 
which is three for a triplet with a total spin quantum number of S = 1. The state 
consists of three substates with the M

S
 values of +1, 0, and −1. These are depicted 

as lower right indices. While the substates 3(pp*)
+1

 and 3(pp*)
−1

 are represented by 
single Slater determinants, the substate 3(pp*)

0
 is described by a sum of two Slater 

determinants. Further important singly-excited states in the discussed 3-orbital 
model are the LC singlet 1(pp*)

0
 (Fig. 11b), the metal-to-ligand charge transfer 

triplet 3(dp*)
MS

 (M
S
 = −1, 0, +1) (Fig. 11c), and the MLCT singlet 1(dp*)

0
 (Fig. 11d). 

For clarity, we drop the index M
s
 = 0 for singlet states from now on.

Later on it will be seen that at least one further metal d-orbital, denoted as d¢, is 
needed in order to understand SOC routes. This orbital is assumed to be also doubly 
occupied in the ground state. Hence, further MLCT singlets and triplets can be 
formed, which are completely analogous to the ones displayed in Fig. 11.

The energies of the many-electron states can be obtained in a crude approximation 
as the sum of the energies e(c) of the occupied molecular orbitals c, taking into 
account the occupancy n (n = 1, 2). This implies that, for instance, the energy differ-
ence of 1(pp*) (Fig. 11b) to the closed shell ground state is approximately given by 
DE = e(p*)−e(p). However, this crude approximation does not include the important 
singlet–triplet splitting, which stems from the exchange interaction (compare, for 
example, [119–121]).
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6.4  Spin–Orbit Coupling: General Aspects and Rules

In this section, SOC is discussed at first on the basis of the simplified orbital model 
as introduced above. In Fig. 12, examples of SOCs between different (sub)states are 
displayed. These couplings are effective in a different way. For a discussion of these 
examples, the following selection rules for SOC between singly-excited states 
are important:

Rule A:  Only if two states differ in just one spin–orbital, the SOC matrix element 
describing the coupling of these states will not vanish. Furthermore, the 
allowed differences in the magnetic spin quantum numbers between the 
states are DM

S
 = 0, ±1.

Rule B:  Only if the two differing spin–orbitals couple via h
SO

, there will be a 
coupling of the many-electron states.

These rules are a consequence of the fact that the spin–orbit operator for the 
many-electron states is a sum of one-particle operators according to (5) and the 
Slater–Condon rules for matrix elements between states of such operators [121]. 

Fig. 11 Selected single excitations and orbital occupations. Displayed are the energy diagrams in 
the 3-orbital model and the electron occupations of (a) a 3LC state, (b) a 1LC state, (c) a 3MLCT 
state, and (d) a 1MLCT state
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Additionally, it has to be taken into account that the diagonal elements of h
SO

 vanish 
(compare Rule E below) in order to see that two states possessing identical spin–
orbitals lead only to vanishing SOC matrix elements. By use of these rules the 
coupling between states can be greatly simplified and expressed by couplings of 
orbitals.

The resulting matrix elements of h
SO

 between orbitals can easily be evaluated by 
taking into account (11) and the fact that the SOC constants of the atoms at the ligands 
are much smaller than the SOC constant of the heavy metal ion [113]. Since each 
orbital decays exponentially with increasing distance from its center, the integrand 
of any matrix element of ( )l A


 according to (12) is small if the two considered 

orbitals are located at different centers as has been discussed at the end of Sect. 6.2. 
This is expressed in the following selection rules:

Rule C:  Significant SOC is only obtained if the corresponding spatial orbitals are 
located at the same center and if that center has a large SOC constant.

Rule D:  Only if both spatial orbitals are coupled by the angular momentum operator 
at the central metal ion, there will be a significant spin-orbit coupling.

As a consequence of these rules, it is appropriate to approximate h
SO

 by h
SO

(M) 
for the central metal ion M in the following.

Further, the orbital angular momentum is a purely imaginary Hermitian operator 
(for details, see, e.g., [121, 122]). Thus – and as explained in detail in the Appendix 
– another rule results:

Fig. 12 Illustration of spin–orbit coupling (SOC) between various states. Differing orbitals in the 
coupling states are marked with circles. In the schemes (a) to (c) cases of vanishing SOC 
are depicted, while (d) and (e) display situations of strong SOC. For details see the descriptions 
in the text (compare [108])
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Rule E:  The angular momentum operator never couples a real spatial orbital 
with itself.4

For an analysis of the different cases of SOC we now study several coupling situations 
as depicted in Fig. 12. In the first two examples, the emitting triplet state is regarded to 
be a ligand centered 3(pp*) state. In Fig. 12a, spin-orbit coupling between the M

S
 = +1 

substate of the LC triplet 3(pp*) and the MLCT singlet 1(dp*) is depicted. Note that 
the singlet contains two configurations with M

S
 = 0 (compare Fig. 11d). One of these 

two configurations (left hand side) differs in two orbitals from the 3(pp*)
+1

 substate. 
Thus, no SOC between this configuration and the 3(pp*)

+1
 substate occurs according 

to Rule A. The second 1(dp*) configuration (right hand side of Fig. 12a) differs in just 
one orbital from the 3(pp*)

+1
 substate. The corresponding configurations are related 

by moving an electron with spin-flip between the d- and the p-orbital (marked by 
circles). Using the rules for the matrix elements as outlined above and (7), (8), and 
(11), the SOC matrix element ( ) ( )31

SO 1
d * *Hp pp

+
 can be expressed in terms of

 + −↓ ↑ = ↓ ↑SO

( )
d ( ) d .

2

M
h l M s

z
p p  (13)

The matrix element of ( )l M+  between the spatial orbitals d and p is small, since 
the two orbitals are located at different centers and each decays exponentially with 
increasing distance from its center (Rule C). As consequence, the SOC between 
these orbitals and, thus, also SOC between the 1(dp*) state and the 3(pp*)

+1
 substate 

is small. Analogously to the described procedure, one can derive that SOC between 
the 1(dp*) state and the M

S
 = −1, 0 substates of the 3(pp*) state is also insignificant. 

Similar conclusions for SOC between 1(dp*) and 3(pp*) states were drawn by 
explicit calculations of matrix elements [123].

In Fig. 12b, SOC between the LC singlet 1(pp*) and the M
S
 = +1 substate of the 

LC triplet 3(pp*) is displayed. Since both configurations of the 1(pp*) state differ in 
just one spin–orbital from the 3(pp*)

+1
 substate, the coupling to the triplet substate 

can – in principle – occur via two possibilities. Again, the differing spin–orbitals are 
marked with circles. The matrix element ( ) ( )31

SO 1
* *Hpp pp

+
 can be expressed 

by a sum of

 + −↓ ↑ = ↓ ↑SO

( )
* * * ( ) *

2

M
h l M s

z
p p p p  (14)

and

4 This rule is frequently addressed in the discussion of intersystem crossing (ISC) and SOC 
between 1(pp*) and 3(pp*) states of purely organic molecules (compare [113]). For these mole-
cules, SOC is very weak. In this case, the matrix elements as expressed in (12) involve equal 
p-orbitals that are located on one C atom. The angular momentum operator acts on a p-orbital by 
rotating it by 90°. Thus, a matrix element of two orthogonal p-orbitals results, and this integral 
vanishes. A corresponding situation is discussed below by use of the example shown in Fig. 12b.
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 + −↓ ↑ = ↓ ↑SO

( )
( ) .

2

M
h l M s

z
p p p p  (15)

The resulting SOC for the states is negligible, since both the p- and the p*-orbital 
are not centered at the metal (Rule D). Moreover, and even more strictly, these 
matrix elements of the angular momentum operator vanish according to Rule E.

Now we assume that the emitting state is a pure 3(dp*) state. Figure 12c shows 
the coupling between the 1(dp*) state and the M

S
 = +1 substate of the MLCT triplet 

3(dp*). Analogous to the situation depicted in Fig. 12b, there are again two cou-
plings possible. Thus, the matrix element ( ) ( )31

SO 1
d * d *Hp p

+
 can be expressed 

by a sum of

 + −↓ ↑ = ↓ ↑SO

( )
* * * ( ) *

2

M
h l M s

z
p p p p  (16)

and

 + −↓ ↑ = ↓ ↑SO

( )
d d d ( ) d .

2

M
h l M s

z
 (17)

Since the l
+
(M) operator cannot couple an orbital with itself, both matrix elements 

involved in the sum vanish according to Rule E. Thus, SOC between a 1(dp*) state 
and a 3(dp*) substate involving the same d-orbital can be neglected.

On the other hand, if another d-orbital denoted as d¢ is involved, one obtains a 
different situation concerning SOC. Figure 12d depicts the coupling of the M

S
 = +1 

substate of the MLCT triplet 3(dp*) with the singlet MLCT state 1(d¢p*). Now just 
one configuration of the 1(d¢p*) state differs in just one spin–orbital from the 
3(dp*)

+1
 substate. The matrix element ( ) ( )31

SO 1
d' * *H dp p

+
 can be expressed in 

terms of

 + −↓ ↑ = ↓ ↑
( )

' ( ) '
2SO

M
d h d d l M d s

z
 (18)

Since both orbitals d and d¢ are situated at the central metal ion, their spin-orbit 
coupling is significant. Hence, the coupling between the corresponding (sub)states 
1(d¢p*) and 3(dp*)

+1
 can be large.

Another case of strong SOC is given by the coupling between 3(dp*)
+1

 and a tri-
plet MLCT substate involving the orbital d¢, for example 3(d¢p*)

+1
. In this situation, 

which is depicted in Fig. 12e, an evaluation of ( ) ( )33
SO1 1

d' * *H dp p
+ + according 

to the Slater–Condon rules results in

 SO ' '
( )

d d ( ) d ( ) d d ( ) d .
2

'z z z

M
h M l M s l M

z
z↓ ↓ = ↓ ↓ = −  (19)

Thus, a 3MLCT substate can exhibit efficient SOC with another 3MLCT substate 
involving a different d-orbital. However, the additional selection rule DM

S
 = 0, ±1 

has to be fulfilled.
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For completeness, it is remarked that couplings between different substates 
of the same 3MLCT state can be neglected according to Rule E. It is a good 
exercise for the interested reader to show that all nine matrix elements 

( ) ( )33
SO '

d * d *
S SM M

Hp p  with M
S
, M

S
¢ = −1, 0, 1 vanish. As consequence, the 

first-order energy corrections for the three degenerate substates of the ( )3 d *p  state 
are zero when perturbation theory is applied with H

SO
 as perturbation operator. 

Thus, the well-known second-order expressions for the energy correction may be 
used. Consequences will be discussed in the next section.

Although only the couplings between particular substates were treated explicitly, it 
should now be plausible for the reader that direct SOCs of ligand-centered triplets 
(e.g., 3(pp*)) to higher lying 1,3MLCT and 1,3LC states are small, while SOC between 
MLCT triplets and singlet or triplet MLCT states involving a different d-orbital can be 
significant.

6.5  Direct Spin–Orbit Coupling

The SOC paths explicitly treated above have important consequences on the photo-
physical properties of the substates of a 3MLCT state. Perturbation theory can be 
used to illustrate the effects in the simple 4-orbital model as introduced above in 
Fig. 12. When taking into account significant SOC of the 3(dp*)

+1
 substate with 

only the 1(d¢p*) state, as outlined above, the first-order corrected wave function 
SOC3

 + 1(d *)p  can be written as (compare also [113])

 
SOC3 3 1

 + 1  + 1(d *) ( d *) ( d ' *)ap p p= +  (20)

where in 3 1
 + 1 a(d *) (d *nd ' )p p  are the unperturbed wave functions. a represents 

the mixing coefficient and is expressed as

 
+

=
   −   

1 3
 + 1

3 1
1

(d ' *) (d *)

( *
 

) ( ' *)

SOH
a

E d E d

p p

p p
 (21)

3 1
1( *) and (d' *)E d Ep p+        are the energies of the unperturbed states. The effects 

of SOC on the energy stabilization of the 3(dp*)
+1

 substate can also be illustrated by 
perturbation theory. The first-order correction energy is zero [121]. In second-order, 
the corrected energy of 3(dp*)

+1
 is given as

 + +
+

 = +     −   
  

2
1 3

 + 13 3
1 1 3 1

1

'(d *) (d *)
( *) ( *)

( *) ( ' *)

SOC SOH
E d E d

E d E d

p p
p p

p p
 (22)

For clarity, we constrained our model on SOC with a single higher lying state, i.e., 
the 1(d¢p*) state. Since the SOC matrix elements (and thus the mixing coefficients 
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according to (21)) are usually of different magnitude for the coupling of the other 
substates of the 3(dp*) state and the 1(d¢p*) state, different energy stabilizations 
result. As a consequence, a SOC-induced zero-field splitting is obtained. Of course, 
taking – in a more realistic model – the coupling to further states into account, for 
example to the substates of the 3(d¢p*) state, leads to further terms on the right hand 
side of (22) involving further mixing coefficients similar to (21), and to further 
contributions to the ZFS (see also below, (33)).

The radiative rate for the transition from the 3(dp*)
+1

 substate to the singlet 
ground state is distinctly affected by SOC to higher lying singlet MLCT states. 
For the case of coupling with only the 1(d¢p*) state, the radiative rate constant for 
substate 3(dp*)

+1
 may be expressed as (compare also [113])

 ( )
4 3

3
1

2
1 3

1 1
03 3 1

1

( ' *) ( *)d d64
( * . ( ' *)

( *) ( ' *)
) · S d

3
SO SC Or

Hv
ek d

hc d
r

E E d

p p
p

p p
pp +

+

+

−

    
=

− 


 (23)

with v−  and er


 representing the transition energy in cm–1 and the electric dipole 
operator, respectively. The matrix element p 1

0S | (d ' *)er  represents the transition 
dipole moment between the electronic singlet ground state S

0
 and the 1(d¢p*) state. 

Note that the mixing coefficient a, as given by (21), multiplies the transition dipole 
moment in (23).

It is noted that the other substates of the 3(dp*) state experience different admixtures 
due to different mixing coefficients a and, thus, will get different radiative rates. 
If the coupling to further states is included, for example to other MLCT states, the 
corresponding mixing coefficients and transition dipole moments have to be 
included in the expression for the radiative rate constant.

6.6  Indirect Spin–Orbit Coupling

From the considerations in Sect. 6.4, it is obvious that, for the substates of a ligand-
centered triplet, i.e., for substates of a 3(pp*) state, direct SOC with higher lying 
singlet and triplet MLCT (sub)states is too weak to obtain significant radiative rates or 
zero-field splittings. However, for transition metal compounds with ligand-centered 
T

1
 states, much higher radiative rates than typical for organic molecules have been 

observed [60–65, 77, 123–127]. These results could be rationalized by taking into 
account configuration interaction (CI) of the LC T

1
 substates with higher lying 

MLCT and MC (metal centered) triplets [115, 116, 123, 124].
In the following description, we consider a very simplified 3-state model, 

consisting of the purely LC T
1
 substate 3(pp*)

+1
, the triplet MLCT substate 

3(dp*)
+1

, and the singlet MLCT state 1(d¢p*). This model is chosen to illustrate 
the perturbational approach and certainly does not contain all relevant physics. 
The situation is schematically depicted in Fig. 13.
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Both SOC and the coupling by CI in this 3-state model are described by the  
following model Hamiltonian matrix:

 

CI

CI SO

SO

3
1

3
1

1

( *) 0

( *)

0 ( '

d

d *)

E C

C E C

C E

pp

p

p

+

+

    
    

    

 (24)

with the matrix elements

 3 3
CI  + 1 CI  + 1(d *) ( *)C Hp pp=  (25)

and

 1 3
SO SO  + 1(d ' *) (d *)C Hp p=  (26)

The energies of the unperturbed (sub)states have been defined above. H
CI

 is the 
configuration interaction Hamiltonian, which describes essentially the electron–
electron interaction [128]. The off-diagonal terms are taken as the perturbation. The 
aim of this discussion is, at least for this simple model, to present the structure of 
the corresponding perturbational formulas. For example, it will be shown that dif-
ferent energy denominators occur, which are connected to the different states 
involved. In this model, we neglect any diagonal contributions to the model 
Hamilton operator and treat the matrix elements as real for simplicity.

In order to ease the discussion, we explain the effects of the CI perturbation first. 
Note that the selection rules DS = 0 and DM

S
 = 0 have to be fulfilled for CI. Thus, a 

triplet substate can configurationally mix only with the substates of higher lying 
triplets with the same M

S
 value. Thus, 3(pp*)

+1
 may configurationally mix with 

3(dp*)
+1

. Treating CI as the only perturbation, the wave function of the 3LC substate 
can be expressed as [115, 116, 123]

Fig. 13 Illustration of indirect spin-orbit coupling in a 3-state model. The 3LC substate 
3(pp*)

+1
 can mix via configuration interaction (CI) with the 3MLCT substate 3(dp*)

+1
, which 

contains admixtures of the higher lying 1MLCT state 1(d¢p*) via SOC
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CI3 3 3

 + 1  + 1  + 1( *) ( *) ,(d *) bππ = ππ + π  (27)

with the CI mixing coefficient

 3

3 3
 + 

3
1

1  + 1

1

(d *) (

( *) *)

*

(

)CIH
b

E dE

p pp

pp p+ +   −
=

  
 (28)

The linear combination in (27) corresponds to an eigenvector of the 2 × 2 submatrix 
of the matrix (24) in the upper left corner.

A large mixing coefficient b leads to a significant 3MLCT perturbation in the 3LC 
substate. It is stressed that CI is equally efficient for the three substates of a triplet. 
This means that the introduction of CI as perturbation leads neither to different 
energy stabilizations of the substates and thus, to any zero-field splitting when acting 
alone, nor to changes of the individual radiative rates. However, the admixed 3(dp*)

+1
 

substate in turn contains admixtures of the 1(d¢p*) state via SOC as discussed in 
Sect. 6.5. Thus, one has to deal with a combination of both CI and SOC as perturbation as 
described by the full matrix (24). To lowest order in the simultaneous perturbation, 
the wave function of the doubly perturbed 3LC substate can be expressed as

 
CI/SOC3 3 3 1

 + 1  + 1  + 1( *) ( *) (d *) ' (d ' ) *b a bππ = ππ + π π+  (29)

The coefficient b is defined in (28), and a¢ is given by

 

3

1
1

1
1

3( *)

(d ' *) (d *

(

)

' *)

SOH
a

dE E
'

p p

pp p
+

+

=
   −   

 (30)

Using the wave function given by (29), one obtains the following perturbational 
approximation for the energy shift of the 3(pp*)

+1
 substate:

 

( )

+ +

+ +

+ +

+

      

+
   −   

−
   −   

+
  − 

=

3 3
 + 1  + 1

3 3
 + 1  + 1

3 3 1
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3
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3 3
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3
1

 1  + 1
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(d *) (
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( *
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) ( *

d ' *) (d *)

)

.
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CI

CI

CI

/

O

CI S

S

OC

H

d

E E

E E

E E

E E

H

d

H H

pp pp

p pp

pp p

p pp

pp p

p pp p p
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2

1 3 3
1 1( *) . (' *) ( *)d dE Ep pp p

 (31)

The radiative rate for the electronic transition to the singlet ground state can be 
expressed as
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+ +

+

+
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   −   
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H

d
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hc E

H
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d

E

E E
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p p
p
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 (32)

Note that the combined mixing coefficient a¢b determines the radiative rate given by 
(32) (compare (28), (29), and (30)). According to (31) and (32), two matrix ele-
ments, one for CI and one for SOC, and two energy denominators determine the 
photophysical properties of the lowest triplet substate. As consequence, these indi-
rect SOC paths to the substates of a 3LC state have less influence on the ZFS and 
the radiative decay rates than direct SOC to the substates of a 3MLCT.

6.7  Trends in Realistic Systems

In a more realistic treatment of spin-orbit coupling in organo-transition metal com-
pounds, the simple 3-state or 4-state models, as presented above, do not hold, since 
there is a (large) number of higher lying singlet and triplet states which also have 
to be taken into account. As described above, many of these states can mix into the 
emitting triplet substates via direct or indirect SOC, if the symmetries of the cor-
responding wave functions fit and the selection rules for efficient SOC are fulfilled. 
In a more realistic description of direct SOC, the energies and radiative rates can 
be expressed by (33) and (34) as given below. Here, we apply the nomenclature as 
introduced in Sect. 3. This means that the lowest triplet state T

1
 is composed of the 

substates I, II, and III. If only direct SOC is considered, the energy E(i) of the triplet 
MLCT substate i (with i = I, II, III) is given as [49, 53, 108, 129]

 
〈 〈

= + +
− −∑ ∑1

2 2

n SO 1 m SO 1

T
, 1 n 1 m

T ( ) | T ( ) S | T ( )
( ) ,

[T [] ] ][ ]T T [Sn j m

j H i H i
E i E

E E E E
 (33)

while the radiative rate can be expressed by [49, 53, 108, 113, 130]

 
〈π

= 〈
−∑ 

2
4 3

m SO 1
0 m3

1 m

S | T ( )64
( ) · · S | S .

] ][T [S3
r

m

H i
k i er

E Ehc

n
 (34)

E[S
m
] and E[T

n
] are the unperturbed energies of higher lying singlet states S

m
 and 

triplet states T
n
. T

n
(j) characterizes a substate j of T

n
. (33) and (34) are the generali-

zations of (22) and (23), respectively. (34) shows that the expression for the radia-
tive rate involves dipole matrix elements of the structure 0 mS | Ser〈 

. Thus, the rate 
also depends on the allowedness of the singlet–singlet transitions between the 
mixing-in singlets and the electronic ground state, i.e., on their oscillator strengths. 
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On the other hand, SOC with the next higher lying 3MLCT state(s) presumably 
dominates the individual energy stabilization of the T

1
 substates due to the smaller 

energy denominators (E[T
1
] – E[T

n
]) as compared to (E[T

1
] – E[S

m
]).

The situation is different if the lowest triplet state represents a 3LC state. As 
outlined in Sect. 6.6, SOC becomes effective via CI. Thus, (33) and (34) have 
to be modified according to the procedure described in Sect. 6.6. This leads to 
complicated formulas, since a huge manifold of possible paths of CI and SOC to 
higher lying states/substates has to be considered. This is illustrated schematically 
in a simplified example as shown in Fig. 14. The relevant coupling paths of a 
substate of 3LC character to two higher lying singlet MLCT states and substates 
of two triplet MLCT states are depicted. According to the considerations of the 
previous sections, even in this simplified model two coupling paths of CI and 
three paths of SOC have to be included. The parameters a, b, g, d, and e in 
Fig. 14 represent mixing coefficients and display the contributions of the 
respective (sub)states in the emitting substate T

1
(i). It is noted that for these 

coupling paths different selection rules apply. For the CI paths, only couplings 
of substates with the same M

S
 value are possible, while for the SOC paths the 

rule DM
S
 = 0, ±1 applies. Moreover, the symmetries of the mixing states/substates 

have to be equal.
It is remarked that a perturbational approach, such as that carried out above, 

becomes rather complex. However, the radiative rate can generally be expressed by

 ( )
24 3

m 1 0 m3

64
( ) · S ,T ( ) · S | S ,

3
r

m

k i c i er
hc

nπ
= 〈∑ 

 (35)

where ( )m 1S ,T ( )c i  denotes the overall mixing coefficient of the singlet state S
m
 into 

the perturbed state T
1
(i), taking both SOC and CI into account. These mixing coef-

ficients may be computed by perturbation theory or by other means. It is noted that 
this expression for the radiative rate is a generalization of (32) and that the overall 
structure is formally still rather simple.

Fig. 14 Schematic illustration of SOC and configuration interaction (CI) routes being relevant for 
substate i of the lowest triplet state T

1
 of 3LC character in a five (sub)state model. i stands for one 

of the substates I, II, or III, while j and k represent substates of higher lying 3MLCT states that can 
couple according to the selection rules as given in the text. Note that the 1,3MLCT

1
 and 1,3MLCT

2
 

states involve different d-orbitals, but the same p* orbital
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6.8  Spin–Orbit Coupling and Coordination Geometry

The relations presented in the previous sections demonstrate that, both for direct 
and the indirect coupling paths, spin–orbit interactions are necessary to obtain a 
(distinct) zero-field splitting and a nonzero radiative rate. Moreover, (31) to (34) show 
that energy denominators, i.e., the energy differences between the unperturbed 
substate and the mixing states, also play an important role. The larger the energy 
denominator between two states, the smaller is their mixing via SOC or CI. Due to 
the necessary involvement of the central metal d-orbitals for SOC, one has to focus 
on the energy separations between the different d-orbitals. These separations depend 
significantly on the geometry of a compound, i.e., on the coordination geometry of 
the ligands around the central metal ion and on the ligand field splittings. This holds, 
since changes of the d-orbital energies lead to changes of the respective singlet and 
triplet MLCT state energies.

Figure 15 depicts the splittings of the central metal d-orbitals for (a) an octahe-
dral and a distorted octahedral compound and for (b) a square planar and a distorted 
square planar compound. For this model discussion, one p*-orbital is introduced to 
represent the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). In these simplified 
schemes, other unoccupied p*-orbitals and occupied p-orbitals are neglected for 
clarity. Thus, all considered electronic states are MLCT states with a central metal 
d-orbital as highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO).

Fig. 15 Schematic splitting of the d-orbitals in an octahedral and a distorted octahedral compound 
(a) and in a square-planar and a distorted square planar compound (b). In all cases a p*-orbital, 
representing the LUMO, is displayed in addition (compare [49, 108, 128])
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In the case of O
h
 symmetry, the d-orbitals split into sets of t

2g
 and e

g
-orbitals, 

separated by 10 Dq with Dq being the ligand field parameter [128, 131]. For metal 
ions with a d6 configuration, such as Ir(III), Os(II), and Ru(II), the t

2g
-shell is fully 

occupied, while for systems of relevance for OLED applications, the unoccupied 
e

g
-orbitals have to have energies high above the LUMO to prevent quenching 

induced by dd* states. For complexes with cyclometallating ligands, the O
h
 symmetry 

is not maintained. As a consequence, the orbitals of the t
2g

-manifold are no longer 
degenerate and split into the three orbitals d

1
, d

2
, and d

3
, according to the relevant 

symmetry and the distortion. However, they will still be rather proximate in energy 
[49, 108]. For [Ru(bpy)

3
]2+, for example, t

2g
-splittings of several hundred wavenumbers 

were determined [81, 132–134]. Due to the SOC routes discussed above and the not 
very large energy denominators, the substates of the lowest 3MLCT state 3(d

1
p*) 

can experience efficient SOC with the close-lying singlet states 1(d
2
p*) and 1(d

3
p*) 

and the substates of the triplets 3(d
2
p*) and 3(d

3
p*). As a consequence, large ZFSs and 

relatively high radiative rates for the transitions between the substates of the lowest 
triplet and the ground state can occur.

For distorted square-planar compounds a different situation is found. For central 
metal ions exhibiting a d8 electron configuration, such as Pt(II), the four lower lying 
d-orbitals are fully occupied. The ordering of these orbitals depends strongly on 
the nature and the bonding abilities of the coordinating ligands [128, 131, 135]. The 
depicted order, as shown in Fig. 15, is obtained from ligand field-theory without 
considering additional (back)bonding effects. The splittings between the occupied 
orbitals are relatively large, the unoccupied and antibonding 2 2d

x y−
 orbital being 

strongly destabilized and shifted to high energy. In analogy to the situation 
described above for distorted octahedral compounds, the substates of the lowest 
3MLCT state 3(d

1
p*) can exhibit efficient SOC with the singlet states 1(d

2
p*), 

1(d
3
p*) and 1(d

4
p*), as well as with the substates of the triplets 3(d

2
p*), 3(d

3
p*), and 

3(d
4
p*). However, the energy differences between d

1
 and the other occupied d-orbitals 

d
2
, d

3
, and d

4
 are for most compounds distinctly larger than for quasi-octahedrally 

coordinated compounds. For [Pt(CN)
4
]2−, for example, the energy difference 

between the highest occupied d-orbitals (HOMO and HOMO-1) is as high as about 
4,000 cm−1 (0.5 eV) [135]. Consequently, the energy denominators between the 
MLCT states are significantly larger. Thus, spin-orbit coupling is much smaller in 
the situation depicted in Fig. 15b.

Similar arguments also hold for 3LC states. In this case, indirect SOCs via CI are 
active. Note that the energetic positions of the d-orbitals are important for the size of 
both CI and SOC. Thus, smaller ZFSs and lower radiative rates are found for (distorted) 
square-planar compounds than for comparable (distorted) octahedral compounds.

In conclusion, under comparable conditions, SOC can become significantly 
larger for (distorted) octahedral compounds than for (distorted) square planar com-
pounds. This has pronounced consequences on the magnitudes of zero-field splitting 
and radiative rates of the materials and thus is important for applications of the 
compounds as emitters in OLEDs.
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7  Spin–Orbit Coupling and Photophysical Trends: Conclusion

For Ir(4,6-dFppy)
2
(acac), the experimental results reveal a very large energy 

splitting of the emitting triplet state into substates, amounting to DE(ZFS) = 109 cm−1 
(in CH

2
Cl

2
, site A). This splitting is induced by very efficient SOC. According to 

the discussions in Sect. 6, this means that mixings of MLCT states stemming from 
different d-orbitals are very efficient. The involved d-orbitals are the splitting 
components of the t

2g
-manifold of the coordinated Ir(III) center (compare Fig. 15a). 

Due to the very large amount of DE(ZFS) and the well-established ordering 
systematics [12, 49, 63, 108] (compare also Fig. 16), we classify the emitting triplet 
as being dominantly5 of 3MLCT character. In this approach, we describe the states’ 
properties on the basis of the “direct SOC” model as introduced in Sect. 6.5 and 
extended to more realistic systems in (33) and (34). In particular, the ZFS is given 
by different energy shifts of the triplet substates I, II, and III according to differently 
effective SOCs. Very probably, the largest contributions are induced by higher lying 
triplet MLCT states, according to (33). Obviously, the 1MLCT states will also 
induce shifts. However, the energy denominators are larger for the couplings to 
singlets than for the couplings to the 3MLCT states.

On the other hand, the radiative rates are only determined by SOC induced 
admixtures of 1MLCT states to the lowest 3MLCT substates, according to (34). For 
applications as emitters in OLEDs, the rates kr should be as large as possible. Thus, 
short emission decay times and in suitable cases also high photoluminescence quantum 
yields result. Large rates are induced by large SOC matrix elements, but also by 
small energy differences between the emitting triplet state and higher lying 1MLCT 

Fig. 16 Ordering scheme for triplet emitters [12, 49, 63, 108]. The diagram illustrates the relation 
of MLCT character of the emitting state to the magnitude of zero-field splitting DE(ZFS) of the 
T

1
 state. The positions of compounds with DE(ZFS) £ 1 cm−1 are for most emitters only roughly 

estimated. The molecular structures are summarized in [49]. The diagram is adapted from [49]. 
Properties of the compounds in frames are discussed in detail in Sects. 2–5

5It is remarked that for a quantitative description, a significant LC (pp*) contribution cannot be 
ignored (e.g., compare [110]).
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states involving a different d-orbital. Moreover, the transition probability for the 
transition between these mixing-in singlet states and the electronic ground state 
should be as large as possible (high e values). Obviously, the situation is very 
favorable for substate III of the emitting state of Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac). In CH

2
Cl

2
 

(site A), its decay time could be determined to t(III) = 0.4 µs from emission decay 
time measurements below 40 K (Fig. 8). At such low temperatures, nonradiative 
processes can often be neglected. Thus, a very large radiative decay rate of kr(III → 
0) » 2.5 × 106 s−1 can be estimated. On the other hand, the substates II and I experience 
distinctly smaller singlet admixtures. Hence, the radiative rates (obtained from the 
respective decay times, see Fig. 8) are distinctly smaller with kr(II → 0) » 1.1 × 105 s−1 
and kr(I → 0) » 2.3 × 104 s−1.

Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) contains the same chromophoric as well as ancillary ligands 
as Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac). Further, the SOC constants of Pt(II) and Ir(III) are very 

similar [136, 137]. Nevertheless, the properties of the emitting triplet state are very 
different. The ZFS amounts only to »8 cm−1 and the radiative decay rates were 
determined to kr(II/III → 0) » 3.8 × 105 s−1 and kr(I → 0) » 1.2 × 104 s−1. It is stressed that 
the values of kr(I→0) found for Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) and Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) cannot 

be compared directly due to different vibrational deactivation mechanisms (see the 
explanations given in the Sections 3.3 and 4.3). According to the ordering systematics, 
the emitting triplet of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) is classified as 3LC (3pp*) state, which is 
only moderately perturbed by 1,3MLCT admixtures (compare Fig. 16 and [12, 49, 63, 
108]). In the situation of an emitting state of 3LC character, it is appropriate to 
describe the triplet state’s properties by the model of “indirect SOC” as discussed in 
Sect. 6.6. This means that the required admixture of 1MLCT character to the lowest 
3LC state is possible in a first step via CI between 3LC and higher lying 3MLCT states, 
and in a second step via SOC of these 3MLCT states with higher lying 1MLCT states 
involving different d-orbitals (compare Fig. 14). Obviously, these indirect SOC paths 
are less efficient than direct SOC as in the case of Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac).

The observed essential differences of the (distorted) square-planar compared to 
the (distorted) octahedral compound can be related to the different coordination 
geometries. These lead to distinctly altered sequences and/or energy separations 
between the occupied d- and p-orbitals of the two compounds. For the square-
planar situation, the energy difference between the highest occupied d-orbitals and 
thus, the separation of the lowest 3MLCT state and the next 1MLCT state involving 
a different d-orbital, is distinctly larger than in the case of an octahedral compound 
(compare Fig. 15). This has important consequences for the photophysical behavior. 
Independent of the relative ordering and the energy separations of the d- and 
p-orbitals, square planar complexes will not attain similarly high SOC efficiencies 
as it is possible for octahedral coordination. Hence, ZFSs and radiative decay rates 
are usually smaller for square planar compounds than for octahedral compounds 
with the same ligands.

Furthermore, the derived models also allow us to explain the different sensitivi-
ties of ZFSs and radiative rates on the host environment. Usually the sensitivity is 
less distinct for square planar Pt(II) than for octahedral Ir(III) compounds. Also for 
Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac), the ZFSs and emission decay times strongly depend on the 
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environment, that is, for example, on the individual site of the dopant in its matrix 
cage, while for Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) a corresponding dependence is less distinct 
(see Sects. 3.4 and 4.4). This behavior can be related to SOC and its variation (com-
pare also [49, 50, 53, 72, 101]). As discussed above, efficient SOCs occur if differ-
ent d-orbitals are involved in the mixing paths. Consequently, changes of the 
compound’s geometry, which, for example, are induced by different matrix cages, 
will result in changes of the energy separations between the relevant d-orbitals. Since 
these separations are displayed in the energy denominators of (33) and (34), the 
SOC efficiencies are altered. Hence, changes of zero-field splittings and decay 
times result. Specifically, the same amount of matrix-induced shifts of the relatively 
large energy separations between the occupied d-orbitals (or between the different 
resulting MLCT states) in Pt(II) compounds will have less impact on the SOC effi-
ciencies than it is the case for the relatively small splittings in octahedral Ir(III) 
compounds. Further, it is a well-known fact that MLCT states usually are more 
sensitive to environmental effects than LC states [138–141]. This rationalizes that 
the emitting state of Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac) – being largely of 3LC character – depends 
only slightly on host effects, while the emitting 3MLCT state of Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) 

exhibits a significant matrix dependence.
The detailed discussion presented above for Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) and Pt(4,6-

dFppy)(acac) can be generalized to a large number of different organo-transition 
metal compounds. This leads to the mentioned ordering systematics as reproduced 
in Fig. 16. The compounds investigated in the scope of this contribution are marked 
by frames. Compounds with DE(ZFS) values of less than »1 cm−1 exhibit largely 
ligand centered 3LC (3pp*) emitting states. The triplets of complexes with a 
DE(ZFS) value in the intermediate range, like Pt(4,6-dFppy)(acac), are moderately 
perturbed by 1,3dp* admixtures. Those emitters with DE(ZFS) values larger than 
about 50 cm−1 are normally termed and assigned as 3MLCT emitters (compare 
Footnote 5). Ir(4,6-dFppy)

2
(acac) belongs to this group of complexes.

When considering the coordination numbers and molecular structures of the 
compounds listed in Fig. 16, one finds that all compounds which exhibit DE(ZFS) 
values of more than about 50 cm−1 have a quasi-octahedral structure, while the 
emitting triplet states of all quasi-square planar compounds investigated hitherto 
have splittings smaller than about 40 cm−1. Interestingly, even the quasi-octahedral 
[Ru(bpy)

3
]2+ complex exhibits a larger DE(ZFS) value of the emitting T

1
 state than 

found for Pt(II) complexes, although the SOC constant of Ru(II) is by a factor of 
about four smaller than the one of Pt(II) [136, 137]. This demonstrates that the 
MLCT character of the emitting triplet state does not simply depend on the central 
metal ion and the ligands. The coordination geometry, determined by the number 
of coordinating ligands, is also of high significance. This important trend is connected 
with specific SOC routes and has been explained above in detail.

Spin-orbit coupling not only governs the amount and pattern of ZFS of the emit-
ting triplet state, but it is also of dominant importance for the radiative emission 
decay rates and thus for the photoluminescence quantum yields. These properties 
are crucial for the suitability of triplet emitters in OLEDs. In conclusion, detailed 
spectroscopic studies of compounds’ triplet state properties in combination with 
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the analysis of SOC efficiencies is helpful to derive new guidelines for chemical 
engineering. These investigations may open new pathways to materials with improved 
photophysical properties than available up to now.
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8  Appendix

Here, we discuss how Rule E is related to the fact that angular momentum operators 
are purely imaginary. It further depends on the fact that, without magnetic field, the 
spatial orbitals are real. It is claimed that the diagonal matrix elements of the angu-
lar momentum operators vanish. For instance, in the case of l

z
, we have for any real 

orbital ( )rc c= 

 
*

| | ,z zl lc c c c〈 = 〈  

since l
z
 is Hermitian. On the other hand, performing the complex conjugation 

explicitly, we have

 

*
* 21

| ( ) ( ) d d | ,z zl r r r r l
i

c c c c c c
 ∂

〈 = Ω = −〈 ∂ϕ ∫ ∫ ∫  

 

where d sin d dΩ = ϑ ϑ ϕ is the usual surface element in spherical coordinates , ,r ϑ ϕ  
and the integration is over all space. Combining the two equations yields that the 
matrix element can only be zero.

This proves the assertion, since the other components of ( )l A

 can be treated 

similarly.
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